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Abstract 
This study investigates the nature of the pragmatic competence of three pairs of Japanese 
and three pairs of German English as a Second Language (ESL) learners as compared to 
English native speaker students in the production of English requests as evidenced in 
their written responses to discourse completion tasks and in their oral responses to the 
tasks through paired verbal report in a clinical research setting. The study is grounded in 
politeness theory and interlanguage pragmatics research. 
While the written responses of all participants to the discourse completion tasks indicate 
a prevalence of conventional indirectness in the performance of this speech act, the study 
also points to evidence that ESL learners operate with a limited range of politeness 
strategies for mitigating their requests. The study finds that the Japanese ESL learners use 
direct strategies more frequently as compared to the German ESL learners and English 
native speaker students. 
Variation of language in relation to sociocontextual features of the discourse situation 
(social status and social distance) is evident in patterns of internal and external 
modification for all groups of participants while ESL learners exhibit more variation in 
the levels of directness of requests according to sociocontextual features as compared to 
the English native speaker group. The study is indicative of the sociocultural and 
sociolinguistic difficulties which ESL learners may experience even at relatively 
advanced levels in incorporating pragmatic norms in the formulation of requests. 
Evidence from the verbal report data from all participants is indicative of the cognitive 
processes which accompany the formulation of appropriate requests: the data indicate 
that respondents attend to the sociocontextual aspects of the discourse situation and revise 
and reformulate their hypotheses in the search for sociolinguistically and socioculturally 
appropriate responses to the task. There is evidence from this data that with increasing 
language proficiency, respondents may adopt a critical stance to the nature of the research 
task while process data from the verbal report of the Japanese ESL learners are strongly 
indicative of sociocultural transfer. 
Methodologically, the study would suggest that combining process and performance data 
in studies of ESL learners' speech act production provides more extensive insights into 
the nature of such learners' pragmatic competence than those studies employing only 
performance data. There would seem to be scope for future research to explore such a 
combination of methodological approaches in longitudinal studies which focus on the 
development of pragmatic competence over time. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
There is now a growing body of empirical studies in interlanguage pragmatics (IILP) 
which focus on speech acts (Blum-Kulka 1991, Beebe and Takahashi 1989, Ellis 1992, 
Cohen, Ishihara, and Olshtain 2004). This study aims to contribute to this body of data 
and presents an empirical study of the interlanguage production of one such speech act, 
requests, by a group of Japanese and German learners of English in the UK (henceforth 
ESL learners) and compares this production to that of a group of English native speaker 
students (henceforth ENS students) as evidenced both in the participants' responses to 
written discourse completion tasks (Brown, 2001) and in their verbal report (Ericsson and 
Simon 1984,1993; Haastrup 1987) which accompanies the tasks. 
There are four key aims to this study. The first aim is to identify the nature of the 
pragmalinguistic and sociopragmatic knowledge of two groups of ESL learners as 
compared to a group of ENS students. Kasper and Rose have pointed out that discourse 
completion tasks (henceforth DCTs): "provide useful information about speakers' 
progmalinguistic knowledge of the strategies and linguistic forms by which 
communicative acts can be implemented and about their sociopragmatic knowledge of 
the context factors under which particular strategic and linguistic choices are appropriate 
(Kasper and Rose, 2002: 95 -96). There is evidence from empirical studies (for example, 
Takahashi, 2001) that: "even the most advanced (Japanese) learners fail to demonstrate 
the full range of strategies and forms used by native speakere' (Churchill 2001: 2). The 
first aim of the study is thus to investigate the nature of these two components of 
pragmatic knowledge (Faerch and Kasper, 1984) as evidenced in the participants' written 
and verbal responses to DCTs. 
The second aim of the study is to investigate the extent to which ESL learners and ENS 
students vary their language according to sociocontextual factors. Theoretical models of 
sociopragmatic competence and sociolinguistic rules of speaking (Hymes 1978, Wolfson 
1983, Brown and Levinson 1978,1987) predict that speakers will vary their language in 
relation to sociocontextual variables. The second aim of the study thus focuses on the 
extent to which ESL learners and ENS students adjust and modify their production of 
requests on DCTs in relation to these sociocontextual variables. 
The third aim of the study investigates the extent to which cultural differences influence 
the responses of participants to the tasks. Evidence from empirical research (Tanaka, 
1988), suggests that Japanese learners of English may have difficulties formulating 
appropriate politeness strategies in speech act production while evidence from German 
learners of English (Blum-Kulka and Olshtain, 1986) point to learner difficulties in 
incorporating pragmatic norms in formulating speech acts. Evidence from the verbal 
report of Japanese ESL learners gathered while on task (Robinson, 1992) has indicated 
the influence of sociopragmatic transfer on speech act construction. 
The final aim of the study relates to the role of verbal report in investigating the cognitive 
processing in the production of requests on written discourse completion tasks by ESL 
learners and ENS students. Faerch and Kasper (1987: 12) state that: "activities that 
involve slow and controlled processing, e. g. certain types of written translation, open the 
possibility for introspecting on procedural knowledge. Furthermore, sudden breakdowns 
of automatic processing, such as when the learner is faced with a problem in reception or 
production due to a lack of relevant (declarative) linguistic or other knowledge, often 
initiate attended processing, e. g. the use of communication strategies. These attended 
processes are then available to introspective reporte'. 
The study draws on several theoretical bases in the research literature. Drawing on the 
work of Austin (1962) and Searle (1969) the study focuses on the communication of 
speech acts, a 'functional unit of communication' (Cohen, 1996c) in which the 
communication of speaker meaning and intent have been shown to be underpinned by the 
principles and maxims of the rule-based nature of communication (Grice, 1975, Leech, 
1983) which inform spoken discourse. 
Related to such principles and maxims, the study situates the production of requests 
within research on the linguistic enactment of politeness (Wolfson, 1983, Brown and 
2 
Levinson 1978,1987, Watts, 1989,2003) and considers actors' management of 
conflicting communicational goals within social contexts. Central to the theoretical 
discussion is thus the issue of pragmatic competence: "the speakers' knowledge and use 
of rules of appropriateness and politeness which dictate the way the speaker will 
understand and formulate speech acte' (Koike, 1989: 279). The study acknowledges the 
distinction in the literature (Leech 1983, Thomas 1983) between, on the one hand, the 
linguistic end of pragmatic competence 'pragmalinguistic competence' i. e. the use of 
appropriate linguistic structures and forms to realize a speech act and on the other, 
( sociopragmatic competence' the social end of pragmatic competence which refers to the 
appropriate use of speech act strategies: "given the culture involved, the age and sex of 
the speakers, their social class and occupations and their roles and status in the 
interactiorf' (Cohen, 1996c: 388). 
With the focus of the study on language in its social context, the study also draws on 
social psychology. Holtgraves (1997, cited in Kasper and Rose, 2002: 7 1) observes how 
politeness theory provides: "a comprehensive framework for understanding how we 
produce and understand language in context". The study thus considers interlanguage 
variation in relation to social context (Gass et al. 1987, Tarone 1988) and explores the 
effects of social distance, social status and cultural factors on the linguistic enactment of 
politeness, the social and psychological variables determining politeness investment 
(Kasper, 1990). 
In this study of the production of speech acts by ESL learners and ENS students, the 
theoretical discussion of the communication of speaker meaning within social contexts 
also draws strongly on second language acquisition (henceforth SLA) research literature 
on the nature of communicative competence and more specifically, on the role and 
position of pragmatic competence within this broad framework. Recent studies (Bardovi- 
Harlig 1999, Kasper 200 1) consider for example the relationship between pragmatic 
competence and grammatical competence: the suggestion is made (Bardovi-Harlig 
1999: 677) that: "although grammatical competence may not be a sufficient condition for 
pragmatic development, it may be a necessary condition7. Thus it is important to situate 
3 
the notion of pragmatic competence within broader conceptualizations of communicative 
competence in SLA. 
So far the discussion has briefly presented the theoretical rationale for the first two 
research questions of the study. The first and central question of the study focuses on the 
linguistic enactment of politeness as measured byperformance data from discourse 
completion tasks eliciting requests in English and asks: 
1) What differences exist in the pragmatic competence of ESL learners and ENS 
students as evidenced in the off-line production of English requests on written 
discourse completion tasks? 
The second research question focuses on the effects of sociocontextual and cultural 
factors on this production and asks: 
2) What are the effects of socicontextual and cultural factors on the production of 
English requests by ESL learners and ENS students? 
Chapters 2,3, and 4 provide a discussion of the theoretical frameworks which inform 
At - 
mese two research questions. Chapter two considers the development of alternative 
frameworks for conceptualising communicative competence in the literature on second 
language acquisition and situates the notion of pragmatic competence within these 
broader models. Chapter three considers alternative models of politeness (Eelen, 2001) 
and weighs the theoretical and empirical support for viewing politeness as, on the one 
hand (i) strategic, or volitional, drawing on the influence of Brown and Levinson's 
(1978,1987) model and (ii) social indexing, or discernment, drawing on the work of Hill 
el al. (1989) and Matsumoto (1988,1989). A pivotal point of this chapter on politeness 
theory is the perspective on linguistic politeness as conceived by different cultures 
(Wierzbicka, 1985, Spencer-Oatey, 2000). The chapter concludes by establishing my 
own position within this theoretical framework. 
4 
Chapter four reviews the literature on empirical studies on ELP research which have 
focused on the production of requests by ESL learners. The chapter highlights the 
difficulties which second language learners of English experience in the production of 
speech acts (Cohen, 1996b, Cohen and Olshtain 1993) and how these difficulties manifest 
in the production of pragmatic performance. More specifically, the chapter highlights 
those linguistic difficulties pertaining to Japanese learners (Sasaki, 1998, Tanaka 1988) 
and German learners of English as identified in the empirical research literature. 
Chapter rive explores the nature of the social psychological variables influencing the 
production of language in context (Brown and Levinson 1978,1987, Blum-Kulka et. al. 
1985, Wolfson 1989) and I return to these variables in chapter six in a discussion of how 
the variables were constructed as part of the elicitation instrument. 
Turning to the methodology of the study (which is discussed in more depth in chapter 
six), the study is characterized as a single moment (Cook, 1993: 34) as opposed to a 
cross-sectional study. As Cook explains: 
"A cross-sectional study looks at different learners at different moments in time and 
establishes development by comparing these successive states in different people.. [other 
studies] do not compare groups of learners at different cross-sectional levels to establish a 
series of developmental language states, but either lump all the learners together in one 
group or separate them by first language or criteria other than chronological 
development ... a further term, single-moment studies needs to be coined to distinguish 
this approach from the true cross-sectional design7' (Cook, 1993: 34). 
As Kasper and Rose (2002: 79) point out: "this sort of research cannot shed light on 
development". Thus the research reported in this study does not aim to explore the 
development of ESL learners' pragmatic competence by studying learners at varying 
levels of proficiency, rather it aims to explore the pragmatic competence of a group of 
ESL learners, differentiated by two distinct first language (henceforth LI) backgrounds as 
compared to a group of British English native speaker students. 
5 
Chapter 6 describes the methodology of the study in detail and critically explores the 
rationale for the employment of written discourse completion tasks (henceforth DCTS), 
(Brown, 2001) and verbal report (Ericsson and Simon 1984,1993). The chapter also 
describes the profiles of the participants in the study, ethical issues in the collection of 
data, the design of instruments, key issues in establishing reliability and validity in the 
design of instruments and in the analysis of data and a discussion of how reliability and 
validity have been met in this study. The chapter also sets out the analytical frameworks 
which were employed in the analysis of responses to the DCT tasks and in the analysis of 
verbal report data. 
A brief discussion of the two elicitation instruments used in this study follows together 
with a rationale for these as a preface to research question 3 which focuses on the role 
of verbal report in relation to the production of interlanguage requests. 
The use of DCTs has been widely employed in speech act (henceforth SA) research in 
interlanguage pragmatics (Blum-Kulka et al. 1989, Sasaki, 1998). Kasper and Rose 
(2002: 95) point out that: 
"when carefully designed, DCTs provide useful information about speakers' 
pragmalinguistic knowledge of the strategies and linguistic forms by which 
communicative acts can be implemented and about their sociopragmatic knowledge of 
the context factors under which particular strategic and linguistic choices are appropriate. 
Questionnaire responses indicate what strategic and linguistic options are consonant with 
respondents' understandings of L2 pragmatic norms and what context factors influence 
their choice! '. 
Despite the support for the employment of DCTs highlighted in the quotation above, 
there has been much criticism of this methodology in the literature (Johnston et. al 1998, 
Beebe and Cummings, 1985,1996) for eliciting speech acts, particularly with regard to 
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their construct validity. Chapter 6 will thus explore the use of this elicitation instrument 
from a critical perspective and consider particularly the findings from empirical studies 
which seek to compare 'methods' effects (for example, role play versus DCTs) on speech 
act performance and intra-method (for example, the enhancement of discourse situational 
contexts, Billmyer and Varghese, 2000) variation on research outcome. 
In exploring the rationale for the use of verbal report in the study, chapter six positions 
this methodology within its SLA context. Kasper and Rose (ibid) point out that this line 
of research is in its 'infancy' in pragmatics. With the exception of a few studies (for 
example, Robinson 1992, Cohen and Olshtain 1993, Cohen, Ishihara and 01shtain 2004) 
the combination of research instruments eliciting performance data (DCTs, role plays) 
and process data (verbal report, stimulated recall) in SA research has not been widely 
reported in the literature. While verbal report has been more frequently used for example 
in studies of L2 writing (Cohen and Cavalcanti 1990, Swain and Lapkin 1995), L2 
reading (Block, 1986, Hosenfeld 1984, Haastrup 1987) and translation (Olk, 2002) the 
number of studies exploring this line of research in pragmatics remains low. The current 
study aims to address the current knowledge gap first by combining the use of verbal 
report with discourse completion tasks. While existing studies (Cohen and Olshtain 1993) 
employ retrospective interviews to gather information on research participants' 
perceptions of responses to role play tasks in speech act production, few studies 
(Robinson 1992) have elicited concurrent think-aloud data while participants complete a 
written discourse completion task. Second, the current study differs from Robinson's 
(1992) study in the employment of pairs of participants (pair think-aloud) thus providing 
a rich source of data on participants' introspections on responses to the tasks. Data in the 
current study thus combines (i) written responses to the DCT; (ii) concurrent pair-think 
aloud data and (iii) retrospective interviews from each leamer pair. In this way, the study 
aims to provide an in-depth account of the cognitive processing which underpins the 
learners' responses to the written tasks. Thirdly, unlike Robinson's (1992) study which 
focuses on Japanese learners of American English, the learners in this study are from two 
distinct linguistic and cultural backgrounds (German and Japanese ESL learners) thus 
providing a comparison of two ESL learner groups. Finally, by incorporating verbal 
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report data from English native speakers on the same task, the study aims to address a 
further knowledge gap in the literature: studies in pragmatics which have included native 
speakers' responses to DCTs in verbal report have not to date been reported in the 
literature. Kasper and Rose (2002: 111) are supportive of the incorporation of native 
speakers in studies using verbal report- 
"While presence or absence of native speakers is obviously mandated by the research 
questions addressed in a study, including native speakers is highly recommendable for 
verbal protocol research ... it is vital for researchers to understand what kinds of 
information native and nonnative participants attend to, what and how they report" 
This study thus aims to add to the number of empirical studies in pragmatics research 
which combine performance data (from DCTs) and process data (verbal report). My 
interest in the role of verbal report when combined with DCTs thus forms the rationale 
for research question 3: 
3. What is the role of verbal report (pair think-aloud and retrospection) in illuminating the 
cognitive processing involved in the written production of requests by ESL learners and 
ENS students? 
The findings of the study in relation to research questions one and two which focus on 
responses to the DCT, the pragmalinguistic data, are presented in chapter seven. These 
findings are based on descriptive statistics and due to the small number of participants, 
findings are tentative. Chapters eight and nine present the findings from the verbal 
report data which accompany the written responses to the tasks. Chapter eight focuses on 
the verbal report from the ESL learner groups while chapter nine establishes findings 
from the ENS participants. It will be shown within these three chapters that there are 
differences in the pragmalinguistic responses to the DCTs between the ESL learner and 
ENS groups and also in the nature of the verbal reports of these two groups of 
participants. 
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Chapter 10 firstly draws together the findings from the performance and process data in 
the previous three chapters and presents a final interpretation of how the study responds 
to all the research questions, Secondly the chapter considers the implications of the study 
for second language pedagogy and instructional materials for second language 
development. Finally, the chapter explores the strengths and limitations of the study and 
points to areas of possible future research. 
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Chapter 2 
Communicative and Pragmatic Competence 
In this chapter I will explore theoretical frameworks of communicative competence 
(henceforth CC) and consider the role of pragmatic competence in relation to these 
frameworks. I will argue, along with Leech (1983) and Thomas (1983) that a dual aspect 
view of pragmatic competence which considers both linguistic aspects of pragmatics 
(pragmalinguistics) and sociological aspects of pragmatics (sociopragmatics) is valuable 
in considering the development of pragmatic competence in ESIAFL learners. I will also 
briefly consider evidence from empirical studies which are suggestive of unequal 
developments of grammatical and pragmatic competence (Kasper, 2001) in some 
language learners and underline Bardovi-Harlig's view that: "high levels of grammatical 
competence do not guarantee concomitant high levels of pragmatic competence, ' 
(Bardovi-Harlig, 1999: 686). 1 will argue that developing models of pragmatic 
competence should allow for a more central role for the influence of a learner's cultural 
values and beliefs on their pragmatic competence (Thomas, 1983, Wierzbicka, 1985). 
2.1 Competence, Performance and the impact of social context on notions of 
communicative competence. 
The development of a much expanded view of language competence in the last four 
decades in both theory and pedagogy has stemmed largely from a shift in linguistics 
from a focus on the formal aspects of decontextualised language to a focus on 
contextualised language in use. This shift of focus stems from developments in both 
linguistics and pragmatics. 
The work of researchers such as Hymes (1971,1972) growing out of the work in the field 
of the ethnography of communication (Gumperz, 1964, Hymes, 1968, Labov 1966, 
Gumperz and Hymes, 1972) questioned the limited views of linguistic competence and 
performance put forward by Chomsky (1965), and emphasized the social conditions and 
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social context of language use in relation to speaker meaning. Meanwhile, developments 
in speech act theory (Austin, 1962, Searle, 1969.1975,1976) emphasized the 
performative nature of utterances and the conditions associated with successful 
performance of speech acts and communication of speaker meaning, leading Searle 
(1969: 22 - 23) to conceive of language as a: "series of acts performed in the world rather 
than a collection of sentencee'. Leech (1983) meanwhile was later to separate out a 
distinction between semantics and pragmatics as in the two different uses of the verb 'to 
mean', illustrated in (i) and (ii) below. In (i) the focus is on semantics, defined: "purely as 
a property of expressions in a given language, in abstraction from paticular situations, 
speakers, or hearers" (Leech, 1983: 6). Thus in: 
(i) What does X mean? The focus is on semantics, 
whereas in (ii), contrastively, the focus is on pragmatics where meaning: "is defined 
relative to a speaker or user of the language" (ibid): 
(ii) What did you mean by X? 
In the following section I will trace the development in linguistics of a more 
communicative view of language competence which incorporates the influence of social, 
contextual and cultural elements of speaker meaning. 
The distinction between 'competence' and 'performance' made by Chomsky (1965) 
provides a valuable starting point for the discussion of the development of 
communicative competence. Chomsky defines competence as the speaker/hearer's 
(henceforth SAFI) knowledge of the language while performance refers to the actual use of 
language in concrete situations. Chomsky uses these terms in two senses: in the weak 
sense: 
"We thus make a fundamental distinction between competence (the speaker-hearer's 
knowledge of his language) and performance (the actual use of language in concrete 
situations).. in actual fact, it (performance) obviously could not directly reflect 
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competence. A record of natural speech will show numerous false starts, deviations from 
rules, changes of plan in mid-course, and so on7 (Chomsky, 1965: 4, his emphasis, cited 
in Canale and Swain 1980: 3). 
Chomsky's (1965) stronger claim is that: "competence is to be associated exclusively 
with knowledge of rules of grammar" (cited in Canale and Swain 1980: 4). In this view, 
competence relates to the internalized system of rules of grammar whereas performance 
relates more to the cognitive/psychological factors (for example limitations of memory, 
which are employed in perception and production of speech. For Chomsky: 
"Linguistic theory is concerned primarily with an ideal speaker-listener, in a completely 
homogeneous speech community, who knows its language perfectly and is unaffected by 
such grammatically irrelevant conditions as memory limitations, distractions, shifts of 
attention and interest, and errors (random or characteristic) in applying his knowledge of 
the language in actual performance" (Chomsky, 1965: 3). 
Chomsky (1965) thus presents a view of language competence which focuses on the 
internalised. rules of grammar and leaves very little room for considerations of 
appropnateness of utterances in social contexts, as Hymes (1972: 276) points out: 
"Much of the difficulty in determining what is acceptable and intuitively correct in 
grammatical description arises because social and contextual determinants are not 
controlled". 
Hymes points out further that; "the competency of users of language entails abilities and 
judgements relative to, and interdependent with, sociocultural featuree' (ibid: 277). This 
concern with the influence of socio-cultural context on language competence is reflected 
by Campbell and Wales (1970: 247, cited in Canale and Swain 1980: 4) who state: 
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"By far the most important linguistic ability (is that of being able to) produce or 
understand utterances which are not so much grammatical but, more important, 
appropriate to the context in which they are made! '. 
As Hymes states: "the clarification of the concept of performance offered by ChomskY 
(1965 pp 10 - 15).. omits almost everything of sociocultural significanc6l' (1972: 280). In 
criticizing this overly grammatical view of linguistic competence, Hyrnes refers to the 
development of linguistic competence in a cMd's first language: 
"A normal child acquires knowledge of sentences, not only as grammatical but also as 
appropriate. He or she acquires competence as to when to speak, when not, and as to 
what to talk about with whom, when, where in what manner. In short, a child becomes 
able to accomplish a repertoire of speech acts, to take part in speech events, and to 
evaluate their accomplishment by others" (Hymes: 1972: 277). 
This concern for Hymes as to the need to consider socio-contextual factors in appropriate 
language use has led him to the statement that: "there are rules of use without which the 
rules of grammar would be useless" (Hymes 1972: 278). Hymes rejects Chomsky's 
dichotomy between competence and performance on the grounds that the dichotomy 
provides no place for contextual appropriateness and ignores the sociocultural factors 
which determine the appropriateness of an utterance in context (Trosborg, 1995). Hymes' 
position then is significant for determining a shift away from the concept of language as a 
system in isolation towards the concept as a system for communication in context where 
language needs to be related to sociocultural factors. 
These positions raise two important issues for the pragmatics researcher: (i) the role of 
grammatical competence vis a vis sociolinguistic competence in overall language 
competence (particularly pragmatic competence, discussed below in 2.5) and (ii) the 
possibility of an uneven acquisitional development of grammatical competence and 
pragmatic competence and the relation of this to proficiency (Kasper, 2001). The more 
fundamental question for pragmatics researchers is thus whether grammatical 
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competence is (i) necessary and/or (ii) sufficient for pragmatic competence (assuming a 
sociolinguistic component of pragmatic competence a la Leech 1983/Thomas 1985 
above), a question which has been studied empirically by Hoffman Hicks (1992). 1 will 
return to both theoretical and empirical positions on these issues below in 2.5. 
Thus Hymes' position sets out the significance of social context on a speaker's choice of 
appropriate language use and goes further in underlining the development of the 
speaker/hearer's ability to makejudgements on the appropriateness of utterances in 
relation to social context. These judgements by the speaker/hearer on the appropriateness 
of utterances are possibly an early representation of Bachman (1990) and Bachman and 
Palmer's (1996) notion of metacognitive strategy use in strategic competence which 
involves: "assessing the correctness or appropriateness of the response (to the test task)" 
(Bachman and Palmer: 1996: 7 1, emphasis mine). 
Judgements of language, in Hymes' view are said to be of two kinds: (i) of 
grammaticality, with respect to competence and (ii) acceptability, with respect to 
performance (ibid: 28 1). Thus systemic possibility relates to whether (an utterance) is 
formally possible, for example in relation to syntax. Most fluent speakers of English for 
example would find (1) below unacceptable from this point of view: 
(1) Grass cut now you could the. 
While finding (1) unacceptable, given a shared sociocultural context, the addition of 
gestures and good weather, H may be able to interpret (1) as a request by S to cut the 
grass but may wonder at the execution of the utterance. 
Hymes' second judgement, as to: "whether and to what degree something is feasible in 
virtue of the means of implementation available' (ibid) invokes a sense of the perceptual 
and performance conditions under which the utterance is made. Skehan (1995) for 
example, distinguishes between "syntactic versus pragmatic/lexical modes of 
communication! ' (1995: 105). Where attentional resources of the learner are stretched, or 
limited, for example where planning time is restricted in online processing and 
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production (speaking tasks focusing on fluency) more pragmatic/lexical modes of 
communication can be expected. Where attentional resources are freed up through an 
easing of pressure factors relating to cognitive and linguistic demands and other task 
factors, then a more syntactic mode of processing may be possible. What this means for 
the learner in relation to Hymes' second judgement above and in relation to Chomsky's 
distinction between competence and performance, is that attentional resources are not 
always available for task completion and that within these attentional resources, the 
learner may not always have the capacity to draw on their underlying competence in the 
performance of certain tasks. Thus Hymes' second judgement above is significant both in 
terms of the processing conditions of language performance and, as far as research tasks 
are concerned, in the design of tasks and the associated task conditions under which 
leamer performance of language is elicited. 
With respect to Hymes' third question/judgement (Hymes 1972: 28 1): whether (and to 
what degree) something is appropriate (adequate, happy, successful) in relation to a 
context in which it is used and evaluated) the judgement invokes the notion of felicity 
conditions (Austin, 1962) and Leech's notion of the Tact Maxim (Leech, 1983). As 
Canale and Swain (1980) point out, this third judgement may also involve the appropriate 
use of forms in relation to functions (for example, the use of 'goodbye' for leave-taking. 
The fourth judgement seems to relate to the probable occurrence (or not) of the utterance 
in the language concerned ("a sentence may be grammatical, awkward, tactful and rare') 
(Hymes, 1972: 282) and invokes a concern for what may be the 'native speaker norms of 
discourse' (McCarthy and Carter, 1994) which have been a concern for teachers and 
researchers (and teacher-researchers) in the last decade. The notion of probability, 
invoked in the fourth judgement suggests that language learners may learn to develop 
grammatically well constructed utterances such as 'May God be with you' which are 
however, rare in a particular speech community (Canale and Swain, 1980: 16). As the 
authors point out: 
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"knowledge of what a native speaker is likely to say in a given context is to us a crucial 
component of second language learners' competence to understand second language 
communication and to express themselves in a native like way" (ibid). 
This view would appear to underline the importance of empirical research with native 
speaker controls to discover what linguistic resources are potentially at the language 
learner's disposal and how these are combined in the performance of linguistic tasks. 
2.2 Towards a more complex framework of communicative competence. 
In 2.1 above, the impact of Hymes' (1972) work was considered as key in influencing the 
development of the notion of communicative competence with regard to the socio- 
contextual and socio-cultural context of use. According to Hymes the task of the 
researcher is: "concerned with the situations and uses, the patterns and functions of 
speaking! ' (Hymes 1962,1968, cited in Silberstein, 2001: 101). While accepting a role for 
sociolinguistic competence in an overall framework of communicative competence, 
Canale and Swain (1980) incorporate both grammatical competence, sociolinguistic 
competence and strategic competence into their theoretical model: "communicative 
competence is composed minimally of grammatical competence, sociolinguistic 
competence and communication strategies, or what we will refer to as strategic 
competence7' (ibid: 27). The role of grammatical competence, according to their model 
appears restricted to developing in learners the: "knowledge of how to determine and 
express accurately the literal meaning of utterancee'(ibid: 30). Grammatical features are 
selected: "according to 'grammatical and cognitive complexity, transparency with respect 
to communicative function, probability of use by native speakers, generalizability to 
different communicative functions and contexts, and relevance to the learners' 
communicative needs" (ibid: 29). It could be argued that this 'bottom-up' approach to the 
selection of grammatical features for communicative competence may result in a 
restricted view for learners as to what is appropriate and possible in language 
communication: the approach relates back to the point made at the end of 2.1 that an 
awareness of the combination of forms used by proficient speakers in communicating 
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language functions may be developed through empirical research (and through 
investigations of language corpora). 
The strongly sociocultural view of language competence put forward by Hymes (1972) 
has been criticized by Canale and Swain (1980: 5) who, as indicated above, include 
grammatical competence (knowledge of the rules of grammar) and sociolinguistic 
competence (knowledge of the rules of language in use) in their definition of 
communicative competence, leading them to assert: "there are rules of language use that 
would be useless without rules of grammar" (ibid: 5). For Canale and Swain (1980) CC 
has both a knowledge component (what one knows about language) and a skills 
component (the use of knowledge in communication through the four language skills). 
Linguistic competence in this and the later model set out by Canale (1983) refers to 
mastery of the language code (the Chomskyan concept of competence). Sociolinguistic 
competence in the Canale (1983) model incorporates both Sociolinguistic competence 
(the sociocultural rules of use) and Discourse competence. While the latter focuses on 
cohesion and coherence of spoken and written texts (and incorporates interactional modes 
of communication and discourse management), the former incorporates (i) 
sociopragmatic competence and (ii) pragmalinguistic competence. These two last 
distinctions seem to reflect that made by Leech (1983: 11) who states that: "socio- 
pragmatics is the sociological interface of pragmatics ... pragmalinguistics, on the other 
hand, can be applied to the study of the more linguistic end of pragmatics7' (Leech, 1983, 
10 - 11). Canale (1983) suggests that while sociopragmatic competence focuses on the 
appropriateness of meaning: "whether a particular speech act, attitude or proposition is 
judged to be proper in a given situation" (ibid: 7) pragmalinguistic competence is to do 
with: "the extent to which a given meaning (including communicative functions, attitudes 
and proposition) is represented in a form that is proper in a given sociolinguistic, contexV' 
(ibid: 7). 
In comparing the Canale and Swain (1983) and the Leech (1983) interpretations of these 
two aspects of language competence (sociopragmatic and pragmalinguistic) it seems that 
they are similar, if not identical. Leech, however incorporates the two aspects of language 
competence within a framework for a study of 'General Pragmatics'. The former 
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theoretical framework however, while emphasing the mediating role of strategic 
competence as a communication strategy in both enhancing communication effectiveness 
and compensating for breakdowns, appears to incorporate the notion of cultural 
appropriacy within the concept of sociolinguistic competence. While Canale and Swain 
refer to 'performance constraints' together with the influence of 'personality factors' and 
'world knowledge' on CC, it seems that 'cultural constraints'may operate with equal 
significance in a learner's use and understanding of language, particularly in cross- 
cultural communicative situations. Such cultural constraints may conflict with a learner's 
acquisition of sociocultural rules of use in the target language and may hinder a parallel 
development between grammatical competence and sociolinguistic/pragmalinguistic 
competence. Further, it may be the case that such cultural constraints may operate at a 
subconscious/unconscious level with many language learners and may not be, in some 
research contexts, available for full report (this is discussed further in chapter 6 on the 
role of verbal report as a research methodology in interlanguage pragmatics research). 
2.3 Pragmatic competence as a component of communicative competence. 
The omission of any overt reference topragmatic competence in the Canale and Swain 
(1980) framework has led Schachter (1990: 42) to observe: "Where does pragmatics fit 
into the Canale and Swain framework? Is it assumed not to exist? Or is it thought to be 
coextensive with discourse competence? ". In this section I will move the discussion 
towards a definition of pragmatic competence and a consideration of how pragmatic 
competence might fit into a theoretical framework of CC. 
Koike (1989: 279) defines pragmatic competence as: "the speaker's knowledge and use of 
rules of appropriateness andpoliteness which dictate the way the speaker will 
understand andfonnulate speech acts". This definition would seem to have two main 
strengths: first, it incorporates the notions of both 'knowledge' and 'use' within the 
concept of competence, second, it encompasses the dual concepts of both understanding 
and producing speech acts. This second point is important as it suggests that language 
learners need to consider what is both appropriate (i) in terms of communicating 
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illocutionary force and (ii) in terms of what H may perceive to be socioculturally 
appropriate, given the communicative context. Thus I would concur with Koike (ibid) 
that it may be useful to refer to a learner's pragmatic competence in interlanguage where 
the pragmatics of speech acts include both usage (the appropriateness of the learner's 
utterance for the situation) in combination with the degree of politeness perceived 
according to the target language culture. 
Bachman's (1990) definition of pragmatics incorporates the notion of appropriateness but 
possibly overemphasizes the speaker's intended meaning at the expense of considerations 
of sociocultural context: "Pragmatics is thus concerned with the relationships between 
utterances and the acts or functions that speakers (or writers) intend to perform through 
these utterances which can be called the illocutionaryforce of utterances and the 
characteristics of the context of language use that determine the appropriateness of 
utterances" (Bachman, 1990: 89). 
Thus Bachman, in conceding that his 1990 model is a 'visual metaphor' emphasizes that: 
"the components interact with each other and with features of the language use situatiolf' 
(Bachman 1990: 86). Both grammatical and textual competence are subsumed under 
d organisational competence' while pragmatic competence, viewed in the model as 
separate from these, incorporates 'illocutionary competence' and 'sociolinguistic 
competence' only (see Figure I below). 
Language Competence 
Organisational Competence Pragmatic Competence 
zz 
NN-S-O-ý 
Gramma ical cio I Textual Elocutionary ocio inguistic 
Competence Competence Competence Competence 
Figure 1. Components of language competence (Bachman 1990: 87) 
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There is evidence to suggest, as several researchers (Koike, 1989, Hoffman-Hicks 1992) 
have observed, that it is possible that while: "linguistic competence is a necessary 
prerequisite to pragmatic competence.. it does not itself guarantee pragmatic competence" 
(Hoffman-Hicks 1992: 66). In section 2.5 below I will refer to evidence from empirical 
studies in interlanguage pragmatics to support this position. I disagree with Bachman 
(1990) in separating out textual competence from pragmatic competence. While agreeing 
that: "textual competence is also involved in conversational language use", the 
conventions governing such language in use are equally significant in some degree for 
pragmatic competence at the level of speech act utterances, for example in the need to 
regard the 'maxims' of communication as set out by Grice (1975) and avoid the 
unintentional flouts of such maxims in communicative interation. Some researchers 
(Edmondson and House, 1991) have documented for example how a disregard for such 
maxims at the level of SA utterances, (for example the maxims of quantity and relevance) 
may lead to prolixity or 'waffling' in the performance of SAs by some language learners. 
In relation to Bachman's 1990 'visual metaphor' I would also question whether his 
definition of 'sociolinguistic competence' (as a key component of pragmatic competence) 
encapsulates in an adequate way the significant role of culture in pragmatic competence. 
He states: "Sociolinguistic competence is the sensitivity to, or control of the conventions 
of language use that are determined by the features of the specific language use context; 
it enables us to perform language functions in ways that are appropriate to that context" 
(Bachman, 1990: 94). 1 think it is important to incorporate, within the notion of pragmatic 
competence a sense in which assessment of the social -contextual components by S and H 
of the communicative situation, for example, age, status of interlocutor and setting, 
interact with the level of understanding by both interlocutors of the appropriateness of 
language use according to culture. 
The significant role of culture in defining pragmatic competence is captured in the work 
of Thomas (1983) and Wierzbicka (1985). Wierzbicka reminds us of the importance of 
linking: "language specific norms of interaction with specific cultural values, such as 
autonomy of the individual and anti-dogmaticism of Anglo-Saxon culture or cordiality 
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and warmth in Polish culture! ' (Wierzbicka 1985: 178). Wierzbicka criticizes the 
ethnocentricity of some speech act research which ignores the 'cultural logic' (Gumperz, 
1982) encoded in language and provides a multitude of examples from Polish and 
English which illustrate how differences in culture may affect negative transfer from LI 
to L2 in SA utterances. Kasper (1991: 195) observes how Wierzbicka: "raises objections 
against the ethnocentrically Anglo-Saxon perspective of much pragmatic theorizing, 
pointing out that in Polish verbal interaction, involvement and cordiality rather than 
distance and 'polite pessimism' are reflected in strategies of linguistic actiolf'. As 
Wierzbicka explains: 
"Thus in Polish interrogative directives sound formal and elaborately polite. They are 
also tentative, lacking in confidence. One would use them when one is genuinely not sure 
whether the addressee would do what s/he is asked to do.. in English however, both the 
interrogative and the interrogative-cum-conditional forms are frequently used in speech 
acts which could be reported by means of the verbs order to. command or LgIl jo-and they 
are perfectly compatible with verbal abuse and verbal violence" (Wierzbicka, 1985: 153). 
Such differences in the understanding of the 'cultural logic' encoded in language and in 
the ability to encode the cultural logic of the target language may lead to the kind of 
4pragmatic failure' which Thomas (1983) identifies. Thomas defines 'pragmatic failure' 
as the "inability to understand what is meant by what is said" (ibid: 91). Such 
misunderstandings arise: "from an inability to recognize the force of the speaker's 
utterance when the speaker intended that this particular hearer should recognize if' 
(ibid: 94). Thus pragmalinguisticfailure is language based and: "occurs when the 
pragmatic force mapped by S onto a given utterance is systematically different from the 
force most frequently assigned to it by NS of the target language, or when speech act 
strategies are inappropriately transferred from LI to L2" (Thomas, 1983: 99). 
Pragmalinguistic failure, according to Thomas, is thus a linguistic problem, caused by 
differences in the linguistic encoding of pragmatic force. An example of such failure 
would be the use of a direct speech act (Level I in the Brown and Levinson 1978,1987 
model) in communicative contexts where a native speaker would use an indirect speech 
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act or 'off record' politeness strategy. Pragmatic competence at the level of 
pragmalinguistic competence thus relates to the language learner's ability to draw on 
linguistic resources in order to encode the force of the utterance. 
It is possible that pragmalinguistic failure may be easier to overcome for the language 
learner than sociopragmatic failure: Thomas (1983) suggests that pragmalinguistic 
competence may be taught as part of the grammar of the target language. But this 
assumes an identification by the learner of the syntactic complexity which native 
speakers use in, for example, mitigating in and across speech events. For example, in her 
study, Takashi (2001) noticed how: "the Japanese EFL learners lack the L2 
pragmalinguistic knowledge that an English request can be mitigated to a greater extent 
by making it syntactically more complek" (2001: 173). This syntactic complexity in the 
mitigating strategies by native speakers is also evident in the present study, not only in 
the range of devices which are used but also in the combination of structures. The 
challenge for the language teacher would thus include (i) which devices to teach in 
association with different social contexts and (ii) how to link these to the level of the 
learner's grammatical competence. 
Sociopragmatic failure appears to be more deeply rooted in the language learner's system 
of beliefs and relates to the social conditions placed on language in use. Sociopragmatic 
failure concerns: "judgements concerning the size of imposition, cost/benefit, social 
distance, and relative rights and obligations" (ibid: 104) in communicative interaction. 
Sociopragmatic judgements, in Thomas's view are 'social before they are linguistic' and 
are thus rooted in the sociocultural values of the language learner and the perceptions of 
sociocultural values of the target language culture held by the learner. 
The kind of social judgements required of the language learner in sociopragmatic 
competence relate closely to the elements set out by Brown and Levinson (1978,1987) in 
their model of the assessment of the 'weightiness' of an FTA, in Goffman's (1967) 
notion of 'free' and 'non-free' goods and in cross-cultural differences in views of 
politeness. I will consider these variables in more detail in chapter 5 and in chapter 3 
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where I discuss cross-cultural differences in politeness. To return to the discussion, in 
Brown and Levinson's model for example, the learner needs to judge the social distance 
between S and H, the power relations existing between S and H, and the degree to which 
the act is rated an imposition in the target culture. Such judgements may vary cross- 
culturally and may also be influenced by the time available to the language learner (for 
example length of stay in target language culture) to develop the sociocultural rules of 
speaking (Wolfson, 1983) which are appropriate in the speech community. Thus for 
Thomas: "it is cross-cultural mismatches in the assessment of social distance, of what 
constitutes an imposition, of when an attempt at a face threatening act should be 
abandoned, and in evaluating relative power, rights and obligations etc. which cause 
sociopragmatic failure7' (1983: 104). Thus the development of sociopragmatic competence 
may prove a harder task for the language learner, rooted as it is within the target 
community's sociocultural rules of language use. 
To conclude this section, I would like to concur with Thomas in her position that, rather 
than viewing pragmalinguistic and sociopragmatic competence as part of a dichotomy 
within the overall notion of pragmatic competence, these two aspects of pragmatic 
competence should be seen as a continuum. Thomas maintains that she does not wish to 
claim that 
4C any absolute distinction can be drawn between pragmalinguistic and sociopragmatic 
failure. They form a continuum and there is certainly a grey area in the middle where it is 
not possible to separate the two with any degree of certainty". (Thomas, 1983: 109) 
I have grounded my support for Thomas's theoretical position in the empirical data from 
the current study, more specifically in the qualitative data emerging from language 
learner's verbal report protocols and the associated challenges for the researcher in 
identifying the language learner's pragmalinguistic and sociopragmatic competence in 
such verbal reports. I will return to this point in chapter 8 where I discuss the analysis of 
the qualitative data from this study. 
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2.4 Towards a dynamic model of CC 
The development of two key models of communicative language ability (Bachman 1990, 
Bachman and Palmer 1996) in the last decade were particularly significant in (i) refining 
the concept of strategic competence in models of CC, and (ii) introducing the concept of 
language use as a aýnamic process: "involving the assessment of relevant information in 
the context, and a negotiation of meaning on the part of the language usee' (Bachman, 
1990: 98). For Bachman: 
"communication involves a dynamic interchange between context and discourse, so that 
communicative language use is not characterized simply by the production or 
interpretation of texts, but by the relationship that obtains beween a text and the context 
in which it occurs" (ibid: 102) and defines strategic competence as: 
"the mental capacity for implementing the components of language competence in 
contextualised communicative language use7' (ibid: 84). 
As indicated above (2.3), Bachman views pragmatic competence, combined with 
organizational competence as the key components of language competence (see Figure 2 
below). 
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For Bachman, pragmatic competence: 
"includes the types of knowledge which in addition to organizational competence, are 
employed in the contextualized performance and interpretation of socially appropriate 
illocutionary acts in discourse. These competences include the knowledge of language 
functions, of sociolinguistic rules of appropriateness, and of cultural references and 
figurative language" (Bachman, 1990: 98). 
Drawing on work by Faerch and Kasper (1983) on psycholinguistic models of speech 
production, the Bachman model of language use posits strategic competence as central in 
their model of communicative language use. Strategic competence include three central 
components: an assessment component, including an assessment of the shared 
background knowledge between S and H and an assessment of whether the 
communicative goal has been achieved (hence, situational assessment, in the model feeds 
into the planning process but is also operational at the utterance level in expressing or 
interpreting language). This process would seem to have parallels with Krashen's monitor 
(Krashen, 1982) which monitors output in communication. 
The second component of strategic competence identified within the model is the 
planning component. Bachman defines this component as follows: 
"The planning component retrieves relevant items (grammatical, textual, illocutionary, 
sociolinguistic) from language competence and formulates a plan whose realization is 
expected to achieve the communicative goar' (Bachman 1990: 10 1). 
This selection of items from a language learner's language competence may include 
items from LI, the learner's interlanguage, or from the second or foreign language. Given 
Bachman's definition of pragmatic competence (above) it would seem that the 'planning' 
component of strategic competence would include the learner drawing on their store of 
both pragmalinguistic competence and sociopragmatic competence as defined by Leech 
(1983) and Thomas (1983). The planning process is thus construed by Bachman (1990) 
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as one of 'retrieval' of items from language competence and interacts with the assessment 
component in interaction in establishing appropriateness of language within the ongoing 
discourse. Finally, the execution component: "draws on the relevant psychophysiological 
mechanisms to implement the plan in the modality and channel appropriate to the 
communicative goal and the contexe' (ibid: 103). These are exemplified as: "essentially 
the neurological and physiological processee' (ibid: 107) which include auditory, visual 
and articulatory skills in understanding and producing language. Thus strategic 
competence: 
"performs assessment, planning and execution functions in determining the most 
effective means of achieving a communicative goal" (Bachman 1990: 107 - 108). 
I have three observations to make about the Bachman 1990 model of language use. First, 
it is not clear from the model how the language user's competence interacts with a 
language task or test. There is empirical evidence, for example from studies in pragmatic 
competence that the design of a research task does impact on the language user's 
response. For example, Billmyer and Varghese (2000) found that enhancing the 
situational prompts in their study led to longer, more elaborated requests in both groups 
of native and non-native speakers of American English, although: "enhancement did not 
affect the request strategy or amount of internal modification7' (Billmyer and Varghese 
2000: 517). In Rose (1994) two studies were undertaken, one comparing requests in 
Japanese and American English on a discourse completion test (DCT) while the second 
explored the validity of open-ended questionnaires in non-Western contexts and 
employed a multiple-choice questionnaire. In the first study, Rose found that there was a 
tendency for the Japanese subjects not to provide a I-lint in response to the DCT. In 
explaining this finding, Rose (1994: 6 - 7) suggests that: "it is possible that not having a 
hearer present to intuit speaker intent, Japanese subjects may have written responses 
which were not characteristic of face-to-face interactiorf'. The second study, which 
employed MCQ's, elicited more I-Ents (and 'opting out') from the Japanese subjects. 
These findings are significant in that they underline how the design of a language task or 
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test may interact with a subject's language competence and culture in task/test 
performance. 
Secondly, the term 'strategic' competence as it is used in the model, suggests a volitional, 
goal-oriented use of language which may not be appropriate within those cultures in 
which notions of politeness and linguistic appropriateness are less strategically construed. 
In oriental cultures which display a collective rather than an individual orientation, 
concerns for belongingness, empathy, dependency, proper place occupancy and 
reciprocity are part of the overarching principle of social interaction conceptualized as 
4social relativism' (Lebra, 1976, cited in Kasper, 1990: 195). Thus decisions about 
language use may be less the product of individual choice (as in the strategic competence 
model), and more the product of the constraints of cultural expectations, governed largely 
by Ll sociocultural rules of language use. Such constraints were evident, for example in 
the research by Robinson (1992) which pointed to the difficulties experienced by some 
Japanese learners of American English in refusing in the target language culture. The 
study suggested that some subjects, rather than lacking in the strategic competence 
referred to in the Bachman (1990) model, were constrained by culturally driven concerns 
to maintain social harmony. 
Thirdly, I find the 'interactional' function, (built into the Bachmanian notion of 
illocutionary competence), a useful one as part of a model of CC. Bachman states that the 
nature of this function is to: "form, maintain, (and) change interpersonal relationships" 
(1990: 93). This conception of language use as creating social relationships, rather than 
just responding to them links well to Wolfson's (1986,1988) concept of the 'bulge' 
theory. Wolfson maintains that whereas relationships between intimates and strangers are 
relatively 'fixed' and certain, those for example in the middle of the social distance 
continuum (e. g. status equal co-workers) are relatively unstable and require most care and 
negotiation. In such unstable, uncertain social contexts of communicative interaction, 
more attention may be needed to the use and elaboration of speech acts in maintaining 
and sustaining such relationships. 
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Building on the Bachman 1990 model, Bachman and Palmer (1996) construe strategic 
competence as: 
"a set of metacognitive components or strategies, which can be thought of as higher order 
executive processes that provide a cognitive management function in language use, as 
well as in other cognitive acitivities" (Bachman and Palmer, 1996: 62). 
In this model the components of goal-setting, assessment and planning interact with the 
language user's (or test-taker's) affective schemata (defined as the affective or emotional 
correlates of topical knowledge). Similarly, the model posits that language knowledge, 
topical knowledge and personal characteristics interact with assessment and planning 
components in language use and language test performance. The model is represented in 







Figure 3: Metacognitive strategies in language use and language test performance (after 






In addition to the metacognitive strategies of assessment, planning and goal setting, the 
model includes an additional component 'characteristics of the language use or test task 
and setting' which is posited to interact with the individual's strategic competence which 
is, in turn, influenced by topical knowledge, language knowledge and personal 
characteristics, all of which being potentially mediated by 'affect'. 
The model of strategic competence (goal-setting, planning and assessment) discussed 
above has been successfully applied to speech act research by Cohen and Olshtain 
(1993). In their study of three speech acts (requests, apologies and complaints) by EFL 
learners the authors were able to identify three speech production styles of the 
respondents: metacognisers, avoiders, andpragmatists (Cohen and Olshtain, 1993: 33). In 
this study, role-plays with a native speaker were video-taped and played back to the 
respondents who were interviewed on the 'factors contributing to the production of their 
response' (ibid: 37) to the situation. The authors report that: 
"in executing speech act behaviour, half of the time respondents conducted only a general 
assessment of the utterances called for in the situation without planning specific 
vocabulary and grammatical structure, often thought in two languages and sometimes in 
three when planning and executing speech act utterances, utilized a series of different 
strategies in searching for language forms, and did not attend much to grammar or 
pronunciation7' (Cohen and Olshtain, 1993: 33). 
The study is significant in several ways, first it indicates the potential application of the 
strategic competence model in analyses of speech act performance by EFL learners. It 
may be appropriate to point out, in view of my criticisms above in relation to cultural 
appropriateness that the subjects in the Cohen and Olshtain study were native and non- 
native speakers of Hebrew, the latter group being native speakers of French, Portuguese, 
Spanish and Arabic, i. e. none of the subjects were from oriental cultures. Secondly, the 
study indicated how the 'planning' process in speech act production may vary with the 
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specific test task. The study cited above indicated, for example how: "the situation of 
asking for a lift prompted by far the most specific planning. Respondents reported 
perceiving that because they were asking a higher status person for a ride, they needed to 
thnk about it more firsf' (Cohen and Olshtain, 1993: 37). 
In this section I have considered how a much expanded model of communicative 
language use has developed in the last decade and how this model has incorporated the 
notion of strategic competence as a metacognitive function in language use, interacting 
dýnamically with an individual language learner's language competence and with 
affective and cognitive factors. In the course of the discussion I have attempted to relate 
the theoretical frameworks to empirical studies of pragmatic competence. In the final 
section (2.5) 1 will consider the relationship of pragmatic competence to grammatical 
competence, drawing particularly on a review by Kasper (2001) of pragmatic 
development. 
2.5 Grammatical competence and pragmatic competence 
While there is some disagreement in the literature surrounding the relative impact of a 
learner's grammatical competence and their pragmatic competence on how their overall 
CC is perceived, there appears to be some agreement that: "high levels of grammatical 
competence do not guarantee concomitant high levels of pragmatic competence7' 
(Bardovi-Harlig 1999: 686). 1 will discuss both these issues here. 
First, Canale and Swain (1980: 12) cite Carroll's (1978) findings which suggest that: 
"native speakers of a language are more tolerant of second language learners' 'stylistic 
failures' (for example not understanding sylistic features or not using appropriate 
language) than of their grammatical inaccuraciee'. Thomas (1983: 97) however, 
maintains that: "while grammatical error may reveal a speaker to be a less than proficient 
language user, pragmatic failure reflects badly on him/her as aperson " (my italics). 
It may be the case that for some language learners, as Koike (1989: 286) has pointed out, 
that meaning is prioritized over form in their efforts to be communicatively competent. In 
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such cases grammatical development appears to lag behind pragmatic development with 
the consequence that: "pragmatic concepts are expressed in ways conforming to the level 
of grammatical complexity acquired" (ibid). Indications of the complex processes 
involved in speech act (SA) production are evident from both theoretical frameworks of 
communicative competence and in empirical studies. Cohen (1996) for example refers to 
the complexity of cognitive processes which accompany the production in L2 of a request 
for a lift from a stranger, an observation reflected in the Cohen and Olshtain (1983) study 
referred to above. 
Kasper (200 1) identifies one such 'pragmatics before grammar' scenario in the case of 
Wes, the subject studied in Schmidt's (1983) longitudinal research. While Schmidt"s 
study indicated that pragmatic and interactional competence may develop ahead of 
grammatical competence, it may not necessarily interfere with the process of 
acculturation into the target language community. Walters' (1980) study of ESL children 
and adolescents demonstrated how appropriately polite request strategies may develop 
with ungrammatical forms, as in: 
We borrow your basketball please? (rising intonation) 
May you give us the towels to clean up our milk? 
In a study of advanced ESL learners' expressions of gratitude, Eisenstein and Bodman 
(1986,1993) found that participants were able to produce pragmalinguistically 
appropriate thanking strategies with ungrammatical forms. Such strategies were 
prag7nalinguistically successful in that they were able to communicate successfully the 
illocutionary force intended. However such strategies were grammatically inaccurate in 
several ways, for example in the use made of. 
intensifiers: I very appreciate 
Tense: I never forget your kindness 
(iii) Word order: I'll pay back you 
(iv) Prepositions: That's very nice from you: I hope to see you by us 
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(V) Word choice: I have never taken such a good dinner; it is so glad to me that I 
have such kind of good friend (Eisenstein and Bodman 1986: 175,1993: 69, 
cited in Kasper 2001: 5 10). 
Kasper (2001) points out that not all grammatical errors constrain pragmalinguistic 
competence; in the above examples (i - v), "the grammatical errors may make these 
thanking expressions less effective, but they are not pragmalinguistic effore' (Kasper, 
2001: 510). 
It seems from this brief review that even when a learner's grammatical competence 
lags behind their pragmatic competence, this may not constrain their pragmalinguistic 
ability: learners may still be able to communicate the intended illocutionary force but 
may do so less effectively. 
In the reverse scenario, a language learner's interlanguage grammar is developed 
beyond the level of their pragmatic competence. These scenarios, as Kasper (2001) 
points out, may take on three alternative guises. Firstly, the learner may have 
knowledge of grammar structures but is not able to use these structure to modify or 
express illocutionary force. This was the case in Takahashi's (2001) study of 
Japanese EFL learners who lacked the L2 pragmalinguistic knowledge that an 
English request can be mitigated through the use of syntactic complexity. 
In the second guise, advanced learners' advanced grammatical knowledge may: 
"correlate positively with negative pragmatic transfer". A study by Eisenstein and 
Bodman (1988) indicated grammatically sound but pragmalinguistically non-target- 
like utterances in their subjects' expressions of gratitude: 
(i) May God increase your bounty 
(ii) May God grant you a long life 
(iii) You are a blessing to us from God 
The third guise in which grammatical competence appears to precede pragmatic 
competence is where language learners are familiar with grammatical structures and 
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pragmalinguistic functions but are not familiar with the appropriate socio-contextual 
conditions of use. Robinson's (1992) study of Japanese ESL learners construction of 
refusals in American English demonstrated how one learner, in constructing a refusal 
to help her friend with her house moving, believed that 'I would like' (instead of 'I 
want') to study was 'too polite' in talking to her America friends. Thus as Kasper 
(2001: 509) points out, this Japanese learner's grammatical competence and 
pragmalinguistic competence were 'demonstrably intact' but her sociopragmatic 
competence was lagging behind. 
The brief discussion above points to the complex relationship between a language 
learner's grammatical and pragmatic competence. The general view from empirical 
studies is that even with a highly developed sense of grammatical competence, this is 
no guarantee for concomitant pragmatic competence. Further, it seems that a learner 
may have a well developed pragmalinguistic knowledge and yet have difficulties in 
applying this in language use due to a less than developed sense of sociopragmatic 
competence. Overall this view of the intricate nature of the way in which 
interlanguage grammatical competence interacts with pragmatic competence lends 
support to Cohen's (1996) contention that the: "complexity of speech act sets-makes 
special demands on the speakee, (Cohen, 1996b: 256). 
Finally, in the discussion of the theoretical and empirical aspects of communicative 
and pragmatic competence in this chapter, I have attempted to weave into the 
discussion the cultural aspects of CC, framed as they already are in the terminology 
of 'sociocultural ability' (Cohen, 1996b). In chapter 51 will discuss in more depth the 
influence of cultural variables on speech act strategies in general and requesting 
strategies in particular. 
In relation to the issues raised by the discussion of pragmatic competence in this 
chapter, this study focuses on how the evidence from the ESL learners' responses to 
the discourse completion tasks and the think aloud data may inform on their current 
states of pragmatic knowledge. It is anticipated that such data may provide evidence 
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of how such learners employ pragmalinguistic and sociopragmatic knowledge in 
seeking to communicate appropriately in a variety of social contexts. 
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Chapter 3 Politeness Theories 
The aim of this chapter is to provide a critical overview of the key areas in the literature 
on Politeness theory and to generate a theoretical framework to inform the empirical 
study. The literature surrounding the debate on politeness theory is complex, and as Held 
(1992) has pointed out this linguistic phenomenon is a 'definitionally fuzzy and 
empirically difficult area' (p. 13 1). Watts explains that: 
'One of the oddest things about politeness research is that the term "politeness" itself is 
either not explicitly defined at all or else taken to be a consequence of rational social 
goals such as maximizing the benefit to self and other, minimizing the face threatening 
nature of a social act, displaying adequate proficiency in the accepted standards of social 
etiquette, avoiding conflict, making sure that the social interaction runs smoothly etc. 
Linguistic politeness is then taken to be the various forms of language structure and usage 
which allow the members of a socio-cultural. group to achieve their goals (1992: 3). 
The chapter will draw on the two broad conceptualizations of politeness as (i)strategic 
and (ii) social indexing identified in Kasper's (1990) discussion of current research issues 
in linguistic politeness. This distinction will serve to inform the first two sections of the 
chapter. The organizing framework of the chapter will thus develop as follows: (i) 
Politeness as strategic conflict avoidance (Brown & Levinson 1978,1987, Lakoff 1973, 
Grice 1975, Leech 1983, Watts 1992, (ii) criticisms of Brown & Levinson: Politeness as 
Social Indexing (Ide, 1989, Gu 1990, Blum-Kulka 1982). Within this overarching 
framework, I will consider the debate on the cultural relativity of the role of face 
(Matsumoto 1988, Gu 1990, O'Driscoll 1996, Ji 2000) in Politeness systems and the 
distinction between 'polite" and 'politic' behaviour (Watts, 1992). As an introduction to 
the key areas above, I will first briefly outline the distinction between first and second 
order politeness (Watts, 1992) and, related to this distinction, review two views of 
politeness (i) the Social Norm view (Fraser 1990) and (ii) the Conversational Contract 
view (Fraser 1975, Fraser and Nolen 198 1) which as exemplars of first order politeness, 
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do not provide an adequate theoretical framework of politeness systems for the present 
study, 
3.1 First order and second order politeness. 
Watts (1992: 3) identifies first order politeness as a 'commonsense, notion of politeness. 
This is taken to: 'correspond to the various ways in which polite behaviour is perceived 
and talked about by members of socio-cultural groups' and corresponds with Kasper's 
(1994) notion of politeness as a commonsense notion which includes 'proper social 
conduct and tactful consideration of others' (p. 3206). Second order politeness, according 
to Watts is 'a theoretical construct, a term within a theory of social behaviour and 
language usage'. The distinction is echoed by Janney and Arndt (1992) who distinguish 
between 'social' politeness and 'interpersonal' politeness. The function of social 
politeness is to 'coordinate social interaction' (p. 24) while interpersonal politeness 
functions at the pragmatic level 'to preserve face and regulate interpersonal relationships' 
(p. 24). Watts" distinction is fundamental to discussion of politeness theory, for as Watts 
points out if first order politeness concepts are used in scientific analysis, politeness 
theory invokes 'a lay concept which has been elevated to the status of a second order 
concept' (ibid: 4). 
The distinction between the 'commonsense' notion of politeness and politeness as a 
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theoretical construct is reflected in Watts' (1992) distinction between 'politic' and 
'polite' behaviour. I will expand on the distinction below in the discussion of politeness 
as strategic conflict avoidance and politeness as social indexing. Briefly though, for 
Watts, politic behaviour is defined as: 'Socially-culturally determined behaviour directed 
towards the goal of establishing and/or maintaining in a state of equilibrium the personal 
relationships between the individuals of a social group, whether open or closed, during 
the ongoing process of interaction' (1992: 50). 1 will outline below how for Watts, 
politeness is a subset of politic behaviour and how the latter comes to be associated with 
the concept of Discernment (Ide 1989) while the former is more closely related to the 
concept of Volition (ibid). 
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3.2 The Social Norm View 
The Social Norm view of politeness (Fraser, 1990) 'assumes that each society has a 
particular set of social norms consisting of more or less explicit rules that prescribe a 
certain behaviour, a state of affairs, or a way of thinking in context. A positive evaluation 
(politeness) arises when an action is in congruence with the norm, a negative evaluation 
(impoliteness = rudeness) when action is to the contrary' (ibid: 220). This view of 
politeness as etiquette links closely, as Fraser points out, to politeness as speech style: 
'whereby a higher degree of formality implies greater politeness'. In this sense, the social 
norm view of politeness is not entirely divorced from the notion of discernment 
(wakimae) posited by Hill et. al (1985) and Ide (1989). As Watts (1992: 4) points out, 'the 
Japanese term 'wakimae' refers to the use of the standard in a formal setting'. The use of 
appropriate grammatical, lexical and phonological forms become associated with 'correct 
language' and these forms are expected, according to the social norm view of politeness, 
to be followed in a prescriptive way. But the notion of 'wakimae' may not only be 
restricted to Japanese society, as Fukushima (2000: 56) argues: 'in every society, one is 
expected, or would like to act according to the norms of that society, unless someone 
deliberately intends to violate those norms for a certain pupose. in order to act according 
to the norms of each society, one has to wakimaeru his/her position in society'. I will 
return to the notion of 'wakimae' (discernment) in the discussion below of politeness as 
social indexing and in relation to cultural influences on notions of politeness. The social 
norm view, as Fraser (ibid: 221) points out: 'has few adherents among current researchers 
and while retaining links with the notion of discernment, is inadequate in providing the 
present study with an adequately rigorous theoretical framework for an empirical study 
forming, as it does, part of the notion of 'first order' politeness. 
3.3 The Conversational Contract view. 
The Conversational Contract view identified by Fraser (1975), Fraser and Nolen (198 1) 
and elaborated on by Fraser (1990) also falls within the notion of 'first order' politeness, 
an everyday concept generally associating politeness with appropriateness. Unlike the 
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concept of politeness as strategic behaviour, as exemplified in the face-saving view of 
Brown & Levinson (1978,1987), the CC view of politeness emphasizes the 
'understanding of some initial rights and obligations that will determine, at least for the 
preliminary stages, what the participants can expect from the other(s)' (ibid: 232). Such 
rights and obligations may be determined by the institutional setting (e. g. a parish church) 
and the immediate discourse context (e. g. responding to the preacher's initiating prayer) 
and may thus not be negotiable (or 'renegotiated', as Fraser points out). But some terms 
and conditions are open to renegotiation, depending on changes in status, power and role 
of speaker and hearer within the discourse context. Hence, as Fraser points out: 'while a 
podiatrist is entitled to ask questions, there are restrictions on the content: questions about 
your history and the reasons for the visit are expected; questions about your intimate 
moments are not' (ibid: 233). Thus the CC view of politeness encapsulates the first order 
view of politeness: politeness is seen as appropriate language behaviour with speakers co- 
operating with each other within the context of interaction. Politeness, Fraser maintains, 
is a value assigned to the interlocutor, rather than the utterance itself and relies on the 
observance of the rights and obligations which speakers bring to the discourse context. 
These rights and obligations may evolve however over the course of time, or with a 
change in the discourse context. Thus one of the strengths of the CC view of politeness is 
in the way in which it encompasses politeness as a fluid, dynamic concept, sensitive to 
the changing roles of interlocutors and discourse settings over time and space. However, 
as part of the first order definition of politeness referred to above, the CC view of 
politeness is not theoretically robust enough to provide the theoretical framework for the 
current study. 
3.4 The Co-operative Principle: Grice. 
3.4.1 The work of Paul Grice (1975) and the development of the 'Co-oPerative Principle' 
provided the foundation for much of the later developments on second order politeness 
theory espoused by Leech (1983), Lakoff (1979,1984,1989) and Brown & Levinson 
(1978,1987) and thus will be included here as a precursor to the discussion of politeness 
as strategic verbal behaviour. Grice's view is based on the assumption of co-operation by 
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interlocutors in conversation and the maximally efficient transfer of information, as 
summarized by Eelen: 
"Grice's theory rests on the assumption that people are intrinsically cooperative and aim 
to be as informative as possible in communication, with informativeness referring to a 
maximally efficient information transfer" (Eelen 2001: 2). 
Grice's Cooperative principle (henceforth CP), formulated as a set of maxims operates as 
a 'default' mechanism which, when the principle is followed allows speakers to be 
maximally informative in communication. When the maxims are flouted, according to 
Grice, speakers are able to generate 'implicatures' and 'can come to mean more than they 
literally say, and be understood as such' (Eelen 2001: 2). Thus for Grice: 
"Our talk exchanges do not normally consist of a succession of disconnected remarks, 
and would not be rational if they did. They are characteristically, to some degree at least, 
cooperative efforts; and each participant recognizes in them, to some extent, a common 
purpose or set of purposes, or at least a mutually accepted directioif'. (Grice, 1975: 45). 
The CP consists of four maxims: 
1. Quantity 
1.1 Make your contribution as informative as required (for the purpose of the 
exchange). 
1.2 Do not make your contribution more informative than is required. 
2. Quality 
2.1 Do not say what you believe to be false 
2.2 Do not say that for which you lack adequate evidence 
3. Relation 
3.1 Be relevant 
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4. Manner 
4.1 Avoid obscurity of expression 
4.2 Avoid ambiguity 
4.3 Be brief (avoid unnecessary prolixity) 
4.4 Be orderly. 
As Thomas (1995: 64) points out: 'the least interesting case is when a speaker observes all 
the maxims' as in her example: 
Husband: Where are the car keys? 
Wife: They're on the table in the hall. 
In this example, the wife has observed (i) the maxim of Manner (and has answered 
clearly), the maxim of Quality (she has answered truthfully) and has 'addressed her 
husband's goal' (ibid: 64) thus addressing the maxim of Relation. Thus (i) there are no 
discrepancies between what the speaker says and what the speaker means and (ii) the 
utterance is 'unmarked' and 'socially neutral' (Eelen 2001: 4). But interlocutors are able 
to go beyond the literal sense of an utterance both as speakers and hearers - the speaker, 
by generating a 'conversational implicature' (Grice 1978) which prompts the hearer to 
'look for a meaning which is different from, or in addition to, the expressed meaning' 
(Thomas: 1995: 65). Grice formulates this sense of implicature in the following way: 
I have suggested a Cooperative Principle and some subordinate maxims, with regard to 
which I have suggested: (i) that they are standardly (though not invariably) observed by 
participants in a talk exchange; and (ii) that the assumptions required in order to maintain 
the supposition that they are being observed (or so far as is possible observed) either at 
the level of what is said - or failing that, at the level of what is implicated - are in 
systematic correspondence with nonconventional implicata of the conversational type" 
(Grice 1978: 113 - 114). 
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Thus a speaker is able to 'flout' a maxim and in doing so, generate a conversational 
implicature, triggering the hearer to look for alternative meanings in the utterance. 
Thomas (1995) explains one way in which this might happen through the following 
example: (ibid: 65). 
"The speaker is Rupert Allason (author, M. P. and expert on the British intelligence 
services). He is discussing the identity of the so-called 'Fifth Man7. 
Example: 
'It was either Graham Mitchell or Roger Hollis and I don't believe it was Roger Hollis'. 
Thomas (ibid) explains the deductive reasoning process which the hearer would go 
through in reaching an interpretation of this utterance which appears to flout the maxim 
of quantity in providing more information than was necessary to convey meaning (the 
utterance: 'it was Graham Mitchell' would have restricted the meaning to the literal 
meaning given by the utterance). Thomas suggests that the reply is a compromise 
between observing the maxims of Quality and Quantity: "the failure to observe the 
maxim of Quantity can be explained if we assume that Allason also wished to observe the 
maxim of Quality. We conclude that for some reason he is confronted with a clash 
between these two maxims (either he tells the truth or he gives just the right amount of 
informationy' (ibid: 66). The implicature generated in this utterance is that Graham 
Mitchell was the spy but that the speaker did not have the necessary evidence to assert 
this as fact. 
The example given serves to illustrate how Grice's maxims, while having a primarily 
referential orientation and being 'socially neutral' and 'unmarked' in relation to 
politeness (Eelen, 2001) may be flouted in order to generate conversational implicature. 
The Maxims represent assumptions which interlocutors may operate with in the course of 
communication and in this sense, function as the 'hard wiring' of communication 
between rational speakers and hearers. Fraser (1990: 222) points out that while 
conversational maxims are: 'guidelines for the rational use of language in conversation', 
they are quite distinct from the type of linguistic rules associated with grammar. 
Violating grammatical rules may signal a lack of grammatical competence in a 
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developing grammatical system in either first or second language users. Violating 
conversational maxims (or 'flouting' a maxim) indicates an intentional implicature on the 
part of the user and a signal to the hearer to go beyond the literal sense of an utterance. In 
this sense, as Clyne (1994: 11) points out, Grice's Co-operative Principles were 
'formulated as a universal to help account for the high degree of implicitness in 
conversation'. Grice's CP provides an important foundation for an understanding of later 
research on politeness (Lakoff, Leech and Brown & Levinson) in that it conceptualizes 
politeness as abiding by conversational maxims. I would formulate this conception of 
politeness as implicit conflict avoidance in contrast with the explicit conflict avoidance 
depicted in the Maxims of Leech and Lakoff and the politeness strategies of Brown & 
Levinson (1978,1987) discussed below. 
3.4.2 Criticisms of Grice. 
3.4.2.1 Universality across cultures. 
The CP has been criticized for its ethnocentric view of orientations to the Conversational 
Maxims. Hymes, for example, indicates that: 
"It can reasonably be assumed that any community will have some orientation to the 
dimension of quality (truthfulness), of quantity (informativeness), of relevance, of 
manner (clarity). What the orientation will be, and how complexly articulated in relation 
to kinds of person and context, would be an empirical question! '. (Hymes 1986: 73, cited 
in Fukushima 2000: 3 1). 
Wierzbicka, while not denying that generalizations suggested in the work of Grice (1975) 
and others 'provide useful insights into mechanisms of language use' (Wierzbicka 
1985: 174) maintains that such generalizations need to be viewed within the concept of 
4 cultural logic' (Gumperz 1982). Concepts such as 'directness' and 'indirectness' may be 
viewed differently according to different cultures. Wierzbicka indicates in her study how 
'English cultura I norms (as compared with Polish norms) favour 'indirectness' in acts 
aiming at bringing about an action from the addressee' (ibid: 175) which is in keeping 
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i with the 'Anglo-Saxon principle of non-interference, which accounts for the heavy 
restrictions on the use of the imperative'. This principle, Wierzbicka argues, does not 
extend to the use of questions for information because: 'information is seen in Anglo- 
Saxon culture as a free and public good' (ibid: 173). Wierzbicka's argument then, stems 
from a position in which language specific norms of interaction need to be linked with 
specific cultural values 'such as autonomy of the individual and anti-dogmaticism of 
Anglo-Saxon culture or cordiality and warmth in Polish culture' (ibid; 176). I will return 
to the discussion of culture below in relation to politeness and social indexing. 
3.4.2.2 Interpretation of the Maxims. 
Thomas (1995) has pointed out how Grice's Conversational Maxims may overlap: a 
hearer may flout both the maxim of Relation and Quantity simultaneously as in the 
example given by Thomas below (1995: 92) taken from Shakespeare's Hamlet: 
Polonius: What do you read, My Lord? 
Hamlet: Words, words, words. 
In this example the hearer is flouting both the maxim of Quantity (not saying enough) 
and Relation (not addressing Polonius' goals). Thus the degree of information which is 
deemed adequate by the speaker (in terms of addressing conversational maxims), is 
different from that which is deemed adequate by the hearer. As Thomas points out, the 
requirement of the Cooperative Principle 'Make your contribution such as is required' 
may be different for both interlocutors. But Grice's principle extends further than this. 
According to Grice, conversational participants assume that speakers (should try to) make 
their contribution 'such as is required, at the stage at which it occurs, by the accepted 
purpose or direction of the talk exchange'. Wilson (1994: 55) in her discussion of 
Relevance Theory and Gricean pragmatics, points out that Grice does not make clear how 
the accepted purpose of the utterance is to be identified and: 'once identified, how does it 
help with comprehension? ' (ibid: 55). This second question is exemplified in Wilson's 
example of an advertisement: 'If you're looking for a good job, we're offering a thousand 
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a we, %Ir' which demonstrates how knowing the purpose of an utterance (attracting people ek 
to the employment agency in question) does not help to identify the correct interpretation 
from the possible alternatives (i. e. a thousand jobs/a thousand pounds). 
Wilson (ibid: 56) goes on to argue that Relevance theory (Sperber and Wilson 1986) 'is 
not a rule-based or maxim-based system. In this framework, relevance is fundamental to 
communication not because speakers obey a maxim of relevance, but because relevance 
is fundamental to cognition'. Thus while utterances may have a variety of interpretations, 
not all of these will occur to the hearer simultaneously as they require differing amounts 
of cognitive processing to think up. According to Sperber and Wilson (1986) the 
relevance criterion is based on a 'fundamental assumption about human cognition' 
(Wilson 1994: 44) which is that human cognition is relevance-oriented and relevance is 
defined in terms of contextual effect and processing effort. As Wilson explains (ibid: 45) 
d contextual effects cost some mental effort to derive, and the greater the effort needed to 
derive them, the lower the relevance will be". Relating this argument to the discussion of 
Gricean maxims above, the utterance 'It will rain in Paris tomorrow' may be interpreted 
as relevant to the hearer not because the speaker is obeying a maxim of relevance as in 
Grice's view but because of the contextual effects (e. g. the hearer is planning to travel to 
Paris the next day, has packed a raincoat etc. ) combined with a minimal level of cognitive 
processing needed to arrive at an assumption of relevance. 
3.4.2.3 Use of the term 'cooperation'. 
A third criticism of Grice's work has been over the use of the term 'cooperation' in 
relation to 'conversation' (Sarangi and Slembrouck 1992). Grounding their criticisms of 
Grice's work in examples from institutional discourse, the authors demonstrate how 
interaction in such social settings may not subsume cooperation in a Gricean sense: true 
cooperation implies a negotiation of terms and goals within the institutional context. 
Non-cooperation, as the authors demonstrate, may be related to an asymmetry of goals 
pertaining between institution and client. Thus: "Cooperation never occurs as a value in 
the abstract, it is always tied to a condition of a shared social interest and investment" 
(ibid: 138). 
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3.5 Lakoff s Politeness Rules. 
While Grice's CP is based on the principle that interlocutors are cooperative and aim 
towards maximally efficient and informative communication, Lakoff's politeness rule 
(1973) 'attends to social issues' (Eelen 2001: 3) and complements Grice's 'clarity rule': 
" if one seeks to communicate a message directly, if one's principal aim in speaking is 
communication, one will attempt to be clear so that there is no mistaking one's intention. 
If the speaker's principal aim is to navigate somehow or other among the respective 
statuses of the participants in the discourse indicating where each stands in the speaker's 
estimate, his aim will be less the achievement of clarity than an expression of politeness, 
as its opposite. (Lakoff 1973: 296). 
Lakoff proposes two rules of pragmatic competence: 1. Be clear and 2. Be polite (Lakoff 
1973: 296). According to Lakoff, the politeness rule supercedes the clarity rule, thus 
where an utterance is likely to cause offence, clarity is minimized in the interests of 
politeness. Lakoff's rules of politeness: 
1. Don't impose 
2. Give options 
3. Make A feel good - be friendly 
may be valued differently, she maintains, in different cultures. Eelen (2001: 3) 
summarises Lakofrs position on the cultural applications of the three politeness rules 
above: European cultures tend to emphasise distancing strategies (impersonality) (rule 1), 
Asian cultures emphasise Deferential strategies (hesitancy) (rule 2) and modem 
American culture tends towards Camaraderie (as informality) (rule 3) which 'is said to be 
rapidly taking over as the preferred form of politeness in (this - U. S. ) culture' (Eelen 






"equivalent to what most people in our society consider 'polite' behaviour, since it has 
been our standard form of politeness for about a millennium, and we are used to if' 
(Lakoff 1990: 35). Thus for Lakoff, the notion Upoliteness as indirectness is central to 
her position: 
"Try to be honest and direct and make your point clearly, but when doing so would 
infringe on manners or taste, or be actually or potentially hurtful to one or both 
participants, mitigate your utterance - make it harder to understand in order to make it 
gentler and kindee, (Lakoff, 1990: 30). 
Thus Lakoff s position has strong links with that of Searle (1975) who considers that: 
"Politeness is the chief motivation for indirectnese' (ibid: 64). These rules of politeness 
display possible links with the negative and politeness strategies associated with the 
Brown and Levinson (1978,1987) framework of politeness theory, rules I&2 being 
linked to negative politeness strategies. Negative politeness strategies are oriented 
towards the hearer's negative face or the want to 'maintain claims of territory and self- 
determination' (Brown and Levinson 1987: 70). Rule 3 would seem to have closer 
affiliations to Brown and Levinson's concept of positive face, which is essentially 
approach based and concerned with maintaining the 'positive self-image that (the hearer) 
claims for himself (ibid: 70). Positive politeness strategies emphasise common ground 
and minimize (or reflect a minimum of) social distance. The third rule is thus aimed at 
producing 'a sense of equality between Speaker and Hearer and (providing the Speaker is 
actually equal or better than the Hearer) this makes the Hearer feet good' (Lakoff 
1973: 301). 
3.5.1 Criticisms of Lakofrs Politeness rules. 
Fraser (1990: 223) criticizes Lakofr s position because of a lack of definition of her 
theoretical terms: "Although entitling her 1973 paper 'The logic of politeness', Lakoff 
never actually says what she takes politeness to be! '. As noted above, however, we may 
assume that the broad defnition is one of avoidance of offense over the interests of 
clarity. Secondly, it is not clear from Lakoff s position how a speaker is to determine 
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what kind of politeness is required, as determined by her three rules. As Fraser (ibid: 234) 
points out, 'the reader is never told how the speaker or hearer is to assess what level of 
politeness is required'. Thirdly, it is not clear how the three rules interface or interrelate 
in ongoing social interaction. As set out in Lakoff s terms, the rules appear to be static 
and lack the dynamic fluidity of the Conversational Contract view (Fraser 1990) 
discussed above. Finally, Lakofrs position appears to combine elements of both first and 
second order politeness. Eelen (2001: 50) outlines how Lakoff s earlier (1979) 
conceptualization of politeness began as a system of pragmatic rules similar to syntactic 
rules, a kind of scientific theorizing which places her earlier conceptualization of 
politeness in the domain of second order politeness as defined by Watts (1992). As Eelen 
points out: "this uniquely scientific viewpoint is also evidenced in the integration of 
politeness rules with the Gricean CP and its maxims: rather than capturing ordinary 
speakers' argumentative evaluations, they are general linguistic principles, involved in 
the process of how people understand each othee, (Eelen, 2001: 49). Lakofrs later 
conceptualization of politeness (Lakoff 1990) has much in common however with the 
first order (or commonsense) view of politeness to which Watts (ibid) refers. Lakoff goes 
further however and suggests that concepts of politeness are inbuilt and (in a seemingly 
Chomskyan way) are part of rules which are 'ingrained in the mind, learned effortlessly 
in infancy' (Lakoff 1990: 24). Despite what seems to be a shift from an essentially second 
order (theoretical) view of politeness to a first order (commonsense) view of politeness, 
Lakoff s position remains one in which politeness is viewed as 'a device used in order to 
reduce friction in personal interaction' (Lakoff 1979: 64) and thus falls within the scope 
of strategic, conflict avoidance views of politeness in keeping with Brown & Levinson 
(1978,1987) and Leech (1983) whose views of politeness I consider in the next two 
sections. 
3.6 Leech 
Leech (1983) enlarges on Grice's CP and incorporates a Politeness Principle (henceforth 
PP) within his theoretical schema in conjunction with an Irony principle within his 
conceptalisation of Interpersonal rhetoric. Leech distinguishes between Grice's concept 
of the CP and the PP: 
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"The CP enables one participant in a conversation to communicate on the assumption that 
the other participant is being cooperative. In this the CP has the function of regulating 
what we say so that it contributes to some assumed illocutionary or discoursal, goal(s). It 
could be argued that the PP has a higher regulative role than this: to maintain the social 
equilibrium and the friendly relations which enable us to assume that our interlocutors are 
being cooperative in the first place' (Leech, 1983: 82). 
Thus for Leech, an important distinction exists between a speaker's illocutionary goals 
(how the utterance achieves a speech act) and a speaker's social goals. Fraser (1990) 
explains how the CP and its associated maxims are: 'used to explain how an utterance 
may be interpreted to convey indirect messages ... the PP and its maxims 
(are) used to 
explain why such indirectness might be used' (Fraser 1990: 224). 
According to Leech, each Maxim within the PP (Tact, Generosity, Approbation, 
Modesty) operates on a range of scales which determine the amount and kind of 
politeness required in the discourse situation: cost-benefit, optionality, indirectness, 
authority and social distance. Eelen points out that these scales are reminiscent of Brown 
and Levinson's (1978,1987) variables: cost-benefit scales relate to the cultural ranking of 
the speech act - how 'threatening' or 'dangerous' it is perceived to be within a specific 
culture; authority scales relate to the perceived power difference between speaker and 
hearer, while the social distance scale relates to the perceived social distance between 
interlocutors in Brown and Levinson's terminology. Optionality relates to the degree of 
choice which the speaker leaves the hearer, while Indirectness relates to the inferential 
workload left to the hearer in determining the force of the utterance. 
For Leech, politeness is located within the domain of Interpersonal Rhetoric. 
Interpersonal Rhetoric (henceforth IR) is distinguished from Textual Rhetoric (henceforth 
TR). Leech explains (1983: 15) that the point about the term 'rhetoric' is: 'the focus it 
places on a goal-oriented speech situation, in which (the speaker) S uses language in 
order to produce a particular effect in the mind of (the hearer) H. Textual rhetoric is 
concerned with the stylistic forms of text: 'in terms of segmentation, ordering, etc' 
(ibid: 60). For Leech, a 'textually well-behaved utterance' (ibid: 60) is one which 
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'anticipates and facilitates (the hearer's) task in decoding, or making sense of the text' 
(ibid: 60) and incorporates the hearer's anticipation of syntax and semantics. Both TR and 
IR are involved in the decoding and encoding of utterances but TR is more closely 
aligned with the Hallidayan notion (Halliday, 1970, pp 140 - 175) of the textual function 
of language in which language functions as a means of contructing a text. For the 
speaker, textual rhetoric functions as an 'output' constraint on the grammar. IR however, 
is more concerned with how well behaved a text is in interpersonal terms: in mapping the 
semantic sense of an utterance to its pragmatic force requires an 'interpersonal rhetoric' 
(Eelen: 2001: 6) which incorporates the Cooperative principle (and Maxims) of Grice with 
Leech's Politeness Principle (and Maxims). IR in effect, ensures that an utterance 
'accords with situational politeness demands' (ibid: 7). 
Leech's position is founded on the belief that politeness is concerned with 'minimizing 
the expression of impolite beliefs (to the hearer) and 'maximising the expression of polite 
beliefs'. As Eelen points out, 'impoliteness is thereby defined in terms of 
unfavourableness: impolite beliefs are beliefs that are in some way unfavourable to the 
hearer, while polite beliefs are beliefs that are favourable'. By way of illustrating how 
Leech's position may operate in practice I will discuss how the maxim of 'Tact' ('the 
most important kind of politeness in English-speaking society', Leech: 1983: 107) may 
interact with his conception of scales determining the amount and kind of politeness 
required in the situation. Before this example is introduced, I will briefly outline Leech's 
identification of speech situations as these interact with his concept of the PP and scales. 
Leech identifies speech situations as: competitive (the illocutionary goal competes with 
the social goal e. g. ordering, asking); convivial (the illocutionary goal coincides with the 
social goal e. g. offering, thanking), collaborative (the illocutionary goal is indifferent to 
the social goal) e. g. asserting, announcing, or conflictive (the illocutionary goal conflicts 
with the social goal, e. g. threatening, accusing). The identification of the inherent nature 
of 'orders' as conflictive has been criticized by Fraser (1990) who states: 'The problem 
arises because (Leech) asserts that particular types of illocutions are, ipsofacto, polite or 
impolite. While the performance of an illocutionary act can be so evaluated, the same 
cannot be said of the act itself (Fraser 1990: 227). 
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For example, orders do not inherently conflict with any social goals as in the example 
given by Fraser -a teacher ordering a pupil to put her prize winning solution on the 
board for the class (Fraser 1990: 227) or in the example of an army officer ordering a 
young army recruit to tie his shoe laces. In the first example, the social goals may be 
conceived as being entirely positive and in the interests of the hearer, while in the second 
example the social goals are neutralized by virtue of the speech event and the roles of the 
participating interlocutors. 
It was indicated above that one of the central tenets of Leech's politeness theory is the 
maximization of polite beliefs and the minimization of impolite beliefs. Leech 
demonstrates how 'unfavourableness to the hearer' can be measured in terms of a 
cost/benefit scale which represents the cost or benefit of the Act (A) to the speaker and 
hearer. In Fig. 3.1 below, as Leech points out: 'At some indeterminate point on this scale 
(depending on the context) the relevant value becomes 'benefit to h' rather than 'cost to 
h'; but clearly, if we keep the imperative mood constant, there is a general increase in 
politeness (other factors being equal) between (1) and (6)' (Leech 1983: 107). 
Fig 3.1 Leech (1983: 107 Classification of imperatives 
Peel these potatoes 
Hand me the newspaper 
Sit down 
Look at that 
Enjoy your holiday 
Have another sandwich 
Cost to Hearer Less polite 
Benefit to Hearer More polite 
In this sense, Leech suggests that imperatives may vary in their degree of politeness 
depending on the relative costs and benefits accrued to speaker and hearer. Or, as Fraser 
points out: "On Leech's view, the Tact Maxim can be observed only as follows: 
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"As the hearer costs, the hearer authority relative to the speaker, and the social distance 
increases, the greater will be the need for providing the hearer with options and the 
greater the need for indirectness in the formulation of the expression conveying the 
message" (Fraser: 1990: 226) 
Leech's alternative way of, 'obtaining a scale of politeness' (ibid: 108) is to 'increase the 
degree of politeness by using a more and more indirect kind of illocution'. Thus in 
Leech's example (ibid: 108) the utterance 'Answer the phone' is deemed to be 'less 
polite' than 'Could you possibly answer the phone?, the latter invoking negative 
politeness strategies regarding the hearer's 'negative face wants' (in Brown and 
Levinson's terms). 
3.6.1 Criticisms of Leech 
While Leech's position (like Lakoff s position) clearly links indirectness and politeness 
and is 'intuitively appealing' (Fraser, 1990), it might be criticized on two counts. First 
there is evidence from empirical work that indirectness and politeness do not always co- 
vary as evidenced in the work of Blum-Kulka (1987,1990). In the former study, Blum- 
Kulka found evidence that: 
"the most indirect request strategies were not judged as the most polite. The strategies 
rated as the most polite, on a scale of politeness, were conventional indirect requests ('on 
record' indirectness). The thrust of the argument is that a certain adherence to the 
pragmatic clarity of the message is an essential part of politeness". (Blum-Kulka, 
1987: 131). 
Secondly, as Watts (1992) has pointed out, while a direct request: 'Close the window', 
may be taken to be face threatening (in Brown and Levinson's terms) and imposing (in 
Leech's terms), adding a level of indirectness, as in: 'Would you mind closing the 
window' may well add to the politeness of the utterance. However, adding yet further 
levels of indirectness may have the opposite effect. As Watts points out: 
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"There are situations in which this utterance can be processed to yield a number of 
inferences beyond the original imposition of closing the window, all of which would 
represent Face Threatening Acts in their own right. The point at which "polite" utterances 
fade off again into additional FTA's cannot be determined by any set of rules of language 
usage" (Watts 1992: 8). 
Leech's position has also been criticized by Turner (1996: 6) for: 'leaving open the 
question of the number of principles and maxims that may be required to do service' and 
for making: 'little attempt to theorise the notion of context', although, in defence of 
Leech, the distinction is made between Absolute and Relative Politeness, relative, that is, 
to social context. Thomas, (1995) also in defence of Leech, suggests that the approach: 
"allows us to make specific cross-cultural comparisons and (more importantly) to explain 
cross-cultural differences in the perception of politeness and the use of politeness 
strategies. The inelegance of Leech's approach could perhaps be overcome if, instead of 
being viewed as maxims a la Grice, Leech's 'maxims' were seen as a series of social- 
psychological constraints influencing, to a greater or lesser degree, the choices made 
within the pragmatic parametere' (Thomas, 1995: 168). 
Leech's view of politeness seems to combine, as Eelen (2001: 54) points out, elements 
from both first and second order versions of politeness. Leech claims that the principles 
he espouses: 'introduce communicative values-into the study of language' and these 
values 'are ones we suppose, on empirical grounds, to be operative in society' (Leech 
1983: 9 - 10). First order versions of politeness are alluded to in the sense that the PP is a 
psychologically real concept but these are framed in a second order version of politeness 
embedded as it is in the conceptualization of principles and maxims. 
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3.7 Brown and Levinson's model of politeness. 
3.7.1 A face-saving view of politeness. 
Brown & Levinson's (1978,1987) face-saving view of politeness theory has proven to be 
one of the most widely discussed in the literature and is included here as an example of 
strategic, conflict avoidance in social interaction. As Kasper (1990) points out in her 
review of linguistic politeness theories, the view of politeness as defined in Lakoff (1973, 
1975), Brown and Levinson (1978,1987), Fraser and Nolen (198 1) and Leech (1983): 
"unanimously conceptualize politeness as strategic conflict avoidance" (Kasper, 
1990: 194). According to Brown & Levinson, the strictly Gricean view of abidance by 
the Cooperative Principle (CP) is socially neutral behaviour: "the CP defines an 
'unmarked' or socially neutral (indeed asocial) presumptive framework for 
communication, (whereas) politeness has to be communicated' (ibid: 6). Fraser 
(1990: 228) underlines this point as follows: "linguistic politeness must be communicated, 
that it constitutes a message a conversational implicature of the sort proposed by Grice'. 
As Fukushima points out (in the Brown & Levinsonian view: 'politeness principles are 
just principled reasons for deviation' (2000: 36). The principled reasons to which 
Fukushima refers are based on the Brown & Levinson notion of rationality, defined as: 'a 
precisely definable mode of reasoning from ends to the means that will achieve those 
ends' (Brown & Levinson 1978: 63). This concept of rationality is linked to the authors' 
notion of a Model Person: 
"All our Model Person (MP) consists in is a willful fluent speaker of a natural language, 
further endowed with two special properties - rationality and face. By 'rationality 'we 
mean something very specific - the availability to our MP of a precisely definable mode 
of reasoning from ends to the means that will achieve those ends. By 'face' we mean 
something quite specific again: our NIP is endowed with two particular wants - roughly 
the want to be unimpeded and the want to be approved of in certain respecte' (Brown & 
Levinson 1987: 58). 
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Thus two central notions form the core of Brown & Levinson's theory, (i) the view of 
communication as rational activity, with deviations from the CP being in the interests of 
politeness and (ii) the notion of face-sensitivity and and the need to recognize the 
interlocutor's negative and positive face wants in ongoing interaction. The notion of face- 
sensitivity is based, in Brown & Levinson's model, on Goffinan's (1967) notion of face: 
"the public self-image that every member (of society) wants to claim for himself (P. 61). 
Goffman specifies two kinds of face-work: (i) the avoidance process (avoiding 
potentially face-threatening acts and (ii) the corrective process (performing a variety of 
redressive acts) (ibid: ppl5 - 23). 1 will outline below how these two kinds of face work 
specified by Goffman have influenced the Brown and Levinson model of politeness as 
face-saving verbal behaviour. The two notions are linked in that, as Turner (1990) points 
out: "conversational participants will depart the more radically from the Gricean standard 
the more they estimate the risk to the addressee's face .. the more effort a speaker expends 
in face-saving work, the more he or she will implicate the attempted satisfaction of what 
he or she perceives as the addressee's face wante' (Turner: 1996: 2). Positive face wants 
refer to an individual's desire to be accepted and valued by others while negative face 
wants relate to the individual's desire to have the freedom to act without being impeded. 
Two points need to be added here (i) Face wants are assumed in the model to operate in 
all cultures (although Brown and Levinson in the introduction to the 1987 edition do 
concede that although the notion of face is universal: "in any particular society we would 
expect (it) to be the subject of much cultural elaboration" (1987: 12) and (ii) face is 
something that can be lost, maintained, or enhanced in interaction. Thus in (ii) the 
underlying assumption behind Brown and Levinson's theory is that face is constantly at 
risk, since any kind of linguistic action (termed aface-threatening act or PTA) which has 
a relational dimension is seen as a potential threat to the interlocutor's face. 
Such intrinsic FTAs are outlined by Brown & Levinson (1987: 65) and defined as: "those 
acts that by their nature run contrary to the face wants of the addressee and/or of the 
speaker. By 'act' we have in mind what is intended to be done by a verbal or non-verbal 
communication, just as one or more 'speech acts' can be assigned to an utterance! ' . The 
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authors further delineate such acts into those which a) threaten negative face and b) 
threaten positive face. 
Included in category a) are those acts which threaten the hearer's (henceforth H) face by: 
"indicating that the speaker (S) does not intend to avoid impeding H's freedom of actiore' 
(ibid: 65). Such acts include: orders and requests, suggestions, advice, remindings, threats, 
warnings, dares. Included in this category are those acts that: 'put some pressure on H to 
accept or reject (some positive future act) and possibly to incur a debt' (ibid: 66), for 
example offers and promises. 
Those acts which amount to a threat to H's positive face indicate: "(potentially) that the 
speaker does not care about the addressee's feelings, wants, etc. - that in some important 
respect he doesn't want H's wants" (ibid: 66). Such acts include expressions of 
disapproval, disagreements, irreverence, blatant non-co-operation in an activity (e. g. 
interrupting). The authors point out that some FTAs may threaten both negative and 
positive face (e. g. complaints, interruptions threats, strong expressions of emotion, 
requests for personal information (ibid: 67). 
Brown & Levinson further posit that face threats may be to H's face or S's face. Acts that 
offend S's negative face would include expressions of thanks ('S humbles his own face' 
(ibid: 67), excuses, acceptance of offers ('S is constrained to accept a debt'). Acts that 
offend S'spositive face would include apologies, acceptance of a compliment, 
confessions, admissions of guilt or responsibility (ibid: 68). The distinctions above 
between negative and positive face and Speaker/Hearer face result in a four-way grid 
(ibid 68) which, the authors suggest: "offers the possibility of cross-classifying' some of 
the FTA's. 
Positive and negative face wants, as posited by Brown & Levinson need to be constantly 
attended to in interaction - this interactional demand, combined with the notion of the 
inherently face-threatening nature of several speech acts have led some commentators to 
observe that in Brown and Levinson's model: "communication is seen as a fundamentally 
dangerous and antagonistic endeavor (Kasper 1990: 194), while Schmidt observes: "the 
theory represents an overly pessimistic, rather paranoid view of human social interactiolf' 
(Schmidt 1980: 104, cited in Kasper 1990). The universal claims for face wants as 
operating in all cultures as noted in (i) above has been criticized by several authors 
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(notably Matsumoto 1988, Ide 1989, Gu 1990, Ji 2000) and I will return to these 
criticisms in 3.7.3 below. 
3.7.2 Strategies for doing FTAs. 
In 3.7.1 above, it was noted that the Brown & Levinson view of politeness represents a 
deviation from the Gricean CP. While the Gricean CP represents socially neutral, 
maximally effective or rational communication, the face-saving view of Brown and 
Levinson represents politeness as attending to the negative and positive face wants of 
both S and H. Thus, as Turner (1996) has depicted, the utterance 'Rake the leaves' is: 
"crisply Gricean and rational" while the following utterances (1,2,3 below) represent 
"within the current definition ofco-operation, examples of divergences from maximally 
effective or rational communicatiorf' (ibid: 1). (Turner presents 19 such utterances: for 
reasons of space, I will present three of these here): 
1) The leaves need to be raked. (An 'off record' strategy in the model, fig. 3.2) 
2) I'm sorry to threaten your negative face but could you rake the leaves? (A 
negative politeness strategy in the model) 
3) I'm terribly sorry to bother you with a thing like this and in normal circumstances 
I wouldn't dream of it, since I know you're very busy, but I'm simply unable to 
do it myself so do you think I could respectively request that you rake the leaves? 
(A negative politeness strategy in the model). 
A fourth example: "Shall we rake the leaves? " would represent a Positive Politeness 
strategy emphasizing solidarity and commonality between interlocutors. 
If it is assumed (in keeping with Turner) that: "conversational participants will depart the 
more radically from the Gricean standard the more they estimate the risk to the 
addressee's face7' (ibid: 2), then in the Brown & Levinsonian. view, the speaker in 3) 
above would seem to have estimated that substantially more 'face-work' is necessary in 
performing the request vis a vis the examples 1) and 2). While 1) represents in the Brown 
& Levinson model, an 'off record' request and leaves H to infer from the declarative 
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statement the illocutionary force of the utterance, 2) represents an on record strategy with 
redressive action and attends to H's negative face wants and 3), while also representing a 
similar strategy to 2) increases S's show of attending to H's negative face wants through 
the use of further mitigating moves. The full model (Brown & Levinson 1987) of 
possible strategies for doing FTAs is given below in Fig. 3.2. 
On record 
ý'Ný 
1. Without redressive action, baldly 
ZZ 
2. Positive politeness 
Do the FTA 
4. Off record 
5. Don't do the FTA 
Fig 3.2 Possible strategies for doing FTAs (Brown & Levinson, 1987: 69) 
The model above represents five superstrategies which are available to S in performing 
an FTA. Eelen (2001: 4) depicts this model as a: "decision-tree .. resulting in five possible 
communicative choicee' open to S. Thus the Model Person (as defined in Brown & 
Levinson's framework) chooses linguistic strategies: "as a means to satisfy 
communicative and face-oriented ende' (Matsumoto 1989: 216). The strategies are 
arranged hierarchically by the extent to which they threaten H's face: thus S, having 
With redressive action., 
3. Negative politeness 
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decided to do the FTA may decide to go on record. Brown & Levinson define this as 
follows: 
"An actor goes on record in doing an act A if it is clear to participants what 
communicative intention led the actor to do A (i. e. there is just one unambiguously 
attributable intention with which witnesses would concur)" (ibid: 68). 
Relating this to the example above, S goes on record with the utterance 'Rake the leaves' 
which, while leaving the illocutionary force tacitly clear for H, provides no 'redressive 
action' in terms of negative or positive politeness and the utterance remains at level I in 
the model above and S is said to have performed the act bald -on -record. Positive 
politeness strategies are assumed in the model to be less face redressive than negative 
politeness strategies because of the risks assumed in choosing this strategy. Positive 
politeness, as Kitao (1990) points out is: "directed toward S's need for approval and 
belonging and expresses solidarity". An example of a request employing the use of such 
positive politeness strategies and emphasizing commonality is provided by Holtgraves 
and Yang: "How about shutting the door for us! ' (Holtgraves and Yang, 1990: 720). As 
Kitao observes: "using in-group markers, being optimistic, indicating common ground, 
and offering or promising are all positive politeness strategiee' (Kitao, 1990: 2). Thus in 
positive politeness, there is an assumption that: "the hearer agrees with the speaker's 
assertion of their closeness, an assumption that may not be valid from the hearer's point 
of view" (Holtgraves and Yang 1990: 720). Negative politeness is concerned with 
minimizing the imposition of the FTA and is more face redressive than positive 
politeness strategies, providing recognition of H's freedom of action (cf. 'Could you shut 
the door'). In terms of degree of face threatening behaviour, according to the model 
above, strategies would be ordered (from most to least threatening) 1) Bald on record, 2) 
Positive politeness, 3) Negative politeness, 4) Off record. 
Developing Eelen's (200 1) observation that the model represents a 'decision-tree' for the 
speaker (S), S's decision on how to formulate the FTA and which linguistic exponents to 
use, according to the model (Brown and Levinson: 1987: 76), is based on a calculation of 
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the 'weightiness' of the FTA. This 'weightiness' represents the threat implied by the 
intended act and is calculated in the model as follows: 
Wx =D (S, H) +P (HS) + RX 
Wx represents the weightiness of the FTA (for example, asking for the time is less face- 
threatening than asking for a loan); D represents the social distance between 
interlocutors, and P represents the power of the speaker over the hearer, while Rx refers 
to the degree of imposition of the Act. Holtgraves and Yang (1990: 720) summarise the 
operation of this model as follows: 
"As the formula illustrates, increases in distance, the hearer's relative power, and the 
imposition of the act, will each result in corresponding increases in the weightiness of the 
act. Furthermore, as the weightiness increases, the speaker should opt for a less 
threatening strategy (or choose not to perform the act at all). This framework explains 
obvious examples such as why a general can say "Shut the door" to a private (low 
weightiness due to low P (KS) but the reverse would tend not to occur (high weightiness 
due to high P (RSY'. 
The nature of the variables influencing politeness strategies is discussed further in chapter 
4 particularly with regard to the way in which these have been conceptualized differently 
in the literature (for example, Spencer Oatey 2000). In the following section (3.7.3) 1 will 
focus on criticisms of the Brown and Levinson model from the point of view of the 
cultural relativity of politeness and the view of politeness as social indexing. Within this 
section I will refer to the distinction by Watts (1992) between 'polite' and 'politic' 
behaviour. 
3.7.3 Criticisms of Brown and Levinson - politeness as social indexing. 
Two of the key criticisms of Brown & Levinson model discussed above relate to (i) the 
universality of 'face' in considerations of politeness and (ii) the notion of politeness as 
strategic. In this section I focus on (ii) and relate the discussion to Watts' (1992) 
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distinction between politic and polite behaviour. The discussion of (i) 'face' is discussed 
further in chapter 4 in relation to variables determining politeness strategies. 
The concept of Volition has been identified by Ide (1989) as a system in which the 
speaker is "not constrained by sociolinguistic criteria to choose an honorific or polite 
form of utterance, but rather by considerations of cost and benefit and face (Ide 
1989: 132). IEII et. al (1986) define Volition as: "the aspect of politeness which allows the 
speaker a considerably more active choice, according to the speaker's intention, from a 
relatively wider range of possibilitiee' (ibid: 348). Hill et. al. contrast the notion of 
Volition with 'Discernment' (roughly translated from the Japanese "Wakima6"). 
Discernment refers to: "the almost automatic observation of socially-agreed -upon rules7' 
(ibid). According to Watts (1992: 52), Discernment applies to "both verbal and non-verbal 
behaviour into which Japanese children are socialized". The essential point to note about 
'Discernment' is that it restricts the speaker's choice of structures and forms. Thus in a 
sense it is automatic and necessary and is similar in this way to grammatical choices in 
English such as the formulation of plurals and past tense endings. Matsumoto (1988) 
explains that: "in any utterance in Japanese, one is forced to make morphological or 
lexical choices that depend on the interpersonal relationship between the conversational 
participants-there is no socially unmarked form. If an unexpected form is used, an 
implication (interpersonal implicature) arisee' (Matsumoto 1988: 418). Matsumoto goes 
further and suggests that: 
"To the extent that a Japanese speaker must always convey an attitude towards the social 
relationship, and to the extent that, in consequence, each utterance can potentially cause 
embarrassment and loss of face, we could say that all utterances in Japanese can be 
considered face threatening ... social contexts are directly encoded in morphological and 
lexical items" (Matsumoto: 1988: 419). 
This definition of Discernment clearly presents an alternative view of politeness to that 
posited in the Brown and Levinson model. In Japanese terms, politeness is seen as 'social 
indexing' - the speaker does not have the lexical and syntactic choices as defined in the 
view of politeness as strategic and volitional. In her 1989 paper, Matsumoto explains how 
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the utterance 'Today is Saturday' (which cannot be taken to be an FTA) when performed 
in Japanese forces the speaker to: "choose according to his/her perceptions both of the 
relative rank of the addressee and of the occasion of the utterance; an unexpected choice 
will produce an interactional awkwardness and invoke inferencee'(ibid: 210). The 
linguistic choices open to the speaker force the speaker to communicate the perceived 
social relationship between S and I-L thus going beyond the propositional information 
given in the utterance. The role of honorifics are key to understanding this notion of 
social indexing: these are defined by Matsumoto (1988) as: "morphological and lexical 
encodings of social factors in communication" (ibid: 414). Further, Matsumoto explains 
that the choices open to the speaker in the instance given above cannot be explained by 
reference to the Gricean maxims as all the options available to the speaker are 
commensurate with qualities of information, truth and relevance (see discussion of Grice, 
above). Discernment (or Wakimae) is thus a key component of the Japanese notion of 
politeness, and forms part of what Watts (1989,1992) has defined as Politic behaviour. 
For Watts, Politic behaviour is: "socio-culturally determined behaviour directed towards 
the goal of establishing and/or maintaining in a state of equilibrium the personal 
relationships between the individuals of a social group, whether open or closed, during 
the ongoing process of interactiorf' (Watts 1989: 5, cited in Watts 1992: 50). The notion of 
f open' or 'closed' social groups is taken from the distinction made by Bernstein (1971) 
between 'restricted' and 'elaborated' codes, social groups with restricted codes aligning 
themselves to closed communication systems. Social groups with closed communication 
systems include those where: "the interests of the group - the 'we' supersede those of the 
individual - the 'I' - whereas in 'open' groups, the interest of the 'I' supersedes those of 
the 'we... (Eelen, 2001: 18). Thus those cultures which lean towards foregrounding the 
interests of the group over the individual may incorporate Discernment where language 
operates to socially index the individual in relation to their position within the group. 
Politic behaviour, in Watts' view incorporates the use of honorific language in Japanese 
culture, while non-politic behaviour would represent deviations from politic behaviour 
and the creation of 'interpersonal implicatures' (referred to above in the discussion of 
Matsumoto's (1988) position). 
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Returning to the notion of Volition, it can be seen how volition as strategic politeness 
which involves the speaker in not being "constrained by sociolinguistic criteria to choose 
an honorific or polite form of utterance, but rather by considerations of cost and benefit 
.. and face" (Ide 1989: 132) contrasts with the notion of Discernment as constrained 
sociolinguistically appropriate behaviour. For Watts, Politeness relates to the conscious 
choice of strategies in verbal behaviour and aligns closely with the Brown & Levinson 
notion of politeness as strategies for saving and maintaining face: politeness represents a 
positive deviation from politic behaviour (unlike the negative deviation represented by 
non-politic behaviour) and is marked with regard to conventions of politeness: 
"Two forms of marked behaviour may now be posited, one leading to communicative 
breakdowns and the other to an enhancement of ego's standing with respect to alter, i. e. 
to 'making other people have a better opinion' of oneself. The first type of behaviour is 
4 non-politic', the second, I contend, 'polite'. (Watts 1992: 5 1). 
Politic behaviour, as Eelen (2001) points out: "is a universal form of behaviour 
permeating all verbal interaction because any interaction always involves relational work. 
Politeness in contrast occurs in open groups or speech events only and is a subset of 
politic behaviour (Eelen 2001: 19). The notion of Discerranent (or Wakimae in Japanese 
culture) is aligned with Watts' notion of Politic behaviour, while Volition relates more 
closely to the consciously strategic, goal-oriented behaviour of Brown and Levinson's 
model. I will align my position with that of FEII et. al. (1986) who suggest that the relative 
prominence of Discernment over Volition will vary cross-culturally. This position is also 
reflected by Kasper (1990) and Fukushima (2000): 
"While to date no language has been shown to entirely fall short of forms for social 
indexing, nor to lack contexts where social marking is mandatory, the extent to which 
social indexing is obligatory varies across languagee'. (Kasper 1990: 196). 
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Fukushima also aligns herself with this position and explains that it is the degree of social 
indexing which varies across languages (and cultures): 
" Because of the characteristics of the Japanese language, the degree to which social 
indexing is obligatory may be stronger than in English, for example, but that does not 
mean wakimae applies only to Japanese society". (Fukushima 2000: 56) 
I will conclude this section by aligning my own position, with both Kasper (1990) and 
Fukushima (2000) above and with the views of O'Driscoll (1996) who suggests that the 
real distinction between volitional and discernment politeness is the degree of freedom in 
the choice of linguistic expression within the socio-cultural context. For O'Driscoll, the 
two types of politeness are: "two halves of the spectrum which allows more or less 
linguistic choice respectively in the enactment of politeness, more (volitional) or less 
(discernment) negotiation of the roles of the participants and their relationship 
(O'Driscoll 1996: 17). In Discernment, the focus is on the socially prescribed norm, while 
in Volition, the focus rests on the pragmatic intentions of the speaker as communicated 
through his/her use of pragmalinguistic choices selected from his/her pragmalinguistic 
repertoire. 
3.7.4 Criticisms of Brown and Levinson - Politeness and Face. 
One of the central tenets of Brown and Levinson's politeness theory is the notion of 
'face' which, they specify: 
"consists of two specific kinds of desires (face-wants') attributed by interactants to one 
another: the desire to be unimpeded in one's actions (negative face) and the desire (in 
some respects) to be approved of (positive face). This is the bare bones of a notion of face 
which (we argue) is universal, but which in any particular society we would expect to be 
the subject of much cultural elaboration! ' (Brown and Levinson 1987: 13). 
While Brown and Levinson assert the universality of the notion of positive and negative 
face, they do concede that there is likely to be 'cultural elaboration' in its conception and 
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it is on this basis that many of the criticisms of their theory (Ide, 1989, Matsomoto 1988, 
Nwoye 1992) proceed. 
Some support for Brown and Levinson's view is found in the work of Ji (2000) and 
Holtgraves and Yang (1990). Ji's paper represents a response to the criticisms by Mao 
(1994) of the Brown and Levinson conception of face as a 'self-image' in Chinese 
culture. As Ji indicates: "In his (Mao's) view such a seyloriented characterization of 
face, which may be applicable in the West, can be problematic in Chinese culture where 
self is not valued nearly as much" (Ji, 2000: 1060). Mao's criticism of Brown and 
Levinson, is thus based on the way face is represented as a self-image rather than the 
public image which Mao claims is more relevant for Chinese culture. Ji concludes that 
Mao's arguments simply indicate that: "Chinese culture is less oriented toward negative 
politenese' (ibid: 1060) and that: "taking care of this self-image of both oneself and other 
people is an essential part of successful social interactiorf'. 
Holtgraves and Yang (1990) in their empirical study of perception of politeness in 
Requests in American English and Korean conclude that perceptions of politeness 
covaried with the extent to which the remarks encoded concern for the hearer's face, the 
encoding producing similarities across both groups of subjects. 
Criticisms of the cross-cultural validity of the notion of 'face' are found in the work of 
writers such as Ide (1989) and Matsumoto (1988). Matsumoto argues that the notion of 
f negative face' is alien to the Japanese culture: "acknowledgement and maintenance of 
the relative position of others, rather than preservation of an individual's proper territory, 
governs all social interaction! ' (ibid: 405). Matsumoto supports her argument by drawing 
on the work of researchers such as Lebra (1976) who emphasizes the importance of the 
notions of interdependence and sense of 'place' in Japanese society: 
"By proper place occupancy I mean one's awareness of the place assigned to one in a 
social group institution, or society as a whole; one's capacity and willingness to fulfill all 
obligations attached to that place; and one's claim to recognition of that place by othere' 
(Lebra, 1976: 67, cited in Matsumoto 1988). 
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The criticism which Matsumoto maintains is thus the validity of the notion of negative 
face in the Japanese culture. Related to this, is Matsumoto's (1988) contention that the 
concept of imposition in Japanese culture is different from that proposed by Brown and 
Levinson: in Japanese culture, imposition may enhance the positive self-image of the 
addressee: "since the acknowledgement of interdependence is encouraged in Japanese 
society" (Fukushima 2000: 57). Thus while a request for an action may be viewed in 
Brown and Levinson's terms as an imposition and require 'negative politeness strategies' 
so as not to impose on the interlocutor, the same request may in Japanese culture be 
viewed as: "anointing the addressee's positive face (because the speaker is selecting the 
addressee as a reliable and responsible person to undertake (the) particular important task 
(ibid). 
This sense of interdependence and group orientation is also mirrored in Nwoye's (1992) 
account of politeness and face in Igbo society. The notion of face, he argues is closely 
affiliated with the, notion of 'group face' the 'public self-image' to which individuals are 
related: "group face refers to the individual's desire to behave in conformity with 
culturally expected norms of behaviour that are institutionalized and sanctioned by 
society" (ibid: 313). Further, Nwoye maintains that: "Brown and Levinson's view of 
politeness, especially their notion of negative face and the need to avoid imposition, does 
not seem to apply to the egalitarian Igbo society, in which concern for group interests 
rather than atomistic individualism is the expected norm of behavioue, (ibid: 3 10). Thus 
Nwoye's account of politeness phenomena in terms of public self image and group 
accountability is similar in some way to Gu (1990) who emphasizes the normative nature 
of politeness in Chinese society. Thus for both Gu and Nwoye, certain speech acts 
(offering, inviting, promising in Chinese; requests, offers, thanking and criticisms in 
Igbo) would not be considered FTAs. For Nwoye, such acts would be 'bereft of any 
imposition' (ibid: 316) as any inconvenience to the addressee would be perceived in 
terms of the interests of the group collective. Both the views of Gu and Nwoye seem to 
be in keeping with Watts' definition of 'politic' behaviour (discussed above) and 
politeness as unmarked and "socio-culturally determined behaviour directed towards the 
goal of establishing and/or maintaining in a state of equilibrium the personal relationships 
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between individuals of a social group, whether open or closed during the ongoing process 
of interaction! ' (Watts, 1989: 13 5). 
In concluding this section, I would align my own position with that of Janney and Arndt 
(1993) who suggest that 'face' is culturally mediated and does not have the same 
interpretation in all cultures. Those cultures which emphasize the independent self over 
the interdependent self (Kitayama, 1991) may be more associated with individualist, 
Western cultures where the notions of negative face and imposition in politeness systems 
are related more closely to the foregrounding of the autonomous individual in social 
interaction. Those African and Asian cultures, where the basic principle is 'social 
relativism' (Kasper, 1990: 195) may foreground the importance of the individual's place 
in the social group and the "fundamental connectedness of human beings to each other 
(Markus and Kitayama 1991) within the concept of the interdependent self. 
In this chapter I have outlined the key theoretical frameworks in discussions of the notion 
of Politeness and in doing so I have set these within the context of the notions of 'politic' 
and 'polite' behaviour. I have discussed some of the main criticisms of these frameworks, 
among these being the key concept of the cultural relativity of notions of 'politeness' and 
'face' as indicated by the work of African and Asian researchers, notably Nwyoe, 
Matsumoto and Ide. Cross-cultural comparisons of notions of politeness have led 
researchers to view politeness both as 'Volition' (strategic behaviour) and 'Discernment' 
(social indexing). 
The discussion of politeness and culture in this chapter provides an important framework 
for all three research questions in this study. First, as two groups of ESL learners from 
distinct cultural contexts are the focus of the study, it is anticipated that cultural 
differences in the way politeness is formulated by these learners may impact on both the 
pragmalinguistic responses to the DCTS (research question 1) and the verbal report 
responses (research question 3). The effects of sociocontextual and cultural factors on the 
production of English requests forms the focus of research question 3. 
In chapter 5,1 will discuss the variables of Power, Distance, Imposition as stipulated in 
the Brown and Levinson model and their relative influence on politeness strategies. The 
chapter will also consider the relationship between politeness and culture. Chapter 5 
continues the theme of cross-cultural relativity of these variables and reviews the 
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empirical work which draws on the Brown and Levinson model. Chapter 4 focuses on the 
nature of requests in relation to SA theory and reviews the empirical research on ESL and 
EFL learners' production and perception of SAs in cross-cultural and interlanguage, 
pragmatics research. 
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Chapter 4 Requests 
The purpose of this chapter is to (i) identify the nature of Requests in relation to Speech 
Act Theory and (ii) review the empirical research on ESL and EFL learners' production 
and perception of speech acts in studies from cross-cultural pragmatics and interlanguage 
pragmatics. The chapter will include some reference to learners from mixed Ll 
backgrounds but will focus particularly on Japanese and German ESL/EFL learners' 
performance in particular. As part of the discussion I will include reference to (iii) 
evidence from the pragmatics literature that has focused on the effects of data elicitation 
methods on speech act performance in both interlanguage pragmatics and cross-cultural 
pragmatics research contexts and in doing so will provide a link to chapter 6 which sets 
out the methodology of the study. 
4.1. The Nature of Requests in relation to Speech Act Theory. 
4.1.1 Requests and Speech Acts 
A speech act has been defined by Cohen (1996a) as a: 'functional unit in 
communication'. As such, a speech act is primarily concerned with speaker meaning. 
Much of the theoretical and empirical literature on speech acts has been generated by the 
seminal work of Austin (1962) and Searle (1969,1975) and thus a brief review of this 
work follows. Austin's (ibid) observation that some declarative utterances are not simply 
used to make true or false statements or describe states of affairs but rather to do things 
formed the basis of his 'performative hypothesis'. This stance took an alternative view of 
language to the approach previously developed around the logical positivist paradigm: "a 
central tenet of which was that unless a sentence can, at least in principle, be verified (i. e. 
tested for its truth or falsity), it was strictly speaking meaningless" (Levinson, 1983: 227). 
The concern of the logical positivists was thus with the: "properties of sentences which 
could be evaluated in terms of truth orfalsitV' (Thomas, 1995). As noted above, Austin 
observed that there were occasions of language use where declarative utterances were 
not concerned with making true or false statements, thus: 
(i) I apologize 
(ii) I sentence you to ten years of hard labour 
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(iii) I warn you that trespassers will be prosecuted (examples from Levinson 
1983: 228) 
In each of these examples, the utterances are said to perform an action rather than simply 
make a statement which can be refuted (or not) by empirical observation. Thus in 
Thomas's (1995) example: (iv) I drive a white car (1995: 32), the utterance takes the same 
declarative form as examples (i) - (ii) above, but is distinguished by the fact that it can be 
substantiated by empirical observation. As Thomas points out, (ibid) it makes little sense 
to respond to the utterances in (i) - (iii) above with 'That is not true' because the 
utterances do not make statements which can be judged empirically to be true or false. 
Thus the utterances in (i) - (iii) are examples ofperformative utterances which may 
change the state of the world (to some degree) in various ways. Such utterances can be 
contrasted with constatives (as in iv) which are assertions that can be investigated 
empirically. 
In order for performative utterances to have the function of changing the state of the 
world to some degree, as outlined above, Austin (ibid) maintained that there had to exist 
certainfelicity conditions in the performance of the utterance, otherwise the utterance was 
said to be infelicitous. For example, as Levinson (1983: 229) points out, the utterance: "I 
christen this ship the Imperial Flagship Mao" does not perform the action of christening if 
(the speaker) is "not the appointed namer, or there are no witnesses, slipways, bottles of 
champagne, etc. ". The felicity conditions Austin outlines are as follows: 
A (i) there must be a conventional procedure having a conventional effect. 
(ii) the circumstances and persons must be appropriate. 
B: The procedure must be executed (i) correctly and (ii) completely. 
C: Often, (i) the persons must have the requisite thoughts, feelings and intentions as 
specified in the procedure, and (ii) if consequent conduct is specified, then the relevant 
parties must so do. 
(Austin 1962: 14 - 15) 
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Thomas (1995) explains how these sets of felicitous conditions can be applied in the case 
of a wedding ceremony: these would include the presence of an authorized person to 
perform the ceremony (a priest) in an authorized place (possibly a church or registry 
office) and as a further requirement, the: "words have to be the precise ones laid dowrf' 
(ibid: 38), in keeping with condition B above. 'While the exact procedures and 
requirements may vary cross-culturally, the essential felicity conditions as outlined by 
Austin, remain the same in order for the performative utterance to perfonn afunction 
with language in this case, to perform the wedding ceremony. 
One of the key weaknesses of the position taken by Austin outlined above is the fact that 
it is not only through the use of performative verbs that language is able to perform acts. 
For example invitations are frequently given with the use of a variety of forms and 
structures, for example, a) Would you like to +Verb Phrase (henceforth VP); b) How 
about +VP. It is perhaps less common, in British English to use the peformative 'I invite', 
as Thomas (ibid) points out. Similarly, in the performance of other language functions 
(requests, complaints) there are alternative structures which a speaker may draw on in 
performing the act. For example, in a situation requiring some formality the Speaker in 
the House of Commons may use the performative verb in the following: 'I request that 
the Member withdraw that comment', whereas in less formal conditions the request can 
be performed by the use of alternative utterances, for example 'Could you withdraw that 
comment', 'I would like you to withdraw that comment'. The various linguistic devices 
open to the speaker in peforming a request will be elaborated in the course of this study 
but suffice it to point out that Austin's original distinction between constatives 
(statements) and performative utterances evolved into a distinction between the truth- 
conditional aspect of what a statement is and the action it peforms, that is, between the 
literal sense or meaning of a speaker's words and theforce of the utterance. 
The distinction between sense andforce is key to the understanding of SA theory and 
forms part of Austin's (1962) distinction between locutionary and illocutionary functions 
in language. Austin distinguishes between three acts or levels of utterance meaning: 
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Yhe locutionary act which relates to the literal sense of an utterance. As 
Flowerdew (1988: 69) points out: "the locutionary function is the use of 
language to convey the literal meaning of the words and the grammatical 
structures of an utterance; it is concerned with the transfer of factual 
information7'. In this sense it is transactionally oriented and is concerned with 
conveying a factual message. For example, the locutionary function of the 
utterance: 'It is cold in this room' conveys information about the temperature 
of the room in relation to the speaker's perceptions of their body temperature. 
(H) Die Illocutionary act: which relates to the force of the utterance, or as Austin 
puts it "how it (language) is to be takerf' (Austin 1962: 73). Levinson (1983: 
236) defines an illocutionary act as: "the making of a statement, offer, 
promise, etc. in uttering a sentence, by virtue of the conventionalforce 
associated with it (or with its explicit peformative paraphrase". Cohen 
(1996a: 384) refers to the illocutionary meaning as the: "social function that 
the utterance or written text hae'. Thus, continuing with the example in (i) 
above, the utterance 'It is cold in this room' may have the illocutionary force 
of a request to close a window. This distinction between the locutionary and 
illocutionary meaning of an utterance is important for several reasons: first, 
because it highlights the role of context in determining the meaning of speaker 
utterance, secondly, because it points to the notions of (i) directness and 
indirectness in speaker utterances and (ii) uptake by the addressee. This latter 
notion of uptake is also relevant to the third level of force attributable to 
utterances, the perlocutionary act. 
(W) Die perlocutionary act refers to the: "bringing about of effects on the 
audience by means of uttering the sentence, such effects being special to the 
circumstances of utterance' (Levinson: 1983: 236). Cohen (I 996a: 384) defines 
the perlocutionary act as: "the result or effect that is produced by the utterance 
in that given contexe'. In the example given above in (i) and (ii), the 
perlocutionary effect of the utterance may be that the window is opened (an 
action). In other cases the perlocutionary effect of the utterance niay relate to 
the effects on the feelings of the addressee (for example, annoyance, 
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embarrassment). Thus at the perlocutionary level, the force of an utterance 
relates to the effects of the utterance (whether intended or unintended) within 
the context of its peformance. 
The term speech act has come to be associated exclusively with the second act 
defined above, the illocutionary act (Levinson, 1983, Thomas, 1995). An attempt to 
classify SAs by Searle (1975) resulted in the identification of five illocutionary acts: 
a) Declaratives: utterances which, in their production, change the world 
(similar to Austin's earlier identification of performative utterances). 
Examples of declaratives would include: 
'I declare you man and wife' and 
'I name this ship Titanic'. 
b) Representatives: utterances which represent what the speaker believes or 
feels to be the case. These would include statements of fact, assertions, 
conclusions and descriptions (Yule, 1996: 53). Examples of representatives 
would include: 
(i) 'The earth is flat' and 
(ii) Thomsky didn't write about peanuts". (Examples from Yule, 1996). 
c) Expressives: utterances concerning what the speaker feels. Examples of 
Expressives would include: 
'Thank you! ' 
'Congratulations! '. 
d) Commissives: utterances which commit the speaker to undertake some 
future action. Examples of Commissives would include: 
'I promise to pay the bearer the sum of L500' and 
'I'll pay you back the money next week'. 
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e) Directives: utterances which attempt to get the hearer to do something. 
Examples of Directives would include: 
'Lend me a fiver, will you? ' and 
'Tie your shoelaces! '. 
Requests are thus a type of speech act as identified in e) above and form part of the 
category of Directives. In order for a request to be performed successfully as an 
illocutionary act, Searle (1969,1979) maintains, a number of conditions need to be met: 
preparatory conditions, sincerity conditions, and essential conditions. If any one of these 
felicity conditions is not met, or is challenged by the hearer (henceforth H) as Ellis 
(1994: 160) points out, "the act may not be successfully performed". Searle (1979: 44) 
identifies the felicity conditions for requests as follows: 
Preparatory condition: H is able to peform the act (henceforth A). 
Sincerity condition: S wants H to do A. 
(iii) Propositional content condition: S predicates a future act A of H. 
(iv) Essential condition: Counts as an attempt by S to get H to do A. 
White (1993) questions whether all the conditions above are necessary to be fulfilled for 
the speech act of making a request. White argues: "After all, it is not really necessary for 
H to perform an action for a request to be recognized as such, since H may interpret the 
request correctly, but still decline to fulfil if' (White, 1993: 194). But this focuses on the 
result of the request (Le the response to it) rather than the interpretation of the utterance 
as a request which is key to the felicity conditions outlined above. In other words, for an 
utterance to be interpreted as a request, the conditions in (i) to (iv) need to prevail. Fraser, 
(1983: 4 1) highlights the important distinction between Felicity conditions, outlined 
above, and Success conditions. Success conditions are: "those which are necessary and 
sufficient for the act to have been performed at all, and Felicity Conditions (are) those 
conditions in addition which are required for there to be no defect in the performance7'. In 
the case of Directives, the Success conditions require both that: "the speaker express his 
desire that the hearer carry out the act specified in the propositional content of the 
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utterance and indicate that the hearer do so in virtue of the speaker's desire" (ibid). The 
Felicity conditions outlined by Searle (1979) thus include the added notion of assumed 
rational behaviour on the part of both speaker and addressee, that: 
S is sincere in his expression of desire that H act 
S believes that H can in fact perform the action and 
S believes that the action will not be performed in the absence of A. 
While lack of sincerity by S may not be perceived by I-L resulting in H's performance of 
the required action, the same lack of sincerity when perceived by H may result in H's not 
peforming the required action, although this does not prevent S from "performing the 
illocutionary act of expressing attitudes he does not have7. 
4.1.2 The illocutionary aspects of requests. 
The illocutionary aspects of requests relate to thepragmalinguistic devices available to S 
to perform A. Leech (1983) identifies pragmalinguistics as the "linguistic end of 
pragmatics". Pragmalinguistics refers to the: "particular resources that a given language 
provides for conveying particular illocution§" (ibid: 11, my italics). Sociopragmatics, on 
the other hand refers to the: "sociological interface of pragmatics which studies the ways 
in which pragmatic performance is subjected to specific social conditions" (ibid). This 
interface between pragmatic performance and social context will form part of the focus 
of chapter 5. 
As Ellis (1994: 167) points out, requests: "tend to serve an initiating function in 
discourse, they can be performed in a single turn, or, if they involve some kind of 
preparatory act or pre-request, over several turne'. Requests are also pre-event acts 
"made in an attempt to cause an event or change one" (Blum-Kulka & Olshtain 
1984: 206). A successful request is one in which H recognizes S's intent (Blum-Kulka, 
1991) and in which there is transparency of both illocutionary force and propositional 
content: "the easier it is for hearers to understand that they are being requested to do 
something, and the easier its for them to understand what they are supposed to do, the 
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more successful the speaker has been in issuing an effective and transparent request" 
(ibid: 25 7). Requests may vary in their goals from the least coercive requests for 
information to the most coercive requests for action and related to this, may vary in the 
degree of imposition on H to peforin A, as perceived by both S and H. Thus degree of 
imposition becomes one of the sociological variables which may impact on the 
performance of requests. Brown and Levinson (1987: 74) refer to this perception of 
degree of imposition by S as: "the absolute ranking of impositions in the particular 
culture'. 
Request strategies may be linguistically encoded across four parameters (Blum-Kulka, 
1991): 
(i) Strategy Type (Direct, Conventionally Indirect, Hints) 
(ii) Perspective (Hearer dominant, Speaker dominant, Hearer and Speaker 
dominant; Impersonal). 
(iii) Internal modification (Downgraders, Hedges, Upgraders) 
(iv) External modification (Grounders, Cost minimisers, Disarmers). 
These parameters form the basis of the analytical framework which is applied in this 
study to the analysis of the pragmalinguistic data from the discourse completion tasks. 
Each of these parameters will be discussed in detail below. 
(i) Strategy type. Blum-Kulka et. al (1989) identify nine levels of directness in 
performing a request: 
A: Direct Strategies 
1. Mood derivable: utterances in which the grammatical mood of the verb 
signals illocutionary force, e. g. Leave me alonelClean up that mess. 
2. Performatives: utterances in which the illocutionary force is explicitly 
named, e. g. I'm askingyou to clean up the mess. 
3. Hedged performatives: utterances in which the naming of the 
illocutionary force is modified by hedging expressions, e. g. I would like to 
askyou to give your presentation a week earlier than scheduled 
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4. Obligation statements: utterances which state the obligation of the hearer 
to caffy out the act, e. g. You'll have to move that car. 
5. Want statements: utterances which state the speaker's desire that the 
hearer carries out the act, e. g. I really wishyou'd stop bothering me. 
B. Conventionally indirect Strategies 
6. Suggestory formulae: utterances which contain a suggestion to do 
something, e. g. How about cleaning up? 
7. Query Preparatory: utterances containing reference to preparatory 
condition (e. g. ability, willingness) as conventionalized in any specific 
language, e. g. Couldyou clear up the kitchen, please? lWouldyou mind 
movingyour car? 
C. Non-conventionally indirect strategies 
8. Strong hints: utterances containing partial reference to object or elements 
needed for the implementation of the act, e. g. You have left the kitchen in 
a right mess. 
9. Mild hints: utterances that make no reference to the request proper (or any 
of its elements) but are interpretable as requests by conteA e. g. I am a 
nun in response to a persistent hassler. 
(Blum-Kulka et. al. 1989: 18, cited in Spencer-Oatey 2000: 25). 
The strategies for performing requests outlined above relate very closely to the Brown 
and Levinson (1987) framework for strategies for doing Face Threatening Acts discussed 
at the end of chapter 3. Requests are said to beface-threatening acts and call for 
redressive action on the part of the speaker (S) (Blum-Kulka, House, Kasper 1989: 12) 
because they are potentially both (i) costly to aný (ii) imposing on, the hearer (H). As 
outlined in chapter 3, Brown & Levinson (1978,1987) assume a volitional, strategic, and 
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face-saving view of politeness. Central to their argument is the notion of negative and 
positive face. They define negative face as: "the want of every 'competent adult member' 
that his actions be unimpeded by others", while Positive face is defined as: "the want of 
every member that his wants be desirable to at least some othere' (Brown and Levinson 
1987: 62). They define requests as one example of 'intrinsic Face Threatening Acts' 
(henceforth FTAs) which threaten H's negative face by: "predicating some future act A 
of H and in so doing put some pressure on H to do (or refrain from doing) the act N' 
(ibid: 65). FTA's which are thought by S to threaten H's negative face may be mitigated 
through the use of negative politeness strategies, while those FTAs threatening S's 
positive face may be mitigated through the use of positive politeness strategies. Examples 
of both these types of mitigating devices will be discussed further below under (iii) 
Intemal modification and (iv) Extemal Modification. 
It has been noted (chapter 3) that not all researchers, particularly those working with 
participants in Asian and African cultures, have subscribed to this strategic, face-saving 
view of politeness. Requests, Spencer-Oatey (2000) maintains, are not inherently face- 
threatening: 
"they may by face-threatening, but need not always be. For example, if we are ordered to 
do something menial that we feel is 'below us', and we feel devalued in some way, then 
we may perceive the order to be threatening to our identity face. On the other hand, on a 
different occasion, we may feel peased or even honoured if someone asks us for help, 
feeling that it shows trust in our abilities and/or acceptance as a close friend. In this case, 
the request can 'give' us face (quality face if it relates to our sense of ability, and identity 
face if it relates to our relationship with the person). (Spencer-Oatey, 2000: 17). 
Relating the classification of nine levels of directness in request strategies (above) to the 
Brown and Levinson (1978,1987) framework of strategies for doing FTAs, an actor may: 
1. Go on record i4thout redress (baldly, in Brown and Levinson's terms). Doing an act 
baldly: "involves doing it in the most direct, unambiguous and concise way possible" 
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(Brown and Levinson 1987: 69). Such direct requests are free from the pragmatic 
ambiguities (Blum-Kulka, 1989) which may follow the use of Conventional Indirect 
request strategies or Nonconventional. Indirect request strategies in the form of pragmatic 
duality (in the former) and pragmatic vagueness (in the latter) (Blum-Kulka 1989: 45). 
This first group of request strategies, will be referred to as Direct requests. 
2. Go on record with redress. Redressive action may include the use of positive 
politeness strategies. These are essentially approach-based, and indicate that: "S wants 
H's wants (e. g. by treating him as a member of an in-group, a friend, a person whose 
wants and personality traits are known and liked" (Brown and Levinson 1987: 70). Such 
positive politeness strategies may for example include the use of in-group identity 
markers (e. g. mate, buddy, dear), seeking agreement and avoiding disagreement. 
Negative politeness strategies on the other hand are avoidance based (ibid: 70) and: 
"consist in assurances that the speaker recognizes and respects the addressees's negative- 
face wants and will not (or will only minimally) interfere with the addressee's freedom of 
actiorf' (ibid). Such negative politeness strategies may include a question form containing 
a modal verb (Yule, 1996: 64) such as 'Could you lend me a penT or mitigating structures 
(external modification) such as 'I'm sony to bother you, but can I ask you for a pen or 
something? ' (ibid). 
However there is a tension between 'going on record' and risking the possibility of 
imposing on H's negative face-wants and the desire to 'go off record' to avoid imposing. 
The solution lies in the use of conventional indirectness (Searle 1975) in which the form 
of the linguistic indicators are linked clearly with their requestive force, for example 
'Couldyou possibly lendme apen?. As Blum-Kulka (1989: 41) points out, "it is a 
convention of means that questioning the hearer's ability is a standard way of requesting 
indirectly". Blum-Kulka contrasts this convention with the convention ofform in which 
the exact wording used is specified: "the use of 'can you' in questioning ability (instead 
of 'are you able to) is a convention of fornf' (ibid). Conventional indirectness is 
associated with pragmatic duality at the utterance level and the meaning is open to two 
interpretations. For example in: 'Couldyou lend me your pen? ', S could be interpreted as 
referring to (i) H's ability to perform the action and (ii) H's willingness to perform the 
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action. Non-conventional indirectness is defined bypragmatic vagueness at the level of 
meaning. Such non-conventional indirectness in speaker utterances may carry a 
multiplicity of meanings as in the example C9 (above, page 75) and such utterances 
typically rely more heavily on context for their interpretation. This second group of 
request strategies will be referred to in this study as Conventionally indirect request 
strategies (group B above) encompassing: "strategies that realize the act by reference to 
contextual preconditions necessary for its performance, as conventionalized in a given 
language' (Blum-Kulka 1989: 47). 
3. Go off-record. If an actor goes off record in performing A, then: "there is more than 
one unambiguously attributable intention so that the actor cannot be held to have 
committed himself to one particular intenf' (Brown and Levinson 1987: 69). Thus off- 
record strategies relate to those indirect request strategies where S's meaning may not be 
interpretable from the utterance alone. In example C8 above, a strong hint contains some 
reference to an object or element of the communication context, for the implementation 
of the act. While C8 may be characterized as a declarative statement, the utterance makes 
reference to both the addressee and the subject of the communication (the state of the 
kitchen) and in so doing, provides H with some contextual clues as to speaker meaning. 
In C9 however, the utterance (I am a nun') makes no reference to the request proper and 
is devoid of the kind of contextual clues available to H in example C8. 
Weizman (1985,1989, ) indicates how off-record requests are similar to requestive hints: 
"Requestive hints have the potential of letting both the speaker and the hearer opt out. 
This potential has to do with the fact that IFEnts are both indirect and nonconventional in 
fornf" (Weizman, 1989: 73). 
Non-conventional indirectness, as Blum-Kulka points out is: "in principle open ended, 
both in terms of propositional content and linguistic form as well as pragmatic force" 
(Blum-Kulka 1991: 42). The range ofpragmatic ambiguity which may be assigned to a 
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non-conventionally indirect request strategy is thus greater than that which may be 
assigned to a conventionally indirect request strategy. Weizman argues further: 
"The interpretation of indirect meaning may require of the hearer an elaborate process, 
the major components of which are: computing an utterance meaning, detecting, in the 
context or in the co-text, some reason to believe that it diverges from the speaker's 
meaning; computing an alternative utterance meaning; checking whether it may plausibly 
converge with an alternative speaker's meaning, and if so, assigning the alternative 
speaker's meaning, involve the exploitation of all kinds of immediate and second-channel 
contextual clues" (Weizman, 1989: 74). 
The distinction between speaker meaning and utterance meaning is an important one for 
the issue of indirectness in pragmatics. Utterance meaning is the meaning arrived at by 
pairing linguistic expressions with their specific contexts (Blum-Kulka 1989: 43). 
Relating this to example C8 above, the utterance may be taken as a complaint if given in 
the context of a dirty or untidy kitchen. From this, H may be able to infer that S is 
performing a request to clean the kitchen. But H may be misguided in believing that this 
was in fact S's meaning in performing the utterance. Thus speaker meaning "is the 
meaning the speaker intends to achieve in a specific context by having the hearer 
recognize his or her intention! ' (ibid: 43) (my italics). Thus in arriving at speaker meaning, 
H may start the inferential process by assuming that S is observing the maxims of 
conversation (Grice, 1975). Returning to example C8 above, it would be hard to interpret 
this as an intended 'flout' of a maxim and H would, in most cases, be correct in 
interpreting S's utterance meaning and speaker meaning as a request to clean the kitchen. 
I would concur with Fukushima (2000) that non-conventional indirectness is identical 
with off-record strategies (Fukushima 2000: 70) and that in off-record requests: 
"S. does not make explicit that the utterance is a request. S does not make 
an explicit reference to H or a specific description of the action to be 
performed. 
2. H. has to make some kind of inference to arrive at the meaning intended 
by S". (Fukushima: 2000: 70). 
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I would disagree with Fukushima who states that: "utterance meaning is not identical 
with intended meaning7 and would re-state this as: 
3. Intended meaning may be embe&led in utterance meaning. 
I would agree with Fulcushima (ibid) that: 
4. "More than one interpretation of the utterance is possible. The 
interpetation is left to H. 
Due to feature 4., H does not lose face even if s/he interprets an off-record request as just 
a statement, not as a request. Likewise, S does not lose face, either, if H's interpretation 
or uptake does not match S's intentiorf'. (Fukushima, 2000: 71). 
This third group of strategies will be referred to in this study as Non-conventionally 
indirect strategies corresponding to group C, above. 
The final option open to S in a communicative situation in which a request act is 
potentially possible is not to do the FTA. As Brown and Levinson point out (1987: 72), 
"the payoff is simply that S avoids offending H at all with this particular FTA. Of course, 
S also fails to achieve his desired communicatiorf'. Brown and Levinson maintain (ibid) 
that there are 'payoffs' for S in going on record (with positive or negative politeness), and 
by going off record (for example in the latter case S "can get credit for being tactful, non- 
coercive" (ibid: 7 1). However, these assumptions of 'payoffs' for S are grounded in the 
authors' view of politeness as strategic, face-saving behaviour and, (as discussed in 
chapter 3) these views have been questioned by researchers working with participants 
from non-Western cultures. 
As indicated in 4.1.2 above, there are essentially four parameters across which requests 
may be linguistically encoded. I will now consider the second of these, Perspective. 
(ii) Perspective. Requests can be encoded from the perspective of the speaker ('Give me 
the book'); from the perspective of the hearer (Tould you give me the book'); from a 
joint perspective (Tet's read the book') and finally from an impersonal perspective ('It 
would be nice to read a book'), (examples from Ellis, 1994: 167). 
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(W) Internal modification. Requests may be modified internally, that is, within the Head 
Act (the request proper) in the form of downgraders, which mitigate the force of the Act, 
or in the form of upgraders which increase the coercive force of the act. Faerch and 
Kasper (1989) identify two basic types of internal modification: (i) s3wlaclic 
downgraders for example interrogative or conditional structures, negation, tense and 
aspect markings (I was wondering if you could possibly give me a lift) the latter example 
marked for both tense and aspect, and (ii) lexicallphrasal downg? aders for example 
politeness markers (please), downtoners (modal adverbs such as 'perhaps', 'possibly', 
and consultative devices such as 'do you think', the latter example being a phrasal 
downgrader. 
(iv) External modification. External modification consists of moves either before or 
after the Head Act (Ellis 1994). Such moves may be thus either pre-posed or post-posed 
supportive moves and may function to either mitigate or aggravate the force of the 
request. Mitigating moves in external modification include the use of grounders 
(providing the reasons for the request (My car has broken down, could you give me a 
lift? '), preparators (Id like to askyou something, May I askyou a question); getting a 
precommitment (Couldyou do me afavour 9 promise of reward (I'llpayfor the 
petrol) Imposition minimiser ('Could you give me a lift - but only ifyou are going my 
way 9. Aggravating moves in internal modification include the use of Upgraders, for 
example intensifiers ('the kitchen is in a terrible mess') and Time intensifiers ('You'd 
better move your car right nowlimmediately 9. 
Aggravating moves in external modification serve to increase the impositive force of the 
request: the following categories and examples are taken from the Cross Cultural Speech 
Act Research Project coding manual (Blum-Kulka et. al 1989). S may preface the request 
with an insult (you've always been a dirtypig, so clean up! ); S may threaten the H with 
potential consequences arising out of noncompliance with the request (move that car if 
you don't want a ticketq or S may moralize Qfone shares one'sflat one should be 
prepared to pull one's weight in cleaning it, so get on with the washing up! ). The 
categories above are not exhaustive and will be detailed in chapter 6 which focuses on the 
analysis of the written pragmalinguistic data for the discourse completion tasks. 
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In the next section, 4.2,1 will review the empirical reearch on ESL and EFL learners' 
requesting behaviour with particular reference to cross-cultural aspects of speech act 
performance in general and Japanese and German ESL learner's performance in 
particular. I will include in this section a discussion of findings from both perception and 
production studies. The discussion will encompass findings from cross-cultural 
pragmatics research as well as interlanguage pragmatics research. 
4.2 A review of the empirical research on ESUEFL learners' requests. 
Pragmatic competence has been defined by Koike (1989: 279) as: "the speaker's 
knowledge and use of rules of appropriateness and politeness which dictate the way the 
speaker will understand and formulate speech acte'. Pragmatic competence draws on the 
second language learner's (henceforth L2 learner) sociolinguistic ability and 
sociocultural ability (Cohen 1996a, 1996b). 
Sociolinguistic ability relates to the linguistic end of Pragmatic competence and: "refers 
to the respondents' skill at selecting appropriate linguistic forms in order to express the 
particular strategy used to realize the speech act" (Cohen 1999a: 388). Sociolinguistic 
ability is concerned with the L2 learner's control over the linguistic forms available to 
perform the speech act. White (1993), Thomas (1983) and Kasper (2001) provide 
examples of how pragmalinguistic failure can result from an L2 learner using 
grammatically correct forms in pragmalinguistically inappropriate ways. As White 
(ibid: 193) points out: "A linguistic form may be used by a speaker (s) in a way that does 
not match S's intention, thus confusing the hearer (H)". Advanced learners who may 
have a developed sense of grammatical competence may also unwittingly 'have the rope 
to hang themselves'(Takahashi and Beebe, 1987, cited in Kasper, 2001: 507) and produce 
pragmalinguistically inappropriate utterances as evidenced by the following examples 
from a study by these authors on expressions of gratitude (Takahashi and Beebe, 1987): 
(i) May God increase your bounty 
(ii) You are a blessing to us from God. 
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Lack of pragmalinguistic knowledge may also restrict the range of linguistic devices used 
by L2 learners to perform a speech act. Takahashi (200 1) found that even advanced 
Japanese EFL learners: "lack the L2 pragmalinguistic knowledge that an English request 
can be mitigated to a greater extent by making it syntactically more comple)C'(2001: 173). 
Thomas (1983) maintains that pragmalinguistic failure may be due to a learner translating 
the linguistic conventions from their LI to L2 contexts. This question of pragmatic 
transfer may relate to the transfer of linguistic equivalents from LI to L2 contexts in 
addition to the transfer of sociocultural conventions and is defined by Takahashi and 
Beebe (1987: 134) as: "transfer of first language sociocultural communicative competence 
in performing L2 speech acts! '. Evidence from research (Taylor, 1975) suggests that 
transfer may decrease with increasing L2 proficiency and may also be a function of the 
learning context, whether ESL or EFL (Takahashi and Beebe, 1987). Sociocultural 
transfer may also be evidenced in the thought patterns of learners (Cohen and Olshtain 
1981) as they complete the task. 
While sociolinguistic ability relates to the L2 learner's control over the range of linguistic 
forms available from the target language to perform a speech act, sociocultural ability 
relates to the L2 learner's skill: "at selecting speech act strategies which are appropriate 
given (i) the culture involved, (ii) the age and sex of the speakers, (iii) their social class 
and occupations and (iv) their roles and status in the interaction. Sociocultural ability, in 
Cohen's terms (ibid) thus relates to Leech's (1983) concept of sociopragmatic 
competence, while sociolinguistic ability in Cohen's terms, relates to the notion of 
pragmalinguistic competence. In a study by Robinson (1992) on Japanese learners' 
performance of refusals in American English, there was evidence from the verbal report 
data that one learner believed that 'I would like' was more polite than 'I want' (her 
pragmalinguistic knowledge) but in addition, she believed that 'I would like' was too 
polite when speaking with American friends (her sociopragmatic knowledge). As 
Scarcella points out (1979, cited in Kasper 2001: 509), 'adult L2 performers seem to use 
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politeness features before they have acquired their co-occurrence and appropriate 
distribution'. 
The investigation of pragmatic competence is an important dimension to studies of both 
cross-cultural pragmatics and interlanguage pragmatics. Studies of cross-cultural 
pragmatics (Fukushima, 2000, Nelson et. al 2002) have investigated the performance of a 
speech act in different cultures and languages by native speakers of those languages. 
Fukushima (ibid) for example considers the production of requests in American English 
by native speakers with requests in Japanese by Japanese speakers. Nelson (ibid) 
contrasts Egyptian Arabic and American English refusals. Such cross-cultural studies 
may focus on both pragmalinguistic and sociopragmatic competence and may include 
data on language user's perception and metapragmatic assessment (Fukushima 2000) 
together with data on language user's production (Nelson et. al 2002). Possibly one of the 
most seminal studies to emerge in the work on cross-cultural pragmatics is the large-scale 
study by Blum-Kulka and Olshtain (1984), Blum-Kulka, House, and Kasper, (1989) on 
the performance of Apologies and Requests by native speakers of American English, 
Danish, German and Hebrew in three target languages (English, German, Hebrew) 
providing a substantial empirical base for future studies in both interlanguage and cross- 
cultural pragmatics. 
Interlanguage pragmatics (henceforth 11L) is concerned with the performance of speech 
acts (henceforth SA's) in a foreign or second language. Bardovi-Harlig (1999: 680) 
points out that: "Interlanguage pragmatics has developed two strands of research: 
comparative-sociolinguistic and acquisitional. In interlanguage, pragmatics research, the 
comparative and sociolinguistic studies dominate the field". Kasper (1992: 205) highlights 
some of the key issues for interlanguage pragmatics studies: 
"The bulk of interlanguage pragmatics research derived its research questions and 
methods from empirical, and particularly cross-cultural pragmatics. Typical issues 
addressed in data-based studies are whether NNS differ from NS in the 1) range and 2) 
contextual distribution of 3) strategies and 4) linguistic forms used to convey 5) 
illocutionary meaning and 6) politeness - precisely the kinds of issues raised in 
comparative studies of different communities. Interlanguage pragmatics has 
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predominantly been the sociolinguistic, and to a much lesser extent a psycholinguistic 
study of NNS' linguistic action7'. 
Empirical evidence from cross-cultural pragmatics thus provides important information 
on the linguistic behaviour of native speakers from different LI backgrounds and cultures 
and on the influence of socio-contextual variables (for example status differences 
between interlocutors) on this linguistic behaviour. Such studies provide an important 
background to understanding the findings from interlanguage pragmatic studies which 
study the performance of speech acts by subjects in an L2. Therefore, I will review 
studies from both cross-cultural pragmatics and interlanguage pragmatics in section 4.2. 
4.2 Review of the empirical research on speech act production and perception. 
4.2.1 Findings from Cross-cultural pragmatics research. 
Wolfson et. al (1989) define cross-cultural research as research which considers the 
linguistic realizations which perform the same specific function in each language. Such 
cross-cultural studies in addition to providing evidence of the realization of different 
speech acts across cultures (for example Fukushima 2000, Holtgraves and Yang 1992) 
may also contain evidence from metapragmatic assessments of subjects of the relative 
importance of contextual variables (for example Hill et. al 1986, Kitao 1990). The speech 
act of requests has been the focus of several studies as, like apologies they are a "means 
of maintaining social order and as indicators of distance and dominance in relationships" 
(Wolfson, 1989: 175). 
Several cross-cultural studies have included measurements of subjects' perception of the 
relative importance of sociocontextual variables in speech act production. In a study by 
Holtgraves and Yang (1992), differences in (i) perception of the imposition of requests, 
(ii) hearer's power and (iii) closeness of relationship between interlocutors was measured 
in American and Korean participants in relation to the perceived politeness of requests. 
The findings indicated that politeness of requests as perceived by the Korean group 
varied more as a function of power and distance than that of the American group: as the 
perceived imposition of the request increased, differences in social status and social 
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distance mattered less. The findings indicated that there may be cultural differences in the 
perceptions of request situations which relate to differences in perceptions of the 
significance of social status, social distance and imposition variables in the subjects' 
culture. 
Cross-cultural differences in both perception and production of requests were also found 
by Fukushima (2000) in her study of American English and Japanese requests. 
Fukushima found that there were significant differences in some request situations 
between both groups of subjects in production of requests and differences also in 
assessment of sociocontextual variables. In her study, Fukushima distinguishes between 
'in-group' and 'outgroup' request situations, as she observes: "people in collectivist 
cultures are more sensitive to the context than those in individualist cultures, and people 
in collectivist cultures make stronger distinctions between in-groups and outgroups than 
those in individualist culturee' (ibid: 128). Fukushima defines in-group members as those 
with equal status (ibid: 170). The findings from this study indicated that Japanese subjects 
(university students) chose direct strategies more frequently than British English subjects 
in in-group request situations. In out-group situations, again significant differences were 
found between the two groups, British subjects choosing more non-conventionally 
indirect strategies than Japanese subjects. The Japanese subjects' preference for direct 
strategies (strategies I-5 in the classification in 4.1) was significant in both in-group and 
out-group situations. Both of these studies support a growing body of evidence that 
differences between individualist and collectivist cultures may have a significant 
influence on subjects' perceptions of situational context in studies of verbal behaviour. 
Comparative findings between American English speakers and Japanese speakers' 
requesting behaviour emerged in a study by Rose (1994). Rose compared the requests of 
both groups on two data collection instruments (i) the Discourse Completion Task (DCT) 
and (ii) the Multiple choice questionnaire (MCQ). The findings are thus also relevant for 
the discussion in 4.3 below on method effects. The findings indicated that in the 8 request 
situations in the DCT, Japanese subjects used direct strategies more frequently than 
American subjects in all situations. This was contrary to Rose's hypothesis that: 
"Japanese would choose hints more frequently than Americane' (ibid: 2). 
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Rose bases the hypothesis (above) on findings from Lakoff (1985) who characterizes 
Japanese interaction as hearer-oriented. "the speaker is expected to be vague and indirect 
and leave the responsibility to the hearer to determine his/her intent" (Rose 1994: 2). Rose 
also cites Clancy (1986) in support of this hypothesis: 
"(in Japan) the ideal interaction is not one in which the speakers express their wishes and 
needs adequately and listeners understand and comply, but rather one in which each party 
understands and anticipates the needs of the other, even before anything is said. 
Communication can take place without or even in spite of, actual verbalization. The 
main responsibililty lies with the listener, who must know what the speaker means 
regardless of the words that are used". (Clancy 1986: 217). 
Rose hypothesizes that the reason for the high levels of direct strategies by Japanese 
speakers may be a function of the elicitation method: "It is possible that not having a 
hearer present to intuit speaker intent, Japanese subjects may have written responses 
which are not characteristic of face to face interactiorf' (1994: 7). This view would also be 
in keeping with that of Lebra (1976) who cites the Japanese speaker's preference for non- 
completion of sentences, leaving the hearer to intuit meaning. It is possible that studies 
relying on DCTs for their elicitation method are not sensitive enough to capture the 
hearer-oriented nature of Japanese interactional styles. To support this view, in the 
second part of the Rose (1994) study, a different group of Japanese subjects were 
provided with MCQs from which options to perform requests were provided for the same 
8 situations as were used in the DCTs. The study found that in 6 of the 8 situations, the 
subjects preferred to 'opt out' (not perform the FTA in Brown and Levinson's terms). In 
addition, in half of the situations the Japanese subjects chose Hints (NCIs) as a preferred 
request strategy. Two of these situations were constructed as hearer dominant, whereas 
two were constructed as status equal. While the higher degree of imposition in two of 
these situations may explain the higher frequency of hints, this imposition variable is not 
able to explain the results from the two other request situations. It may also be argued 
that a weakness in the validity of the study was the use of two different groups of subjects 
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in the two parts of the study: Sasaki (1998) cites Alderson et. al (1995) and Bachman 
(1990) in emphasizing the importance of. "using the same participants for both 
methods ... when checking the validity and reliability of these methods 
in evaluation 
measuree' (Sasaki, 1998: 460). 
Further cross-cultural pragmatics studies involving Japanese subjects include Kitao 
(1990) who investigated Japanese and American speakers' perceptions of politeness in 
requests in English directed at an American hearer. Kitao cites Horikawa and Hayashi 
(1969) who maintain that: "In Japan, differences in social status and power are clearer 
and more important than in the U. S. The Japanese language supports this system and 
keigo, special polite language is used to show respect when speaking to superior or 
people outside of one's own group" (Horikawa and Hayashi 1969, cited in Kitao 1990: 2), 
(my italics). Kitao's study supported the hypothesis that Japanese subjects' perceptions of 
power/status differences are associated with higher levels of politeness. Subjects 
identified politeness in English requests by the use of the interrogative (over the 
imperative form) and by the use of past tense forms in declarative and interrogative 
constructions over the use of future tense forms. Kitao reports that Japanese subjects 
perceived imperatives as being particularly impolite (ibid: 11). 
Differences between Japanese and English speakers' production of written requests in 
their own languages were noted by Iwata and Fukushima (1987). While both groups of 
subjects were observed to use similar strategies, including reasons for the request, 
minimizing the cost to S and maximizing the benefit to S, they found that Japanese 
subjects distinguished more clearly based on familiarity between S and H. In an earlier 
study, Iwata and Fukushima (1986) noted that Japanese students have problems with 
positive politeness: subjects chose negative politeness strategies where positive strategies 
would have been appropriate in situations eliciting requests by professors to students. The 
subjects reported the belief that negative politeness is more appropriate to use in requests 
between a professor and students, i. e. in situations where S is perceived to be of higher 
status to H. 
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Cross-cultural differences in situational assessment were also observed in the Cross- 
cultural speech act research project (henceforth CCSARP 1989). The study focused on 
both apologies and requests and gathered data from subjects on both situational 
assessment and production. Native speaker subjects included Australian English, 
American English, British English, Canadian French, Danish, Hebrew and German. 
Production data for interlanguage requests and apologies was collected from four groups 
including German speakers of English and American English speakers. The findings 
indicated (i) high levels of cross-cultural agreement for trends of situational variation, i. e. 
higher levels of directness in some request situations than others across all cultures and 
(ii) cross-cultural variation in choices of directness levels within some request situations. 
Five of the eight request situations used in this study were replicated in the current study 
and therefore justify a more detailed analysis. These five situations are: 
Kitchen: A student asks his roommate to clean up the kitchen the latter had 
left in a mess the night before 
Notes: A student asks another student to lend her some lecture notes 
Information: An applicant calls for information on a job advertised in a paper. 
(iv) Ride: A student asks people living on the same street for a ride home 
(V) Policeman: A policeman asks a driver to move her car. 
The findings indicated common agreement across groups on the high incidence of 
conventionally indirect (CI) request strategies across situations: CI requests contain 
within them (i) a check on H's ability and (ii) a check on H's willingness to comply. 
Thus: 
"conventionally indirect strategies testify to a concern for the dislike of refusals; they 
combine the advantages of a pre-request and a nonadmitted off- record request proper. 
Their maximum efficiency is achieved by the use of the type of indirect questions that are 
contextually relevant to the prerequisites of a given request" (Blum-Kulka, 1989: 125). 
The findings also indicated a lower incidence of CI strategies and a higher incidence of 
direct strategies in the Policeman and Kitchen requests. The proportion of non- 
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conventionally indirect requests (NCI) was notably low in all languages and situations (0 
- 18.9%) while the highest incidence of such strategies appeared in the Ride and Kitchen 
requests. The highest level of cross-cultural agreement was in the use of Hints (NCIs) in 
the Notes requests. 
The relatively high proportion of direct strategies found in the Policeman and Kitchen 
requests has been explained by Kasper (1989) as relating to the notion of standard and 
non-standard situations. Standard situations, (House, 1986) are those which exert an 
obligation on the addressee to comply through the nature of the social contract embedded 
in the request. Such requests carry legitimacy on the part of the requester to issue the 
request by definition of their role. As Kasper (1989: 50) points out: 
"the Policeman and Kitchen situations exert on addressees high obligation and therefore 
likelihood for compliance, while at the same time endowing the speaker with a strong 
right to caffy out the request". 
Blum-Kulka and House (1989) in a study looking at situational assessment of the five 
request strategies (i -v above) across cultures found that the request situation assessed as 
having the lowest degree of obligation of the addressee to comply was the Ride request, 
the highest situation being the Policeman request. The request in which subjects had to 
ask for a ride also generated the highest levels of indirectness, the speaker's right in 
issuing the request and the addressee's obligation to comply being assessed as relatively 
low (Blum-Kulka and House 1989). 
In the Policeman request, the speaker was assessed as more powerful due to his 
institutionalized social role, thus in this request the right of the requester to perform the 
request corresponded with the hearer's obligation to conform: such situational assessment 
also corresponded with high levels of directness in request strategy chosen (ibid). 
These studies point to possible underlying differences in cross-cultural perceptions of 
social reality: while theoretical models (Brown and Levinson, 1978,1987) would predict 
universal similarities in linguistic behaviour according to assessment of power/solidarity 
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and degree of imposition, indirectness being associated with perceived increases of social 
distance and decreases of social power between interlocutors, cross-cultural studies 
demonstrate that variables in situational assessment may exist between cultures and 
impact on speech act production: "members of different cultures might differ in their 
perceptions of social situations as well as in the relative importance attributed to any of 
the social parameters mentioned" (Blum-Kulka and House, 1989: 138) 
4.2.2 Findings from EFL/ESL pragmatics research. 
In this section I will review the findings from EFUESL pragmatics research with learners 
of English from a variety of Ll backgrounds: I will include in this section a brief review 
of findings from longitudinal studies carried out on learner's pragmatic development 
(Ellis, 1992, Schmidt 1983, Achiba, 2002) as these studies provide interesting insights 
into the possible order of acquisition of those structures which form part of a learner's 
developing pragmatic competence: such insights also provide indications of the 
acquisition of pragmatic competence in relation to the learner's proficiency. In 4.2.3,1 
will review the findings from research on Japanese EFL/ESL learner's pragmatic 
competence and highlight those studies which have focused on requests. In 4.2.4 1 will 
focus on the findings from research on German EFLJESL learner's pragmatic 
competence, highlighting findings from studies which have focused on the performance 
of requests. 
4.2.2.1 The demands on pragmatic competence of English language learners 
In 4.2.1 above, I highlighted two facets of pragmatic competence which are demanding of 
English language learners' (henceforth ESL learners) linguistic ability. Learners need to 
develop both sociocultural ability and sociolinguistic ability in the target language 
(Cohen 1996a, 1996b). Sociocultural ability was defined as the need to make appropriate 
choices as to (i) whether to perform the SA at all, and (ii) the selection of an appropriate 
semantic formula that would be appropriate in realizing the SA in the sociocultural 
context. As Cohen (1996b: 254) points out: "Depending on the language situation 
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involved, the speaker may need to take into consideration a) the culture involved, b) the 
age and sex of the peakers, c) their social class and d) their roles and status in interaction. 
Sociolinguistic ability on the other hand, is concerned with S's control over the linguistic 
forms needed to realize the SA. Cohen (1996a) cites the example of a student who may 
have the sociocultural ability to understand when it may be inappropriate to accept an 
invitation to dinner by his/her professor but lacks the sociolinguistic ability to perform 
the SA appropriately: "the reply "No Wayl" would probably constitute an inappropriate 
choice of form for realizing the speech act set of refusal" (ibid: 388). 
Producing SAs in ways which are appropriate are thus demanding on an ESL learner in 
sociocultural and sociolinguistic ways. Such production is also demanding on the 
learner's strategic competence (Bachman 1990) in involving the learner's ability to 
assess, plan, and execute an appropriate strategy to perform the SA) in a way which is 
appropriate to the social context (Cohen and Olshtain 1993). Where weaknesses in either 
of sociocultural or pragmalinguistic ability exist, the learner runs the risk ofpragmatic 
failure (Thomas 1983). Thomas defines pragmatic competence as the: "ability to use 
language effectively in order to achieve a specific purpose and to understand language in 
context" (Thomas, 1983: 93). Thomas points out that while semantic rules are needed to 
provide the: "range of possible senses and references of an utterance7, pragmatic 
principles are needed in order to: 
assign sense and reference to the speaker's words 
assign force or value to the speaker's words (ibid: 92). 
This distinction between semantic rules and pragmatic principles, is, as Thomas (ibid) 
points out, similar to Leech's (1983) distinction between 'grammar' and 'pragmatics', the 
latter being goal-oriented speech behaviour, the use of language in context where S uses 
language in order to produce an effect in the mind of H (ibid). Pragmatic failure may 
occur for example, if: 
a) H perceives the force of S's utterance as stronger or weaker than S 
intended s/he should perceive it. 
b) H perceives as an order an utterance which S intended s/he should 
perceive as a request; 
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c) H perceives S's utterance as ambivalent where S intended no ambivalence; 
d) S expects H to be able to infer the force of his/her utterance, but is relying 
on a system of knowledge or beliefs which S and H do not in fact, share. 
(Thomas, 1983: 94) 
Where sociocultural and sociolinguistic ability are undeveloped, learners may, for 
example run the risk of appearing over-assertive or domineering. The use of linguistic 
strategies which for the learner represent a polite way of going on record (Thomas cites 
the example of a Russian student of English asking his teacher to look at his work - 
literally translated from the Russian: 'I'm asking you to look at my work') may in the 
target language culture be considered to be inappropriate, associated as such strategies 
may be with the language of unequal encounter, that is, interactions in which one 
participant is in a position of authority relative to the other (teacher/pupil, police/suspect), 
(Flowerdew 1988). 
4,2.2.2 Review of findings from EFL/ESL pragmatics research. 
In this section I provide a brief overview of some findings from speech act research with 
EFL and ESL learners. These studies focus on a variety of speech acts and include non- 
native speakers of English from different Ll backgrounds. The review will also include 
studies which have employed a variety of elicitation measures, i. e. Discourse completion 
tasks, (DCTs) Role play (RP), verbal report and combined measures. 
In one of the earliest studies on learner's requesting behaviour, Scarcella (1979) 
investigated both beginner and advanced ESL learners with Ll Arabic. The study, which 
employed role play as an elicitation instrument found that certain lexical markers of 
politeness ('please') were acquired early, other forms (the use of inclusive 'we' in request 
perspective) were acquired late. The study found that learners use a limited range of 
politeness features as compared to native speakers and that target language forms were 
acquired before the learners were able to use these appropriately in social contexts. In an 
early study by Walters (1980) it was found that ESL children (aged 7- 15) used request 
strategies which may be considered pragmalinguistically appropriate but with 
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ungrammatical forms, for example: 'We borrow your basketball pleaseT (rising 
intonation) (cited in Kasper 2001: 509). This disassociation between pragmatics and 
grammar has been pointed out by Koike (1989: 287): "since the grammatical competence 
cannot develop as quickly as the already present pragmatic concepts require, the 
pragmatic concepts are expressed in ways conforming to the level of grammatical 
complexity acquired". This disassociation between pragmatics and grammar is also 
observed by Eisenstein and Bodman (1983,1993) in their study of advanced ESL 
learners' expressions of gratitude. Non-grammatical forms appeared in the form of (i) 
intensifiers (I very appreciate) (ii) Tense (I never forget you kindness) and (iii) Word 
order: 'I'll pay back you'. As Kasper (2001) points out, these errors from the data in 
Eisenstein and Bodman's study are not pragmalinguistic errors but rather grammatical 
errors: they do not affect the communication of the speech act of gratitude to the hearer, 
although they may make this communication less effective. 
Differences between ESL learners and native speakers were also identified in a study on 
requesting behaviour by Rintell and Mitchell (1989). Learners of both low and advanced 
proficiency were contrasted with native speakers in a study involving both DCTs and 
Role plays. The findings of the study suggested that learners produced longer requests 
than the native speakers in the role plays as compared to the DCTs although length did 
not distinguish the oral from written utterances in the native speaker data. There were no 
significant differences between the two groups in choice of forms and strategies and 
a: "broad range of requesting strategies in both written and oral data7' (ibid: 255) was 
found for both groups of subjects. I will return to the findings from this study in section 
4.3 as they are relevant to the discussion on the influence of method effects on findings 
from SA studies. 
In a cross-sectiona study of the perception of politeness in requests by advanced ESL 
(Japanese speakers) and American English speakers, Tanaka and Kawade (1982) 
investigated whether a learner's ability in judging politeness in the target language would 
mean that s/he would be able to use politeness strategies appropriately in the target 
language. In the first part of the study focusing on perception, there was a high degree of 
correlation of politeness judgements between the advanced ESL group and the group of 
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American English speakers (ibid: 23). However the ESL learners tended to be 
"oversensitive" to their politeness distinctions: this finding being based on the 
observation that the ESL subjects identified a greater number of levels of politeness 
within the forms for requesting. The authors cite the finding as being in keeping with 
Carrell and Konneker's (198 1) claim that ESL learners tend to think that: "'all differences 
in form should correspond to a difference in communicative intent" (1981: 27) cited in 
Tanaka and Kawade (1982: 2 1). One of the weaknesses of this part of the study on 
perception was the use of 'situationally null' contexts where politeness judgements were 
made of linguistic strategies separated from any sociocultural context. In the second part 
of the study which used subjects with mixed Ll backgrounds, differences were found 
between nonnative and native speakers: the former group using less polite strategies in 
situations where native speakers used more polite strategies. The study is important in its 
findings that non-native speakersjudgements of politeness in relation to linguistic 
strategies may be at variance with their selection of strategies to perform a speech act. 
However, the study has further design weaknesses in that (i) the linguistic tokens 
available to subjects in the second part of the study were limited in their semantic 
formulas to Head Acts and (ii) transferability effects for subjects' Ll backgrounds were 
not considered as possible influences on linguistic outcome. Also, little consideration was 
given to the possible effects of cultural variation among the participants (which included 
Arabic, Korean, Japanese, Spanish and Greek speakers) on choices of linguistic forms. 
In a more recent study employing combined elicitation measures, Cohen and Olshtain 
(1993) investigated the performance of three speech acts (apologies, complaints and 
requests) in situations where advanced EFL learners (native speakers of Hebrew, French, 
Portuguese, Spanish and Arabic) role played with native speakers. The role plays were 
videoed and learners were interviewed in a retrospective session, on the content of the 
role plays. The findings suggested that the learners (i) thought in two languages, 
sometimes in three when planning and executing their strategies, (ii) did not attend 
significantly to grammar and pronunciation and (iii) could be classifed according to one 
of three groups: metacognizers, avoiders, and pragmaticists. 
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The first group included: "those individuals who seemed to have highly developed 
metacognitive awareness and who used this awareness to the fullest" (ibid: 45). A voice in 
the back of the head "kept them monitoring their language output to some extent and 
continued to remind them of their possible or actual production errors from prior 
utterancee' (ibid). The 'avoiders" used an 'omission' strategy, if they were unsure 
whether an utterance was appropriate. The pragmaticists: "got by in oral production more 
by on- the- spot speech adjustment than metacognitive planning7 (ibid: 46). In addition to 
the findings reported in this study on the strategic competence of language learners in 
producing SAs this study also provides interesting findings on the processes involved in 
performing those acts together with insights from the learners on their own performance. 
The study is significant also in indicating the complexity of the processes which learners 
have to go through in planning, assessing and executing speech acts. As Cohen (I 996b) 
indicates: 
"learners and users of a target language may perform other kinds of cross-linguistic and 
cross-cultural cognitive and affective manipulations totally unbeknownst to the 
interlocutor before producing what sometimes comes across as a curious response. Often 
the response itself is only an abbreviated manifestation of what actually transpires in the 
nonnative speakers's mind" (Cohen, 1996b: 257). 
Cohen(ibid) illustrates this point with an extract of verbal report data (from Cohen and 
Olshtain 1993) in which a student in a role play situation was to ask her teacher for a ride 
home after class, this student: 
"wanted to make a polite request and was uncertain as to whether she could ask 'do you 
have any room in the car? As she put it: 'it has a lot of meanings and I wasn't sure that it 
was correctý so I changed my tactic, and decided she would understand better if I said, 'I 
want to drive with you'. I thought of 'lift' but didn't know how to use it in a sentence so 
left it out' (ibid: 257). 
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Further indicationsftom the learner on the demands of speech act production on their 
sociocultural and sociolinguistic ability are available in other studies using verbal report. 
In a study by Robinson (1992) of 12 intermediate and advanced Japanese ESL learners' 
refusals, one learner, on being prompted to refuse a friend's request to help her with 
moving house explained in her concurrent verbal protocol: 
"on Sunday I will -I will uh -I would I would like -I will - on Sunday - um - um yeah 
firiends would like is too polifeso uh -I want- okay I sa I want -I want to study - to 
study - um I want to study - at library " (Robinson 1992: 5 8, underlining added). 
Such data from verbal protocols indicate the learner's as yet underdeveloped 
sociocultural ability. This learner believes that 'would like' is 'too polite' to use when 
talking to friends. Pragmalinguistically, the learner is aware that 'I would like' is more 
polite than 'I want' but her sociocultural ability appears to lag behind her 
pragmalinguistic ability as evidenced by this verbal report data. 
in summary this general overview of findings from EFLIESL pragmatics research is 
indicative of the following: 
(i) the linguistic strategies used by native and non-native speakers of English 
may vary in SA performance; 
(ii) the performance of SAs for language learners is demanding on learner's 
pragmatic competence in socioculturally and sociolinguistically ways; 
learners' grammatical and pragmatic competence may not develop in tandem 
with the result that learners may produce grammatically correct but 
pragmatically inappropriate utterances. Learners may also have developed 
pragmalinguistic competence (or sociolinguistic ability) but have lesser 
developed sociopragmatic competence (or sociocultural ability). 
(iv) While studies providing data on learner's production and perception of SAs as 
compared to native speakers is essential to the understanding of the 
development of their pragmatic competence, verbal report studies are shown 
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to be able to generate dataftom the leamer on the complex processes behind 
SA production. 
In section 4.2.2.3 1 will review the findings from those empirical studies which have 
focused on Japanese EFL and ESL learners. 
4.2.2.3 A review of pragmatics research focusing on Japanese EFL and ESL 
learners. 
There exists an extensive body of research into the production of SAs by Japanese 
EFL/ESL learners. While this is the case, Ellis (1991: 111) highlights two important 
points: (i) that the majority of the evidence available relies on cross-sectional studies and 
as such: "informs more about L2 pragmatic use than about how the ability to realize 
speech acts in communication is acquired over time" and (ii) that there is no evidence 
that Japanese learners are prone to pragmatic failure any more than other L2 learners. It 
may be the case however that the nature of pragmatic failure in Japanese learner differs 
qualitatively from that experienced by other groups of L2 learners, including German 
speakers. A discussion of the research findings for German ESIJEFL learners will follow 
in 4.2.2.4 below. 
In a small scale role-play study contrasting Japanese ESL subjects' and Australian 
English speakers' requesting behaviour, Tanaka (1988) found that Japanese learners used 
negative politeness strategies when native speakers did not, and failed to use negative 
politeness strategies when native speakers did. Japanese learners tended to avoid positive 
politeness strategies and found it difficult to vary their requests in accordance with social 
factors. For example, whereas Australian English subjects used constructions such as: 
I was wondering if I could +VP or 
Do you think I could +VP, 
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Japanese learners would use more direct constructions like: 
(iii) Can I +VP. 
Tanaka concluded that Japanese learners may be in danger of being considered as being 
too formal, too stilted, not friendly, and both abrupt and pushy in their pragmatic 
behaviour (1988: 92). Tanaka maintains that " indirect expressions often require 
sophisticated linguistic ability and are difficult for non-native speakers" (ibid: 89) while at 
the same time pointing to the specific demands for Japanese learners of 'presenting the 
self' in a foreign language. Further possible problems facing the Japanese learner 
suggested by this study included (i) the transfer of cultural patterns in ways of speaking 
from the learner's first language, (ii) a sense of 'false stereotyping' in that Japanese 
learners may believe that native English speakers are 'more direct' and (iii) the lack of 
awareness on the part of Japanese learners of English of the range of stylistic expressions 
used in situations requiring different degrees of respect and formality. 
Aside from these reasons, the problems faced by Japanese learners may also lie in 
classroom contexts in Japan, either through the lack of adequate practice of appropriate 
forms and structures or lack of exposure to appropriate linguistic devices for polite 
expressions (Locastro, 1997). In her research, Locastro found that in the English 
language teaching materials for Japanese secondary school learners she surveyed: "the 
textbooks themselves not only provide little appropriate exposure to politeness for the 
adolescent learners, but also, due to the focus on the development of linguistic 
competence, forms or patterns are presented without any attention to their communicative 
functioW' (LoCastro, 1997: 254). 
Difficulties for Japanese learners in particular may also stem from the way in which 
politeness is expressed in Japanese as compared to English. Such differences in the 
politeness systems of Japanese and English have been discussed (chapter 3) but a re-cap, 
of the key differences is helpful here. The Japanese learner has fewer choices in his/her 
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own language for the expression of politeness. Locastro, citing Bachnik (1994) points 
out: "Politeness in Japanese involves "obligatory lexical and morphosyntactic choices in 
the language, encoding the social norms concerning status, age and gender as well as in- 
group and out-group distinctione' (1997: 257). Central to the Japanese politeness system 
is the concept of 'wakimae'(discernment) in which deference is built into the grammar of 
the language, partly through the use of 'keigo, the presence of honorifics. While 
researchers such as Ide (1989) argue that 'discernment' is unique to Japanese society, 
other researchers such as Fukushima (2000: 56) argue that discernment ('wakimae') 
applies universally: "even though there may be differences in the norms of each society, 
or the degree to which one may have to conform to those nonne' (ibid). 
Such differences in the relative importance of 'discernment' in Western and Eastern 
cultures were found in a study by Hill et. al (1986) which contrasted perceptions of 
politeness of requests for a pen by American English and Japanese speakers. Hill et-al 
concluded that while discernment is a factor in the polite use of both languages 
(1986: 361), the discernment factor influences Japanese speakers more than Americans. 
For Americans, "discernment functions chiefly to prevent gross breaches of politeness 
and not, as in Japanese to identify specific correct choices" (ibid: 3 62). Hill et. al 
hypothesise that while discernment (assessment of addressee, situation, degree of 
imposition) forms the major part of the linguistic politeness system of Japanese speakers 
and takes aprimmy role in influencing choices of linguistic politeness, for American 
native speakers, discernment takes only a secondary role to volition. 
The Japanese learner of English thus may not have such a concrete linguistic scaffolding 
from which they may match linguistic structures to pragmatic functions, and without the 
added support of authentic materials and tasks for language practice in the classroom, 
may run the risk of relying too heavily on formulaic expressions of politeness such as 
lexical politeness markers like 'please' and 'thank you'. Over-generalization in the use of 
such expressions may lead to the kind of pragmalinguistic failure identified by White, 
(1993). 
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The Japanese learner's concern for adjusting their interlanguage in accordance with status 
differences with interlocutor has already been highlighted with reference to cross-cultural 
pragmatics studies (Fukushima, 2000). A further study supporting this observation 
includes that by Takahashi and Beebe (1987). This study focused on Japanese EFL and 
ESL learners' refusals on Discourse completion tests in which were embedded status 
differences between S and H. The findings indicated that the higher proficiency 
(ESL)group demonstrated a: "wider range of expressions and more flexibility to adjust 
their level of directness according to different situatione' (1987: 150). Two examples 
from the study illustrate this point: while lower proficiency learners might refuse an 
invitation with: 
(i) I'm very very sorry, I can't go' 
Those learners with higher proficiency used a wider variety of linguistic modification 
devices (intensifiers and softeners) to refuse, as in: 
(ii) I'm terribly sorry, but we made up another plan for next Sunday long time 
ago. So I feel awfully sorry to say no to your wonderful invitation'. 
The authors maintain that: "the overuse of such varied expressions reflects the leamer's 
desire to soften the directness of their refusals. It also reflects the Japanese norm of 
avoiding direct expressions and sounding as polite as possible, especially when talking to 
a higher status interlocutor, like the bose' (Takahashi and Beebe, 1987: 15 1). 
The study by Takahashi and Beebe (1987), while highlighting the influence of status 
differences on Japanese learners' performance in EFL and ESL contexts also points to the 
impact ofprq)jI'cienqy differences on linguistic realization of the Sk The study also 
highlights the point that high proficiency ESL learners may also transfer the formal tone 
of their LI into L2 utterances where higher levels of formality are perceived to be 
appropriate. The authors report one of their higher proficiency group as refusing a boss's 
invitation to a party with: 'I am very delighted and honoured to be asked to attend the 
party but... ' (1987: 15 1). It is possible that learners with fewer pragmalinguistic resources 
at their disposal may be less prone to transfer of sociocultural norms. 
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The influence of status differences on Japanese learner's performance of speech acts was 
the central issue of a study by Beebe and Takahashi (1989) which contrasted two face- 
threatening acts (disagreement and giving embarrassing information) by American 
English speakers and Japanese learners of English. The title of their paper: 'Do you have 
a bag? ' illustrates the use of a hint by Japanese speakers to function as a warning in low 
to high status communicative situations. The authors point out that: 
"it has been a strategy that a lower status Japanese used in English to avoid telling 
something face-threatening to a higher status person. The seemingly factual question is 
part of a hinting strategy designed to promote self discovery by the higher status person, 
thereby letting the lower status person off the hook for telling them something they don't 
want to heae' (ibid: 104). 
The results of the study found that Japanese ESL learners did not conform to stereotype: 
they were found to be more direct than the American subjects in situations in which the 
speaker was addressing a high status interlocutor (employee to boss), and in those 
situations in which a high status speaker was addressing a lower status interlocutor (boss 
to employee). In that part of the study focusing on disagreements in high to low status 
encounters the Japanese ESL learners were found to use shorter and more blunt 
expressions, and were more likely to criticize whereas the American speakers used 
(softeners', integrating expressions of gratitude into the disagreement whereas the 
Japanese subjects tended to use formulaic expressions of thanks. Overall, the Japanese 
subjects: "did not sound gentle" (ibid: I 11) and lacked the prefacing statements of 
gratitude and sympathy characteristic of the American speakers, for example: 
'I think it will not work. Think it over again' 
'Well, it doesn't seem to work to me because' (ibid: I 11). 
Such statements contrasted with American expressions of disagreement to lower status 
interlocutors: 
(iii) 'I really appreciate your giving so much thought to this matter'. 
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Thus in high to low status disagreement situations, Japanese speakers tended to be more 
direct than the American subjects who: "used more positive remarks, more softeners, and 
most importantly, fewer explicit criticisms to a higher status interlocutor" (ibid: 113). In 
the second part of the study (giving embarassing information), it was found that Japanese 
subjects preferred to use hints or opt out altogether, when speaking to a higher status 
interlocutor (in this situation, a professor). This contrasted with the American speakers 
who used hints infrequently. As Ellis points out (1991: 114) the study "lends some 
support to the stereotypical view of Japanese speakers of Englislf' but also indicates that 
on occasions, Japanese ESL learners may be more direct than their native English 
speaking counterparts. The study also provides support for the view that Japanese 
subjects' perceptions of status differences, as constructed in the Brown and Levinson 
(1978,1987) model may impact on Japanese learners' adjustments of directness levels in 
performing SAs. 
In explaining the findings above, Beebe and Takahashi indicate that the lack of 
proficiency in the target language may result in a level of bluntness not found at higher 
levels of proficiency (cf Takahashi and Beebe 1987) but that conversely, with advancing 
proficiency, students have the linguistic resources to attempt to converge psychologically 
with their interlocutors. It is possible that advanced Japanese learners, having been taught 
at school 'to be direct when using English' (Beebe and Takahashi 1989: 119) actually 
'overshoot the mark' (ibid) and produce utterances which are deemed by their 
interlocutor to be inappropriately direct. 
Further evidence of inappropriate levels of directness in Japanese advanced EFL students 
was found in a study by Fukushima and Iwata (1985). In this study, the Japanese students 
were asked to invite (i) a friend and (ii) a teacher to a dinner party. As part of the task, the 
students were asked to request the invitee to come on time and dress appropriately. The 
authors found that the subjects were more abrupt in their invitations to the teacher as 
compared to native speakers of English, failing to use appropriate openers and strategies 
to miminise imposition. For example where NES would use: 
'I'm having a dinner party next Friday, I wonder if you would like to come if 
you have time? 
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Japanese learners used fewer of these strategies and were more direct both in their 
invitation and in the way they asked the invitee to be punctual, producing utterances like: 
(ii) 'Would you come to a party at seven p. m. next Friday? ". 'Please don't wear 
jeans'. 
Ellis (1991: 115) suggests that in this study: "the Japanese learners Jacked the necessary 
English politeness strategies" to perform the SA appropriately. 
Despite the evidence from both the studies cited above (Fukushima and Iwata 1985, 
Beebe and Takahashi 1989) it is possible that the results may have been influenced by 
some elements of the study design. In order to access the subjects' sociocultural rules of 
speaking (Wolfson, 1983) it is important that the research tasks are perceived by the 
subjects to be authentic. A task which asks an ESL/EFL learner how a boss would 
interact with an employee, or vice versa may be demanding both socioculturally (and 
linguistically) for a learner with little (or no) experience of such situations. The 
expectation that the learner performs in a role which is psychologically distant from their 
own role as a student may also influence the outcome of the study (Sasaki, 1998, 
Wolfson, 1989). Secondly, I find the nature of the invitation in the study by Fukushima 
and Iwata (1985) to be partly inauthentic. It is arguable that the task presented to the 
subjects of issuing an invitation (to dinner) and combining this with what may be 
perceived to be an insult (dressing appropriately) may be perceived by many subjects to 
be inauthentic, inappropriate, and face-threatening to both S and H. Thirdly, and in 
relation to this, speakers may prefer to 'opt out' of such a face threatening act altogether 
(Brown and Levinson's option 5. 'Don't do the FTA) and this possibility should be built 
into study design. These points are relevant particularly to the design of the elicitation 
instrument in studies which elicit data on subjects' perception and production of speech 
acts and point to the need to (i) design authentic elicitation tasks and (ii) provide subjects 
with the option of not performing the FTA (Rose, 1992). 
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Rose (1992) employed Discourse completion tasks as a means of eliciting six requests by 
native speakers of American English in sociocontextually varied situations. As part of the 
study the data was analysed for length of utterance. Results indicated that the situation in 
which subjects had to ask a neighbour for a ride home elicited the longest utterances in 
the data. The shortest utterances were found in a status equal situation where learners 
were asked to borrow notes from another student and in a status unequal situation where 
the learners were asked to take on the role of a librarian asking a student in the library to 
be quiet. In the analysis ofperspective, Rose found few requests which encoded an 
impersonal or inclusive perspective, most requests being characterized by either 
predominantly Hearer or Speaker perspective. Overall, in keeping with findings from 
other studies (Blum-Kulka, 1989, Sasaki 1998) the predominant level of directness of 
request strategy was level 7, conventionally indirect, query preparatory. 
The study by Rose (1992) is important from a methodological standpoint. While the 
study found differential effects on request length for non-inclusion of hearer response 
(such responses were longer), there were no effects on level of directness. 
A further, cross-cultural study by Rose (1994) which contrasted Japanese and American 
English speakers' requesting behaviour found that Japanese speakers were more direct in 
their requesting behaviour across all 8 DCTs than their American counterparts. While 
more indirect strategies (Hints) were found in the data, these were more frequent with 
American subjects than with the Japanese. Rose suggests that this finding may be due to 
the interaction between two elements: (i) the Japanese as speakers of a hearer-based 
language and (ii) the nature of the elicitation instrument: 
"Based on the accounts of Japanese interactionAt is possible that not having a hearer 
present to intuit speaker intent, Japanese subjects may have written responses which were 
not characteristic of face- to- face interaction" (Rose, 1994: 7). 
Rose intuits that DCTs may not be appropriate for research with hearer-based languages 
such as Japanese, especially where the hearer response is provided in the design of the 
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DCT. The second part of the (1994) study contrasted the effects of responses to the DCT 
by Japanese speakers with those from a second group who responded to the same 
situations in a Multiple Choice Questionnaire (MCQ). In this study, Rose found that in 6 
of the 8 MCQs, the subjects opted out more frequently, while in half of the MCQs the 
subjects chose Hints more frequently than in the DCTs. The findings also indicated that 
the MCQ: "revealed more contextual variation than the DCT"' (ibid: 9), the DCT eliciting 
conventionally indirect requests in every situation. In the MCQ study the preference for 
Japanese subjects to hint in situations where the Hearer was dominant is mirrored in 
Beebe and Takahashi (1989) who found a similar preference for hints in such situations. 
The studies by Rose cited above thus point to the need for caution in the use of DCTs in 
eliciting data from non-Western cultures, and, as in the Sasaki (1998) study (discussed 
below) indicate possible method effects on elicitation of speech act data. Evidence for 
such effects are discussed more fully in 4.3 below. 
Two recent studies of Japanese EFL learner's speech act behaviour focus on perception 
of requests (Matsuura 1998) and production of requests and refusals (Sasaki 1998), the 
latter contrasting data from two elicitation instruments, role plays and production 
questionnaires. Matsuura's study compared perceptions of politeness of requests in 
English by Japanese ESL learners with perceptions by American English speakers. 
Matsuura found differences in the rating of politeness by these two groups of subjects of 
certain request realizations: Japanese underestimated the politeness of 'May I +VP' 
preferring interrogatives with past tense modals to those with present tense modals in 
situations calling for high levels of politeness. American English subjects on theother 
hand rated this structure (May I+VP) as very polite. Some agreement was found between 
both groups of subjects in their politeness rating of the structure 'I was wondering if I 
could + VP' which was rated by both groups as most polite from the eleven request 
realizations offered. Differences in the perception of politeness of request strategies for 
the Japanese subjects were found however in requests to different addressees: an advisor, 
a stranger and a close friend where (in the latter situation) the learners indicated a 
preference for casual requests: request realizations such as 'Could you/I +VP' may have 
been thought to be too polite when talking to close friends. This finding resonates with 
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the verbal report data from Robinson's (1992) study of Japanese ESL learners' Refusals 
which indicated that, for one of the subjects, 'would like' was felt to be 'too polite' when 
talking to friends (Robinson, 1992: 58). One of the key findings from the Matsuura study 
was the tendency for Japanese EFL subjects to rate as 'acceptable' expressions for 
requesting which their American counterparts rated as less acceptable. Matsuura cites as 
an example of this the Japanese rating of acceptability for 'Let me borrow a pen' (to 
another Japanese student) as significantly higher than the American subjects' rating 
(1998: 43). As the authors point out: 
"These results draw an important implication of which Japanese EFL learners should 
become aware: i. e. native speakers of English in general would expect them to use more 
polite expressions than they might think necessary or might use, even in casual 
interactions between college students" (ibid: 45). 
Sasaki (1998) investigated twelve Japanese EFL learners in a study which focused on 
their production of requests and refusals on questionnaires and role plays. She found that 
the role play data elicited longer responses and a larger number and greater variety of 
strategies than the production questionnaire data. In analyzing the request strategies, the 
study found that grounders were the most frequent type of external modification, a 
finding reflected in studies by Faerch and Kasper (1989) and Hudson et. al. (1995). Other 
categories of supportive moves found in the data were disarmers, preparators and 
imposition minimisers. In comparing the frequency of request strategies as measured by 
the Head Act, the most frequent category was the Query-preparatory (level 7 in Blum- 
Kulka's 1989 coding categories) i. e. 'Could you + VP? '. There was also evidence that 
participants switched strategies: in the written responses, subjects used more direct 
strategies when requesting from friends than from bosses and more indirect strategies 
when requesting from bosses than friends. In the analysis of internal modifiers, Sasaki 
identified four types in the data: conditional, tense, politeness marker and understater - 
these reflected fewer internal modifications however than those reported in other studies 
(for example, Faerch and Kasper 1989). The study also found that subjects were sensitive 
to differences in the impositive force of the request "showing a tendency to mitigate 
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more when they had to make a 'heavier' request" (Sasaki, 1998: 47 1). Based on the 
differences in findings from the two elicitation methods, Sasaki warns researchers: 
"against unwarranted speculation about students' pragmatic competence based on 
production questionnaires alone! ' (ibid: 480). 
4.2.2.4 A review of pragmatics research focusing on German EFIJESL learners. 
The previous sections have indicated some of the contextual and co-textual constraints 
governing speech act realization in a second language while at the same time pointing to 
cross-cultural differences in SA assessment and production. In this section I will focus on 
empirical research on German learners of English and the findings from SA production 
studies. I will highlight in the discussion the findings in relation to this particular group of 
learners in relation to the length of SA strategies: the 'waffle phenomenon' (Edmondson 
and House 1991, Blum-Kulka and Olshtain 1986) which has been identified in relation to 
German learners of English. In the first section I will consider descriptive evidence from 
empirical research which suggests that language learners may not approximate to target 
language norms in adjusting to maxims of quantity (Grice, 1975) and follow this with a 
discussion for the reasons for this phenomenon. 
Pragmatic competence, as defined in the preceding sections, is demanding on the NNS' 
sociocultural and sociolinguistic abilities: in order to perform an SA appropriately and 
convey meaning to H, learners need to consider the sociocontextual situation and select 
appropriate linguistic forms from their pragmalinguistic repertoire in order to convey the 
intended meaning. In addition, learners run the risk of unintentional violation of 
conversational maxims (Grice, 1975) where S and H do not share cultural norms of 
interaction (Blum-Kulka and Olshtain 1986). Two of the key issues which have emanated 
from pragmatic research with German learners include: (i) what evidence is there from 
empirical research that German learners of English violate the maxim of quantity (Grice, 
1975) and what form does this take, and (ii) what are the possible explanations of this 
phenomenon?. 
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Pragmatic failure is said to occur: "whenever two speakers fail to understand each other's 
intentions and .. is most likely to occur between speakers from different cultural and 
linguistic backgrounde' (Blum-Kulka and Olshtain, 1986: 166). Pragmatic failure may 
result from the unintentional violation of the maxim of clarity. For example the following 
request from a native speaker of Norwegian living in Israel (a teacher) to a native speaker 
of Hebrew (a technician) living in Israel (cited in Blum-Kulka and Olshtain (1986: 168): 
"If it is not too much bother, couldyou please make a video cassette of this lesson " 
In this example the speaker was in danger of having meant more than was said: the 
supportive move, ('if it is not too much bother') intended as mitigating redressive action 
(in Brown and Levinson's 1978,1987 terms) and serving as an example of a negative 
politeness strategy by S, was interpreted by H as a criticism or complaint of his work. 
The point here is that the addition of the supportive move resulted in the request being 
too elaborate (ibid: 168) and resulted in pragmatic failure. Such unintentional violations 
of maxims may thus lead to cases of pragmatic failure where H's understanding of S's 
meaning differs from that which S intended. 
In the above example, S is too elaborate in her linguistic performance of the request. The 
addition of the mitigating move results in an unintended communication of speaker 
meaning to H. Edmondson and House (1991: 273) define 'waffling' as: "excessive use of 
linguistic forms to fill a specific discourse 'slot' or 'move' i. e. to achieve a pragmatic 
goal. 
Over elaborateness in the performance of an SA may also flout the relevance maxim 
(Grice, 1975): speakers may be overinformative in their use of background information 
for a request and in their provision of reasons and justifications for a request, as 
illustrated by the following data (Blum-Kulka and Olshtain, 1986: 176) taken from a 
learner of Hebrew's formulation of a request from a (hypothetical) policeman to a driver 
to move her car: 
"You see there is afire here and how is it that your car is parked in a place we need 
Please move quickly". 
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Interlanguage data from Stemmer (198 1, cited in Kasper 1989: 54) also illustrate this 
phenomenon in leamer data. Request formulations in their study were associated with a 
concern for propositional explicitness: the learners demonstrating a preference for 
maintaining the maxim of clarity (manner) over the maxim of quantity in what Kasper 
identifies as a 'playing it safe strategy' (ibid). Whereas native speakers would produce 
pragmatically efficient utterances such as: "How about a glass of wine ", learners 
produced linguistically less economic, but propositionally more explicit utterances like 
Wouldyou like to drink a glass of wine with me? " (Kasper, 1989: 54) 
House and Kasper (1987) note the preponderance of both German LI and Danish LI 
English learners' use of supportive moves in all five CCSARP situations requiring 
requests. Such learners frequently produced requests which included an overly excessive 
use of external modification moves such as in the following request from a German 
learner of English for a lift from a neighbour: 
"Good evening. Perhaps you've already seen me once. We're living in the same street. 
You know, my bus hasjust left, and as I noticed that you have come by car I was going to 
askyou whetheryou couldgive me a lift" (House and Kasper 1987: 1283, cited in 
Edmondson and House 199 1). 
House (1989) also reports the tendency for German learners of English to over supply the 
use of external modification moves in those non-standard situations where legitimacy of 
the speaker in making the request and expected compliance by the hearer to conform to 
the request is not embedded in the situation This finding is reported in Edmondson and 
House (1991: 275): 
"In 'non-standard' requestive situations in which there is no pre-established right to 
make the request on the part of the speaker and no corresponding obligation to fulfil the 
request on the part of the addressee, the use of supportive moves by German learners of 
English is in marked contrast to their use by British native speakere'. 
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In the Edmondson and House study, such preponderance of supportive moves by German 
learners of English was noted in requests to neighbours for a lift and in requests by a 
lecturer to a student to give a paper earlier than previously agreed. Such preponderance of 
supportive moves was in marked contrast to English native speakers' requesting 
behaviour (Edmondson and House 1991: 275). In contrast, studies by House (1986), 
House and Kasper (1987) and House (1989) have reported a preponderance of direct 
request strategies in the interlanguage of German speakers in standard request situations: 
"in which there is a pre-fixed allotment of rights and obligatione' (Edmondson and 
House 1991: 279). Thus the interlanguage of German learners is characterized by both 
'bluntness' and 'verbosity' and this apparent contradiction, as Edmondson and House 
point out (1991: 280) needs to be part of an explanatory account of the 'waffling' 
phenomenon. 
The same phenomenon ('waffling') has been observed in other interlanguage studies. For 
example Blum-Kulka and Olshtain (1986) studied the requesting behaviour of native 
speakers of Hebrew and non-native English speakers of Hebrew, the study forming part 
of the CCSARP (Blum-Kulka et. al. 1989). While differences in internal modification 
were found between native and non-native subjects, these were not statistically 
significant. Significant differences between the two groups were found in the use of 
external modification of requests in the five request situations (ibid: 170). In keeping with 
these findings, non-native speakers were also found to use significantly more words per 
sequence than did native speakers. Thus both length of request and amount of external 
modification differed between the two groups of subjects and were significantly higher in 
both cases in the non-native speaker data. Differences in the amount and type of external 
modification were hypothesized as being associated with: "judgements related to the 
quantity and relevance of the contextual information needed for the realization of the act 
(Grice's maxims of quantity and relevancey' (ibid: 17 1). 
In a sub analysis, the study found that non-native speakers used more grounders to 
justify the reason for the act, used fewer cost minimizers and used more than one type of 
external modifier within the same request (ibid: 173). Other significant findings from this 
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study included: (i) that level of verbosity increased with higher linguistic ability: analyses 
of the means of external modification moves indicated that advanced learners used 
external modification more than native speakers. However, for low intermediate learners, 
levels of external modification were more similar to those for native speakers. Levels of 
external modification in this study also began to approximate native speakers norms as 
length of stay in the target language (TL) culture increased, non-native speakers 
approximating most closely to native speaker norms after five to seven years of stay in 
the TL community. 
The findings above relating to the effects of levels of proficiency and length of stay in the 
TL community have been cited as part of the explanatory account of German learners of 
English observed 'waffling' behaviour. The influence of length of stay in the TL 
community has been cited by Edmondson and House (1991: 285) as significant in the 
development of language learner's integration of routine formulae into their 
interlanguage, for example the use of 'could you +VP' as opposed to the more marked 
formula 'would you be so kind as to +VP' (ibid: 283). If this is the case, differences in the 
use of standardized routines may be expected in contrasting studies of ESL and EFL 
learners's interlanguage behaviour. The integration of standardized routines is also 
posited by Edmondson and House (ibid) as a way of reconciling the apparent 
contradiction in the co-existence of bluntness and waffle in German learners' 
interlanguage: "as both interlanguage features may be related to a non-mastery of 
routinee'. 
Other explanations for the 'waffle' phenomenon suggest that this is the result of 
compensation strategies by the learner who does not have access to the standard routines 
used by native speakers. In an effort to ensure that the maxim of manner is adhered to, 
the learner may overcompensate and violate the maxim of quantity (a la Grice) in his/her 
attempt to ensure that the meaning is conveyed appropriately to H. A learner's need for 
higher levels of contextual explicitness (Edmondson, 1984) may also be a feature of the 
elicitation method: Blum-Kulka and Olshtain (1986) for example suggest that learners 
may incorporate into their responses to Discourse completion tasks, language from the 
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description of the situation, a phenomenon which may be explained by transfer of 
learning strategy and insistence by teachers on the use of complete sentences (ibid: 176). 
Evidence of the effects of learners' proficiency on the waffle phenomenon has been 
observed (as noted above) in studies of low and high level learners (Blum-Kulka and 
Olshtain 1986). It is possible as these authors observe, that learners with low levels of 
proficiency avoid verbosity due to their limited language proficiency, that is they do not 
have the linguistic resources available to 'waffle'. At advanced levels, learners have the 
linguistic resources to be more verbose than native speakers, are more confident in their 
linguistic knowledge, but are less confident in their ability to perform the speech act 
successfully. This may be the case particularly in EFL contexts where learners have not 
had the opportunity to transfer sociocultural norms of speech act behaviour from a target 
language community. In addition, where TL materials in such contexts are limited in their 
representation of the linguistic realizations of SA behaviour (LoCastro, 1997) this may 
add to a learner's lack of confidence in the appropriacy of their utterances. 
In summary, the tendency towards verbosity, observed in the interlanguage behaviour of 
German learners of English (in addition to that of other language learners) has been 
associated in the empirical research with (i) advanced levels of proficiency (low 
intermediate learners not demonstrating this behaviour); (ii) the unintentional flouting of 
Gricean norms of conversation relating to maxims of quantity, clarity and relevance; (iii) 
compensatory strategies by learners in relation to a sense of insecurity in their 
interlanguage behaviour, and (iv) method effects: verbosity being associated with those 
studies employing a DCT as an elicitation instrument and observed to be absent in role 
play data where: "hearers uptake, interrupt, curtail, show understanding - in short 
interact, negotiate, or accommodate7 (Edmondson and House 1991: 285). In addition, it 
has been observed that "waffling is exclusively an interlanguage phenomenon in terms of 
statistical significance, and that it occurs independently of learners' mother tongue' 
(ibid: 279). Finally, the existence of verbosity in interlanguage phenomena has been 
shown to be associated with the pragmalinguistic realizationof SA utterances in the form 
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of external modification of SAs together with differences in learners' assessment of 
context internal factors of the SA situation. 
The discussion of the empirical research in 4.2 above points to the complexity of 
sociocultural and sociolinguistic demands on Japanese and German learner's of English 
pragmatic competence. In producing pragmatically appropriate utterances, learners need 
to assess the sociocontextual factors of the situation (Brown and Levinson 1978,1987), 
adhere to conversational maxims and principles (Grice, 1975, Leech 1983) and draw on 
their pragmalinguistic repertoire in conveying their meaning to H. In addition, in 
empirical research studies employing Discourse completion tasks, learners cannot benefit 
from the interactional feedback from interlocutors associated with face to face interaction 
and this may create an effect on performance of pragmatic routines. In section 4.3 below 
I will briefly outline the findings from empirical studies which have focused explicitly on 
methods effects in studies of ESL and EFL learners' pragmatic competence. 
4.3 The effect of data elication method on speech act performance. 
Evidence from a study by Sasaki (1998) was briefly discussed above in 4.2.2.3 in relation 
to the pragmatic competence of Japanese learners of English. Sasaki's study which 
compared written production questionnaires (henceforth DCTs, Brown 2001) and role 
plays in Japanese EFL learners' production of refusals and requests found that there were 
significant differences between methods in two areas. Firstly, there were differences 
reported in the strategies used in Head Acts with some levels of directness of requests 
appearing only in DCTs (levels 2 and 3) while others (level 8, strong hint) appeared 
mainly in the role play. Some strategies (4,6, and 9) did not appear in either type of data. 
Secondly, there were significant differences for mean response length between the two 
types of data, oral role plays eliciting longer utterances containing repetitions, hesitations 
and more alerters than written data. Sasaki concluded that th 
,e results suggested 
that role 
play data induce more authentic spoken data than production questionnaires (Sasaki 
1998: 467). Similar differences were reported in a study by Rintell and Mitchell (1989) 
which contrasted DCTs and role plays. The findings indicated that role play instruments 
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elicited much longer responses from NNS but not for NSs, the length difference being 
associated with longer supportive moves, repetitions and hesitations. Differences in 
strategies reported between the two methods were limited to those situations where the 
task involved an obligatory request, or standard situation, (House 1986). In these 
instances the DCT elicited more direct request strategies. 
A study by Billmyer and Varghese (2000) investigated the effects of enhancing DCTs by 
modifying the situational prompts in relation to social and contextual variables. Subjects 
consisted of American English speakers and non-native English speakers with mixed LI 
backgrounds. Enhanced prompts include information on the gender and name of the 
interlocutor, the role relationship, and "by implication, social distance and social 
dominance" (ibid: 522). Further information on frequency of interaction and details of the 
time and place of the interaction were also included in enhanced prompts. 
The study found that DCT enhancement did not affect the levels of directness of request 
strategies which appeared to be resilient to variation in DCT enhancement. No significant 
effects were found for differences in internal modification between the two versions of 
the DCTs in both groups of subjects. The study did find differences however in request 
strategy length, the enhanced DCT eliciting longer and more elaborate requests in both 
native and non-native speaker groups. In addition to methods effects, the study also found 
differences in native speaker and learner groups: the learners' request strategies were 
longer overall in both versions of the DCT as compared to the NS group: Billmyer and 
Varghese (ibid) attribute this difference to the: "increase in supportive moves and other 
speech acts such as greetings, expressions of gratitude, compliments and other speech 
acts, which verson 2 prompts (the enhanced DCT) appear to elicit more successfully" 
(Billmyer and Varghese 2000: 539). 
The study also points to weaknesses of the DCT as an elicitation instrument however: 
"using instruments such as DCTs which artiflicially elicit production makes it difficult to 
tell which factors are affecting respondents in their production7' (ibid: 520). This point 
mirrors the observation by Cohen and Olshtain (1993) that studies eliciting product data 
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on language learner's speech acts provide researchers with little information on the 
complex processes behind the production of such acts. The authors call for the use of 
further studies in speech act research eliciting the use of verbal report data. 
Finally, a study comparing findings from DCTs and MCQs carried out by Rose (1994) 
pointed to differences in verbal behaviour elicited from Japanese speakers and American 
English speakers: these findings, summarized in 4.2.1 above, point to further methods 
effects in studies with Japanese speakers and suggest that MCQs as compared to DCTs 
may elicit more frequent use of indirect requesting behaviour. 
In this chapter I have set out (i) the nature of requests in relation to SA theory and (ii) 
presented findings from some of the empirical research on interlanguage and cross- 
cultural pragmatics: these findings are summarized above (p. 97). I have focused on the 
demands on the sociocultural and sociolinguistic ability of ESL and EFL learners and 
have highlighted findings from such studies which relate to Japanese and German 
learners of English and which are thus relevant for the present study. These findings 
suggest that Japanese learners may have difficulties in producing appropriate positive 
politeness strategies and may appear too direct and abrupt in their formulation of 
appropriate speech acts. In addition, they may operate with a limited range of linguistic 
strategies for mitigating face-threatening acts. The literature on German learners of 
English reports a tendency to prolixity in some studies, representing a concern for 
communicating the clarity of the illocutionary force of the utterance. In chapter 5,1 
consider the sociocontextual influence on SA production and in chapter 6,1 set out the 
methodology of the present study and include a critical discussion of the use of (i) 
discourse completion tasks and (ii) verbal report in the study of ESL learners' requests. 
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Chapter 5 
Variables Affecting Request strategies 
In this chapter I will firstly explore the socio-contextual variables influencing request 
strategies and consider how these variables have been constructed in empirical research 
in both cross-cultural and interlanguage pragmatics (5.1). In 5.2 1 briefly consider 
findings from empirical research in pragmatics (not all of which relate specifically to the 
speech act of requests) to support the relative influence of these variables on politeness 
strategies. In 5.3,1 consider the cultural dimensions of the study and frame the 
discussion in relation to the influence of individualist and collectivist cultural 
backgrounds on subjects' assessments of socio-contextual variables and on linguistic 
interaction in cross-cultural and interlanguage pragmatics research, This part of the study 
is thus concerned with sociolinguistic variability in pragmatics and attempts to (i) identify 
those socio-contextual variables which have been posited in the literature to influence 
SA production and (ii) explore findings from empirical research which have supported 
the relative influence of social status, social distance and imposition variables on speech 
act production. 
5.1 Socio-contextual variables: defining the constructs. 
Much research in cross-cultural and interlanguage pragmatics in the last three decades 
(Brown and Levinson 1978,1987, Blum-Kulka et. al 1989, Holtgraves and Yang, 1990, 
1992) has been concerned with the influence of socio-contextual variables on speech act 
production. Early research in first language development (Ervin-Tripp 1982) identified 
variation in the speech of children in their adjustment of language according to addressee, 
while in second language learning, Kasper and Dahl (199 1) have pointed to the 'double 
layer of variability' in linguistics research generated by (i) sociolinguistic variability and 
(ii) variability induced by different data collection instruments, the latter being illustrated 
in the work of for example Billmyer and Varghese 2001, Sasaki, 1998, Rose, 1994. 
The assessment of socio-contextual variables by interlocutors in speech act research 
would seem to belong to the sociopragmatic end of pragmatics research (Leech, 1983, 
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Thomas, 1983) defined by Leech (1983) as: "the sociological interface of pragmatics, 
which studies the ways in which pragmatic performance is subjected to specific social 
conditione' (Leech, 1983: 11). This assessment of socio-contextual variables in speech act 
production for second language users can be expected to interact with their 
pragmalinguistic competence and cultural factors in the production of speech acts. In this 
regard, Blum-Kulka (199 1) identifies a 'request schema' which operates at the level of 
goal-setting: 
"To achieve goals with maximum effectiveness and politeness, speakers must match 
verbal knowledge of the available pragmalinguistic repertoire with an appraisal of the 
most relevant situational factone' (ibid: 258). 
Such an appraisal of the relevant situational factors according to Blum-Kulka (ibid) 
interacts with the 'cultural filter': "the request schema is governed by a cultural filter 
which affects the ways requestive situations are evaluated and modes of situationally 
appropriate forms selected". I consider the cultural aspects of SA production in detail in 
5.3. 
Spencer-Oatey (2000: 38) points out that a speaker's conceptions of the socio-contextual 
components inherent in a speech event are relatively stable : 
"Prior to any speech event, we normally have relatively stable ongoing conceptions of 
these various contextual components, based on our relevant previous experience; for 
example, we have conceptions of the degree of power and distance of given role 
relationships, of the scope of the rights and obligations of the participants, and of the 
costs and benefits, face considerations and so on associated with speech acte'. 
There is some evidence however that empirical studies which have incorporated the 
notions of social distance and power (for example, Brown and Levinson, 1978,1987) 
have conceptualized these terms in different ways: this variability in conceptualization of 
constructs has led Trosborg (1995: 45) for example, to note the 'growing reaction against 
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"misguided universalism7' reflected in the cross-cultural research of the last decade. 
Trosborg (ibid) cites Wierzbicka (1991: 69) in this regard: 
"The main ideas of this new direction of the study of (socio)pragmatics are the following: 
In different societies and different communities, people speak differently, these 
differences in ways of speaking are profound and systematic, they reflect different 
cultural values, or at least different hierarchies of values; different ways of speaking, 
different communicative syles, can be explained and made sense of in terms of 
independently established different cultural values and cultural priorities". 
In researching such variability in ways of speaking, researchers therefore need to 
consider carefully how socio-contextual factors are constructed in research studies, as 
such decisions have implications both in terms of the validity of the study and in terms of 
the comparability of the research with other studies employing the use of such constructs. 
Spencer-Oatey (1996) notes how authors often use the same terms with different 
meanings in empirical studies, a contention which supports Wierzbicka's (1991) position: 
"Researchers in cross-cultural pragmatics try to explain differences in the ways of 
speaking in terms of values such as 'directness' or 'indirectness', 'solidarity', 
'spontaneity', 'intimacy', 'self expression' and so on, without explaining what they mean 
by these terms, and using them as if they were self explanatory. But if one compares the 
ways in which different writers use these terms, it becomes obvious that they don't mean 
the same things for everyone" (Wierzbicka 1991: 70). 
Spencer-Oatey (1996) and Fukushima (2000) draw attention to variability in the 
construction of the notions of 'power' and 'distance' in pragmatics research. These two 
key constructs have been defined by Brown (1965: 5 7) respectively as the 'vertical' and 
'horizontal' dimensions of sociocontextual variables: "If status is the vertical of social 
relationship, solidarity is the horizontal" (Brown, 1965: 57, cited in Spencer-Oatey, 
1996: 2). In 5.1.11 consider how the first of these constructs, 'power9, has been defined in 
empirical pragmatics research. 
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5.1.1 Power 
I start this discussion with a consideration of the way in which Power has been 
constructed by Brown and Levinson (1978,1987) as this study has been seminal in 
research in politeness, and forms the theoretical basis of much empirical work. Brown 
and Levinson define Power as: 
"the degree to which H can impose his own plans and his own self-evaluation (face) at 
the expense of S's plans and self-evaluation" (Brown and Levinson, 1987: 77). 
In addition, the authors points out: "the reflex of a great P differential is perhaps 
archetypically 'deference' (ibid). While defining social distance as a symmetrical 
relationship, the Power relationship between S and H is defined as asymmetrical. Power 
is constructed by Brown and Levinson (ibid) as one of the three sociological factors 
which are: "crucial in determining the level of politeness which a speaker S will use to an 
addressee H: these are relative power (P) of H over S, the social distance (D) between S 
and K and the ranking of the imposition R involved in doing the face threatening act 
(FTA)" (ibid: 15). For Brown and Levinson, Power is one of a number of additive 
variables (including 'imposition' (R)) which together combine to affect the assessment of 
the weightiness (Wx) in their terms, of the face threatening act (FTA). 
Brown and Levinson (ibid) appear to construct the notion of power in similar ways to 
Brown and Gilman (1972) in the sense that both definitions relate to one individual's 
control over another's behaviour. Brown and Gilman define the notion of power thus: 
"One person may be said to have power over another in the degree that he is able to 
control the behaviour of the other. Power is a relationship between at least two persons 
and it is nonreciprocal in the sense that both cannot have power in the same area of 
behaviour. There are many bases of power - physical strength, wealth, age, sex, 
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institutionalized role in the church, the state, the army or within the family" (Brown and 
Gilman, 1972: 255). 
These two interpretations of power thus have in common two constructs: (i) an 
asymmefty of power relations between S and H and (ii) control of behaviour by the more 
powerful over the less powerful. In addition, Brown and Gilman's definition incorporates 
the notion of institutionalized power. This raises further the notion of legitimacy 
(reflected in the construct used by Leichty and Applegate, 1991) and social obligation in 
directives. I will return to these two related notions in the discussion of 'standard' 
situations (Herrman, 1983, Hoppe-Graff et. al. 1985) below. 
An alternative orientation to the notion of power is captured in the work of Cansler and 
Stiles (198 1) who construct this notion in terms of social rank: 
"A person's status. or social rank, may be construed both absolutely in a stable social 
hierarchy (e. g. an academic department, a business organization, an army a street gang, 
or a neighbourhood) and in relation to another member with whom he or she is currently 
interacting. Thus one's relative-status is high in a conversation with a subordinate and 
low in a conversation with a superior, but one's absolute status is the same in both 
conversatione'. 
"We assume that people implicitly weigh many personal and social factors to estimate 
their own and others' status. Different hierarchies probably use different weights. For 
example, among the students and faculty of an academic department, we would expect 
age, academic rank (e. g freshman, advanced graduate student, full professor), academic 
degrees, and knowledge and expertise in that field to be important determinants, whereas 
physical size and ancestry might be less important than in some other settinge' (Cansler 
and Stiles, 1981: 459 - 460, cited in Spencer-Oatey 1996: 9). 
Cansler and Stiles' definition of power as noted above is significant for two reasons: (i) it 
constructs the notion of power as social status/rank and (ii) it underlines the dual aspects 
of status as both relative ( in relation to the perceived status of the interlocutor) and 
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absolute (devoid of social context). Table 5.1 below (adapted from Fukushima 2000: 80) 
summarises the different ways in which the notion of power has been glossed and 
labelled in a sample of research studies. 
Table 5.1 Labels and glosses for Power 
Author (s) Main term Alternative term/gloss Labels for scale extremities 
Blum-Kulka & Social Power Dominance High/equal/low 
House 
1989 
Brown and Power Degree to which H can 
Levinson impose own plans 
1997 
Cansler and Stiles Status Social Rank High/low 
1981 
Holtgraves and Power High/equal/low 
Yang 1990 
Leichty and Power I-ligh1equal/low 
Applegate 1991 
Trosborg 1987 Dominance Status equalslunequals Plus/minus dominance 
Leech 1983 Authority Authoritative status, Power 
Bilbow 1995 Relationship Power High-low 
Hashimoto, eLal Age, Social status Elder-younger, High-low. 
1992 
Sasagawa 1994 Agelgeneration Elder-younger. 
difference 
Wood and Kroger Status Subordinate/equal/supcrordinate. 
1991 
Further differences emerge in the way researchers have constructed the notion of power if 
one examines how individual discourse situations have been constructed in empirical 
pragmatics research. As Spencer-Oatey (2000) points out: "for example, Blum-Kulka 
et. al (1985) refer to 'driver and passenger' as an unequal relationship, whereas Wood and 
Kroger (199 1) classify 'taxi driver and passenger' as an equal one' (Spencer-Oatey, 
2000: 32). It could be argued that a passenger has legitimate rights in making a request to 
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the taxi driver by virtue of the role relationship: this construction would be in keeping 
with that of Leichty and Applegate (1991). In the same sense, a customer may have a 
legitimate right in making a request of a waiter and in this sense it could be argued that 
the relationship may be unequal, as posited by Olshtain, 1989. But this does not mean 
that there are inequalities in social status, or rank, in either of these cases: therefore it 
would seem to be necessary to separate out the two notions of power as conceived 
through social status/rank and legitimate power. The legitimacy of a request by a 
customer to a waiter is based on the role relationships of the interlocutors in the 
particular context where the interaction takesplace and in relation to the nature of the 
request. Similarly, as Spencer-Oatey (2000: 33) points out: 
"waiters and taxi drivers have power (legitimate power and coercive power) over 
customers/passengers, in that they have the right to make certain demands, such as 
whether people should wait to be seated or how many people can sit in the taxF'. 
Fukushima (2000: 8 1) suggests that social status or rank is the basis of different types of 
power (of control, authority (the legitimate right to exert influence) and 
equality/inequality) but it would seem that the central notion here is that equalities and 
inequalities in legitimate power underpin the power difference relationship in 
communicative interaction and that the legitimacy of a request relates to the nature of the 
request, the context of the interaction and the role relationships pertaining between 
interlocutors at the time of interaction. I concur with Spencer-Oatey (1992) who suggests 
that legitimate power is the right to prescribe or request certain things by virtue of role, 
age or status, a definition which is in keeping with French and Raven's (195 9) 
characterization of legitimate power which occurs where: "a person, A, has the right 
(because of his/her role, status, or situational circumstances) to prescribe or expect 
legitimate power over B" (French and Raven, 1959, cited in Spencer-Oatey 2000: 33). 
This sense of legitimacy in requestive behaviour is also associated with Hoppe-Graff 
et. al (1985) and Hermann's (1983) notion of 'standard situations' as set out by House 
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(1989: 115) in her study of politeness in English and German by native speaker German 
and native speaker English subjects and German learners of English: 
"The notion of a standard situation is a crucial determinant of the choice of requestive 
strategy and use of please/bitte in requestive behaviour. The notion of a standard situation 
involves particpants' rather fixed expectations and perceptions of a social role. Role 
relations are transparent and predetermined, the requester has a right, the requestee an 
obligation, the degree of imposition involved in the request is low, as is the perceived 
degree of difficulty in realizing it. In a nutshell, the participants know where and who 
they are. Clearly the distinction between a standard and a non standard situation is not 
clear cut: degrees of standardization undoubtedly operate7 
In her study, House (1989) identifies two request situations as 'standard': (i) where 
student A asks student B to clean a (shared) kitchen which B had left in a mess (Kitchen) 
and (ii) where a policeman asks a driver to move her car (Policeman). In such standard 
situations, House (ibid) found a frequent use of the imperative, combined with the 
politeness marker 'please' (in English) and 'bitte' (in German). House explains: "a 
standard situation seems to imply that speakers are socially licensed to make use of the 
most direct requestive strategy" (ibid: 109). Conversely, House identifies four non- 
standard situations in the study: (i) a student asking people living on the same street for a 
ride home (Ride); (ii) an applicant calls for information on a job advertised in a paper 
(Information) (iii) a student asks a teacher for an extension on a seminar paper 
(Extension) and (iv) a university professor asks a student to give his lecture a week 
earlier than scheduled (Lecturer). In such non-standard situations, House maintains: "the 
requester is likely to have to engage in considerable interactional work as rights and 
obligations are not clear cut and the act of requesting is seen as inherently difficult" 
(ibid: I 10). Such non-standard situations called for heavy modification (both internal and 
external) in the data for the above four requests while standard situations were 
characterized by: "a dearth of supportive moves" (ibid: I 11). 
Interestingly, the two request situations characterized as 'standard' by House (1989) were 
constructed differently in terms of the vertical relationship between S and H: the 
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'Policeman' request is constructed as unequal (S has don-dnance over H) while the 
Kitchen request, between two students, is constructed as equal (Blum-Kulka et. al. 
1989: 15). This suggests that the legitimacy of the request resides both in the nature of the 
request and in the role relationships pertaining between the interlocutors. Further support 
for the positive relation between face work and legitimacy is provided by Lim and 
Bowers (1991: 424) who state: "facework is influenced by the legitimacy of an action, i. e. 
a speaker's right to perform a given act in a given situation rather than by the absolute 
face threat of an act". 
Despite these differences in the way power has been constructed in some research 
studies, there are similarities elsewhere. For example unequal dyads have frequently 
been posited for the professor/tutor v. student relationship (Holtgraves and Yang 1990, 
Blum-Kulka and House 1989, Olshtain 1989, Fukushima 2000), while equal dyads have 
been posited consistently for the student/student relationship (Hottgraves and Yang 1990, 
Rose, 1992,1994, Blum-Kulka and House 1989). 
In 5.2,1 consider in detail the findings from empirical studies on the effects of 
sociocontextual variables on SA behaviour and how these variables interact. Meanwhile, 
there seems to be some evidence, as Spencer-Oatey (1993: 3 0) suggests, that there may be 
differential effects for power and distance together with interaction effects: 
"Taking the research as a whole, it seems that the effect of power is somewhat more 
pervasive than that of distance, and that there may also be an interaction effect. For 
example, Blum-Kulka et. al (1985) found that distance had a significant effect on the 
choice of directness in requests when the interlocutors were equal in power, but not when 
there was a power differential". 
To conclude this first section, it seems that there are potentially further 'layers of 
variability' in linguistics research, within the layer of 'sociolinguistic variability' posited 
by Kasper and Dahl (199 1) noted above. Not only is there evidence of some 
disagreement between researchers on how sociocontextual variables are constructed, but 
such constructions may be based in some studies on researchers' intuitions (Trosborg, 
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1987, Wood and Kroger 1991, Holmes 1990, Blum-Kulka et. al 1985) and these may 
differ from those of the subjects under study. Further, not all studies include a measure of 
the situational assessment by subjects (for example, Blum-Kulka et. al 1989, Rose, 1992, 
1994) however there are some exceptions (for example, Fukushima, 2000). In 5.1.2 1 
consider the notion of 'Distance' in pragmatics research and consider how this notion has 
been constructed in empirical studies. 
5.1.2 Distance 
The notion of 'social distance' has also been differentially constructed in pragmatics 
research: Fukushima (2000: 8 1) suggests that: "among the three variables, distance is the 
one for which researchers of pragmatics seem to have given the most varied 
interpretatione'. Brown and Levinson (1987: 76) define this notion as follows: 
"a symmetric social dimension of similarity/difference.... in many cases (but not all) it is 
based on an assessment of the frequency of interaction and the kinds of material or non- 
material goods (including face) exchanged between S and H.. the reflex of social 
closeness is, generally, the reciprocal giving and receiving of positive face. 
In their 'detailed reassessments' of their 1978 model, Brown and Levinson concede 
however that the notion of social distance (D) may be underanalysed and that there may 
be a need to separate out these two variables, in keeping with research by Slugoski (1985) 
who suggests thatfamiliarity should be differentiated from affect. Baxter (1984) for 
example found that: "subjects prescribed that they would use greater politeness for close 
(i. e. friend) relationships". As Brown and Levinson (1987: 16) point out: 
"Slugoski (1985) argues this is due to the nature of friendship relationships which do not 
legitimize instrumental goals (and hence bald on record utterances), and that therefore 
our D variable should be further broken down to distinguish familiarity from affect 
(intimates don't necessarily like each other and liking predicts politeness directions 
which are opposite to those predicted by unfamiliarity)". 
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In later research, Slugoski and Turnbull (1988) manipulated the two variables of affect 
and distance in a study of subjects' assessments of literal insults and compliments. As 
Spencer-Oatey observes, the authors found that affect: "had a much greater effect on 
people's interpretations of literal insults and compliments than distance did" (Spencer- 
Oatey 1996: 13). 
Brown and Gilman's (1989) study of politeness strategies in four Shakespeare plays lend 
support to the need to separate out the notions of affect and distance in pragmatics 
research. The authors found a significant effect for affect in the use of politeness 
strategies in their study and conclude: 
"An the tragedies we find nothing relevant to D except changes of feeling that occur 
suddenly rather than gradually and are not accompanied by changes of interactive 
closeness. The outcomes for the changes of feeling exactly reverse the outcomes 
predicted by the D of politeness theory, following instead the rule that increase of 
affection is associated with increase of politeness and decrease with decrease. We 
conclude, in agreement with Slugoski and Turnbull, that the BrowrOLevinson model 
requires an additional parameter -'relationship affect'. (Brown and Gilman, 1989: 196, 
cited in Spencer-Oatey, 1996: 14). 
The component of relationship affect seems to be part of the definition ofpsychological 
distance identified by Tanaka and Kawade (1982: 24) in their empirical study of 
perceptions of politeness by native speaker and advanced learners of English. The authors 
distinguish psychological distance and social distance, their definition of the latter being 
more in keeping with conceptions of social status differences (or 'vertical relationships' 
as outlined in 5.1 above). Tanaka and Kawade maintain: 
"We have two types of distance: social distance and psychological distance, Social 
distance is a function of such variables as age. sm social status, and so on. Psychological 
distance is related to the way one perceives another in relation to himselE In discussing 
politeness strategies, it may be often the case that what a person perceives counts more 
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than what the actual distance is. Psychological distance may be a function of the 
psychological variable like-dislike' (Tanaka and Kawade, 1982: 24). 
It seems that Tanaka and Kawade's concept of psychological distance is similar to Lim 
and Bowers' (1991) concept of relational intimacy. Lim (1990) maintains that the 
influence of relational intimacy on facework is not linear but interacts with the nature of 
the particular act being performed: Lim found that relational intimacy increased with 
decreasing efforts by subjects to mitigate criticisms. and minimize imposition. The notion 
of relational intimacy is reflected in Scollon and Scollon's (1995) conception of 
'involvement strategies' used in politeness systems reflecting solidarity between S and H. 
Such politeness systems, the authors maintain, are frequently reflected in the interaction 
between two close friends or close colleagues where -P and -D relations exist (i. e. 
minimal power and social distance differences) and may be characterized by such 
involvement strategies as the following: (i) claim ingroup membership with IL (ii) 
indicate S knows H's wants (iii) exaggerate interest approval, sympathy with H (Scollon 
and Scollon 1995: 3 8). Such 'involvement strategies' relate to Brown and Levinson's 
(1978,1987) concept of positive politeness strategies which attend to H's positive face 
wants and which emphasise commonality and association with H. 
It seems that several pragmatics studies posit different components for 'distance' in 
addition to separating out of the notions of affect and distance as identified by Brown and 
Gilman (1989), Slugoski (1985) and Slugoski and Tumbull (1988). 1 have summarized a 
sample of these labels and glosses for 'distance' below (table 5.2, p. 129) adapted from 
Fukushima, 2000: 82). 
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Author Main term Alternative term/gloss Labels for scale 
extremities 
Brown& Gilman Distance Social similarity/difference, High-Low 




Brown & Distance Distant (e. g. strangers) High/great 
Levinson 1978, Close (e. g. known to each Low/Small 
1987 other, 
Frequency of interaction 
Baxter 1984 Distance Intimacy Close-Distant 
Holmes (1990) Social Distance How well they know each Close-distant 
other 
Lim & Bowers Relational High-Low 
(1991) intimacy 
Slugoski & 1. Distance Teaching together for 10 Distant-intimate 
Turnbull (1988) years/Virtually no contact High-low 
2. Affect Like/dislike Positive- 
negative affect 
Fukushima 1990 Social distance Familiarity Close-Distant 
Sasagawa 1995 Social distance Close-Distant 
Tanaka & Psychological Like-dislike 
Kawade 1982 distance 
Table 5.2 Labels and glosses for Distance (based on Fukushima, 2000: 82) 
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A further complicating factor in the conceptualization of the 'distance' factor in 
pragmatics studies, (as indicated in 5.1 above), is the differential conceptualization by 
subjects and researchers of the same variable as Spencer-Oatey (1993: 28) points out: 
'Teople from different sociocultural groups may hold differing norms regarding the 
power and distance of a given role relationship". In her cross-cultural study of 
conceptions of social relations (Spencer-Oatey, 1993) the author compared Chinese and 
British conceptions of the tutor-postgraduate student relationship in terms of power and 
distance in four groups of subjects: British tutors, British postgraduate students, Chinese 
tutors and Chinese postgraduate students. The study found on the social distance level 
that: 
"the Chinese respondents conceived of the tutor-postgraduate student relationship as 
being very much closer than the British respondents did and that tutors regarded it as 
closer than the postgraduate students did" (ibid: 42). 
In addition, the study found cross-cultural differences on perceptions of the 'vertical' 
dimension of status: 
"Chinese respondents conceived of tutors as being significantly more superordinate to 
postgraduate students than British respondents did, and that tutors (irrespective of 
nationality) conceived there to be significantly greater asymmetry in the relationship than 
postgraduate students did" (ibid: 41). 
The findings of the Spencer-Oatey 1993 study thus point to two significant factors in the 
construction of sociocontextual variables in cross-cultural pragmatics research: (i) that 
subjects may differ cross-culturally in their assessment of role relationships (see also for 
example Ide et. al 1986) and that (ii) relying only on investigators' conceptions of such 
role relationships may impact on the validity of the findings, particularly where subjects' 
and investigators' cultures do not coincide. These cultural dimensions of the study are 
discussed more fully in 5.3. In the following section I will briefly consider how the 
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notion of 'imposition' as a socio-contextual variable has been constructed in pragmatics 
studies. 
5.1.3 Imposition 
The conceptualization of the notion of imposition in pragmatics studies appears to be 
relatively straightforward in comparison to the variables of social distance (the 
'horizontal' relationship) and power (the 'vertical' relationship). Brown and Levinson 
(1987: 74) make the important point that the sociological variables they identify are to be 
seen from an emic rather than efic perspective': 
"these are not intended as sociologists' ratings of actual Dower, distance, etc. but only as 
actors' assumptions of such ratings" (ibid: 76). 
Thus for Brown and Levinson (ibid), imposition (R, in their terminology) is: 
"a culturally and situationally defined ranking of impositions by the degree to which they 
are considered to interfere with an agent's wants of self-determination or of approval (his 
negative- and positive- face wants). In general there are probably two such scales or 
ranks that are emically identifiable for negative-face FTAs: a ranking of impositions in 
proportion to the expenditure (a) of Eervices (including the provision of time) and (b) of 
goods (including non-material goods like information, as well as the expression of regard 
and other face payments) (Brown and Levinson, 1987: 77). 
The above definition thus incorporates the Goffmanian (1967) notion of 'free' and 'non- 
free' goods, (thus degree of imposition will vary depending on the nature of what is 
requested, asking for the time is assumed to be less imposing than asking for a favour). In 
addition, imposition interacts in the Brown and Levinson model with S's power over H: 
"as S's power over H increases, the weightiness of the FTA diminishee' (ibid: 78). In this 
sense, the model also incorporates the notion of rights and obligations (of S and H) as a 
1 Triandis (1 995: xi) distinguishes between emic and etic perspectives in research: wAn emic point 
of view is taken from within a culture usally the author's own, an etic point of view is a 'view from the bridge'comparing different cultures according to criteria supposed to apply to all of them. 
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variable which interacts with the notion of imposition. I disagree with Fukushima 
(2000: 840 who suggests that Brown and Levinson include the notions of rights and 
obligations within the concept of imposition: I maintain that these are clearly separate 
components in their model, but are posited as potentially interacting in an actor's choice 
of politeness strategies. 
While the terminology used in pragmatics research to refer to imposition varies slightly 
(as indicated in table 5.3 below) I concur with Fukushima (2000: 84) who maintains that: 
"the meaning of imposition does not vary very much among researchers". Table 5.3 
below (Fukushima 2000: 84) summarises the main terms used by researchers to refer to 
the notion of imposition. 
Table 5.3. Labels and glosses for imposition 
Author Main term Labels for scale extremities 
Baxter (1984) Magnitude of the request Not at all -a great deal. 
Brown and Gilman (1989) Ranked extremity (R) of a 
face threatening act. 
Low-High 
Brown and Levinson (1978, 
1987) 
Ranking (R) of imposition Small-great 
Leichty and Applegate 
(1991) 
Magnitude of imposition Small-large 
Sasagawa (1994) Ranking of imposition Low-High 
Scollon and Scollon (1995) Weight (W) of imposition 
Thomas (1995) Size of imposition 
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5.2 Socio-contextual variables affecting requesting strategies: empirical research. 
5.2.1 The Brown and Levinson (1978,1997) model. 
By way of introduction to this section I will briefly review some of the main assumptions 
of the Brown and Levinson (1978,1987) politeness model (reviewed in detail in chapter 
3) before moving to a consideration of findings from empirical pragmatics research 
which support or refute their position with regard to the influence of socio-contextual 
variables on SA production. 
In Brown and Levinson's politeness model (1978,1987) all three sociocontextual 
variables (identified in 5.1) are considered to be significant in determining the level of 
politeness in performing a face threatening act (FTA), as the authors point out: 
"All three sociological factors are crucial in determining the level of politeness which a 
speaker S will use to an addressee H: these are relative power (P) of H over S, the social 
distance (D) between S and K and the ranking of the imposition (R) involved in doing 
the face threatening act FTA! ' (1987: 15). 
The model posits that it is the overall assessment of the weightiness of the FTA (Wx in 
their terms) which: "provides the speaker with the major reason for choosing among the 
five sets of politeness strategies " (ibid: 80) and that the model is additive. But this 
position appears to be somewhat muted in Brown and Levinson's reassessment of the 
notion of 'face' in the introduction to their 1987 work. Referring to Leech's (1983) 
notion of the maxim of 'tact' as pivotal in views of politeness, they state: 
"It is not clear that our folk notion of tact is relevant in all societies. It perhaps reflects the 
bias of a culture obsessed with individual rights and wants and so with tact, (as 
Wierzbicka 1985 claims)" (Brown and Levinson 1987: 80) 
This acknowledgement of the possibility of a cultural bias in their model has been 
reflected in the work by researchers studying politeness in non-Western societies (Ide, 
1989, Hill et. al 1986, Matsumoto 1988,1989) (and discussed more fully in chapter 3) and 
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is captured in Kasper's (1990: 195) rendition of this position as the: "lone ranger 
mentality inherent in the notion of face7. The model thus stresses the importance placed 
on negative politeness: negative politeness strategies are viewed as being more polite 
than positive politeness strategies: "roughly, the more dangerous the particular FTA x is, 
in S's assessment, the more he will tend to choose the higher numbered strategy" (Brown 
and Levinson, 1987: 73). Off record strategies, according to the Brown and Levinson 
model are thus described as the 'maximum insurance policy' (ibid: 73), while in using 
negative politeness strategies, S makes "no vulnerable assumptione' (ibid: 73) about H's 
wants: 
"Positive politeness redresses by means of fulfilling H's want that some others should 
want some particular desires of his. To pursue this strategy S must make the assumption 
that he is a member of the set of these others; the efficacy of his redress is totally 
vulnerable to H's concurrence in this assumption! ' (Brown and Levinson 1987: 73). 
The model thus suggests that (i) negative politeness strategies are more polite than 
positive politeness strategies and that (ii) the model is additive. In assessing the degree of 
face threat to I-I, S needs to compute the overall weightiness of an FTA as: 
Wx =D (S, H) +P (KS) +Rx 
"where Wx is the numerical value that measures the weightiness of the FTA X, D(S, H) is 
the value that measures the social distance between S and IL P(ILS) is a measure of the 
power that H has over S and Rx is a value that measures the degree to which the FTA x is 
rated an imposition in that culture! ' (Brown and Levinson, 1987: 76). 
The model also assumes (iii) an individualistic (as opposed to a collective) orientation to 
the notion of face, stressing negative face wants in polite interaction and redressive action 
(through the use of negative and positive politeness strategies) to maintain face. Schmidt 
(1980: 104, cited in Kasper (1990: 194) has suggested that: "the theory represents an 
overly pessimistic, rather paranoid view of human social interactiorf'. 
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5.2.2 Socio-contextual variables in pragmatics research. 
5.2.2.1 Social distance 
A number of pragmatics studies have suggested inconsistencies in Brown and Levinson's 
(ibid) prediction of increasing politeness levels with increases in social distance, as in 
their examples (1987: 80) where P (social status) and R(imposition) are held constant. The 
examples below represent a request for a free good where imposition is low in both cases 
but where dsocial distance between S and H is high as in (i) and low as in (ii). 
Excuse me, would you by any chance have the time? 
Got the time, mate? 
"Our intuitions are that (i) would be used where (in S's perception) S and H were distant 
(strangers from different parts, say) and (ii) where S and H were close (either known to 
each other, or perceptibly 'similar' in social terms)". 
In Brown and Levinson's examples above, (i) represents linguistic encoding of a request 
for the time between socially distant S and H and incorporates negative politeness 
strategies (level 3 in their formulation) while (ii) encodes a bald on record request, 
without redressive action (level I in their formulation) between socially close S and H. 
Brown and Levinson (1987: 15-16) acknowledge criticisms in their predictions for the D 
variable: 
"A number of experiments have shown opposing results to the prediction of our model 
for the d variable. For example, Holtgraves (1984) found that subjects judged ahigh 
degree of encoded politeness as indicating higher reciprocal liking between speaker and 1- 
addressee and Baxter (1984) found that subjects prescribed that they would use greate 
politeness for close (i. e. friend) relationships)". 
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The authors argue further that one of the reasons for the criticism of the social distance 
variable is due to the need to separate out affect fromfwniliarity (Slugoski, 1985). They 
point out that: "intimates don't necessarily like each other, and liking predicts politeness 
directions which are opposite to those predicted by unfamiliarity" (ibid: 16). 
Brown and Gilman's (1989) analysis of the text of four Shakespeare plays also supported 
criticism of the role of the social distance variable in the Brown and Levinson model. 
They found that familiarity, or social closeness had little effect on politeness whereas 
affect: "strongly influenced politeness (increased liking increased politeness and 
decreased liking decreased politenessy' (Fukushima, 2000: 77). 
A further criticism of the social distance variable as posited in Brown and Levinson's 
model is found in Wolfson's (1988) notion of the 'Bulge' in speech behaviour. In her 
research into the speech behaviour of middle class Americans, Wolfson found that the 
two extremes of social distance (intimates and strangers) led to very similar speech 
behaviour. Wolfson suggests that: 
"there is a qualitative difference between the speech behviour which middle class 
Americans use with intimates, status unequals and strangers on the one hand and with 
non-intimates, status equals, friends, co-workers on the other (Wolfson et. al, 1989: 184). 
Wolfson explains how at the extreme ends of the social distance continuum relationships 
are perceived as relatively fixed and certain, allowing speakers to: "know what to expect 
of one anothee, (ibid). On the other hand relationships between non-intimates, friends 
and status equals are less certain and require the most care and negotiation in interaction, 
as Wolfson explains: 
"With respect to the frequency with which a particular act occurs, the degree of 
elaboration used in performing it and the amount of negotiation which occurs between 
the interlocutors, the two extremes of social distance show very similar patterns as 
opposed to the middle section which displays a characteristic bulge! ' (Wolfson et. al, 
1989: 184). 
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Wolfson's 'Bulge' theory in relation to the verbal interaction between interlocutors at 
either end of the social distance continuum is supported by Beebe's (1985) research on 
refusals: 
"It is friends and acquaintances who are most likely to get involved in long negotiations 
with multiple repetitions, extensive elaborations and a wide variety of semantic formulae' 
(Beebe, 1985: 4, cited in Wolfson et. al 1989: 185). 
A number of studies from pragmatics research have supported the role of social distance 
as a predictor of politeness strategies. Tanaka and Kawade (1982) studied perceptions of 
politeness in request strategies by native speaker Americans and non-native learners of 
English with mixed LI backgrounds. As observed earlier (chapter 4), the authors 
distinguished between social distance (age, sex, social status) and psychological distance 
C'the way one perceives another in relation to himself' (ibid: 24) (and see 5.1 above) and 
assumed in their study that: "the use of politeness strategies as realized in linguistic forms 
varies as a function of social or/and psychological distance7 (ibid: 24). Tanaka and 
Kawade state that their findings confirm the hypothesis of their study, that: "one tends to 
be increasingly polite with increasing distance, where the distance is social and/or 
psychologicar' (ibid: 29) and that this was the case for both native and non-native 
subjects. The authors found differences between the two subject groups in that non-native 
speakers tended to use less polite strategies in certain situations where the native speakers 
use more polite strategies. 
I have three criticisms of the study, both of which relate to design and subsequent 
validity. Firstly, the theoretical separation of the social/psychological distance variables 
do not seem to be reflected in the design of the discourse situations. For example the 
authors point out that: "S perceives himself as distant from his addressee, where the 
"distance" seems to be created by such variables as social status, familiarity, and like- 
dislike " (ibid: 26). Secondly, affect is compounded withfamiliarity as part of distance 
(see the discussion in 5.1 on Brown and Gilman 1989). Thirdly, the politeness strategies 
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available for the subjects to select from are limited in their semantic formulas to Head 
Acts and are devoid of the supporting (mitigating) moves which might add to subjects' 
perceptions of their politeness values. 
Unlike perception studies, studies in interlanguage pragmatics which require subjects to 
produce politeness strategies from their own pragmalinguistic repertoire provide a more 
in-depth picture of their communicative ability and how sociocontextual variables 
influence the per ,:, 
fortnance of SAs. Tanaka (1988) investigated how differences in social 
distance (D) and relative power (P) influenced the use of politeness strategies in 
requesting behaviour by Australian English and Japanese learners of English. Tanaka 
found that the Japanese subjects had difficulty in adjusting their politeness levels to 
differences of P and D. Specifically these subjects: 
"did not use negative politeness strategies in some situations where native speakers were 
likely to use them (e. g. indirect request sentence) ... could not shift the level of 
formality 
or style according to the status of the other person (and) did not use positive politeness 
strategies in some situations where native speakers were likely to use thed' (Tanaka: 
1988: 92). 
The study points to the difficulties confronted by some ESL learners in adjusting their 
language to socio-contextual variables, particularly when more indirect strategies are 
called for. As Tanaka points out: "tentative, indirect ways of making a request are often 
more difficult than direct onee' (ibid: 93). This lack of adjustment, Tanaka suggests, may 
also be a function of Japanese learners' beliefs that English-speaking people speak 
directly. The lack of influence of social distance variables on politeness strategies in 
interlanguage pragmatics studies such as the Tanaka (1988) study may therefore be the 
result of (i) the subject's restricted pragmalinguistic repertoire and (ii) the subject's 
beliefs and attitudes towards target language use instigated in classroom pedagogy 
(Locastro, 1997). 
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In studies of cross-cultural pragmatics, there has been clear evidence to support the 
influence of social distance on subjects' linguistic strategies. Holtgraves and Yang (1992) 
compared politness in requesting strategies by American and Korean subjects and found 
that: "the politeness of Korean requests varied more as a function of power and distance 
that did the American requests". The authors attribute the findings between the two 
subject groups to differences in individualist and collectivist cultures. They state: 
"our results are quite consistent with a growing body of literature suggesting that the 
perceptions, attribution and social behaviour of people from collectivist cultures (or those 
with an interdependent self) are more sensitive to the situation context than is the case for 
people from individualistic cultures" (Holtgraves and Yang, 1992: 254). 
To sum up the above discussion (5.2.2.1), there is mixed evidence for support of the 
social distance variable on politeness strategies. From the studies reviewed briefly above, 
it seems that researchers should consider the following: 
(i) How the social distance variable is constructed in the design of the study 
particularly in the elicitation instrument, 
(ii) The extent to which cultural differences may influence subjects' perceptions 
of the relative importance of socio-contextual variables and 
(iii) The role of a restricted pragmalinguistic repertoire in influencing subjects' 
responses to socio-contextual variables as determined through the politeness 
strategies they use. 
5.2.2.2 Power and Imposition 
Several studies in pragmatics have provided support for the power variable in Brown and 
Levinson's politeness model and: "only a few studies have contradicted Brown and 
Levinson on power and imposition7' (Fuku shima 2000: 77). In first language research, 
Cherry's (1988) study of politeness in written persuasion in an academic discourse 
community took as its corpus of data letters from academics of varying ranks addressed 
to the president of the university requesting the reversal of a tenure decision. While 
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finding an association between the power variable and politeness, the study also points to 
the important role of Interpersonal Rhetoric (Leech, 1983) as a component of politeness. 
Cherry concluded that: 
"the formulation of a request is in fact conditioned by the relative power of the 
participants. In the tenure letters, both writer and reader know and understand the 
politeness conventions that should govern the discourse. When the less powerful writers 
intentionally violate these conventions they are asking the addressee to infer that the issue 
is one of such importance that these conventions or expectations should be temporarily 
suspended" (ibid: 80). 
Blum-Kulka et. al's (1985) study of requesting behaviour in Israeli society also lends 
support to the Brown and Levinson (1978,1987) position that levels of directness 
increase with power. From this it cannot be assumed however that politeness increases 
with indirectness as Blum-Kulka (1987) demonstrates in her study of indirectness and 
politeness in Hebrew and English. The study concluded that: "strategies rated as the most 
polite, on a scale of politeness were conventional indirect requests ('on record 
indirectness)" (ibid: 13 1). As observed earlier, (chapter 4), Blum-Kulka reasons that such 
requests provide a balance between the need for pragmatic clarity (found in higher levels 
of directness) and the need to avoid coerciveness (found in lower levels of directness). 
Studies in cross-cultural pragmatics have also lent support to the influence of the power 
variable on politeness strategies. Holtgraves and Yang (1990) found that: "inferences of 
power varied inversely (and perfectly) with the theoretical politeness of the requeste' 
(ibid: 721) and that this was the case for both the Korean and American subject groups. In 
addition, the authors found that perceptions of a speaker's power was related inversely 
with encoding of concerns for the hearer's face: "the less a request form encoded concern 
for the hearer's face, the greater was the perception of the speaker's power" (ibid: 726). 
The findings from Holtgraves and Yang (1990) on the relationship between politeness 
strategies and power differences were also reflected in their 1992 study where they 
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identify collectivist cultures (the Korean subjects) as more responsive to the interpersonal 
feature of situations, as noted in 5.2.2.1 above. 
Fukushima's (2000) cross-cultural study also draws on differences between collectivist 
and individualist cultures in her discussion of differences in requesting strategies between 
British and Japanese subjects. Fukushima found that in four (of the eight) request 
situations, Japanese subjects chose more direct request strategies than their British 
counterparts (ibid: 185). She explains: 
"Japanese subjects selected direct requesting strategies and conventionally indirect 
requesting strategies, depending on whether the situation was in-group or out-group. 
Japanese subjects tended to choose more direct requesting strategies in in-group than in 
out-group situatione'. (Fukushima, 2000: 187). 
Fukushima defines such in-group situations as status equal situations (ibid) but a closer 
consideration of the four situations in which the Japanese subjects used direct strategies 
indicates that these are not all status equal situations. Two of the situations defined as 
status equal represent interactions between two students (asking a next door neighbour in 
the student's hall for some salt; asking a classmate for lunch money). The use of direct 
strategies in these two cases can be explained by the 'in-group' argument referred to 
above. However one of the situations (situation 6, a student asking a senior member of 
the university guitar club for the club captain's phone number) was assessed by Japanese 
subjects as high in power difference but low in imposition. Fukushima concludes that in 
this situation: "lower assessment of the degree of imposition by Japanese than British 
subjects resulted in their choice of more direct requesting strategiee' (ibid: 187) in this 
situation. 
This finding on the selection of direct request strategies in situation 6 can be explained in 
two ways: first, the assessment of low imposition in the guitar club request was an 
overriding factor in choice of request strategies, i. e. it was more significant to the 
Japanese subjects than perceived large differences in power between S and H (the 
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explanation given by Fukushirna: 187), or, secondly, the Japanese subjects may have 
perceived H as a member of an in-group (as H was a member of the same club) and this 
perception may have caused the use of direct strategies which would be in keeping with 
Fukushima's contention on the relationship between direct strategies and in-groups. 
In studies of interlanguage pragmatics there has been support for the notion that both 
native and non-native speakers make adjustments to request strategies in line with socio- 
contextual variables of the request situation. Faerch and Kasper (1989: 243) contend that: 
"supportive moves are selected independent of the internal contextual features present in 
the Head Act; rather their occurrence depends on the way the requester assesses the 
prevalent external contextual features i. e. the culture and role specific sociopragmatic 
constraints of the request situation! '. 
Faerch and Kasper (ibid) investigated internal and external modification patterns in 
native German, native English and Danish learners of German in eight request and eight 
apology situations. They found differences in the degree of mitigation through external 
modification for three of the request situations: 
(i) Notes (a student asks another student to lend her some lecture notes, 
(constructed as status equal)) 
(ii) Ride (a student asks people living on the same street for a ride home 
(constructed as S has less power than H, status unequal) and 
(iii) Lecturer (a university professor asks a student to give his lecture a week 
earlier than scheduled, (constructed as S has more power than K status 
unequal). 
Faerch and Kasper (1989) found that the: "sociopragmatic constraints exerted by 
Notes require less request mitigation than the other 2 situatione' (ibid: 235). The 
authors also note that internal modification through syntactic downgraders increased 
in all three of these request situations representing an 'increasing need for face work' 
(ibid: 225) compared to the other two request situations, i. e. (i) a student asking 
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another student to clean a shared kitchen and (ii) a Policeman asking a driver to move 
her car). 
The study by Faerch and Kasper (1989) demonstrated effects for status (power) 
differences on internal and external modification of request patterns in both native 
and non-native speakers although in this study unlike the Fukushima study, data 
indicating subjects' assessments of situations were not provided. 
Further support for the influence of social status/power variables on linguistic 
strategies are provided in studies of interlanguage pragmatics. For example, Beebe 
and Takahashi's (1989) contrastive study of speech act behaviour between American 
English and advanced Japanese ESL learners found that in expressing disagreement 
from high to low status speakers, the Japanese ESL responses 'did not sound gentle' 
(ibid: I 11) in comparison with their American counterparts. The Japanese responses 
were blunter, shorter and more likely to criticize. The authors point out that in such 
high to low status scenarios it is the Japanese who "take the disagreement with the 
lower status person head oif'. Conversely, in expressing disagreement in low to high 
status encounters, Japanese subjects were harsher and more direct in their lack of 
prefacing with positive remarks and use of softeners in comparison to the American 
subjects who: "used more positive remarks, more softeners, and most importantly, 
fewer explicit criticism to a higher status interlocutoe, (ibid: 112). The study suggests 
that while both groups of subjects were responsive to differences in power/status, the 
Japanese ESL learners had difficulty in responding in ways which were appropriate 
for target language norms. 
In a study of Japanese (EFL) learners, Matsuura (1998) investigated Japanese ESL 
learners'perceptions ofpoliteness in low imposition requests and compared these 
with American English subjects' ratings. Matsuura's findings add to the empirical 
evidence which suggest that while differences in social status and social distance of 
interlocutors impact on perceptions of appropriate politeness strategies, ratings of 
appropriate languagefonns may differ from those of native speaker norms. 
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Matsuura found that both subject groups chose similar politeness strategies for 
(hypothetical) academic advisors and strangers (ibid: 40). However, Japanese subjects 
differed from the American subjects in their politeness ratings for linguistic forms, 
preferring direct requests to a close friend (e. g. 'let me borrow a pen') and under- 
rating more polite forms ('I was wondering if I could +vp'; May I +VP) in requests to 
academic advisors, preferring conventionally indirect forms such as: 'Could you + 
VT. Matsuura (ibid: 46) suggests that: "students need to be aware that English 
imperatives as "Lend me a pen7' and 'Give me a pen' might be perceived as 
inappropriate, even with low imposition requeste'. 
In considering the imposition variable in pragmatics studies, I would concur with 
Fukushima who suggests that the imposition variable has been supported by a number 
of studies (Fukushima, 2000: 78). Brown and Levinson's (1978,1987) model predicts 
that S's assessment of imposition of an FTA interacts with social distance and social 
status variables such that: "one goes off record where an imposition is small but 
relative S-H distance and H's power are great, and also where H is an intimate equal 
of S's but the imposition is very greaf' (Brown and Levinson, 1987: 78). 
This prediction is in keeping with Scollon and Scollon's (1995) position that 
increases in the perceived weight of an imposition predicts an increase in the use of 
'independence face strategies' (ibid). The authors predict that: '*hen the weight of 
imposition increases there will be an increased use of independence strategies" 
(ibid: 43). Independence strategies, as viewed by Scollon and Scollon 1995, seem to 
have much in common with Brown and Levinson's concept of negative politeness 
strategies: they aim to (i) provide minimal assumptions of H's wants (for example 
negative supposition 'I don't suppose you could +vp'), (ii) minimize threat, and (iii) 
give H the option not to do the act (for example, 'I expect you're busy). Similarly, 
Scollon and Scollon predict that: "when the weight of imposition decreases, there will 
be an increased use of involvement strategies! ' (ibid). Involvement strategies are 
similar to Brown and Levinson's positive politeness strategies and emphasise 
commonality between S and H. 
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In empirical cross-cultural pragmatics studies, Holtgraves and Yang (1992) 
established support for the Brown and Levinson (1978,1987) position identified 
above in their study of requesting behaviour in American and Korean speakers. In 
first language studies, Brown and Gilman (1989) also found support for this 
theoretical position in their study of politeness in four of Shakespeare's tragedies. In 
addition, Fukushima (2000: 78) indicates that: "McLaughlin, Cody and O'Hair (1983) 
also found support for the weighting of the imposition variable in managing failure 
evente'. 
In interlanguage pragmatic studies (such as Beebe and Takahashi 1989 above), while 
there is clear evidence of language learner's responsiveness to socio-contextual 
variables, several caveats can be added to those highlighted in 5.2.2.1 above. The first 
point relates to study design, the second point relates to the cultural validity of the 
elicitation instruments. First, the validity of research findings can be compromised in 
studies employing discourse completion tasks by asking subjects to respond in an 
unfamiliar role. Secondly, evidence from Rose 1994 suggests that discourse 
completion tasks may not be appropriate for collecting data on Japanese subjects: 
Rose found that "not having a hearer present to intuit speaker intent, Japanese 
subjects may have written responses which were not characteristic of face-to-face 
interactioif ' (ibid: 6). Thus the point which needs to be made is that there may be 
methods effects which impact on subjects' responses to the data collection instrument 
(part of the double layer of variability to which Kasper 1990 refers). The following 
section (5.3) focuses on the cultural layer of variability in politeness strategies with 
particular reference to individualist and collectivist cultures. 
5.3 Cultural variables affecting politeness strategies. 
In this section I will review the role of culture as a variable in the influence of 
politeness strategies in pragmatics research drawing on both theoretical views of 
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culture and evidence from empirical studies. I will focus particularly on 
communication patterns associated with collectivist and individualist cultures. 
5.3.1 Defining culture 
Scollon and Scollon (1995: 126 -127) identify 'nonnal uses' of the word 'culture' in 
English, 'high culture' and 'anthropological culture'. The fonner: "focuses on 
intellectual and artistic achievements" (ibid) while the latter use focuses on: 
"any of the customs, worldview, language, kinship system, social organization, and 
other taken-for-granted day-to-day practices of a people which set that group as part 
of a distinctive group.. by using the anthropological sense of the word 'culture' we 
mean to consider any aspect of the ideas, communications or behaviours of a group of 
people which gives to them a distinctive identity which is used to organize their 
internal sense of cohesion and membership". 
The anthropological view, as Scollon and Scollon point out is the one most relevant 
to intercultural communication (ibid: 126). 
Adler (1997: 15, cited in Fukushima 2000: 102 - 103) defines culture as: 
1. Something that is shared by all or almost all members of some social group; 
2. Something that the older members of the group try to pass on to the younger 
members; and 
3. Something (as in the case of morals, laws and customs) that shapes behaviour, 
or... structures one's perception of the world. 
Figure 5.3 below illustrates Adler's view on how culture influences behaviour. I will 
assume for the purposes of this study that 'Behaviour' includes verbal behaviour and 
follow Fukushima (2000: 103) who contends that: "choice oftoliteness strategies is 
influenced by culture ". 
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Fig. 5.3 Influences of Culture on Behaviour (Adler 1997: 16) cited in Fukushima 
2000: 103. 
Culture,,, 
Behaviour V lues 
Attitudes 
Hofstede (1991: 5) defines culture as: "the collective programming of the mind which 
distinguishes the members of one group or category of people from another". The 
four dimensions of Hofstede's cultural value systems include: 
1. Power/distance ("the degree to which the culture believes that instiutional. and 
organizational power should be distributed unequally" (Lustig, 1988: 58) 
2. Individualism-Collectivism C'the degree to which a culture relies upon and 
has allegiance to the self or the group" (ibid) 
3. Masculinity-femininity ("the degree to which culture values 'masculine' 
behaviours such as assertiveness and the acquisition of wealth or "feminine' 
behavours such as caring for others and the quality of life7' (ibid) 
4. Uncertainty avoidance C'indicates the degree to which the culture feels 
threatened by ambiguous situations and tries to avoid uncertainty by 
establishing more structure"). 
I will consider the second of these categories, individualism and collectivism in detail 
in 5.3.2 below. I concur with Fukushima (2000: 106) who states that: "this dimension 
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is concerned with the relationship between the self and the group and it may influence 
communication strategies as communication is the activity which is conducted 
interpersonally". Thus I consider this dimension to warrant further investigation as a 
variable influencing the use of politeness strategies. 
5.3.2 Collectivism and Individualism 
5.3.2.1 Definitions and features of Collectivism and Individualism 
A useful starting point in defining features of collectivism and individualism in 
relation to verbal behaviour is an observation by Holtgraves and Yang (1992) in their 
study on request strategies in Korean and American subjects. The authors contend 
that: 
64our results then are quite consistent with a growing body of literature suggesting that 
the perceptions, attribution and social behaviour of people from collectivist cultures 
(or those with an interdependent selo are more sensitive to the situation context than 
is the case for people from individualist cultures" (ibid: 254). 
It is this sensitivity to context in verbal interaction in general (and in politeness 
strategies across cultures in particular) which is one of the main themes of the present 
study. In this section I wil investigate some of the features of collectivist/individualist 
cultures and consider in detail how these are deemed to be relevant to communication 
patterns and politeness strategies. 
Empirical cross-cultural studies such as those by Holtgraves and Yang (1992) and 
Fukushima (2000) suggest that subjects from collectivist cultures make stronger 
distinctions between in-group and out-groups (as noted above in 5.2). Gudykunst et. al 
(1988) note that: "ingroup relationships include brother/sister (family group) to name 
only a few, while outgroup relationships include but are not limited to, interactions 
with strangers and/or members of different ethnic groupe' (ibid: 42). 
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These distinctions relate closely to the notion of the 'independent' and 
'interdependent' view of the self, the latter being associated with collectivist cultures 
(Yamaguchi, 1994). Yamaguchi notes: "the understanding that individuals are not 
separate but connected to each other is called the interdependent construal of the self 
and is supposed to be shared by the Japanese as well as other Asiane' (Yamaguchi, 
1994: 176). This distinction is reflected in Markus and Kitayama (199 1) who, as Kim 
et. al point out: 
"propose the independent view and interdependent view of the self. They describe 
individuals who uphold the independent view as being "egocentric, separate, 
autonomous, idiocentric, and self-contained" (p. 226). Interdependent individuals are 
"sociocentric, holistic, collective, allocentric, ensembled, constitutive, contextualist 
and relational" (Markus and Kitayama, 1991: 227, cited in Kim et. al 1994,2 - 3). 
An interdependent view of the self is thus related closely to the notion of collectivist 
cultures. Yamaguchi (ibid) argues further that collectivists prioritise group goals, are 
sensitive to the needs of group members and emphasise in-group harmony (ibid: 179). 
This is in keeping with Yoshida's (1994) contention that: 
"A society that values collectivism will obviously place a higher value on harmony 
and good interpersonal relationships while an individualistic society is likely to 
encourage behaviour that brings merit to specific people" (Yoshida, 1994: 243, cited 
in Fukushima, 2000: 113). 
It would seem that the collectivist and individualist views of the self identified by 
Markus and Kitayama (1994) and Yoshida (1994) are closely related to differences in 
the view of 'face' in individualist and collecitivist cultures, as identified by Scollon 
and Scollon (1995): 
"From an individualistic point of view, face relationships are very much a matter of 
individual face. From a collectivistic point of view) however, ones face is really the 
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face of one's group, whether that group is thought of as one's family, one's cultural 
group, or one's corporation7. 
(ibid: 1995). 
This notion of differences in collectivist and individidualist orientations to face 
concerns is supported by Gudykunst (1991: 93): 
"In collectivist cultures, concern for face is predominantly other-oriented. In 
individualistic cultures, the concern is self-oriented". 
It is worth highlighting at this point the significance of these different views of face in 
relation to the discussion in chapter 3 on politeness theories. The criticisms of the 
Brown and Levinson (1978,1987) view of politeness (as noted in chapter 3) have 
emanated largely from research in non-westem cultures (I-Ell et. al 1986, Matsumoto 
1988, Ide 1989) and in Igbo society (Nwoye, 1992). As Kasper (1990: 195) points out: 
"negative politeness, addressing interactants' territorial concerns for autonomy and 
privacy, derives directly from the high value placed on individualism in Western 
culture. For Japanese society, by contrast, the overarching principle of social 
interaction has been conceptualized as 'social relativism', comprising concerns about 
belongingness, empathy, dependency, proper place occupancy and reciprocity (Lebra, 
1976) .... given the collective rather than individualistic orientation of Japanese 
culture, negative face wants seem negligible and cannot account for politeness 
behaviour (Kasper, 1990: 195, emphasis mine). 
Such a collectivist orientation to face may potentially have implications for the 
conceptualization of the operation of politeness strategies in Japanese verbal 
interaction. Indirectness, or the use of off-record strategies, rather than attending to 
H's negative face wants (as in the Brown and Levinson model) might emphasise the 
'empathy between participants' to which Kasper (1990, citing Clancy 1986) refers: 
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"the same off-record strategy serves quite a different purpose in Japanese interaction. 
Rather than emphasising distance, indirectness in Japanese culture appears to express 
empathy betweent the participants, symbolizing a high degree of shared 
presuppositions and expectancies that would not only more more explicit request 
performance unnecessary but even disrupt social bonde' (Kasper, 1990: 200). 
It seems that collectivist orientations to face concerns as noted above are also related 
to the notion of interpersonal reality in collectivist cultures. Yoshida explains that: 
"Interpersonal reality refers to the feelings and impressions created during interaction 
between two or more people. Good interpersonal reality is characterized by the 
generation of pleasant feelings, and bad interpersonal reality is reflected through 
disagreement or conflicf' (Yoshida 1994: 256). Fukushima (2000) explains how in 
Japanese culture 'KikubarPis one example of interpersonal reality: 
"the characteristics of kikubari can also be described as "sasshi" (lit. inference), which 
is pragmatic politeness in Japanese (Susuki, 1989: 59). This means that in Japanese 
society, it is considered to be polite if somebody infers the other party's wants, 
desires, etc because the hearer" s private territory is trespassed on if they are asked 
about their wants, desires, etc. In order to demonstrate kikubari, it is necessary to 
infer the other party's wante" (ibid: 115). 
To summarise this section, I have presented some definitions of individualist and 
collectivist cultures and highlighted some of the key features of this distinction. I 
have suggested that collectivist cultures may be characterized by (i) a strong 
distinction between in-groups and out-groups, (ii) an association with an 
interdependent view of the self, (iii) a collectivist orientation to face concerns and (iV) 
a strong sense of interpersonal reality. In 5.3.2.2 1 will consider how such features of 
collectivist cultures may impact on communication patterns and in what ways these 
may be predicted to differ with those of individualist cultures. 
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5.3.2.2 Communication patterns in collectivistrindividualist cultures. 
One of the key features which has been identified in the communication patterns of 
collectivist and invidualist cultures is the degree to which interlocutors rely on 
context in the communication of meaning. Collectivist and invidualist cultures have 
been identified as high context and low context cultures, respectively (Triandis, 1994, 
Hofstede, 1991P Hall, 1976). Triandis explains how: 
"in low-context (individualistic) cultures people distrust what is not said clearly. The 
communicator is the focus of the communication, and the important attributes are 
credibility, intelligence and expert knowledge of the subject matter.. explicit logic, 
proofs, linear orgnization of the argument, emphasis on what is said, emphasis on 
specificity, and precision in word usage are valued" (ibid: 184). 
A conceptualization of a high context message is provided by Hall (1976: 79): 
"A high context message is one in which most of the information is either in the 
physical context or internalized in the person, while very little is in the coded, explicit 
transmitted part of the message". 
High context communication is thus characterized as implicit and heavily reliant on 
the interlocutor's ability to infer S's meaning. Low context communication is more 
explicit and meaning is contained more openly in the code of the message. 
Gudykunst and Ting-Toomey (1988) suggest that a continuum, rather than a 
dichotomy exists between high and low context cultures such that: 
"the culture of the US is placed towards the lower end, slightly above the German, 
Scandinavian and Swiss cultures. Most Asian cultures such as the Japanese, Chinese 
and Korean, in contrast, fall toward the high-context end of the continuum" (ibid: 43). 
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Okabe (1983) links the prevalence of high context communication in Japanese culture 
to concerns for interdependence and harmony (identified in 5.3.2.1): 
"The cultural assumption of interdependence and harmony require that Japanese 
speakers limit themselves to implicit and even ambiguous use of words. In order to 
avoid leaving an assertive impression, they like to depend more frequently on 
qualifiers such as "maybe", "perhape', "probably" and "somewhat" (Okabe, 
1983: 36). 
Okabe's assertion would thus predict two linguistic strategies in the communication 
of Japanese learners of English: (i) the use of lexical politeness markers to internally 
modify speech acts which they perceive to be face threatening and (ii) the use of 
implicit, more indirect politeness strategies in such encounters. 
Okabe also distinguishes the verbal communication styles of Japanese culture as 
status-oriented as opposed to person-oriented (Okabe 1983, cited in Gudykunst and 
Ting-Toomey 1988: 109); 
"The key distinction is that a person-oriented language stresses informality and 
symmetrical power relationships while a status oriented or contextual oriented 
languge emphasizes formality and asymmetrical power relationshipe' (Gudykunst 
and Ting-Toomey 1988: 109). 
This distinction between person-oriented and status-oriented interaction is also noted 
by Faerch and Kasper (1989) who point out that: 
"interaction (in Danish society) can be characterized as person oriented rather than 
status-oriented: it is governed by discussion and argumentation aiming at reflexivity, 
i. e. assuming the interlocutors point of view and making one's own stand transparent 
to him or hee, (Faerch and Kasper 1989: 240). 
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I would like to summarise the main points above in relation to patterns of 
communication in individualist and collectivist cultures, 
There is evidence from the literature (and in some cases from empirical studies) that 
patterns of communication in collectivist cultures may show some or all of the 
following characteristics: 
1. High context communication where implicit modes of communication are 
valued over explicit modes and where there is a reliance on interlocutors to 
infer S's meaning. 
2. Clear distinctions are made between in-group and out-groups and attention to 
status differences between interlocutors are likely to be reflected in verbal 
interaction. 
3. Communication is grounded in the sense of the 'interdependent selr and 
concerns for face wants are characterized as oriented towards the group rather 
than the individual. 
5.4 Some caveats relating to the influence of culture on politeness strategies. 
I would like to close this chapter by briefly discussing three caveats in relation to 
the above discussion. First, it is important to be aware of the dangers of 
establishing too firm a dichotomy between individualist and collectivist cultures 
and norms of behaviour. As Triandis (1994: 42) points out: 
"All of us carry both individualist and collectivist tendencies; the difference is 
that in some cultures the probability that individualist selves, attitudes, norms, 
values and behaviours will be sampled or used is higher than in othere'. 
This view of Triandis is closely related to my second point which is articulated by 
Bond et. al (2000). There may be difficulties in cross-cultural and intercultural 
communication research in establishing apriori links between cultural values and 
individual behaviours. Bond et. al state that: 
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"Cultural values like Power Distance do not apply to individuals so we cannot 
argue that the average Hong Kong Chinese is higher in Power Distance than the 
average Australiaif' (ibid: 54). 
Bond ef. al. cite HoStede's (1980: 29) notion of the 'ecological fallacy' of shifting 
from one level (culture) to another level (the individual). I maintain that 
differences in the way in which collectivist and individualist cultures are 
characterized with regard to verbal interaction can provide useful frameworks in 
predicting and explaining verbal interaction. However I agree with Kadt 
(1998: 179, cited in Fukushima 2000: 126) that: 
"In considering cultures contrastively, it cannot suffice simply to label a culture 
6collective' or 'individualist'. Rather empirical data from a wide range of different 
cultures are required Jn order to enable researchers to use the terms in a more 
differentiated and hence meaningful manner". 
I would add further that researchers need to consider cultural differences in 
patterns of communication from both efic and emic perspectives and that 
accessing the cognitions of the individual actor in pragmatics research may lend 
added validity to any conclusions reached regarding the impact of sociocontextual 
and cultural variables on communication. 
In this chapter I have attempted to outline some of the ways in which socio- 
contextual variables have been constructed in pragmatics research and have 
illustrated how these variables have impacted on speech act communication. Two 
of these variables (social distance and social status/power) are included in the 
design of the study and form the basis for research question 2 which focuses on 
the effects of sociocontextual variables on the formulation of participants' 
responses to the tasks. Finally I have briefly reviewed the literature on collectivist 
and individualist cultures and considered the ways in which such cultural 
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orientations may influence communication patterns. This study considers the 
effect of cultural factors on the production of requests by ESL learners (research 
question 2) and hypothesizes that Japanese ESL learners may display elements of 
verbal communication in keeping with collectivist cultures as compared to 
German ESL learners. As part of the discussion I have highlighted some caveats 
in drawing conclusions from empirical research in pragmatics, and have 
suggested that the role of validity in study design is a central concern for 
researchers. In chapter 6,1 (i) review the literature on the methodology employed 
by this study and (ii) set out a rationale for, and description of, the design of the 
present study. 
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Chapter 6 Study Design and Methodology 
In this chapter I set out the aims of the study and reiterate the research questions (6.1) 
introduced at the beginning of the study. In 6.2,1 define the research methodologies used 
and briefly review their strengths and weaknesses in empirical research particularly in 
relation to their reliability and validity. In 6.3 1 discuss how issues of reliability and 
validity have been addressed in the design of the present study: this will include a 
discussion of the design of the elicitation instruments. In 6.4 1 discuss sampling of 
subjects, ethical considerations in collecting the data and data collection procedures. 
Section 6.5 focuses on the frameworks used for data coding and analysis of the ESL 
verbal report data together with discussion of how reliability was established in coding 
procedures through interrater reliability measures. In 6.6 1 present the frameworks for 
analysis which were applied to the data from the DCT questionnaires. In 6.7,1 discuss the 
analytical framework for the English native speaker verbal report data. Chapters 7,8, and 
9 present the findings of the study. 
6.1 Study aims and Research questions. 
6.1.1 Study aims 
The overarching aim of the study is to contribute to a growing body of empirical research 
in interlanguage pragmatics. A review of these studies, particularly in relation to Japanese 
ESL/EFL and German ESLJEFL learners is presented in chapter 4. Studies by Tanaka 
(1988), Rintell and Mitchell (1989), Cohen and Olshtain (1993), Sasaki (1998) for 
example, have studied the pragmatic behaviour of ESL and EFL learners while large 
scale studies (for example the Cross Cultural Speech Act Project, Blum-Kulka et. al 1989) 
have studied the performance of speech acts both (i) by native speakers in their own 
language and (ii) by learners of that language from different first language (LI) groups. 
Cross-cultural pragmatics studies have focused on the production of a speech act by 
native speakers from two different first language groups: for example Nelson et. al (2002) 
studied refusals by American English and Egyptian (Arabic) speakers. The first aim of 
the present study focuses on the interlanguage requesting behaviour of two groups of 
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subjects, Japanese and German ESL learners, and contrasts this verbal behaviour with 
that of a group of English native speaker students on the same tasks. The first aim of the 
study thus focuses on examining the pragmalinguistic and sociopragmatic competence 
(Leech, 1983, Thomas, 1983) of these two groups of ESL learners in relation to native 
speakers of English. 
The second aim of the study is to investigate the extent to which native and non-native 
speakers of English vary their language according to the social-contextual variables of 
social distance and social status (see the discussion of these variables in chapter 5) as 
posited in the Brown and Levinson model (1978,1987) of politeness. Theoretical models 
of sociopragmatic competence and sociolinguistic rules of speaking (Hymes, 1978, 
Wolfson 1983) suggest that speakers will vary their language in relation to socio- 
contextual variables. This study focuses on the extent to which non-native speakers of 
English adjust the levels of directness of their requests and modify their speech acts both 
internally and externally through the use of politeness strategies and in relation to socio- 
contextual variables in comparison to English native speakers and target language norms. 
A third and related aim is to consider the role of cultural influences on the responses of 
subjects to the tasks: it is expected that evidence of such influences may emerge both in 
the response data to the written discourse completion tasks (henceforth DCTs) and in the 
qualitative data from the verbal report. There is evidence, for example (Rose 1992,1994) 
to suggest that the DCT as an elicitation instrument may not have cross-cultural validity 
for collecting speech act data in non-western contexts: I will discuss this in more detail in 
6.2. in relation to the group of Japanese subjects in this study. 
The final aim of the study focuses on the role of verbal report: the use of verbal report in 
speech act research is relatively recent (Cohen, 1996, Jourdenais, 2001). The study aims 
to examine the role of verbal report in investigating the cognitive processes (for example 
planning and assessing the appropriateness of utterances) involved in the planning of 
speech act production and responds to the call for the combined use of methods in 
researching speech acts (Cohen and Olshtain, 1994). 
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6.1.2 Research questions 
The research aims to build on and add to previous research in interlanguage pragmatics- 
The research questions for this study are: 
1. What differences exist in the pragmatic competence of ESL learners and English 
native speaker students as evidenced in the off-line production of English 
requests? 
2. What are the effects of the sociocontexual variables of social status and social 
distance and of culture on the off-line production of requests by ESL learners and 
English native speaker students? 
3. What is the role of verbal report (pair think-aloud and retrospection) in 
illuminating the cognitive processing involved in the production of interlanguage 
requests by ESL learners and English native speaker students? 
6.2 Research Methodology 
6.2.1 Discourse Completion Tasks 
6.2.1.1 Defining Discourse Completion Tasks 
Discourse completion tasks have been referred to in the literature as both discourse 
completion tests (Hinkel 1997, Fukushima 2000), discourse completion tasks (Cohen 
1996, Yi Yuan 2001) and Production questionnaires (Johnston et. al 1998). 1 will use the 
term 'discourse completion tasks' in this study as the term 'test' is suggestive of 
assessment and is not the focus of this study. 
DCTs have been widely used in empirical studies of interlanguage and cross-cultural 
pragmatics (Blum-Kulka et. al 1989, Rose 1992, Sasaki 1998) and have also been much 
criticized, particularly with regard to their construct validity. As research instruments 
which elicit speech act (SA) production they originate in a study by Blum (1978) to study 
lexical simplification and were first adapted to investigate speech act realization by 
Blum-Kulka in her 1982 study of the SA realization of native and nonnative Hebrew 
speakers. Kasper and Dahl (1991: 221) offer the following definition of DCTs: 
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"Discourse Completion tasks are written questionnaires including a number of brief 
situational descriptions followed by a short dialogue with an empty slot for the speech act 
under study. Subjects are asked to fill in a response that they think fits into the given 
context". 
While it is true to say that DCTs elicit SA production, it is important to acknowledge, as 
Kasper (2000: 330) points out, that DCTs inform on what subjects know rather than what 
they can do. That is, DCTs inform researchers about subjects' pragmatic competence and 
knowledge rather than theirprocedural linowledge in interaction. Kasper makes the point 
as follows: 
"Excluded from investigation are precisely those pragmatic features that are specific to 
oral interactive discourse - any aspect related to the dynamics of a conversation, turn- 
taking, and the conversational mechanisms related to it, sequencing of action, speaker- 
listener co-ordination, features of speech production that may have pragmatic import, 
such as hesitation, and all paralinguistic and non-verbal elemente' (Kasper, 2000: 325 - 
326). 
Kasper and Dahl (ibid) suggest that DCTs represent 'highly constrained instruments' of 
data collection in terms of the degree to which the data is predetermined by the elicitation 
instrument. The authors contrast the use of DCTs for example, with the observation of 
authentic discourse such as might be employed in ethnomethodological studies (Manes 
and Wolfson, 1981). If it is the case, as Kasper and Dahl observe, that DCTs are highly 
constrained instruments, then it is possible that there may also be 'methods effects' in the 
use of DCTs as compared to, for example, less constrained SA instruments such as role 
plays, in the elicitation of SA production data. Such methods effects have been alluded to 
in chapter 4 and are highlighted by Kasper and Dahl (1991: 215) as part of the "double 
layer of variability" in pragmatics, which includes: 
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"a) variability that reflects the social properties of the speech event, and the strategic, 
actional, and linguistic choices by which interlocutors attempt to reach their 
communicative goals; and b) the variability induced by different instruments of data 
collection7'. 
I would agree with Kasper and Dahl's identification of the double layer of variability 
(above), but I would add a second dimension to b) which relates to the design of the 
DCT. Recent empirical studies have found variation in data elicited from subjects 
dependent on the design of the DCT. Billmyer and Varghese (2000) investigated the 
effects of enhancing discourse completion tasks on pragmatic variability and found that 
enhancement of the discourse situation through the provision of sociocontextual 
information did not affect the request strategy or amount of internal modification. 
Enhancement did produce in both native and non-native speaker groups: "significantly 
longer, more elaborated requests7' (ibid: 517) thus pointing to the influence of 
enhancement on external modification. There are conflicting findings however on the 
addition or absence of a hearer response slot to the DCT. Blum-Kulka et. al (1989: 14) 
suggest that providing a hearer response turn signals illocutionary uptake and provides 
the respondents with: "co-textual clues for the speech acts needed to complete the 
dialoguee' (ibid). Rose (1992) found no effects for the presence or absence of a hearer 
response in the DCT while Johnston et. al (1998) found strategy use to be differentially 
effected by rejoinder type. Thus the design of the elicitation instrument is of prime 
concern to researchers and affects the validity of the data elicited. 
6.2.1.2 
Discourse completion tasks: reliability and validity 
One of the key questions in research design is the reliability and validity of the 
instruments used in the study. In studies of speech act production, the question for the 
researcher remains one of authenticity of data elicited: how closely do the responses 
elicited by DCTs measure a speaker's pragmatic competence? In this section I will 
address issues of validity in the use of DCTs in SA production research and I will briefly 
discuss the question of reliability. As Kasper and Dahl (1991: 26) point out: "whereas 
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interlanguage pragmaticists have been concerned about the validity of their data 
collection procedures, no tests of the reliability of the deployed data collection 
instruments have been reported in the literature7'. However recent research (Enochs and 
Yoshitake-Strain 1999) has begun to evaluate the reliability and validity of different 
measures of pragmatic competence. 
In this section I will address the issue of construct validity in the use of DCTs to elicit 
speech act production data. Construct validity is defined by Cohen, Mannion and 
Morrison (200 1: 110) as follows: "In this type of validity agreement is sought on the 
'operationalized forms of a construct, clarifying what we mean when we use this 
construct". The question of construct validity for this study is thus to what extent do 
DCTs measure a speaker's pragmatic competence. I will focus first on the weaknesses in 
the construct validity of DCTs before moving on to a discussion of their strengths. 
Cohen and Olshtain (1994: 13) suggest that discourse completion: "is a projective 
measure of speaking and so the cognitive processes involved in producing utterances in 
response to this elicitation device may not truly reflect those used when having to speak 
relatively naturally". Similar views are expresssed by Fukushima (2000: 140) who 
maintains that: "while tokens of spoken responses are being elicited, the actual medium 
being used is writteif'. These comments point to two important factors in the validity of 
DCTs in eliciting speech act production, the latter relates to the question of modality (i. e. 
speech written down) while the former relates to the question of authenticity as compared 
to SAs in naturally occurring talk-in-interaction (Golato, 2003). These two notions 
represent re-occurring threads in the literature on DCTs as a methodology in pragmatics 
studies. I will address the authenticity question first. 
Golato (2003) points out that DCTs: "are in a crucial sense meWragmatic in that they 
explicitly require participants not to conversationally interact, but to articulate what they 
believe would be situationally apprdpriate responses within possible, yet imaginary, 
interactional settings. As such, responses within a DCT can be seen as indirectly 
revealing a participant's accumulated experience within a given setting, while bearing 
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questionable resemblance to the data which actually shaped that experience' (Golato 
2003: 92) (my emphasis). Johnston et. al (1998) similarly highlight the weaknesses of 
DCTs for examining pragmatic competence across a speech event: 
"It does not take much comparative research to ascertain that as far as discourse aspects 
of linguistic action are concerned - conversational management, sequencing of linguistic 
action in developing exchanges, collaborative activity, turn-taking, back-channelling - 
the construct validity of (production questionnaires) is necessarily very low: such 
discourse-level phenomena do no show up in one-turn responses. However, the strategies 
and linguistic forms used in speech act performance - the conventions of means and form 
of linguistic action under given contextual conditions - are believed to be adequately 
represented in (production questionnaire) responsee' 
(Johnston et. al 1998: 158). 
This point is emphasized by Kasper and Rose (2002: 89): 
"compared to spoken interaction, investigating interlanguage pragmatics by means of 
questionnaires restricts the kinds of questions that researchers may ask. Excluded from 
intestigation are precisely those pragmatic features that are specific to oral interactive 
discourse and any aspect related to the dynamics of a conversation, turn taking and the 
conversational mechanisms related to if'. 
However, Kasper and Rose (2002: 96) conclude that: 
"when carefully designed, DCTs provide useful information about speakers' 
pragmalinguistic knowledge of the strategies and linguistic forms by which 
communicative acts can be implemented and about their sociopragmatic knowledge of 
the context factors under which particular strategic and linguistic choices operate". 
Further, "the questionnaire responses indicate what strategic and linguistic options are 
consonant with respondents' understandings of L2 pragmatic norms and what context 
factors influence their choicee' (ibid). 
From the discussion so far, it seems that DCTs may be characterized as research 
instruments which elicit a research participant's metapragmatic awareness of pragmatic 
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action, together with the linguistic forms and strategies which make up their 
pragmalinguistic repertoire at the time of data elicitation. As participants are also 
required to assess the socio-contextual features of the DCT as they influence the choice 
of linguistic forms, responses to the DCT may also reflect indirectly a subject's 
sociopragmatic competence (Leech, 1983, Thomas, 1983) in addition to their 
pragmalinguistic competence. 
A number of studies have highlighted the weaknesses of DCTs in comparison to naturally 
occurring spontaneous speech. Beebe (1985) compared SA data collected through the use 
of DCTs and that collected by tape recordings of naturally occurring telephone 
interactions. Beebe concluded that: 
"written role plays bias the response toward less negotiation, less hedging, less repetition, 
less elaboration, less variety and ultimately less talle' (ibid: 3, cited in Wolfson, Marmor 
and Jones, 1989: 183). 
In addition, Beebe highlighted the differences in the data from the DCTs and spontaneous 
speech. Differences were found in: 
" Actual wording used in real interpersonal interaction 
" The range of formulas and strategies used (some lilee avoidance tend to get left 
out) 
" The length of response or the number of turns it takes to fulfill the function; 
" The depth of emotion that in turn qualitatively affects the tone, content, and form 
of linguistic performance 
* The number of repetitions and elaborations that occur; or 
e The actual rate of occurrence of a speech act - e. g. whether or not someone would 
naturalistically refuse at all in a given situation. 
(Beebe, 1985: 11, cited in Wolfson, Marmor and Jones 1989: 183). 
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These findings were given support in Beebe and Cummings (1996). As Cohen 
(1996a: 395) points out, these authors found that the DCT: "did not elicit natural speech 
with respect to actual wording, range of formulas and strategies, length of responses or 
number of conversational turns necessary to fulfill a function7. That is, both the number 
of turns and the length of responses were fewer in the DCT. 
I have several comments on these findings. First, in naturally occurring interaction, there 
may be differences in data elicited in embodied (face to face) and disembodied 
(telephone) interaction due to the absence in the latter context of gestural and other 
paralinguistic clues. Second, the possibility of 'opting out' (Brown and Levinson's fifth 
politeness strategy 'Don't do the FTA) should be built in to the design of the DCT even 
though this may generate 'holes' in the data. Third, as has been indicated in the Billmyer 
and Varghese (2000) study, the space available for subjects to complete the DCT slot 
may influence the length of the response. Finally, as I will argue in 6.3, combining the 
DCT with verbal report may provide the researcher with two further insights not 
captured by the use of DCT alone: (i) indications of the depth of emotion that affects 
linguistic performance which may be captured in observation of subjects on task and 
recorded in field notes as part of the triangulation process and (ii) indications by subjects 
of the position of their response to the DCT in the (hypothetical) speech event. It was 
observed in the current study for example that two pairs of subjects Q3 and EN2) 
specified that their request in DCT 'Room' would come at the end of the conversation 
with their (hypothetical) interlocutor. 
I would like to turn briefly to the question of modality as one of the threads in the 
discussion of validity in DCTs in eliciting speech act competence. It is possible that the 
absence of interlocutor in the performance of written speech acts affects the use of 
politeness strategies. For example, Hartford and Bardovi-Harlig (1992) compared 
rejections of advice in native and nonnative speaker subjects in two modes of data 
collection: (i) thirty-nine academic advising sessions (spontaneous conversations) and (ii) 
DCTs. The authors found that the latter elicited fewer status-preserving strategies and 
'more outlandish statements' (Cohen, 1996c: 393). This finding resonates with Rintell and 
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Mitchell's (1989) findings in their study on apologies and requests in DCTs and closed 
role play by native and nonnative speakers. The written data in the Rintell and Mitchell 
(1989) study elicited more direct requests in those tasks which involved an obligatory 
request instead of a favour (see for example the discussion of 'standard' request , 
situations, chapter 4). In addition, eliciting SAs in written mode provides the subjects 
with more time to plan and this may be influential on the nature of the linguistic forms 
selected: Foster and Skehan (1996) found in their study of task effects on task outcome: 
"strong effects of planning on fluency and clear effects also on complexity, with a linear 
relationship between degree of planning and degree of complexity" (ibid: 299). One of the 
advantages of the design of the present study is that it provides a combination of data 
sources: while subjects respond to the DCTs in written mode, providing performance 
data, the verbal report data enables researchers to probe more deeply into the cognitive 
processing behind the performance and the linguistic, pragmalinguistic and 
sociopragmatic difficulties subjects experience with planning their performance. This 
study also found that more advanced subjects at times contextualised their responses to 
the task in a speech event, explaining how they would envisage their response to the DCT 
fitting in to this event (this point will be discussed more fully in chapter 8). 
Turning to the advantages of DCTs, Beebe (1985) maintains that DCTs are an effective 
means of 
* gathering a large amount of data quickly; 
* creating an initial classification of semantic formulas and strategies that will occur 
in natural speech 
e studying the stereotypical perceived requirements for a socially appropriate 
(though not always polite) response 
e gaining insight into social and psychological factors that are likely to affect 
speech and performance; and 
* ascertain the canonical shape of refusals, apologies, partings etc. in the n-ýinds of 
the speakers of that language. 
(Beebe, 1985, cited in Wolfson, Marmor and Jones, 1989: 183 - 184) 
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Hinkel (1997: 4) supports the use of DCTs in those studies which aim to: "identify the 
pragmalinguistic features that NSs and/or NNSs employ to achieve their communicative 
goals in speech events". Such instruments, she adds: "are more or less valuable, 
depending on whether they allow researchers to collect data that provides insight into 
speech act realizations and the norms of appropriateness accepted in various speech 
communitiee' (ibid). The use of DCTs also allows researchers to collect a large amount 
of data in a relatively short time (Cummings, 1996) and have led to their employment in 
large scale SA studies such as the Cross-cultural Speech Act Realization Project (Blum- 
Kulka et. al 1989). The use of DCTs also allows researchers to control socio-contextual 
variables influencing SA production by manipulating the construction of the discourse 
situations. 
The discussion above suggests that in eliciting SA production data, researchers need to 
weigh what is practicable with what is valid. I would like to finish this section (6.2.1) 
with a brief discussion of the cross-cultural validity of DCTs. Rose (1994) concludes that 
DCTs may not be adequate instruments for collecting data on hearer-based languages 
such as Japanese. In his study, Rose found that a DCT did not elicit non-conventionally 
indirect requests (hints) from Japanese subjects more than from American subjects. 
Conversely, Japanese subjects were more direct. However, in a second part of the study, 
which employed MCQs with a different group of Japanese subjects, the subjects showed 
a tendency to opt out, or hint more frequently, as compared to DCT subjects (Rose, 
1994: 7). Rose concludes that: "until it is established that DCTs are a valid means of 
collecting data in non-Westem contexts, we cannot assume that the Japanese DCT data is 
representative of face-to-face interactiorf' (Rose, 1994: 9-10). The findings from Rose 
(1994) lend a critical perspective to the use of DCTs with Japanese subjects: Rose's 
findings suggest that indirectness in the speech acts of Japanese respondents may 'go 
underground' in studies which employ only DCTs as the main elicitation instrument. One 
of the advantages of eliciting process data, as in the current study, is that the kind of 
verbal behaviour associated with hearer-based languages (see for example the discussion 
of cultural influences in chapter 5) may appear in the discussions between pairs on-task. 
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6.2.2 The use of Verbal Report in Speech Act research 
6.2.2.1 Defining verbal report, think-aloud and retrospection. 
In employing written Discourse Completion Tasks as the primary data collection 
instrument, studies provide little evidence however, of the cognitive processing 
accompanying SA performance: in addition, the voice of the participants in such studies 
remains unheard. Recent work by Cohen & Olshtain (1994) has called for the use of a: 
"combination of different approaches to describe a single speech act among natives and 
non-natives of a language" (1994: 144). Within a framework of data collection methods 
which may include observation, role play, acceptability checks and discourse completion, 
verbal report may have a pivotal role to play. As the authors point out: "the cognitive 
processes that learners go through in order to produce or perceive speech acts are not 
available to outside observers and are usually not even attended to by the learners 
themselves. It would appear that only through verbal report are researchers able to tap 
some of these cognitive processes by calling the learners' attention to them" (Cohen & 
Olshtain, 1994: 145). In addition, Cohen (1996b: 256) makes the point that while the 
empirical database of speech acts is growing, there is a need among researchers to 
understand more clearly the sociocultural choices subjects make. Cohen states: 
"Although researchers are now able to produce relatively accurate descriptions of speech 
acts based on empirical data rather than on intuition and anecdotes, there is still a need to 
better understand the rationale for the sociocultural choices that are made and for the 
sociolinguistic forms that are selected in order to realize the given speech act (e. g. Cohen 
and Olshtain, 1993)" 
(Cohen, 1996b: 256). 
The use of verbal report in language research methodology has been given extensive 
support by Ericsson & Simon (1987,1993), Cohen (1987), and Cohen & Olshtain (1993, 
1994) and has been used in a range of second language studies, for example on reading 
(Block, 1986), on translation (Faerch and Kasper, 1986), on writing (Cohen and 
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Cavalcanti, 1987,1990) and on speech act production (Robinson, 1992). The reader is 
referred to the review of the use of introspective methods in second language studies in 
Gass and Mackey 2000 (pp 28 - 35) which also highlights the relatively Rnall number of 
subjects in employed in many of these studies (for example, the study by Robinson 1992 
employed twelve subjects). 
Verbal report has been defined by Smagorinsky (1998: 157) as: "a research participant's 
concurrent or retrospective verbal account of thought processes during problem-solving 
activities". The use of verbal report as data (Ericsson & Simon 1980,1993) rests on an 
information processing perspective. As S magorinsky (ibid: 15 8) points out: "Information 
Processing (IP) theory is a branch of psychology that seeks to: "reveal in remarkable 
detail what information (people) are attending to while performing their tasks, and by 
revealing this information, provide an orderly picture of the exact way in which the tasks 
are being performed: the strategies employed, the inferences drawn from information, the 
accessing of memory by recognition". 
According to memory and information processing models, information attended to during 
a task is thought to be available for introspection and reporting by subjects. Cohen 
(2000: 127) distinguishes between (i) 'seylrevelation': "think-aloud, stream-of 
consciousness disclosure of thought processes while the information is being attended to" 
and (ii) self- observation: "the inspection of specific, not generalized language behaviour, 
either introspectively i. e. within 20 seconds of the mental event, or retrospectively". 
Kasper (2000: 336) provides a succinct version of the theory behind think-aloud 
protocols: 
"Information processed in short-term memory while a subject is carrying out a task is 
reportable and veridicall. Information not processed in short-term memory, such as 
1 The term veridicality refers to the extent to which learners' introspection is accurate or truthful 
(i. e. the degree to which informants' introspective verbalizations represent their actual cognitive 
processes). The term validity, on the other hand, refers to the extent to which an introspective 
technique (e. g. thinking aloud) measures what it Is supposed to measure (i. e. informants' mental 
processes). Verldicality is concerned with relations between introspection and cognition, whereas 
validity is concerned with relations between methods and cognition (Matsumoto, 1994: 379). 
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perceptual processes, motor processes and all automated processes, are not available for 
report. Veridical report is also possible immediately after task completion, when the 
attended information, or traces of it, is/are still in short-term memory. Once out of short- 
term memory, information will be lost or encoded in long-term memory, but storage in 
and retrieval from long-term memory always entails further processing. Therefore, the 
best reports are concurrent or immediately consecutive verbalizatione'. 
Think-aloud protocols are thus task-integrated in the concurrent phase, and the levels of 
action and cognition are combined. As Matsumoto (1994: 365) puts it: 
"concurrent reports are tied to a specific task given by the researcher, whereas 
retrospective reports may or may not be so. Second the relationship between heeded and 
verbalized information is direct in concurrent reporting, whereas retrospective reporting 
involves mediating processes between attention to the information and its verbalization, 
which may modify the stored information". 
The present study will follow Cohen's (2000) distinction between (i) the think-aloud 
phase in which verbal report is task-integrated and (ii) the retrospective phase which 
follows. The reason for this is that the think aloud phase has been shown in previous 
studies (Robinson, 1992) to generate valid data on ESL learners' pragmatic competence 
(Kasper, 2000) while the retrospective interview phase enables subjects to provide the 
researcher with the reasoning behind their linguistic choices. 
6.2.2.2 Validity and Reliability in the use of Verbal Report. 
The combination of Think Aloud and Retrospection goes some way towards addressing 
criticisms of the validity of verbal report data. Such criticisms have included both the 
incompleteness of reporting (Faerch & Kasper 1987, Seliger, 1983) and the influence of 
researcher questioning, which may lead subjects to report on aspects of the task to which 
they did not attend. The question of incompleteness of reporting has been identified by 
Nisbett and Wilson (1977) and links closely to the issue of veridicality (see footnote 1). 
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Nisbett and Wilson (ibid) point out that the learner's verbalization may be less than 
cognition i. e. they know more than they can tell. There are several factors which may be 
responsible for such 'under reporting' as indicated by Matsumoto (1994: 374). These may 
include: 
9 Time between retrospective and concurrent reporting: informants tend to forget 
some information which was originally available while being engaged in the task. 
For example, Robinson (1992) reports that: "the failure to verbalize, the inability 
to recall thoughts from the concurrent session, and the incomplete reporting of 
thoughts were the most significant (difficulties with the verbalisation 
procedures)" (ibid: 64). 
* Specificity of the task: where reporting is not based on a specific task, "no direct 
or specific relation can be established between processing and reporting! ' 
(Matsumoto, 1994: 374). Cohen similarly suggests that the reliability and validity 
of retrospective data may be improved by: "designing prompts that can help 
writers better access detailed information from their short and long-term memory 
(e. g. through the use of concrete examples and contextual cuesy' (Cohen 
2000: 138). 
Verbal facility: subjects with low proficiency skills in the language of report may 
not be able to verbalise their thoughts fully. In a study of lexical inferencing, 
Woodfield (1992) found that some subjects were unable to find appropriate lexis 
to verbalise their thoughts. Cohen (2000: 142) reminds researchers to: "be aware 
that practice of requiring verbal reports to be in the target language may be at the 
expense of collecting adequate data7. 
Automaticity of responses: once subjects are proficient in the target language, it is 
unlikely that they are able to fully report the cognitive processes used in the 
planning and production of responses to linguistic tasks. If, as Ericsson and Simon 
(1993) maintain, information in focal attention is available for verbal report then 
it would seem that learners who are able to 'notice' in Schmidt's (1993,1994) 
terms are also able to report on the information in their focal attention. Where 
processing has become automatic (as in the case of proficient learners or native 
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speakers) it is possible that such subjects' reporting of processes may be 
incomplete. 
The validity of verbal report may also be affected by 'over reporting' (Nisbett and 
Wilson, 1977) in which subjects tell more than they know. Such results may emanate 
from researcher unintentional 'cueing' of preferred responses. Jourdenais (2001: 357) 
provides an apt illustration of such practice: 
"For example, prompts such as 'Did you use strategy XT may bias the learners' response 
and elicit untruthful reports (Ericsson and Simon, 1993: 23). Even a prompt such as 'What 
types of strategies did you useT may encourage the learner to recall, or perhaps even to 
invent, 'strategies' that he/she feels are appropriate to report, rather than what he/she 
actually did'. 
In a similar vein, Kormos (1998: 356) warns researchers to: "refrain from asking leading 
questions so as to minimise the effects of researcher biae'. Jourdenais (2001: 357) 
recommends that researchers ask: "focused yet open-ended questions and provide 
contextual cues to help the learner reconstruct the situation and the specific strategie's 
used, without cueing particular responses". Subjects may also be reminded of their 
hypotheses from the concurrent think-aloud reports and thus researcher questioning may 
also be data-driven. 
In order to achieve consistency across subjects some researchers have advocated the use 
of training or 'warm up' trials on a training task in order to familiarise subjects with 
verbal report procedures (Kormos, 1998, Cohen 2000). This procedure can add to the 
reliability of data across subjects. Cohen (1987) also emphasises the importance of clear 
task instructions for subjects: "respondents may need training in how to provide the 
desired form of data. It would appear that some pre-training and specific instructions 
may be necessary in order to have respondents reveal their learning processes" (1987: 9 1). 
Both Robinson (1992) and Haastrup (1987) have underlined the advantages of combining 
both Think Aloud and Retrospection to improve the reliability and validity of the data. 
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While Think Aloud data is essentially subject-initiated and task-related, retrospective 
data being researcher-initiated may provide further information on subjects' cognitions, 
thus improving the reliability of the protocol analysis (Haastrup 1987). Limiting the time 
between retrospection and think aloud adds to the reliability of the data collected by 
decreasing the probability that aspects of the task which subjects attended to are lost from 
short term memory. For example in their study of three speech acts (apologies, requests 
and complaints), Cohen and Olshtain (1993) videoed role plays of subjects with a native 
English speaking interlocutor: the video tapes were played back after each set of two 
situations of the same type (ibid: 37). The authors cite Ericsson and Simon's (1987) point 
that: 
"With regard to reliability, respondents have been found to provide more reliable 
retrospective reports on their cognitive processes if the reporting takes place shortly after 
the mental events themselvee' (Cohen and Olshtain, 1993: 36). 
While the use of DCTs has been widely used in SA research (Kasper & Dahl 1991) the 
use of verbal report to accompany such tasks is relatively recent. Cohen & Olshtain cite 
4 studies that employ verbal report in combination with Discourse Completion Tasks. 
Motti (1987) combines DCTs with retrospection in a study that focuses on apologies in 
English by Portuguese native speakers. Frescura, (1993) and Cohen & Olshtain (1993) 
both use retrospection in combination with role- play. Frescura focuses on apologies in 
Italian by native and non-native speakers while in Cohen & Olshtain (1993) subjects role- 
play with a native speaker in six speech act situations. Immediately following every two 
situations and after playback of the videotaped role- play, subjects were asked fixed and 
probing questions relating to factors influencing their responses in the interaction. Cohen 
& Olshtain (1994: 146) point out the importance of minimising the time between initial 
data elicitation and retrospective verbal report in order to increase the reliability of the 
study. In all these studies the verbal report follows the completion of the task. Only one 
of the studies, Robinson (1992) employs verbal report in the form of Think Aloud while 
subjects engage in the task. While Robinson's (1992) study employs DCTs, think aloud 
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and retrospection with single subjects, the current study involves pairs of subjects during 
each stage of the data collection. 
Previous research using paired verbal report includes work by Haastrup (1987) in 
research into Lexical Inferencing. Haastrup found that the use of pairs helped to 
stimulate informants to "verbalise all their conscious thought processes". In the current 
study, it was thought that the use of pairs would create a more authentic task and generate 
a larger quantity of data. As noted above, Robinson (1992) found that one of the 
difficulties emerging from her study was the failure of individual participants to 
verbalise. In this study, by having participants work together on tasks, it was thought that 
this limitation could be minimised and that a paired task may encourage subjects to fine- 
tune their formulations for the DCT response. 
In this section I have discussed several of the main concerns of researchers considering 
the issues of reliability and validity in collecting verbal report data. In section 6.3 1 will 
discuss how these considerations have been addressed in the design of the current study. 
6.3 Establishing Validity and Reliability in the present study. 
6.3.1 Discourse Completion Tasks 
6.3.1.1 Designing the elicitation instrument: construct validity. 
The design of the elicitation instrument is a key consideration in research. Kasper 
(2000: 320) reminds pragmatics researchers that: 
"When carefully designed, production questionnaires are useful to inform about speakers' 
pragmalinguistic knowledge of the strategies and linguistic forms by which 
communicative acts can be implemented and about their sociopragmatic knowledge of 
the context factors under which particular strategic and linguistic choices are 
appropriate". 
In deciding on the number of discourse completion items I followed Kasper and Dahl 
(1991: 225) who observe that an inverse relationship is sometimes observable between the 
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number of items per questionnaire and number of subjects. The Cross-Cultural Speech 
Act Research Project (CCSARP) used 5 DCT items in the research design while the 
number of subjects ranged from 163 to 240. This study employed a small subject sample 
(18 subjects matched up in 9 pairs) as I intended to combine the DCTs with verbal report 
generating qualitative data from the subjects' think-aloud. This was in keeping with one 
of the aims of the study which was to investigate the cognitive processes underpinning 
the subjects' responses to the DCT. Due to the limited subject sample, I increased the 
number of DCT items to 18 which generated a total corpus of 163 Head Acts: the 
complete DCT questionnaire is provided in appendix I A. 
In selecting discourse situations for inclusion in the questionnaire, I drew on existing 
studies for the purposes of comparability of findings. Table 6.3.1 (below, page 176) 
summarises which of the discourse situations were adapted from previous studies. 
The DCT questionnaire thus provided a total of 18 discourse situations grouped in 6 sets 
of 3 situations all of which shared the same sociocontextual variables. This ensured that 
all possible combinations of variables were included. Six of the DCTs represented status 
equal situations (student to student, situations EI- E3, FI- F3) while twelve represented 
status unequal situations: half of these (Al - A3), CI - C3) were constructed as 
situations where the speaker had lower status/power than the hearer, while the converse 
relationship was constructed for situations BI- B3 and DI- D3. Half of the situations 
were constructed as situations between socially distant (+SD) interlocutors (A, B, F) 
while half were constructed as between socially familiar (-SD) interlocutors (C, D, E). 
The reader is also referred to the discussion of socio-contextual variables in chapter 5. 
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Table 6.3.1 Discourse Completion Tasks: adaptations from previous studies and socio- 
contextual variables. 
Request situation Socio-contextual variables Source 
Al LIFT +Sly, X<Y Blurn-Kulka etal. 1989 
S7 Ride-, Rose, 1992 Ride. 
A2 DRAFT +Sa, X<Y Woodfield 1999 
A3 JOB +Sl)., X<Y Blum-Kulka etal. 1989 
S9 Information 
BI RESTAURANT +sa, X>Y Woodfield 1999 
B2 L113RARY +Sa, X>Y Adapted from Rose 1992 Library 
133ROOM +SDr, X>Y Woodfield 1999 
CI EXTENSION -Sa' X<Y Blum-Kulka etal. 1989 
Extension 
C21300K -Sa' X<Y Woodfield 1999 
C3 LIFT (2) -SD, X<Y Woodfield 1999 
DI HELP -Sa' X>Y Woodfield 1999 
D2 HOSPITAL -Sl)., X>Y Woodfield 1999 
D3 POLICE -Sl)., X>Y Blum-Kulka etal. 1989 
SII Policeman 
El NOTES -sa, X=Y Blum-Kulka etal 1989 
S5 Notes, Rose 1992 Notes 
E2 KITCHEN -SD; X=Y Bluin-Kulka etal. 1989 
SI Kitchen 
E3PARTY -Sa' X=Y Johnston eW 1998 
Party 
FIBUS +SD: 'X=Y Adapted from Rose 1994 
Bus 
F2 MONEY +SI)-' X=Y Johnston etal 1998 Money 
F3 MUSIC +Sa, X=Y Rose 1992Music 
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6.3.1.2 Further comments on DCT design: construction of socio-contextual, variables and 
adaptation of DCTs. 
I would like to add some further comments on this table to explain (i) how the DCTs 
were adapted and (ii) how the socio-contextual variables were constructed. 
1. Al Lift. This situation was adapted from previous studies as indicated above. 
Both Blum-Kulka et. al 1989 and Rose 1992 construct this situation as socially 
distant and hearer dominant, but neither author explains these constructions. As 
the interlocutors are strangers I agreed on the construction of 'socially distant'. As 
S is asking H for a favour and there is no inbuilt legitimacy in the request in the 
sense that H is not obligated to agree to the request through the nature of their 
roles, I kept to the social dominance construction as established in previous 
studies. 
2. A2 Draft. This situation involves interaction between a student and a 'new young 
lecturer' and I followed previous studies in constructing the social 
dominance/status relationship as unequal (S<11) between student and tutor (cf. 
Blum-Kulka et. al 1989, Rose, 1992,1994). The lecturer is new, and so I 
constructed this situation as +SD. 
3. A3 Job. I followed Blum-Kulka et. a. 1989 in the construction of this situation as 
socially distant and unequal in social dominance. In this situation S is asking for 
information from a company who is a potential employer and I believe this 
component of the situation justifies the X<Y construction. 
4. BI Restaurant. In one of the Apology situations in Blum-Kulka et. al 1989 (S8) 
respondents are asked to write how a waiter would apologise to a customer for 
bringing the wrong dish. The apology situation is constructed by the authors as 
X<Y and assumes the customer as the socially dominant interlocutor. Rose 
(1992: 53) points out that there may be difficulties with this construction: "in 
university communities waiters areftequently students, thus a situation involving 
a student dining in a restaurant is problematic because it cannot be assumed that 
subjects who are students wil/judge the speaker in this situation to have social 
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dominance " In the absence of situational assessment data (see chapter 10 
limitations of the present study) it is not possible to establish how the subjects in 
this study assessed the situation. I would maintain that the customer by virtue of 
their role has a legitimate right to make the request and I have therefore 
constructed this request as X<Y, speaker dominant, as in the Blum-Kulka et. al 
(1989) study. 
5. B2 Library. I adapted this situation from Rose 1992 (a librarian asks a noisy 
student to quieten down), I changed the discourse situation to ensure that the 
subjects were asked to perform the request in their own role, as students. Sasaki 
(1998: 460) makes the point that it is important in maintaining the validity of 
results that subjects should be familiar with the discourse situation. Secondly, as 
Rose (1992: 53) indicates: "given the problematic nature of NS assumptions 
concerning their own language use pointed out by Wolfson et. al. (1989), it seems 
best to ask subjects what they would say rather than what someone else would 
say". In this situation I retained the student role for the subjects and constructed 
the social dominance of S over H (X>Y) through the age difference between the 
two interlocutors. This age difference was also taken into consideration in 
constructing the DCT for situations DI and D2. 
6. B3 Room. This situation involves two students who do not know each other 
(+SD). I have contructed the situation as S>H by virtue of (i) the legitimacy of the 
request and (ii) the roles of S and H. In the situation H is required to make 
payment to S for the right to stay in the room and is effectively a short-term 
tenant: S therefore has certain rights over H. 
7. C1 Extension. I adapted this situation from Blum-Kulka et. al 1989 who construct 
this as -SD; X<Y. The authors do not explain this construction. I have maintained 
this construction but have added in to the description of the situation (i) the length of 
time the student has known the lecturer (a year), (ii) her age and (iii) the nature of the 
working relationship between the two interlocutors. Social Distance in several 
pragmatics studies (including the CCSARP 1989, Rose, 1992,1994) is constructed as 
a hinary variahle. In this study, -SD is constructed as those relationships between S 
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and H in which the interlocutors are not complete strangers. I have maintained this 
construction throughout the DCTs to ensure reliability and validity. 
8. C2 Book and 
9.0 Lift (2). In both these situations I have retained the student/lecturer relationship, 
retaining the status difference and a degree of familiarity. 
10. In DI Help and 
11. D2 Hospital the subjects were asked to respond in another role. As Rose (1992) 
points out, it is difficult to find situations in which a student is socially dominant 
or has higher status. Thus I constructed DI and D2 as X>Y on the basis of the age 
difference between S and H. I followed Hashimoto et. al (1992) and Sasagawa 
(1994,1995) in establishing status difference on the basis of age difference 
between interlocutors. I felt this was relevant given the inclusion of Japanese 
subjects in the study. I also followed Rose (1994) in this regard: Rose constructs a 
situation in which a student makes a request to a friend's mother as S<K 
suggesting that H is hearer dominant. I maintained this construction in the design 
of Dl. 
12. In D3 I followed Blum-Kulka et. al 1989 in the construction of this situation as 
X>Y by virtue of the nature of the roles of the interlocutors and the rights and 
authority instilled in S over H. I changed the social distance construction 
established in Blum-Kulka et. al (ibid) by adding familiarity between S and H. 
13. El Notes, 
14. E2 Kitchen and 
15. E3 Party were all adapted from previous studies (see table 6.3.1 above) and 
followed the social distance and social dominance constructs in these studies (i. e. 
-SD; X=Y). 
16. Situations Fl Bus, 
17. F2 Money and 
18. F3 Music, were all adapted from previous studies as indicated above. All 
situations involved interaction between status equal students (X=Y) who do not 
know each other. 
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In this section (6.3.1. ) 1 have so far discussed how I have attempted to achieve construct 
validity in the design of the DCTs in relation to (i) how the socio-contextual variables 
were constructed and (ii) how the DCTs relate to those used in previous pragmatics 
research. 
6.3.1.3 Cross-cultural validity of the DCTs 
Another important aspect of construct validity is the question of how the participants 
construe the situations in the research. Cohen et. al. (2000: 110) cite Eisenhart and Howe 
(1992: 648) in stating that: 
"In qualitative/ethnographic research construct validity must demonstrate that the 
categories that the researchers are using are meaningful to the participants themselves e. 
that they reflect the way in which the participants actually experience and construe the 
situations in the research: that they see the situation through the actors' eyee'. 
Several of the DCTs employed in this study drew on those used in the CCSARP which 
were: "expected to be familiar to speakers across Western cultures, specifically to the 
student population tested" (Blum-Kulka et. al 1989: 14). There are two points here 
relating to the question of cross-cultural validity of the request situations in this study as 
they relate to the Japanese participants. The first point relates to an observation by Rose 
(1995). Rose (1995: 199) explains for example how some of the situations used in Rose 
1994: "might have been alien to Japanese culture or unlikely to produce a request". Rose 
(ibid) cites the example of the 'Music' situation in which subjects are required to request 
another student to turn down his or her stereo. Rose makes the point that this situation: 
"assumes a dormitory setting, which, although common at American universities, is rare 
in Japarf' (ibid: 199). 
The situations in the current study were deemed to be valid for students living and 
working in an ESL context and I would argue that they are theoretically culturally valid 
for both the Japanese and German subject groups. Some of the request situations may not 
have beenfamiliar to subjects because they had not experienced these in their current 
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ESL context and this may have been the case for example for situations DI- D3. 
Subjects' familiarity with the situations was not assessed in this study: this is a weakness 
in the design which will be discussed in chapter 10. Kasper and Dahl (1991: 238) point 
out that in cross-cultural studies it is important to obtain an emic perspective on the 
DCTs, particularly when the researcher does not share the culture of one of the subject 
groups. However, there were indications in the qualitative data (the verbal report) which 
provided indications of subjectsfamiliarity with the request situations. I will discuss this 
further in chapter 8 in the discussion of the findings. 
The second point in relation to cross-cultural validity relates to the inclusion or exclusion 
of Hearer response in the discourse slot. In a cross-cultural study of American and 
Japanese requests, Rose (1992) found that the inclusion of Hearer response (a slot 
indicating hearer uptake) had no significant effect on subject responses. In Rose (1994), 
the author hypothesized that Japanese subjects would use hints more frequently than 
American subjects, based on the notion of Japanese interaction as hearer-oriented (see 
discussion of high context communication in chapter 5). Rose (ibid) suggests that the lack 
of Japanese hints in the DCT study may have been indicative of methods effects and 
confirmed this finding in the second part of the study which elicited requesting behaviour 
through the use of an MCQ and in which Japanese subjects showed a preference for hints 
where the hearer was dominant (Rose, 1994: 9). In addition to these findings I found in 
phase I of the study (ENI, J1, GI) that subjects paid negligible attention to the hearer 
response slots, only noticing these once they had formulated their requests. Further, I felt 
that the probability of any of the subjects producing hints would be reduced by the 
inclusion of hearer uptake which would make the use- of hinting behaviour unnecessary. 
Based on these findings, I removed the hearer response slots in phase 2 of the study (the 
remainder subject pairs). I will evaluate this procedure further in chapter 7 (Results and 
Discussion) 
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6.3.2 Verbal Report 
In this section I will outline how I have addressed validity and reliability in the 
procedures used in the use of verbal report in the current study: in doing so, I will draw 
on the issues raised in 6.2.2.2 above. 
Robinson (1992: 37) maintains that: "one means of improving reliability and validity has 
been the combining of concurrent and retrospective techniques". Robinson (ibid) found in 
her study of interlanguage refusals that subjects were able to provide detailed reasoning 
in the retrospective interviews for the decision making employed during the introspective 
session. The current study has followed Robinson (ibid) in combining think aloud and 
retrospective interviews, in this way addressing the call for a combination of research 
methods in pragmatics research (Cohen and Olshtain 1994, Rose and Ono 1995). The 
design of the two studies were different however, and I will refer to these briefly in the 
ensuing discussion of how issues of reliability and validity were considered in both 
design and procedure in the current study. 
6.3.2.1 Mnimising 'under reporting'. 
Firstly, subjects were provided with written verbal instructions (see appendix IB) in 
which they were instructed to respond in English but that LI could be used where they 
experienced difficulty in expressing their thoughts. The purpose of this was to increase 
the verbal facility of less proficient subjects and resulted in some Japanese data in the 
think aloud for JI and J2. 
Secondly, the time between think aloud and retrospective interviews was minimized to 
increase the possibility that subjects could retrospect on information held in short term 
memory (Ericsson and Simon 1993, Kormos, 1998). In her study, Robinson's subjects 
were asked to retrospect after completing six questionnaire items and Kasper (2000: 337) 
has commented on this: 
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"In the consecutive reports, despite the stimulated recall, subjects often had difficulties 
remembering their task-related thoughts, which was predictable since they completed the 
entire questionnaire before the retrospective intervievi'. 
In the present study in order to minimize these difficulties, I followed Cohen and 
Olshtain (1993: 37) who carried out the retrospective interviews after every two of the six 
recorded role play situations. In this study, due to the large number of DCTs, the 
retrospective interviews were held after every three situations. 
Thirdly, subjects' concurrent reporting (think alouds) were generated by specific tasks 
(cf. Matsumoto, 1994) establishing a direct relationship between processing and 
reporting. As Cohen (2000: 145) states, the specification of the criterion task is essential: 
"the reason that the instructions are considered so crucial in verbal report work is 
expressly because of the orientation to the task that it is possible to give through the 
instructione'. The combination of (i) a specific task and (ii) written task instructions was 
aimed at contributing towards both the reliability and validity of the data collected. In 
addition, as discussed in 6.3.1.2 and 6.3.1.3, the discourse situations embedded in the 
tasks were designed to be familiar to the graduate student participants who took part in 
the study. 
Finally, in selecting subjects to work together as pairs, the researcher aimed to pair 
subjects who were familiar with each other in their study contexts: it was hypothesized 
that this added familiarity would go some way towards increasing verbalization. I will 
discuss sampling of subjects and data collection procedures in more detail in 6.4. 
6.3.2.2 Minimising 'over reporting'. 
A framework of fixed questions was devised for the retrospective session (see appendix 
IC) which were based on Ericsson and Simon's theoretical framework of information 
processing. Ericsson and Simon (1993: 198) identify four types of statements in the 
verbalization process: 
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1) Intentions. Information representing goals and future states of thes ubject, easily 
recognized by verbs of the type, "shall, will, must, have to" and so on. 
2) Cognitions. Infonnation based on attention to selected aspects of the cuffent 
situation, easily recognized by constructions indicating presencd and immediacy. 
3) Planning. Information representing intermediate constructions to explore 
sequences of possibilities mentally, easily recognized by conditional constructions 
like "if X then Y and if E. 
4) Evaluations. Explicit or implicit comparisons of alternatives. 
Participants were asked for example what they attended to or noticed about the discourse 
situations and this broad framework was used for all participants in order to establish 
reliability across pairs. 'Over reporting' was minimized by asking further probing 
questions in the retrospective session which were generated from the subjects' concurrent 
report. This relates to Jourdenais' (2001: 357) point (noted in 6.2.2.2) that researchers 
should ask 'focused yet open-ended questions' and not lead the subjects by asking 
leading questions. In this study, in the retrospective session, the researcher frequently (i) 
reminded the subjects of utterances from the think aloud session and (ii) asked focused 
but open ended questions: for example "In B2 you said that you felt (utterance) was more 
polite, can you say more about this? ". 
6.3.2.3 Minimising reactive effects of verbal reports. 
There is some evidence (Stratman and Hamp-Lyons 1994) that the verbal report 
procedure may influence cognitive processing. To minimize these effects, researchers 
have recommended the use of 'warm up' trials to familiarize the subjects with procedures 
(Cohen, 2000, Kormos, 1998). In the present study, subjects were provided with a 
practice task (see appendix I D) to familiarize them with the procedures and with the 
process of being audio recorded. 
6.3.2.4 Nfinimising effects of researcher presence 
In this study data was collected from the DCTs in the presence of the researcher: this is a 
different procedure to that followed by large scale studies employing DCTs in pragmatics 
research. Kormos (1998: 356) suggests that: "researchers need to be invisible to the 
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participants, and their role should be restricted to reminding participants to keep on 
talking while solving the given problenf'. In this study, interactions with the subjects 
were minimized following the practice task: this was done through (i) minimizing eye 
contact and (ii) the researcher sitting either behind, or alongside the subjects. 
In this section (6-3) 1 have discussed how the issues of validity and reliability have been 
addressed in the design of the DCTs and in the use of Verbal Report. In section 6.4 1 will 
discuss sampling of subjects, ethical considerations in collecting the data and data 
collection procedures. 
6.4 Selection of Subjects, data collection procedures and ethical considerations in 
collecting the data 
6.4.1 Selection of Subjects 
The study aimed to collect data from a small sample of graduate students taken from an 
i itial, wider pool of subjects. From this pool I aimed to establish three groups consisting ni 
of (i) German native speaker ESL learners, (ii) Japanese native speaker ESL learners and 
(iii) English native speaker graduate students who would participate in the study. 
In order to make initial contact with subjects I contacted the institutions concerned with a 
letter outlining the purpose of the study, requesting permission to access potential 
subjects for the study (see 6.4.2 below). I then met informally with a group of subjects 
from the institution who were interested in taking part and provided them with a 
background questionnaire (appendix IF) which was adapted from Cohen and Olshtain 
1993 (Cohen and Olshtain, 1993: 53). The background questionnaire had three functions: 
to provide: (i) a linguistic profile of subjects, including information on proficiency scores 
in English for ESL subjects and subjects' self-assessment of proficiency, (ii) information 
on ESL subjects' length of residence in an English speaking community and (iii) 
information on contact details during the research period. 
In selecting subjects, I controlled the gender variable, given the evidence in the literature 
for gender effects in language use (Holmes, 1990) and because the issue of gender was 
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not the focus of this study: I thus selected female subjects only. I also aimed to select 
pairs of ESL participants who (i) had similar proficiency scores and (ii) had worked 
together in study contexts and were familiar with each other. One of the initial aims of 
this study during the planning phase was to investigate the effects of proficiency as a 
significant variable on (i) subjects' pragmalinguistic responses to the DCT and (ii) the 
nature of the verbal report. This would only have been possible however with a more 
substantial number of participants. The information on the ESL learners' proficiency 
levels, assessed through IELTS and TOEFL scores remained important however in 
understanding differences in verbal facility between participants. The selection of native 
English speaker graduate students followed a similar pattern: information regarding 
language ability requested on the background questionnaire was confined to information 
on other languages that the subjects knew and self-assessment of proficiency level in 
those languages. Pairs of subjects were selected who were familiar with each other in 
their working environment: the intention here was to encourage verbal interaction during 
the verbal report phase. Haastrup (1987: 202) in her study of lexical inferencing 
inferencing procedures reports that: 
"by using pairs, one stimulates informants to verbalize all their conscious thought 
processes because they need to explain and justify their hypotheses about word meaning 
to their fellow informant. It is hard to imagine that a setting with one informant thinking 
aloud for the benefit of a tape-recorder would have elicited protocols that were as 
informative as the ones based on pair worle'. 
In addition to the support from Haastrup (1987) for the use of pairs in think aloud, I 
found in an earlier study (Woodfield 1992) that the use of pairs increased both the 
quantity and the quality of the data, the latter due to the fact that subjects were 
encouraged to explain their linguistic decisions in response to the task. The use of pairs, 
in my view, also added to the authenticity of the task. In the same study however, I also 
found that mismatched pairs (in terms of differences in status) generated unequal 
contributions to the verbal report with the dominant partner tending to hold the floor and 
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the lower status partner deferring to their higher status partner's hypotheses. Haastrup 
(1987: 209) reflects this point: 
"in my experience the ideal thinking aloud pair are equals with respect to status in their 
peer group and academic achievement, as well as congenial to one another". 
Thus one of the key considerations in matching pairs was the notion of equality of status 
within the peer group: this was the case for each of the paired subjects taking part in the 
study. 
Once the paired subjects had been selected, a second meeting was arranged to fill out a 
permission form (appendix IG) in which the following were clarified: 
the procedures for data collection 
that data collected would remain anonymous at all times 
(iii) that subjects would be free to withdraw from the study at any point during the 
collection of the data. 
6.4.2 Participant proffles 
In total eighteen participants took part in the study, six Japanese ESL students, six 
German ESL students and six English native speaker students. Their profiles are 
given in table 6.4.2.1 below and discussed in detail in this section. Table 6.4.2.1 
summarises ESL subjects' proficiency test scores at the time of data collection, date 
of proficiency test and date of data collection. 
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Table 6.4.2.1 ESL subjects' proriles: Date of data collection, Proficiency test scores, 
Date of proriciency test. 
Subject Date of data collection Proficiency test score Date of proficiency test 
JIA December 1999 TOEFL 490 December 1998 
JIB December 1999 IELTS 6.0 March 1999 
J2A July 2001 IELTS 5.5 June 2001 
J2B July 2001 TOEFL 520 August 2000 
J3A November 2002 IELTS 6.5 December 2001 
J3B November 2002 IELTS 6.0 Deccraber2001 
GIA December 1999 
GIB December 1999 First Certificate (D) September 1997 
G2A February 2002 University diagnostic test: 59/90 January 2002 
G2B February 2002 University diagnostic test: 59/90 January 2002 
G3A May 2002 University diagnostic test: 68/90 January 2002 
G3B May 2002 University diagnostic test: 62/90 January 2002 
Table 6.4.2.2 below summarises oral self-rating measures; length of residence in target G7-- 
language community; age and field of study for the ESL group. The average age of the 
ESL learner group was 25.5, with an average length of stay in the target language 
community of 6.3 months. Many of the ESL subjects were taking part in courses in 
English for Academic purposes at the time of data collection: this was the case for JIA, 
J2A, J2B, G2A, G2B, G3A and M. JIB was studying on an MA TEFL course at the 
time of participation in the study whle GIA and GIB were taking part in a Cambridge 
Proficiency language development course. 
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Table 6.4.2.2 ESL subjects' profiles: Oral self-rating, Length of residence in target 
language community (LOR), Age, Field of study. 
Subject Oral self-rating (excellentNery LOR Age Field of study 
good/fair/poor) 




Poor (SpeakingY, Fair (Listening) 4 months 23 TEFL/Linguistics 
J2A Fair (Speaking, Fair (listening) I month 21 Linguistics 
J2B Poor (Speakingy, Poor 1.5 months 22 Iiistory 
(Listening) 
MA Fair (Speaking, Fair (Listening) 18 months 28 TEFL 
MB Poor (Speaking); Poor I month 28 TEFL 
(Listening) 
GIA Very good (Speakingy, Very 3.5 months 23 Social Sciences 
good (Listening) 
GIB Not provided 8 months 27 Business 
Administration 
G2A Fair (Speaking), Very 4 months 25 German/English 
good(Listening) 
G2B Poor (Speaking), Fair (Listening) 4 months 27 Civil Engmeenng 
G3A Fair (Speaking); Very good 9 months 22 Electronic 
(Listening) Engineering 
G3B Fair (Speakingy, Very good 9 months 22 Electronic 
(Listeninga), Engineering 
The native English speakers taking part in the study were all studying on Masters 
programmes at the time of data collection. The average age of this group was higher than 
the ESL learners at 36.5 years: this age difference may have impacted on this group's 
responses to DCT DI (Help) where subjects were asked to formulate a request for help 
with light house work by their friend's mother to themselves in the role of students. I 
found that two pairs of students (ENI and EN2) attempted to reconstruct this discourse 
situation to make it more authentic: in one case (EN2), one subject re-formulated the 
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response in terms of what she would say to a fiiend of her daughter. These students were 
all mid-career professionals studying in Masters programmes for professional 
development. Table 6.4.2.3 summarises the profile of this subject group. 
Table 6.4.2.3 English native speaker profiles. 
Subject Date of data Age OLS Field of study 
collection 
ENIA November 2000 35 Czech, German, M. ED TEFL 
Mongolian 
ENIB November 2000 37 Spanish, M. ED TEFL 
Bengali, French 
EN2A May 2001 38 Spanish, M. ED TEFL 
German, French, 
Italian 
EN213 May 2001 46 Spanish, Frenc h M. ED TEFL 
EN3A January 2003 34 French Management 
in Primary 
Education 
EN313 January 2003 29 Welsh, French, M. ED 
German Management 
6.4.3 Data collection procedures 
The data collection followed the following procedures: pairs of subjects met with the 
researcher in a separate room for data collection. The aim was to find a venue in which 
the data collection would not be interrupted. Data for all pairs were colleced at two 
institutions of Higher Education. Both of these institutions also provided courses in EAP 
from where participants JI, J2, G2 and G3 were drawn. 
The data collection session began with a discussion of the background questionnaire and 
participants were asked to elucidate where responses were not clear: for example, JI A 
was not prepared to provide self-assessment data for this questionnaire. Participants were 
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then provided with written verbal report instructions (appendix IB) to increase reliability 
of the procedures. These instructions explained that subjects would be responding to the 
tasks in their role as students (except for situations DI- 3) that they should consider each 
discourse situation carefully and try to come to an agreement with their partner on the 
response to the DCT. The instructions also included a focus on the language of verbal 
report: subjects were instructed to speak all of their thoughts out loud as they were 
thinking, even if their thoughts were in their first language. I emphasized this point in the 
verbal instructions in order to facilitate the verbalization process. Participants were also 
instructed that if they chose not to respond (i. e. not to formulate a request in the DCT) 
they should say so and briefly give their reasons. The reason for this was that the 
theoretical basis of the evaluation of the request strategies was grounded in Brown and 
Levinson's (1978,1987) framework which includes non-performance of the FTA as a 
potential politeness strategy 0.7, 
Verbal report instructions were followed by a brief training session (Ericsson and Simon, 
1984,1993, Gass and Mackey 2000) to familiarize participants with procedures and with 
the process of being audio-recorded. This process also served to check reliability of 
recording instruments. 
The completion of the DCTs was not constrained by time and subjects were informed of 
this. Data was then collected on subjects' concurrent think-alouds simultaneous to task 
completion. Jourdenais (2001: 313) has indicated how: "collecting concurrent think- 
alouds in which the learners provide verbalizations simultaneously with the performance 
of a task, rather than retrospectively, will alleviate concerns about memory constraints". 
As a form of data elicitation which is characterized by low researcher interference 
(Faerch and Kasper 1987) as the researcher, I avoided eye contact with the subjects while 
they were on-task and kept field notes which recorded (i) the timing of the task, (ii) 
subjects' hypotheses in response to the task and (iii) behavioural gestures which 
accompanied task performance. These field notes provided an extra dimension of 
reliability to the data collected by audiotape and a useful means of triangulation in the 
study. 
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At the end of each of the three groups of tasks (e. g. Al - 3) a retrospective interview was 
carried out in which I asked both fixed and probing questions. The fixed questions 
(appendix IQ focused on subjects' cognitions and attentions while probing questions 
drew on the hypotheses and other data from the concurrent phase. My decision to 
interview subjects at the end of each of the three tasks was due to the lapses in the 
validity of data which may have occurred had subjects been interviewed at the end of the 
IS tasks. Ericsson and Simon (1987) support the timing of retrospective reports after task 
completion and while much information is still in short-term memory or otherwise 
directly accessible and can be used as a retrieval cue. They state: "there are several 
methods available to reduce the level of omissions. A commonly used procedure is to 
break down the original task into smaller components with a retrospective report 
following eacW' (1987: 42). 1 was also aware of the participant difficulties reported in 
Robinson (1992: 64) of. "inability to recall thoughts from the concurrent session7'. In this 
latter study, subjects completed the six item DCT questionnaire in its entirety before the 
retrospective phase. 
In this study, a concurrent think-aloud phase followed by a retrospective interview phase 
was completed for each of the six ESL subject pairs. For the native English speaker 
group, only one retrospective interview was conducted (EN2): the reason for this was due 
to the quantity of data generated in the verbal report due to the subjects' verbal facility. I 
was however interested in the insights that native speakers might provide in retrospecting 
on their verbal report and on the task and felt that the interview with EN2 might generate 
interesting hypotheses which further research studies might probe. 
6.5 Analysis and Interrater reliability. 
In this section I will discuss the frameworks of analysis used to analyse the verbal report 
data and the data from the discourse completion tasks. The analytical framework and 
interrater reliability checks for the verbal report for the ESL learners will form the focus 
of 6.5. while the analytical framework of the responses of all subjects to the Discourse 
Completion Tasks will form the focus of 6.6. In 6.7 1 will describe the analytical 
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framework for content analysis (Weber, 1990) which was applied to the English native 
speaker participants' verbal report data. 
6.5.1 The coding framework for the ESL learners' verbal report. 
The coding scheme for the ESL learners' verbal report is summarized in table 6.5.1. 
I based the initial coding framework on Newell and Simon's (1972) theory of problem- 
solving which posits three types of process: Orientate, Solve, Evaluate (cited in Van 
Someren et. al. 1994: 65). This framework, based on psychological theories of problem 
solving provided a broad framework which would incorporate discrete categories 
emerging inductively from the data. The framework incorporated Ericsson and Simon's 
notion of 'cognition' defined as "attention to selected aspects of the current situatiorf' 
(Ericsson and Simon, 1984: 198) within the first category of 'Orientate'. Following 
Robinson (1992) this category related to the different aspects of the DCT situations to 
which subjects attended in order to formulate their response to the task. In the current 
study, this category included discrete categories where subjects attended to task goals, 
task language together with contextual aspects of the DCTs. These discrete categories 
emerged inductively from the data. 
The second category 'Solve' incorporated Ericsson and Simon's (1984,1993) concept of 
'planning', which they formulate as: "intermediate constructions to explore sequences of 
possibilities mentally, easily recognized by conditional constructions like, 'if X then Y 
and if Z... " (1984: 198). In Robinson's study (ibid) "planning was evident in subjects' 
consideration of variously configured input as potential response to the DCT"' (Robinson, 
1992: 48). In the current study, this second category (Solve) also incorporated (i) those 
instances where subjects chose not to make a request, (ii) instances where subjects 
generated hypotheses in response to the DCT, and (iii) instances where subjects 
experienced linguistic difficulties during the solution process. Further discrete categories 
within the 'solution' process related to utterances which indicated current states of the 
subjects' pragmatic competence (pragmalinguistic and sociopragmatic competence), 
difficulties relating to the methodology (for example understanding the task) and meta- 
statements evaluating the research task (task related episodes). A further discrete category 
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emerged from the data, 'cultural influences on language choice' (culture-related 
episodes). In addition, a new category emerged, SIK generated by the interrater 
reliability process, in which subjects focused on planning their response to the DCT with 
the use of metalanguage. This category was distinct from S2 in which subjects noticed 
linguistic difficulties then attempted to solve these, occasionally through language related 
episodes (Swain, 1995). 
The third category, 'Evaluate' relates to Ericsson and Simon's (1984,1993) notion of 
"evaluations', or "explicit or implicit comparisons of alternatives (Ericsson and Simon 
1984: 198). In addition to the evaluation of linguistic alternatives (a category also 
employed by Robinson, 1992) a new discrete category emerged in the data from this 
study (E2), where subjects self-evaluated their understanding of the discourse situation or 
task. 
The fourth category consisted of meta-statements which were made off-line and were not 
considered one of the cognitive processes in the first three categories. These statements 
were frequently found in the retrospective interview phase and related to (i) utterances 
suggesting sources of subjects' pragmatic knowledge (ii) the language of thoughts during 
the orientation, solution and evaluation phases and (iii) subjects' beliefs about the 
appropriate content of English requests: these latter statements were categorized 
according to whether they mirrored pragmalinguistic competence or sociopragmatic 
competence. A new category emerged, S IK generated by the interrater reliability 
process, in which subjects focused on planning their responses to the DCT with the use 
of metalanguage. This category was distinct from S2 in which subjects noticed linguistic 
difficulties then attempted to solve these, occasionally through language related episodes 
(LRE's). 
Finally, one category emerged from the data (FS) in which subjects expressed their 
degree of familiarity/non-familiarity with the discourse situation provided in the task. The 
data emerging in this category provide further support to the validity of the discourse 
situations developed for the DCTs. 
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Due to the fact that the current study employed pairs of participants, the coding scheme 
incorporated categories which reflected the paired nature of the task, for example 
category S2 'Notice linguistic difficulty' in which subjects occasionally solved the 
difficulty through language related episodes (Swain, 1995) co-constructing their response 
to the task, and category EI in which subjects evaluated their partner's hypotheses. Table 
6.5.1 below summarises the analytical framework for the ESL verbal report data. 
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Table 6.5.1 Coding Scheme for Think Aloud and Retrospection. 
Cognitive Process Code Description Example Source of 
example 
1. Orientate 0 Utterances forming part of the 
orientation process. 
Attention to task 01 Cognition: attention to goal- (A)So we both need, JI Practice 
goals specific features of the research the one person session/lines 7-9. 
task (B) We have to find 
the answer 
Attention to 02 Cognition: attention to socio- (A) I don It JI: AI LijMines I 
contextual aspects of contextual aspects of the understag because, -3. 
the DCT discourse situation, e. g you know, he or she? 
interlocutor relationship, (B) Not so close, their 
contextual features of the relationship 
situation. 
Attention to task 03 Cognition: attention to language (A) It means the J 1: A2/Draft/lincs 
language of the discourse situation. writing in the essay. 1-4. 





Attention to given 04 Cognition: attention to given 
DCT Hearer response DCT Hearer response 
2. Solve 8 Utterances forming part of the 
task solution process. 
si Solution: focus on 
possible responses to the DCT 
and generating hypothcses. 
Sim Solution: focus on planning (B)l want to maybe JI Practice session 
responses with use of use and then the Lines 75 - 77. 
metalanguage question form we use 
borrow, I borrow 
Decision to not make SIN Utterances indicating subject 
a request. chooses not to make a request 
Plan SIP Intermediate constructions to (B) Urddnd, orjust, JI: Practice 
mentally explore sequences of before we ask, how scssion/lines 28 - 
possibilities. long does it take for 30. 
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him to finish, and then 
if he finish in one 
week, maybe we can 
borrow it, bit I don't 
know. 
Generate hypothesis SIH Possible responses to the DCT (A) Excuse me, could J I: Al Lift/lincs 
are put forward. Ihe utterances you give me a lift 22-23. 
may represent the co- because.. 
construction of text by pairs. (B) My. our car is 
broken 
Notice S2 During the solution process, (A) Could you give J 1: Al Lift/lines 9 
linguistic difficulty utterances which implicitly or me? Could you lift my -13. 
explicitly suggest subject car-lift is noun no 
difficulty in finding or using verb. 
appropriate Imis or grammar (B) This is noun 
which may or may not be solved (A) But it's a verb 
though Language Related (B) Verb is drive you 
Episodes. home. 
Difficulties may include 
verbalizing in L2. 




S3 Utterances in the solution 
process which relate to subject's 
pragmatic competence. 
S31? Utterances relating to subjects' (B) I'm very grateful D: C3 Lift (2y 
encoding of the pragrnatic force if.. lines 41 - 42 
of the utterance, reflecting (A) sounds very 
subject's pragmalinguisfic formal. 
competence. Utterances may 
reflect subject uncertainties. 
S3S Utterances relating to subjects' (A) Can I have my JI: Bl/lincs: 10 - 
beliefs about the social cutnery please? 16. 
appropriateness of the (B) Too straight, I 
utterance, reflecting the subject's don't know. 
sociopragmatic competence. (A) I dont think so. In 
Utterances may reflect sul: ject the restaurant, maybe 
uncertainties. the customer. 
(B) I don't think we 
need to be polite, not 
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so polite, just ask-yes, 
just like that, say 'can 
Methodological S4 Subject difficulties relating to 
difficulty the research methodology 
Difficulties S4T Difficulty understanding the task (R) Are there any of GI: DI - D3 
responding to or researcher's questions. these three situations rctrospection/lims 
research task. Difficulty in remembering where you feel you 37-39. 
content of Think Aloud. would have liked 
more information? 
(A) The second xxv 
because we couldn't 
get along about this. 
Difficulties related to S4M Meta -statements explicitly (B) It's really difficult GI: DI-3 
meta-evaluation of evaluating the research task- to say because um I Retrospection/Imes 
research task. Task-related episodes. think if I read through 33-36. 
what I said tomorrow, 
I would probably 
change something. 
(A) In some situations 
you just think you 
need some more 
information to make a 
freer decision. 
Cultural influences S5 Explicit statements which (A) In Japan we have JI: Al -A3 
on language choice. implicitly or explicitly refer to a different form. For Retrospection/lines 
subjects' perreptions of cultural example when I talk 49-52. 
influences on planning of to my teacher so 
responses to the DCT. completely different 
from talking with my 
friends. Sentence, 
word, voice is 
different 
3. Evaluate 
Evaluation of El Evaluation of existing or (B) (writing) So IJI: Practice' 
linguistic alternatives. alternative linguistic strategies in need one book, a book session/lines 63 - 
formulating the requesL which you are 65. 
Utterances may include borrowing now 
confirmation checks. (A)But I think it's a 
conversatioM you are 
writing a letter? 
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Self evaluation of E2 Utterances wh= subject (A) I made a mistake, JIAI/lines 45 - 
understanding of explicitly evaluates or reflects on I thought I have to ask 46. 
discourse situation or her understanding of the task or to pick up my car.. so 
task. discourse situation. you use this one to 
mean a lift. 
4. Statements 
relating to: 
Knowledge sources KS Utterances suggesting sources of (B) I know we were GI: DI -3 
subjeefs pragmatic knowledge thinking of the retrospective 
security people session/lines 7-9. 
walking around the 
Uni they tend to be 
like 'Hey love, how 
are you doing' and 
talk in very short 
sentences and uh um, 
yeak 
language of LT Utterances relating to the (R) And what JI: Al -3 
17houghts language of thought language were you Retrospective 
thinking in? session. Lines 42 - 
(A) In English 44. 
(R) Thinking in 
English, O. K. 
Knowledge KB Knowledge statements which (A) English is more JI: Al -3 
statements reflecting either stated or implied a simple. Retrospective 
subjects' beliefs subject's belief about the general (B) more casual, I session. Lines 51 - 
about appropriate content of appropriate English a&& 52. 
content of English requests. 
requests 
KSP Knowledge statements which (A) I mean'lley JI: Al -3 
implicitly or explicitly relate to lecturer could you retrospective 
subject'sprogmalinguisfic give me my draftT I session. Lines 27 - 
competence canI say, so I have to 29. 
say 'Would you like' 
or something. 
KSS Knowledge statements which (A) I think I have to JI: Al - A3 
implicitly or explicitly relate to talk to a new lecturer,. retrospective 
subject's socioprag? wfic it's not a fliend, so I session. Lines 24 - 
competence. have to use the more 26. 
1 
formal word or formal 
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IIII form. 1 771 
Statements reflecting FS Knowledge statements in which (B) (reads) The GI: FY[ines I-I 
subject7s fimiliarity subject explicitly indicates students in a nearby 
or unfamiliarity with familiarity/non familiarity with room in your student 
discourse situation. discourse situation. accommodation is 
playing loud music. 
You are trying to sleep 
-I know that situation 
(A)Me too 
(B) And ask her to 
turn it down. This is 
my eveo4V 
nightmare. 
6.5.1.2 Interrater and intrarater reliability in verbal report. 
Matsumoto (1994: 375) suggests that there are two key issues in reliability in verbal 
report research. The first relates to instability of observations over time, the second 
relates to interpretation of protocols. Within this second issue there is a need to establish 
both interrater reliability and intrarater reliability. With regard to these issues, Matsumoto 
suggests that: 
"It may be, as in the case of behavioural research, verbal reports from an informant 
exhibit instability over time, or it may be that the researchers' interpretation of an 
informant's protocols shows inconsistency" (Matsumoto, 1994: 375). 
Kasper (1998: 3 60) emphasizes the importance of establishing interrater reliability in 
research employing verbal report: "Checking interrater reliability is standard procedure, 
required all the more when high-inference categories are involved, as is regularly the case 
in the analysis of verbal report data7'. Analysis of verbal reports, unlike many other L2 
research studies are based largely on a process of inference. As Kasper points out: 
"cognitive processes are not directly manifest in protocols but have to be inferred" 
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(ibid: 358), thus making interrater reliability checks an essential part of the process. 
Cohen (2000: 147) maintains that: 
"Once the data are collected, the analysis procedures also have a direct impact on 
whether the data measure what they purport to measure - that is to say, the rationale for 
the construction of the analysis categories and the the actual process of data 
analysis ... with regard to interrater reliability, 
if there is more than one rater, a low 
interrater reliability coefficient would call into question not only the reliability of the 
ratings but their validity as well". 
6.5.1.3 Procedures for establishing interrater reliability (IRR) for ESL verbal report data. 
Proportional correspondence scores provide a quantification measure of the association 
between codings: if such scores are low, then there is a risk that the coding scheme is 
ambiguous and categories are not robust and reliable. 
The initial coding scheme was drawn up on the basis of the framework discussed above 
and discussed with the coder (X) who took part in the IRR process. Four sets of 
representative data were selected from the data sample for IRR checks (i) from subjects 
JI, the concurrent verbal report data from DCT Al (Lift); (ii) from subjects JI the 
retrospective interview data from DCTs Al - 3; (iii) from subjects GI, the concurrent 
verbal report data from CI Extension; (iv) from subjects GI, the retrospective interview 
data from DCT CI-3. 
Proportional correspondence scores were calculated from each of these data sets and 
these are summarized below in tables 6.5.1.3. 
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Secondly, as a further measure of reliability, Kappa scores were established to correct for 
marginal frequencies (Van Someren et. al 1994). This measure defines association as: "the 
relative proportion of corresponding codes with the following correction: 
Kappa = (Proportion corresponding - expected proportion corresponding) 
(I-expected proportion corresponding) 
(Van Someren et. al 1994: 129). 
The reason for calculating Kappa scores was firstly to add to the reliability of the coding 
framework. Proportional correspondence codes are sensitive to differences in marginal 
frequencies, as explained by Van Someren et. al (1994: 128): 
"Take for example a protocol of 100 segments. If 99 segments are coded as A by both 
coders and only I segment is coded as B by one of the coders, the correspondence would 
be 99%. However, it is not fair to say that in this case an extremely high intercoder 
reliability has been reached. For a segment to be coded as A the chance was 99%. The 
one segment about which there was no agreement between coders is far more significant 
than all the other segments which were coded the same". 
Large differences in the outcome measures for proportional correspondence and Kappa 
suggest a coding scheme which is potentially ambiguous: the Kappa value recommended 
by Van Someren et. al (ibid: 13 1) is 0.7, as the authors point out: "we would, generally 
speaking, say a Kappa should be above 0.70 in order to have an intercoder reliability that 
is acceptable" . 
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6.5.1.3 Data from IIRR checks and Kappa scores. 
6.5.1.3.1 Data set (i) JI: Al Lift. 
Interrater reliability J1: Al Lift 
Coder R Coder: X Frequency 
02 02 10 
El El 7 
E2 E2 4 
SIH SIH 35 
SIP SIP 6 
S2 S2 20 
S3S S3S 2 
Total Corresponding Codes 84 
E2 02 4 
El SIH 
SlH SIP 3 
S2 03 4 
Total Non-corresponding Codes 12 
Total All Codes 96 
Frequency of corresponding codes with respect to all codes = 
02 (10) + E2, 
ý(4) 
+ SIH (35) +S2 (20) + El (7) + SIP (6) +S3S (2) = 84. 
Proportional Correspondence on JI: Al Lift = 84 divided by 96 (0.87) 
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Interrater reliability: correction for marginal frequencies using Kappa. 
JI: Al Lift 
Kappa corrects for differences in marginal frequencies and "defines association as the 
relative proportion of corresponding codes with the following correction: 
Kappa = (propqrtion corresponding - Mected proportion corresponding) jr 
(I - expected proportion corresponding) 
(Van Someren, Barnard & Sandberg, 1994: 129). 
Kappa is recommended to be above 0.70 in order to have an intercoder reliability 
that is acceptable. 
Code 02 E2 SIH S2 El SIP S3S 03 
02 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
E2 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SIH 0 0 35 0 0 3 0 0 
S2 0 0 0 20 0 0 0 4 
El 0 0 1 0 7 0 0 0 
SIP 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 
S3S 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 
03 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 





Proportional correspondence for JI: A1 = 0.87. 
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Code Marginal frequencies Expected proportion 
corresponding 
02 14/96 x 10/96 0.015 
0.145 x 0.104 
E2 4/96 x 8/96 0.003 
0.04 x 0.08 
SIH 36/96 x 38/96 0.148 
0.375 x 0.39 
S2 20/96 x 24/96 0.052 
0.208 x 0.25 
El 7/96 x 8/96 0.005 
0.07 x 0.08 
SIP 9/96 x 6/96 0.0058 
0.093 x. 0,0625 
S3S 2/96 x 2/96 0.0004 
0.020 x 0.020 
03 4/96 x 0/96 0.00 
0.041 x 0.00 
Total 0.2292 
Kappa for JI: Al = 0.87 - 0.2292 = 0.640 = 0.830 
1-0.2292 0.7708 
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6.5.1.3.2 Data set (ii) for JI retrospective interview Al - 3. 
Interrater reliability JI: Al -3 Retrospective interview 
Coder: R Coder. X Frequency 
S4T S4T 5 
02 02 4 
S4M S4M I 
KSS KSS 3 
LT LT 1 
KSP KSP 4 
S5 S5 8 
Total Corresponding Codes 26 
02 S4M 1 
02 KSS I 
KSP S5 4 
KB S5 4 
Total Non-corresponding codes 10 
Total All codes 36 
Frequency of corresponding codes with respect to all codes = 
S4T (5) + 02 (4) + S4M (1) + KSS (3) + LT (1) + S5 (8) + KSP (4) = 26. 
Proportional Correspondence on JI: Al -3 Retrospective interview = 26 divided by 36 
(0.72) 
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Interrater reliability: correction for marginal frequencies using Kappa. 
JI: Al -3 Retrospective interview. 
Code S4T 02 S4M KSS LT S5 KSP KB 
S4T 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
02 0 4 1 1 0 0 0 0 
S4M 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 
KSS 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
LT 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 
S5 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 
KSP 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 
KB 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 
Total 5 4 4 1 16 4 0 
Frequency of corresponding codes with respect to all codes = 26. 
Proportional correspondence for JI: Al -3=0.72. 
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Codc Marginal Frcqucncies Expectcd proportion 
corresponding 
S4T 5/26 x 5/26 0.036 
0.192 x 0.192 
02 4/26 x 6126 0.035 
0.153 x 0.230 
S4M 2/26 x 4/26 0.011 
0.076 x 0.153 
KSS 4/26 x 1/26 0.005 
0.153 x 0.038 
LT 1/26 x 8/26 0.011 
0.038 x 0.307 
S5 16/26 x 4/26 0.094 
0.615 x 0.153 
KSP 4/26 x 4/26 0.023 
0.153 x 0.153 
KB 0 0 
Total 0.215 
Kappa for JI: Al -3=0.72 - 0.215 = 0.505 = 0.6433 
1-0.215 0.785 
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6.5.1.3.3 Data set (iii) for Gl: Cl Extension. 
Interrater reliability GI: CI Extension (1) 
Coder R Codcr X Frequency 
02 02 13 
SIH SIH 25 
S2 S2 I 
El El 4 
Total Corresponding codes 43 
02 KS 5 
02 S3S 5 
SIH El I 
SIH S2 I 
S2 SIH 2 
SIP KSS 5 
SIP S3P 6 
SIP El 13 
SIP S3S I 
Total Non-corresponding codes: 39 
Total All codes 82 
Frequency of corresponding codes with respect to all codes = 
02 (13) + SIH (25) + S2 (1) + SIP (0) + El (4) = 43 
Proportional Correspondence on GI: C3 Extension = 43 divided by 82 = (0.52) 
The proportional correspondence on Gl: CI Lift was low at 0.52 in the first interrater 
reliability check. As a result of this, Coder R (the researcher) re-coded the sample, 
including those instances of 'Evaluation' (category El) which had been missed in the 
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first pass through the data by the researcher. A second pass through the data by the 
researcher produced the following results and proportional correspondence figures. 
Interrater reliability Gl: CI Extension (2) 
Coder. R Coder. X Frequency 
02 02 13 
SIH SIH 25 
S2 S2 1 
El El 17 
KS KS 5 
S31? S31? 4 
Total Corresponding codes 65 
02 S3S 5 
SIH EI 
SIH S2 I 
S2 SIH 2 
SIP KSS 5 
SIP S3P 2 
SIP El 0 
SIP S3S I 
Total Non-corrcsponding codes 17 
Total All codes 82 
Frequency of corresponding codes with respect to all codes = 
02(13)+ SIH(25)+ S2(1)+El (17)+KS (5)+S3P(4)=65 
Correspondence on revised coding on GI: Cl Extension = 65 divided by 82 = (0.79) 
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Interrater reliability: correction for marginal frequencies using Kappa. 
Gl: Cl Extension (2) 
Code 02 SIH S2 SIP El KS S3P S3S KSS 
02 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 
SIH 0 25 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 
S2 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SIP 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 1 5 
El 0 0 0 0 17 0 0 0 0 
KS 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 
S3P 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 
S3S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
KSS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 13 1 28 10 1 18 15 16 16 15 
Frequency of corresponding codes with respect to all codes = 65. 
Proportional Correspondence = 0.79 
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Code Marginal frequencies Expected proportion 
corresponding 
02 13/65 x 18165 0.054 
0.2 x 0.27 
SIH 28/65 x 27/65 0.178 
0.430 x 0.415 
S2 2/65 x 3/65 0.001 
0.030 x 0.046 
SIP 0.00/65 x 9/65 0.00 
0.00 x 0.138 
El 18/65 x 17/65 0.070 
0.27 x 0.26 
KS 5/65 x 5/65 0.005 
0.07 x 0.07 
SP 6/65 x 4/65 0.005 
0.092 x 0.06 
S3S 6/65 x 0165 0.00 
0.092 x 0.00 
KSS 5/65 x 0/65 0.00 
0.07 x 0.00 
Total 0.313 
Kappa for GI: Cl = 0,79 - 0.313 = 0.477 = 0.69 
1-0.313 0.687 
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6.5.1.3.4 Data set (iv) GI: Cl -3 Retrospective interview 
Interrater reliability Gl: C1 -3 Retrospective Interview 
Coder: R Coder: X Frequency 
KSP S4M 3 
S4M S4M 12 
LT LT 2 
Total Corresponding codes 14 
02 S4M 3 
KSP S4M 3 
Total Non-corresponding codes 6 
Total F- All Codes 20 
Frequency of corresponding codes with respect to all codes = 
KSP (0) + S4M (12) + 02 (0) + LT (2) = 14 divided by 20 (0.7). 
Interrater reliability: correction for marginal frequencies using Kappa. 
GI: Cl -3 Retrospective interview 
Code KSP S4M 02 LT 
KSP 0 3 0 0 
S4M 0 12 0 0 
02 0 3 0 0 
LT 0 0 0 2 
Total 0 18 0 2 
Frequency of corresponding codes with respect to all codes = 14 
Proportional correspondence = 0.7 
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Code Marginal frequencies Expected proportion 
corresponding 
KSP 0/14 x 3/14 0.00 
0.00 x 0.21 
S4M 18/14 x 12/14 1.10 
1.285 x 0.857 
02 0/14 x 3/14 0.00 
0.00 x 0.21 
LT 2/14 x 2/14 0.019 
0.14 x 0.14 
Total 1.119 
Kappa for GI: Cl -3=0.7 - 1.119 =-0.419 _=0.0003 
1-1.119 -0.119 
Although the proportional correspondence scores for the coding of data from G 1: CI-3 
retrospective interviews indicated a good measure of interrater reliability (0.7), the Kappa 
score for this data set remain very low (0.0003). The reason for this measure was 
probably due to the large number of segments coded by the co-rater M as S4M (meta- 
statements explicitly evaluating the research task: task-related episodes). Two other 
categories, 02 (Attention to contextual aspects of the DCT) and KSP (Knowledge 
statements relating to subject's pragmalinguistic competence) were not identified by 
researcher X in this data. The proportion of these segments not identified as 
coffesponding (total 6) from the total all segments coded in CI-3 (total 20) was high 
enough (30%) to create the low Kappa scores for this data set. 
In this section (6.5) 1 have provided the coding framework and the quantitative 
measurements of reliability for the verbal report coding of the ESL learner data. In the 
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next section (6.6) 1 will focus on the analytical frameworks for analysis of performance 
data elicited from the discourse completion tasks for all participants. 
6.6 Analytical frameworks for data from discourse completion tasks 
This part of the chapter focuses on the methods and frameworks of analysis used for the 
performance data elicited from the discourse completion tasks (DCTs) for all subjects. I 
used the coding framework from Blum-Kulka et. al (1989) as the main source of 
categorization and coding for this aspect of the work: this is a robust system of coding 
which has been cited in more recent studies of interlanguage pragmatics (e. g. Ellis, 1992, 
Billmyer and Varghese 2000, Sasaki, 1998). 
A description follows of the aspects of the DCT data which were coded, together with 
frameworks for analysis and examples where appropriate. Descriptive statistics are 
provided to illustrate these findings (chapter 7). Inferential statistics were only possible in 
the analysis of Length of Utterance data (6.5.2.4) due to the scale of the study and the 
number of subjects taking part. 
6.6.1 Level of Directness 
Requests may be analysed according to their level of directness. Blum-Kulka (1989: 278) 
states that: "directness is .. the 
degree to which the speaker's illocutionary intent is 
apparent from the locution. Directness in this sense is a pragmalinguistic category". 
Levels of directness are analysed from the Head Act, or the core of the utterance which 
makes up the request proper. Thus in the following: "John, couldyou pass the salt 
please", the core of the request, or Head Act is represented in italics. Nine categories of 
directness have been identified (Blum-Kulka 1989) and these forrn the basis of the 
analysis for this aspect of the data in the current study. The first 5 levels of directness are 
classified as Direct requests and relate to Brown and Levinson's category for doing Face 
Threatening Acts (FTA's) on record, without redress (see chapter 3 Politeness theories). 
As Fukushima points out: "an actor has gone on record when there is just one 
unambiguously attributable intention with which witnesses would concur; whereas when 
there is more than one unambiguously attributable intention an actor has gone off record 
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in doing A! ' (Fukushima, 2000: 68). Levels 6 and 7 relate to Conventionally indirect 
requests, that is, on record requests with redress in the form of positive politeness 
strategies or negative politeness strategies (the reader is referred to the discussion in 
chapter 3 of politeness strategies). The third level of directness are those requests which 
are off record where the illocutionary force of the utterance is not evident from the literal 
sense of the utterance: such requests form the Non-Conventionally Indirect group of 
strategies. 
Table 6.6.1 Levels of Directness in request strategies 
Level of Directness Direct, Conventionally Example (fi-orn Blum- Analysis (based on 
Indirect, Non-Conventionally Kulka, 1989) Ellis, 1997) 
IndirecL 
1. Mood Derivable Direct Clean up the kitcheni The grammatical mood 
of the verb signals 
illocutionary force. 
2. Explicit Performative Direct I am asA! ng you to move The illocutionary force 
your car is explicitly named. 
3. Hedged Performative Direct I have to askyou to clean Ile naming of the 
the kitchen illocutionary force is 
modified by hedging 
expressions. 
4. Locution Derivable Direct You must move your car The illocutionary force 
is derivable directly 
from the semantic 
content of the request 
5. Want statement Direct Id like to borrow your 'Me uncrance 
notes for a little while expresses the speaker's 
desire that the event 




6. Suggestory Formula Conventionally Indirect Haw about cleaning up the A suggestion to do the 
kitchen action. 
7. Preparatory Conventionally Indirect Can I borrow your notes? Reference to 
apreparatory 
conditions such as 
ability or willingness. 
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8. Strong Hint Non-Conventionally Indirect I wasn't at the lecture Partial reference to the 
yesterday (wanting to object or element 
borrow lecture notes) needed for 
implementation of the 
act. 
9. Mild Hint Non-Conventionally Indirect You've been busy here, No reference to the 
haven't you (Intent: getting request proper. 
the hearer to clean the 
kitchcný 
6.6.2 Internal Modirication 
Request strategies may be modified internally either to mitigate or aggravate the force of 
the request. Requests may be internally modified through syntactic, lexical or phrasal 
downgmders to soften the impositive force of the request or through upgraders which 
serve to increase the force of the request. Internal modification functions within the Head 
Act proper, i. e. the core of the request and may serve to soften or aggravate the 
impositive force of the utterance. 
The coding scheme used was based on Blum-Kulka et. al (1989) and the following 
categories were coded and identified in the data for this study. In addition, the 
distribution of internal modification across request situations was calculated using mean 
scores. Descriptive statistics are presented in chapter 7 giving distribution of internal 
modification across all 18 DCTs in order to compare (i) English native speaker group 
with ESL learner group and (ii) English native speaker group with Japanese ESL learners 
and German ESL learners. 
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Table 6.6.2 Internal Modification types 
Modification t3W Example 
Syntactic down graders 
Negation of preparatory condition You couldn't give me a lift could you? 
Conditional Clause I was wondering if you could present your paper a week earlier 
than plamicd 
Tense (past tense for present time 
reference) 
I wanted to ask you to present your paper a week earlier 
Aspect I'm wondering if I could get a lift home with you 
Lexical and phrasal downgraders 
Politeness nwkcr Clean the kitchen please 
Understater Could you tidy up a bit 
Downtoner Could you possibly lend me your notes? 
Appealer Clean up the kitchen willyou? 
Subjectiviser I'm aftaid you're going to have to move your car 
Upgraders 
Time intensifier You'd better move your car immediatelyl 
Intensifier The kitchen is in a terrible messl 
Orthographic emphasis The kitchen is in a terrible niess I 
6.6.3 
External modirication 
Requests may be externally modified by supportive moves, external to the head act. In 
this way a speaker may attempt to increase (aggravate) or decrease (mitigate) the force of 
the request. Distribution of external modification across discourse completion tasks was 
calculated using mean scores and is presented in chapter 7 in the form of descriptive 
statistics. The following categories of external modification were identified and coded in 
this study (table 6.6.3): 
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Table 6.6.3 External Modirication types 
Modification type Example 
Mitigating 
Prcparator Don't you live on the same street as me? (preceding a request for a lift) 
Grounder I missed class yesterday can I borrow your notes 
Disarmer I Amow you don't like len&ng outpur notes, but could you make an exception 
this time? 
Imposition mininiiser Would you give me a lift but only ifyvulre going my way. 
Promise of reward Could you give me a lift home I'll pitch in on some petrol 
Expression of 
gratitude 
Could you give me a lift I'd be ever so grateful 
Getting a pre- 
commitment 
Could you do me a favour? 
Aggravating 
Moralizing Ifone shares aflat one should be prepared to pull one's weight in cleaning it so 
get on with the washing upl 
Orthographic 
emphasis 
Could you wash up? It's your turrL/ 
6.6.4 Perspective 
Requests may also be coded according toperspective. Blum-Kulka et. al (1989) 
distinguish the following types of perspective: 
Speaker perspective (e. g. Can I borrow your notes? ) 
Hearer perspective (e. g. Could you lend me your notes? ) 
(iii) Joint, or inclusive (e. g. Could we postpone this paper until next week? ) 
(iv) Impersonal (e. g. This kitchen needs tidying). 
6.6.5 Length of utterance 
Mean length of utterance (MLU) was measured by the total number of words used in 
each response. The MELU was calculated for all pairs of subjects for each DCT. In 
addition the range of length of utterance is provided together with standard deviation 
(SD) scores indicating distribution of scores around the mean. MLUs were also calculated 
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for each DCT, across all pairs, together with range of scores per task and SD measures for 
each task. 
A non-parametric test (Mann Whitney-U, Butler, 1985) was carried out in SPSS to test 
for significant differences in utterance length between the English native speaker group 
(ENS) and the ESL learner group. A second non-parametric test (Kruskal-Wallis) was 
used to test for significant differences between the German ESL learners, Japanese ESL 
learners and English native speaker group. This represents the only part of the study data 
which employed inferential statistics. 
6.7 Content Analysis of Verbal Report data 
The nature of verbal report assumes that subjects are able to introspect on information 
heeded in short term memory during problem solving tasks. As Kasper (2000: 336) states: 
"information processed in short-term memory while a subject is carrying out a task is 
reportable and veridical. Information not processed in short-term memory, such as 
perceptual processes, motor processes and all automated processes are not available for 
report". I hypothesized that in this study, native speakers would not be able to introspect 
on procedural knowledge which had been automaticised as this knowledge would not be 
available in short term memory for introspection. It was thought in this study that the 
framework for analysis drawn up for the ESL learners would not be suitable for the 
analysis of native speaker data, incorporating as it does categories which reflect 
breakdowns in automatic processing (e. g. pragmalinguistic difficulties, linguistic 
difficulties). An alternative analysis for the native speaker data was made through the use 
of Content Analysis (Weber, 1990, Holsti, 1969, Krippendorf 1980), an approach which 
has been used recently in think-aloud studies in translation by Olk (2002) to uncover the 
translation processes by degree level language students when dealing with culture- 
specific lexis (Olk, 2002: 121). 
For the English native speaker data analysis, I followed the procedures outlined in the 
literature on Content Analysis cited above. I segmented the transcripts for all English 
native speaker pairs into 'sense units' (stretches of language which suggest more or less 
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discrete mental processes (Olk 2002,124) and labelled comparable thought processes 
with the same description (e. g. subject evaluates partner's response to task). I drew up an 
initial categorization of these mental processes after a first pass through the data for all 
native speaker pairs. The analytical framework was then tested by having a second 
researcher code the data for ENI tasks Al, C2, D3, E3, and F I. Interrater reliability 
measures in the form of proportional correspondence scores for these tasks were 
respectively Al, (79.71%); C2, (0.39%); D3 (90.69%); E3 (100%) and Fl. (83.33%). 
Task C2 was recoded by both researcher and co-researcher following discussion of the 
coding scheme and a second calculation established a proportional correspondence of 
72%. 
Following discussion of the initial coding scheme a new category, 6P was established 
which related to data in which participants planned hypotheses but did not put these 
forward as responses to the task. 
For reasons of space, the calculations of these scores are included in appendix 1H. 
The initial coding scheme is provided below (table 6.7.1). 
Table 6.7.1 Initial coding scheme for Content Analysis 
Code number/Process Example from data 
0 Subject reads from DCT 'You need a particular book from the library.. '(EN I, A I). 
I. Subject attends to social context of DCT (age of IL 'If I don't know that student very well I wouldn't ask 
status differences, social distance between S&H. them for it' (EN2/B, practice session) 
2. Subject indicates need for more contextual detail in 'Gosh, it's really difficult to know what to say because 
order to respond to task. you just don't know in what way the children are making 
a noise-and you don't know whether they're making a 
noise because they're enjoying themselves or whether 
they're deliberately hying to be disruptive and that would 
affect what I said'. (EN2/A/B2 Library). 
3. Subject attends to the interactive nature of the Speech 'And it does depend on how they're reacting so far. If 
Event and constructs response to DCT within this Speech they say 'oh yes' between this about recognition then it 
Event makes it easier doesn't it to ask them. But if they still look 
at you point blank as if they don't know you, you've got 
to carry on being more polite'. (EN2/B/AI Lift) 
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4-Subject attends to the authenticity/inauthenticity of the 'Yeah, like in the first task. 1 mean you would get some 
DCT. response from them before you got the point of asking 
them to drive you home, so that makes it quite an artificial 
piece of discourse actually, (EN2/Airctrospective 
interviewAl - 3ý 
'I mean in a way with these situations the only way to 
avoid the artificiality of the other person not reacting in 
the middle of the long speech is probably in order to fulfil 
the task you actually need to say, do things not in the 
order you might naturally do them and to say 'Sorry to 
bother you but could I borrow your copy of X? ' and then 
explain why'. (ENVA/Mook). 
5. Subject reconstructs the DCT to create a more authentic '13: 1 think theyjust want to be sat down and given a cup 
context. of tea or something, that would be all right And we 
would be the ones offering.. 
A To decide to go to the hospital 
B: 'Come on I must take you to hospital'. (EN2/D2 
Hospital). 
6. Subject formulates hypothesis as response to the task 'And rather than 'I can't get my car to start' you might 
actually say something like 'my car won't start'. 
(EN2/13/Al Lift) 
7. Subject provides reasoning behind hypotheses. 'Yes, but it is his obligation to give it back and he is in the 
wrong. And with these people I fclt we had to be more 
polite because a) we don't know them. With the first one, 
the lift.. because a) we don't know them and it's more of 
an imposition isn't it? 11ey haven't got any duty to do 
that, whereas a lecturer has a duty and a secretary 
definitely has a duty' (EN2Mhetrospective interview Al 
-3). 
8. Subject comments on the nature of/differences between B'Probably wouldn't repeat 11', 1 don't know it's difficult 
speech and writing. to say how I would actually speak it. 'And was 
wondering'.. 
A But I think that's written. I think that speaking you'd be 
more likely to repeat it (EN2, A3 Job) 
9. Subject attends to her different roles within and outside 'I * gine if I was talking to my children's friends 
of the research task (laughter) "I'd pay you the going rate of course". 
(EN2/B/Dlllclp). 
'This is very interesting. I'm Oinking that as we're both 
teachers the way we react to this is probably quite 
different to how other people react' (EN3/B1B2 Library). 
1O. Subject indicates famfliarity/unfamiliarity of DCT 'Ycah, I mean thafs what I had with renting my house -I 
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situation. 
I I. Subject assesses the degree of politenesstdirectness 
levels of uncrancethypothesis. 
12-Subject focuses on Hearer's perspective, Hearer's 
assumptions. 
13. Subject focuses on stance of speaker (e. g. 
collaborativethon-collaborative 
14. Subject attends to conflict between demands of 
research task and real-life (authentic) situations. 
15. Subject attends to task instructions and/or procedures. 
16. Subject attends to intonation/phonology of request. 
IT Subject compares the weight of social contextud 
features of DCT e. g. social distance v. social status in 
influencing response to task 
left my house in a tidy clean state, but when they moved 
out.. wn'(EN3/A/B3 Room). 
'This happened to me on Friday night. And in the middle 
of the table they were all there. (EN3/B1B I Restaurantý 
4 I'd probably add it on. Having shown her how different 
things work... 'Oh and if you could.. ' as a sort of aside-as 
if I expect it-I'm not really giving an order because I 
expect her to do that so I'm just-it's just like a reminder. 
Cos I don't want to sound too like a landlady or 
something, you know. (EN2/B/B3 Room) 
'I would never say.. I would never specifically ask 
someone to do that. To me, that would be so.. ifd be like 
sort of saying 'I think you're probably a slob' (ENI/B/B3 
Roomý 
A: So there's no legal obligation to move the car is Uwe? 
B: No. And you might not like the neighbours. 
Ano. 
B. You might not want to collaborate. 
A: No 
B: But as it's a Policewoman you probably will. (EN2/D3 
Police) 
'But this demands us to actually ask her to clean it. So I 
think I'd go for the collaborative effort You know 'if 
you've got a bit of spare time later on shall we see if we 
can clean the kitchen up? ' (EN3/B/E2 Kitchen). 
B: And I don't do anything. And people are chattering 
qifite loudly in the study section and I just stay there and I 
don't tell the staff and I don't tell people. 
A: But if it was a public library and children would that 
make a difference? 
B Wen let's imagine for this thing I would talk to the 
children. For the sake of the task, yes. Although probably 
I would just go somewhere else. (EN2/B2 Library). 
'So do we need to write down exactly what we say? ' 
(ENNA/Practice session). 
'And also it would really depend on how it was asked, on 
the intonation of it'(ENI/D3 Police) 
A: I'd never ask some complete stranger to pay for my 
lunch. You don't know them, do you. 
B: I don't caret Being a student is even more of a reason 
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not to lend them money if they're a student. If it was 
someone I knew then I would ask7. (EN3/F2Money) 
'And I think that when you get to our level as Masters 
students there's a lot less of a hierarchical 'You're my 
student' thing' (ENMAWDraft) 
18. Subject refers to wider cultural context. 'Yes, that actually varies between cultures. Cos I phoned 
up a law firm in Austria the other week and just asked to 
speak to somebody and because I didnt give my name I 
sort of got a rollicking for not having announced who I 
was' (EN2JA/A3 Job). 
19. Subject attends to given Hearer response (EN I only) B: 'And their response is 'Yes of course, there's plenty of 
room for one more' 
A: 'Oh do we need to respond to the response? 
(ENI/AlLift) 
20. Subject considers whether request would be made in 'the first one I don't think would again happen :I can't 
the given request situation. imagine any of my friends' mothers asking me to do that' 
(ENI/DlHclp). 
21. Subject evaluates/comments on partner's response to 'I don't think I would say it quite as directly as that' 
task. (EN2/B/A2Draft) 
22. Subject attends to speaker's expected response from 'I would ask, but I might I suppose if I knew that this 
Hearer. character was likely to be prickly I might phrase it 
differently. I think the closcst.. the only difference I 
would make would be to use 'possibly'. 'Could I 
possibly'T (ENI/A/C2Book) 
23. Sutýject abandonstretums to task A: 'Shall we.. 
B: Come back to it 
A: Shall we come back to that one yeah. Can we go on to 
the next one? (ENI/Dillouschclp) 
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Chapter 7 Results and Discussion 
in this chapter I report on the results of the study in relation to the pragmalinguistic data 
from the discourse completion tasks and focus on research questions I and 2. This is 
followed in chapter 8 and 9 by a discussion of (i) the findings on verbal report in 
relation to research question 3. The influence of cultural differences on the planning and 
off-line production of interlanguage requests (research question 2) is discussed in this 
chapter (7), in relation to the pragmalinguistic data, and in chapter 9. In chapter 10,1 
discuss the strengths and limitations of the study, the implications for research and 
pedagogy and recommendations for future research. 
Section 7.1. reports on the illocutionary aspects of pragmatic competence (Ellis, 
1994: 167) and is concemed with research question 1: 
"at differences exist in the pragmatic competence ofESL learners and English native 
speaker students as evidenced in the off-line production of English requests?. 
In Section 7.11 discuss the findings in relation to levels of directness of request 
strategies; (7.2) Internal modification of Head Acts; (7.3) External modification of Head 
Acts; (7.4) Length of Utterance and (7.5) Perspective. The reader is referred to the 
description of coding and analysis of this data, set out at the end of chapter 6. 
In this chapter I also focus on the ESL learners' sociopragmatic competence and discuss 
the findings of the study in relation to research question 2: 
What are the effects of the sociocontextual variables of social status and social distance 
on the off-line production of requests by ESL learners and English native speaker 
students? 
This second research question is concerned with the variation of speech act performance 
in relation to the social distance and social status variables discussed in chapter 5.1 
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discuss this variation of speech act production in relation to: levels of directness of 
request strategies (7.1), Internal modification of Head acts (7.2), External modification of 
Head Acts (7.3) and Length of Utterance (7.4) and consider whether, and the extent to 
which, these features vary with differences in social status and social distance. The 
findings for research question 2 are tentative, based as they are on descriptive statistics 
with a small sample. Larger studies employing chi-square and larger population samples 
are needed to confirm tendencies exhibited in this study. 
These features of requests from the current study are discussed in this chapter in relation 
to (i) the discussion of politeness (chapter 3), (ii) findings from empirical studies in 
interlanguage and cross-cultural pragmatics studies on requests (chapter 4) and (iii) 
variables influencing requests (chapter 5). 
The third research question in this study is concerned with the role of verbal report and 
the extent to which it may illuminate the cognitive processing involved in the off-line 
production of English requests by ESL learners and English native speaker students. This 
question is formulated as: 
What is the role of verbal report (pair think-aloud and retrospection) in illuminating the 
cognitive processing involved in the production of interlanguage requests by ESL 
learners and in the production ofEnglish requests by English native speaker students?. 
I discuss this research question in relation to the findings from the verbal report data in 
chapters 8 and 9 and in relation to the findings from interlanguage pragmatics studies 
which have employed this method of data collection. The coding and analytical 
frameworks for the ESL and English native speaker data are set out at the end of chapter 
6. 
Research question 2 is also concerned with the influence of cultural differences on the 
planning and off-line production of interlanguage requests. I discuss this research 
question in chapters 7 and 9 respectively in relation to the findings ftom the data from 
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the Japanese ESL learners in this study in the discourse completion tasks and the verbal 
report, and in relation to the discussion of cultural influences on speech act production set 
out in chapter 5. 
Unlike many interlanguage pragmatic studies (for example, Hill, 1997) this study 
employs a relatively small number of subjects - twelve ESL learners and six native 
English speaker students. For this reason, the findings for the pragmalinguistic data are 
represented as descriptive statistics. On one occasion (7.4 length of utterance), inferential 
statistics are applied to the data and the findings from these analyses are discussed below. 
In all cases, tables in relation to the findings are provided in appendix 2. Where 
appropriate, summary tables are given within the body of the chapter. 
7.1 Results from the Discourse Completion Tasks. 
1.1 Levels ofDirectness of request strategim 
In chapter 4.1.2 1 described how request strategies may be linguistically encoded across 
four parameters (Blum-Kulka 1991): the first of these is Strategy Type (Direct, 
Conventionally Indirect, Hints). In 4.1.2 1 also discussed how these strategies may be 
ranked (Blum-Kulka et. al 1989) according to 9 levels of directness, from level I (Mood 
derivable, most direct) to level 9 (Mild Hint, least direct). As part of the discussion in 
chapter 4,1 set out how these levels relate to the Brown and Levinson (1978,1987) 
model of politeness in which an actor can select from a range of politeness strategies in 
performing a speech act. An actor can go 'on record' without redress and'employ (i) 
direct strategies for performing the FTA (levels I- 5), an actor can go 'on record' with 
redress (negative or positive politeness strategies) and employ (ii) conventionally indirect 
strategies (levels 6- 7), or alternatively employ (iii) off-record politeness strategies 
(levels 8- 9). Thus levels of directness are understood to be a pragmalinguistic category 
which relate to the level of transparency of the illocutionary force of the request in 
relation to the utterance. As pointed out by Blum-Kulka et. al (1989: 18): "as we move up 
this scale, the length of the inferential process needed for identifying the utterance as a 
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request becomes longee, with an increasing heavier reliance on context by H towards 
categories 8 and 9 (Hints). 
The level of directness of a request strategy is one of two dimensions of a Head Act (the 
other being 'perspective' which is reported on in 7.5). A Head Act is: "that part of the 
sequence which might serve to realize the act independently of other elements (Blum- 
Kulka et. al 1989: 17). In other words, the Head Act represents the request proper. 
In the compilation of this data, the responses from the discourse completion tasks (DCTs) 
(appendix 2A) were analysed according to the coding procedures set out in Blum-Kulka 
et. al 1989. Firstly, requests were double coded where there was more than one Head Act 
as in previous studies (Sasaki, 1998: 464). Secondly, where the subject indicated that a 
request was not appropriate in the discourse slot, a 'no request' (NR) was entered in the 
summary table. The Head Acts for all requests were identified from the data and a 
summary table was drawn up setting out the level of directness of request strategy head 
act for all pairs (appendix 2B). This summary table provides data on the level of 
directness of head acts for each pair on each of the 18 DCTs. The table also indicates the 
total number of head acts identified in the study (162), the total number of head acts in 
each of the three categories of directness (Direct, Conventionally Indirect, Non- 
Conventionally Indirect) together with percentages in relation to total. In addition, total 
number of head acts in each level of directness category were summarized for each DCT 
and percentages for these categories calculated. 
Table 7.1.1 below summarises the proportion of head acts occurring in each of the three 
levels of directness, according to subject group. 
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Direct C1 NO Total 
Japanese ESL 26.31(15) 70.17(40) 3.50(2) 99.98(57) 
German ESL 8.92(5) 82.14(46) 8.92(5) 99.98(56) 
English Native 
Speaker (ENS) 
4.08(2) 81.63(40) 14.28(7) 99.99(49) 
Total 13.58(22) 77.77(126) 8.64(14) 99.99(162) 
Table 7.1.1. Levels of directness of request strategy. Figures are % of total head 
acts , number of tokens in brackets. 
The first finding from the pragmalinguistic data in this study relates to the high 
frequency of conventionally indirect strategies for all subject groups in relation to 
non-conventionally direct and direct strategies and reflects previous findings from 
both cross-sectional and longitudinal studies in pragmatics. For example, Kasper 
(1989) reports on the results of the Cross Cultural Speech Act Research Project 
(CCSARP, Blum-Kulka et. al 1989) which investigated the request production of of 
both native speaker groups (Danish, German and British English) and non-native 
speaker groups (LI Danish/L2 Gennan; LI Danish/L2 English and LI GermanAL2 
English). In this large-scale study, four of the request contexts mirror situations used 
in the current study (Policeman, Kitchen, Notes, Lift) lending some support for 
comparability of findings. In the CCSARP: "the most frequently chosen directness 
level is Preparatory" (ibid: 47), level 7 on the scale of directness above, 
(conventionally indirect). 
In the CCSARP study, this type of strategy (level 7) was the most frequent for the 
British English group (N= 100) in all 5 request situations: this was also the case for 
the LI German/L2 English group (N= 200). 
In Rose's (1992) study of requests which compared the effects of suppliance and non- 
suppliance of hearer response in DCTs on American English speakers' responses to 
such questionnaires, Rose found an: "overwhelming reliance on conventionally 
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indirect request strategies" for both types of questionnaire (ibid: 57), providing 
support for the findings from the CCSARP study. These findings are supported by 
Rose (1994) in a cross-cultural study examining the request strategies of American 
English and Japanese speakers. This study employed 8 discourse situations in the 
DCT, three of which (Music, Notes, Bus) were used in the current study. All 
discourse situations in this study (Rose 1994) and the previous two studies cited 
(Rose, 1992, Blum-Kulka et. al 1989) were systematically varied for social distance 
and social status differences between S and H. Rose (1994) found that: 
"conventionally indirect requests were the most frequent for both languages, with 
Americans choosing them 84.2% of the time and Japanese choosing them 79.4% of 
the time" (ibid: 5). Rose reports that the findings lend support for a universal category 
for requests (ibid: 2). 
Such high frequencies of conventionally indirect requesting strategies have also been 
reported in interlanguage pragmatics studies. Billmyer and Varghese (2000) in their 
study of the effects of enhancement of discourse situation on the requests of non- 
native English speakers (mixed LI) and native American English speakers, found that 
C1 requests were preferred by both groups (NS 82.6%, NNS 65.5%) overall. The 
authors report that: "the data (also) show a very high incidence of conventionally 
indirect requests for both NSs and NNSs. This indeed has been the main finding of 
the CCSARP project as well as the main finding of request studies using naturally 
occurring data" (ibid: 528). Interestingly, this study also found higher proportions of 
direct strategies (3 1%) in the NNS data as compared to the NS data (9.9%). A high 
proportion of the NNS subjects (69%) in the Billmyer and Varghese (2000) study 
were from non-western cultures (Korean, Japanese, Chinese). I would like to return to 
the discussion of this finding on the proportion of direct strategies found in the data in 
the Billmyer and Varghese (2000) study in relation to the findings for Japanese 
learners in the current study, below. These findings from cross-sectional studies 
regarding the prevalence of conventionally indirect strategies are reflected in two 
longitudinal studies. Ellis (1992) reports more frequent use of conventional 
indirectness in the final stage of development of two classroom ESL learners while 
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Achiba (2002) identifies four stages of development in the language of one Japanese 
learner, the final stage representing a 'fine tuning' of development which included a 
high proportion of conventional indirectness in request formulation (Achiba, 2002, 
cited in Kasper and Rose 2002: 140). 
The first finding ftom the pragmalinguistic data from the current study thus supports 
the findings from large scale studies of the prevalence of conventionally indirect 
requesting strategies in both native English speaking subjects and ESIJEFL learners. 
The reasons for this finding need to be explored. Blum-Kulka (1987: 13 1) argues that 
conventionally indirect (CI) strategies achieve a balance between pragmatic clarity 
and the need to avoid coerciveness: "Politeness is defined as the interactional balance 
achieved between two needs: the need for pragmatic clarity and the need to avoid 
coerciveness. This balance is achieved in the case of conventional indirectnese'. 
According to this view: 
"politeness Js motivated both by the need to adhere to the submaxim of pragmatic 
clarity and the need to minimise the threat to face. The highest levels of politeness are 
achieved when both needs can be satisifed simultaneously, as in the case of 
conventional indrectness. It follows that tipping the balance in favor of either 
pragmatic clarity or the appearance of non-coerciveness might be perceived as 
impolite". (Blum-Kulka, 1987: 144) 
The study by Blum-Kulka (1987) of cross-cultural perceptions of politeness of 
requests in English and Hebrew indicated that for both groups of subjects, politeness 
was associated with CI request strategies on politeness rating scales for the nine 
request types used in the CCSARP project (1984), identified in Blum-Kulka et. al 
1989 and used in this study. Further, it was found that indirectness and politeness 
were not correlated in the 1987 study: for both groups, politeness was correlated with 
conventional indirectness (level 7) while the second most polite forms for the Hebrew 
group were Hedged performatives (level 3, for example, 'I would like to ask you to 
move your car'). This finding is significant in two ways. First, it points to possible 
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cross-cultural variation in perceptions of politeness as encoded in linguistic forms and 
secondly, it calls into question the politeness scales formulated by Leech (1983) and 
the links between indirectness and politeness implicit in both Leech (1983) and 
Brown and Levinson (1978,1987). 
The issue of cross-cultural differences in the perception of the indirectness/politeness 
relationship have also been raised by Hinkel (1997: 8). 11inkel notes how: "directness 
and indirectness in speech acts may have different ranks of imposition in different 
socio-cultural and pragmatic systeme' (Hinkel, 1997: 8, cited in Fukushima, 
2000: 190). For example, Fukushima (2000) found a prevalence of direct strategies in 
the requesting behaviour of her Japanese subjects in comparison to the British English 
subjects in four out of the eight request situations. Fukushima explains this by 
suggesting that her Japanese subjects chose direct strategies (bald-on-record, level 1) 
in those situations where low power-difference relations existed between interlocutors 
and that such strategies served to signal solidarity in such encounters. 
In the current study, higher frequencies of direct strategies were found in the data for 
the Japanese ESL learners (26.3 1%) as compared to 8.91% for the German ESL 
learners and 4.08% for the English native speakers. This proportion of direct 
strategies in the current study reflects a number of 'want statements' (level 5) and 
'mood derivable' strategies (level 1) in the data for the Japanese learners (appendix 
2Q. Further, these strategies were found in status unequal encounters (Al and A3) in 
addition to status equal encounters. These findings are reflected in a study by Sasaki 
(1998) of 12 Japanese EFL learners where such statements represented more than one 
third of the strategies in two of the four requests elicited, one of these representing a 
request to a higher status interlocutor (Sasaki, 1998: 470). The finding in this study of 
a higher proportion of direct strategies in the Japanese ESL learner data is in keeping 
with previous research in both cross-cultural and interlanguage pragmatics studies 
which highlight the prevalence of direct strategies in Japanese learners' requests. The 
examples of want statements and the use of the imperative with 'please' in the current 
data (appendix 2A) are arguably both sociolinguistically and socioculturally 
inappropriate and reflect the sense of abruptness identified in Tanaka's (1988) study. 
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Tanaka (1988) found that Japanese learners used negative politeness strategies when 
Australian English native speakers did not, and failed to use negative politeness 
strategies when native speakers did. Japanese learners tended to avoid positive 
politeness strategies and found it difficult to vary their requests in accordance with 
social factors. Tanaka concluded that Japanese learners may be in danger of being 
considered too formal, too stilted, not friendly and both abrupt and pushy in their 
pragmatic behaviour (1988: 92). 1 return to the question of possible cultural influences 
on request strategy behaviour below, in relation to research question 2. 
A second explanation for the prevalence of direct strategies in the requesting 
behaviour of the Japanese ESL learners may be found in large-scale cross-sectional 
studies which have investigated proficiency as a variable in request strategy 
production. 
Kasper and Rose observe how Hill's (1997) study found that: "the requests of 
learners of EFL at a Japanese university showed a marked decrease in the percentage 
of direct requests with increasing proficiency. The distribution of conventionally 
indirect requests followed the opposite pattern with advanced learners use of this 
strategy approaching NS levels" (Kasper and Rose, 2002: 141) While Hill's study thus 
found levels of CI strategies in the advanced Japanese learners approaching English 
native speaker levels and converging to native speaker norms, Hill also found that the 
use of 'want' strategies (level 5) was overused by the Japanese learners and increased 
in line with levels of proficiency . It is possible that the findings in this study relating 
to the relatively high frequency of directness strategies in the Japanese ESL learner 
data may be related to both cultural and proficiency factors and that the 
pragmalinguistic data for these learners represented an as yet undeveloped stage in 
their pragmatic development, not yet approximating native speaker norms. Further 
empirical studies are needed to test the tendency found in Hill (1997) that Japanese 
EFL learners' use of 'want' strategies increase with proficiency levels. 
I would like to turn to the distribution of request strategies across the discourse 
completion tasks as this relates to research question 2 of the study. The findings for 
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this part of the study are represented in appendix 2D , tables 2D I- 2D4). 
Table 2D1 
summarises the levels of directness for the English native speaker group. The overall 
pattern suggests little variation in the pattern of use beyond the prevalence of 
conventionally indirect strategies across situations. Mild hints were used in both 
status-unequal encounters (D I, D2, Al, A2) as well as status-equal encounters (E2, 
Fl). This finding can be related to Brown and Levinson's (1978,1987) politeness 
model which characterizes British cultures as negative politeness cultures (1987: 245). 
According to Brown and Levinson's model: "individuals in a negative politeness 
culture should show a greater preference for the two more polite strategies (negative 
politeness and off-record strategies) than individuals in a positive politeness culture' 
(Holtgraves and Yang 1990: 721). 
As Holtgraves and Yang (1990: 720) point out, negative politeness strategies: 
"function by indicating the speaker's respect for the hearer's freedom of action (e. g. 
Could you shut the door)". The pattern of strategy use for the English native speakers 
in this study indicates a tendency towards the use of negative politeness strategies in 
the head act across the majority of situations. 
Turning to the distribution of strategies for the ESL learners (table 2D2) there was 
more variation across the nine levels of directness. This pattern reflected the use of (i) 
want statements, (level 5) and (ii) direct, bald-on-record strategies (level 1) in the 
Japanese group (table 2D3). The distribution for the German subjects (table 2D4) 
represented more closely the pattern for the English native speakers, showing a 
prevalence for conventionally indirect strategies with occasional (B2, B3, E2, E3) use 
of more direct strategies (levels I and 2) in status unequal encounters (S>H, B2, B3) 
and status equal encounters (E2, E3). 
These findings are supported by some empirical studies. House and Kasper (1987) 
report that advanced learners of English (LI German) showed similar choices of 
directness levels in their production of requests but used less varied syntactic and 
lexical downgraders in mitigating their utterances less frequently (I return to the issue 
of mitigation in 7.2). Similarly, Rintell and Mitchell (1989), worldng with 34 ESL 
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learners of mixed Ll background, found no major differences in the choice of forms 
and strategies as compared with the English native speaker group. In an earlier study 
comparing (LI Arabic) ESL learners with English native speakers, Scarcella 
(1979: 285) suggests that: "adult L2 performers seem to use politeness features before 
they have acquired their co-occurrence and appropriate distribution! '. 
In considering the effects of socio-contextual variables on request strategies (chapter 
5) 1 discussed the potential influence of standard situations (Hermann, 1983, Hoppe- 
Graff et. al 1985) on choice of request strategies, quoting House: 
"the notion of a standard situation involves participants' rather fixed expectations and 
perception of a social role. Role relations are transparent and predetermined, the 
requester has a right, the requestee an obligation, the degree of imposition involved in 
the request is low, as is the perceived difficulty in realizing if' (House, 1989: 115). 
House (1989) construes the 'Police' situation and the 'Kitchen' situation in her study 
as standard situations. Similarly in this study, situation D3 (Police) where a 
policeman asks a driver to move her car, may also be construed as a standard 
situation. With the exception of the Japanese learners, this situation did not elicit 
more direct requests from any of the subjects as might have been expected. There 
were however direct strategies evident in the ESL learner data for situation E2 
(Kitchen). Conversely, those situations (Al, asking a neighbour for a lift) in which 
there was a lower obligation on the hearer to comply and where S's rights in 
performing the request were questionable (Blum-Kulka and House, 1989) did not 
elicit indirect strategies in the learner data. However there was some evidence (25%) 
of indirect strategies in the English native speaker data. 
For those situations which were constructed as socially close and status equal (F I- 
F3), the trend in the data for both the ESL learners and the English native speakers 
was towards conventional indirectness (level 7) or indirect strategies (mild hint, level 
8). In those situations constructed as socially distant and status unequal (Al - A3), 
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there was evidence in the Japanese and German leamer data of direct strategies. 
These direct strategies were absent in both sets of data in those situations constructed 
as socially distant but status equal (F I- F3). The findings in this study in relation to 
the Japanese learners reflect to some degree those of Tanaka's (1988) study of 8 
Japanese ESL learners as discussed in chapter 5. These learners had difficulties 
shifting the level of formality or style according to the relative power and status of the 
interlocutor. Kasper and Rose (2002: 144 - 5) report that Hill's (1997) Japanese EFL 
participants: "who demonstrated knowledge of a wide range of request forms, showed 
little variation in the use of direct and conventionally indirect requests and internal 
modification according to hearer status, indicating their inability to map target 
language forms to appropriate social categories". These findings also miffor those 
found in Trosborg (1995) and Rose (2000). Kasper and Rose (ibid) suggest that the 
development of sociopragmatic ability, i. e. mapping target language forms to social 
categories may: "require a great deal of time' especially in foreign language contexts. 
The ESL learners in the current study had mean length of residence scores of 6.4 
months in the Japanese group and 6.25 months in the German group (see chapter 6, 
table 6.4.2.2): these low scores may have contributed in some degree to their as yet 
undeveloped sociopragmatic ability. 
The findings in this study regarding the use of direct strategies by Japanese learners in 
status unequal situations may also be partially explained by findings from studies of 
perception of politeness by Japanese EFL learners. Matsuura, (1998) found that while 
difference in social status and social distance of interlocutors impact on perceptions 
of appropriate politeness strategies, ratings of appropriate languagefonns may differ 
from those of (American English) native speaker norms. Matsuura found that the 
Japanese learners in her study underrated polite forms with modals such as 'May I 
borrow' and did not distinguish between syntactically mitigated forms such as 'I was 
wondering if I could +VP' in socially close (close friend) and socially distant 
(academic advisor) scenarios. 
To sum up section 7.1. on the levels of directness of request strategies and in response 
to research question 1, this study found: 
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A high frequency of conventionally indirect strategies (level 7) in both the ESL 
learner data and the English native speaker data. 
2. A greater degree of variation of request strategies in the ESL leamer data across 
the 9 levels of directness. This reflected: 
3. A higher frequency of direct strategies (levels I- 5) in the Japanese learner data 
as compared to both the German ESL learners and the English native speakers. 
In response to research question 2 in relation to the effects of sociocontextual variables 
on the distribution of levels of directness of request strategies across situations, this 
study found: 
4. Little variation in strategy use according to social distance and social status 
variables in the English native speaker data. 
5. No variation from the use of conventionally indirect strategies for any of the three 
LI groups in request situations construed as socially close, status unequal (CI - 
C3). 
6. Some variation in those situations construed as socially distant, status unequal 
(Al - A3, S< H). These situations included mild hints (in the ENS data) and 
direct strategies in the Japanese ESL data. 
7.2 Internal modification of head acts. 
In this section I focus on the findings of this study as they relate to internal 
modification of the head act. Speakers may use linguistic devices to mitigate or 
aggravate the force of a request to soften or increase the pragmatic force of the 
message. Such modification moves may take place either internally, by modifying the 
head act ('could you possibly VT) or externally to the head act through the use of 
modifying supportive moves ('Sorry to botheryou but could you VP'). 
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Modification of the head act relates to the speaker's attention to the face needs of the 
hearer (Brown and Levinson, 1978,1987). Attention to negative face needs may be 
signaled by expressions of non-imposition while positive face needs may be signaled 
by expressions of solidarity. Speakers may mitigate to different degrees, depending 
on their perception of the degree of imposition of the request on their interlocutor and 
their assessment of the sociocontextual features of the situation, for example 
interlocutors' role relationships, the speaker's rights in performing the request and the 
hearer's obligations to comply. 
In chapter 6 (6.6.2) 1 identified the internal modification types which serve to mitigate 
(downgraders) and aggravate (upgraders) the force of the request. In this section I set 
out the findings of this study in relation to the qualitative and quantitative differences 
between the ESL learners and English native speaker in relation to research 
question 1., 1 then consider the distribution of internal modification strategies across 
the eighteen discourse situations in relation to research question 2. 
The coding of the internal modification devices was based on the coding manual for 
the CCSARP (Blum-Kulka et. al 1989) which has been used by other studies (Sasaki, 
1998) investigating speech acts. In this study, the coding for each of the request 
utterances by all pairs and across all situations is set out in appendix 2E. A summary 
table (table 7.2) of internal modification patterns across all pairs is included below 
























100 60 22.22 76.92 50 66.66 100 30.76 60 
Appcalcr 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 11.53 6.66 
Downtoncr 0 0 44.44 7.69 10 0 0 3.84 6.66 
Subjectiviscr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.69 0 




0 10 0 0 10 0 0 7.69 
I 
6.66 
Tense 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15.38 13.33 








0 20 0 0 10 11.11 0 0 0 
Tftnc 
Intensificr 
0 10 11.11 0 10 11.11 0 3.84 0 
1xxical 
Uptoncr 
0 0 0 7.69 0 0 0 3.84 0 
Total 100 100 99.99 1 99-99 100 99-99 
- 
1 100 99.94 99.97 
Table 7.1.2 Types of internal modification. Figures are percentages of total internal 
modification. 
(N) = the number of internal modification tokens in the data. 
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The first finding relates to the marked similarity between subject groups of the frequency 
of the lexical politeness marker 'please' in the data. As a proportion of all internal 
modifications, this modifier ranged from 100% of all internal modifications in the JI data 
to 22.22% in the D data. Interestingly, the data for ENI displayed the same ftequency for 
this marker as the data for JL The high frequency of this lexical politeness marker for 
learners may be explained by both its transparency as a marker of mitigation, and its 
flexibility in terms of pre or post- posed position (Faerch and Kasper 1989) although 
White (1993) points to non-target usage by Japanese learners in the over-use of pre-posed 
forms. Such lexical marking for mitigation also makes fewer demands on the learner's 
pragmalinguistic; ability. The results for the native speaker pair (ENI) is harder to explain 
and may have resulted from a lack of engagement with the research task as a whole. In 
addition, longitudinal studies such as Schmidt (1983) suggest an initial reliance on lexical 
markers such as 'please' in sociolinguistic development, while Achiba (2002) observes 
increase in use of mitigation over time. 
Secondly, the study also found marked qualitative differences in the patterns of internal 
modification for native speakers and learners. There was a noticeably wider range of 
syntactic modifying devices in the native speaker data. EN2 displayed the highest 
frequency of internal modification tokens (26 as compared to the mean of 11.33 for the 
corpus) and the widest range of syntactic modification. An example of the complexity of 
structures employed in the native speaker data for EN2 is given below. The first example 
below illustrates internal modification through tense, aspect and appealer. 
Cl: Extension 
EN2 (Name) you know the seminar paper I'm supposed to be giving on the 29h - I'm 
having a bit of trouble getting itfinished 'cos I'vejust started a new leachingjob and I 
can'tfind the time to get the reading done at the moment. I was-wonde"n ifthere'sany 
chance of changing the date? Would that be OK? 
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The second example illustrates internal modification by tense: 
EN2 A. sony to bother you -I'm in the middle of the assignment on teacher education, 
and I've justfound out that x isn't in the library. I think you saidyou had a copy. Would 
Rle o? fdl&- it be all dght iýff borrowed it tor a coy S? 
The final example (DI) illustrates internal modification by negation of preparatory 
condition and appealer. 
D1: House Help 
EN2: M- C told me you might be lookingfor some extra work this Summer -you 
wouldn't be interested in hel"n out with some housework. would_you? Idpayyou the 
going rate of course. 
Thirdly, the data for the native speakers contained internal modification for tense and 
aspect which did not appear in any of the corpus for the learners. This compares with 
Sasaki's (1998) findings in which internal modification by tense and aspect was absent 
for the 12 Japanese EFL learners on the production questionnaires in the study. There are 
several possible explanations for the findings in this study: first, as Faerch and Kasper 
(1989) point out syntactic modifiers carry no propositional meaning and their politeness 
function is implicit, rather than explicit. Learners thus need to develop an awareness of 
their semantic value as well as the grammatical constraints on their function (Blum- 
Kulka, 1991: 265). Secondly, it may be, as in Takahashi's (2001) study, that intermediate 
and advanced language learners are aware of the structures but are less aware of their 
mitigating function in softening pragmatic force. Thirdly, the limited range of mitigating 
devices in the Japanese learner data may be related to the limited nature of learning 
materials as input for developing politeness forms in Japanese secondary schools as 
observed by Locastro (1997). Finally, as Takahashi and Beebe (1987) report, proficiency 
may impact on the variety of expressions used. In their study, these authors found that at 
high proficiency levels, learners produced a wider variety of expressions for softening the 
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pragmatic force of their refusals as compared with low proficiency Japanese ESL 
learners. 
There is evidence in the literature to support many of the findings from this study. Hill's 
(1997) study found limited internal modification use by Japanese EFL learners in 
comparison to English native speakers. Sasaki (1998) as indicated above, also found 
internal modification on the production questionnaires by the 12 Japanese learners in her 
study to be limited to the use of Conditional, Politeness marker (please) and Understater 
(a little). Evidence from the limited range of longitudinal studies on ESLIEFL pragmatic 
behaviour suggests that internal modification may develop over time. Ellis' (1992) 
classroom study of two ESL learners pointed to the use of the politeness marker 'please' 
in the early stages of use. Achiba (2002) reports 4 stages of development of Japanese 
leamer'Yao'. Pragmatic expansion was identified in stage 3 which include more frequent 
use of mitigation. Kasper and Rose (2002: 142 - 3) observe that: "more detailed analyses 
of the development of mitigation strategies are needed and we would expect that much of 
the interesting development would be most evident from (Achiba's 2002) stage 3 
onward". 
I will turn now to the distribution of internal mitigation patterns across discourse 
situations which is illustrated in appendix 2F. In terms of the quantitative findings, the 
pattern supports those of Billmyer and Varghese (2000: 530) who found that both native 
speakers and learners mitigated less than once per request with only a few exceptions. In 
terms of distribution of internal mitigation across situations, the Billymyer and Varghese 
study and this study noted higher frequency of internal modification in the 'Music' 
situation for native speakers while the current study also found similar levels of 
mitigation (1.66) for the native speakers in the 'Lift' situation (Al, 1.66). For the learners 
overall, levels of mitigation only reached more than I per request in discourse situation 
A2 (Draft, 1.33). This high frequency of internal mitigation (1.33) was found in both the 
Japanese and German leamer data. 
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In explaining these findings, it is possible that the high frequencies of internal mitigation 
represented those situations in which respondents perceived the need for a higher degree 
of 'facework' (Faerch and Kasper, 1989: 224) through the use of negative politeness 
strategies indicating attention to the hearer's negative face (Brown and Levinson, 1978, 
1987). Such strategies included the use of conventional indirectness and expression of 
non --coercion as in "if it's possible, couldyou return it in a few daye' (J3, A2 Draft). 
Task A2 (Draft) required the speaker (a student) to ask a (hypothetical) lecturer to return 
their (overdue) draft assignment. The situation was theoretically constructed as socially 
distant and status unequal (S<H). According to Brown and Levinson's (ibid) politeness 
model, such factors would have increased the 'weightiness' of the face threatening act. 
Although no assessments were made of the subjects' perspective on this construct, in 
explaining the high frequency of mitigation on this task for the learners, it is possible that 
the learners perceived this request as particularly imposing and were unsure of their 
rights in making the request and of the hearer's obligation to comply (see reference above 
to 'standard' and 'non-standard situations' (Hoppe-Graff et. al., 1985). 
Further explanations for this finding come from the process data. The verbal report data 
for the study indicated that J3 for example were aware of the dangers of pragmatic failure 
and were at pains not to sound accusing in their response: 
B: Yeah, because I think it's the young lecturer'sfault, so we have to accuse, indirectly 
(J3, A2 Draft, Concurrent Mink Aloud) 
Such process data are invaluable in finding out what is in the respondents' minds as they 
plan their requests and as Billmyer and Varghese (2000: 536) point out: "the desire to 
mitigate the Head Act in some way is present in the respondent's minds, even if not in 
their actual responses". Conversely, situations construed as status-equal (E and F) elicited 
low frequencies of internal mitigation from the learner group. This was also the case for 
those situations construed as speaker-dominant (D I- D3) where speaker and hearer were 
familiar with each other (-SD). 
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To summarise section 7.1.2 on internal modification, this study found in relation to 
research question 1: 
1. Qualitative differences in the nature of internal modification devices between the 
ESL learner and English native speaker group. Syntactic modification devices for 
example did not appear in the ESL learner data. 
2. Quantitatively, the number of tokens of internal modification was similar across 
subject pairs for the learner data (mean score 9.5) while this number varied in the 
native speaker data from 4- 26 (mean score 15.0), suggesting that overall, the 
English native speakers were internally mitigating more, possibly due to their 
more developed pragmalinguistic ability. An interesting caveat to this point 
however is the comparison between the overall frequency scores for EN 1 (4), and 
JI(6). The similar frequencies between a native speaker pair (ENI) and an ESL 
pair (JI) are harder to explain, but may be related to a lack of engagement with 
the task on the part of EN I. 
3. The ENS internally mitigated more than once on four of the eighteen discourse 
completion tasks. This occurred in the ESL learner group on only one task and 
relates to the overall higher frequency of mitigation by the ENS group. 
In relation to research question 2 this study found that: 
4. The distribution of internal mitigation across the tasks suggested a very tentative 
relation between frequency of mitigation and those request situations which 
respondents may have perceived as more imposing. This claim is difficult to 
support in the absence of data measuring participants' assessment of imposition of 
the request. 
5. Table M provides a summary of frequency of internal modification for ESL 
learner and ENS groups indicating a further measure of quantitative differences 
between the two groups. Table 2Fb indicates the overall frequency of internal 
modification for all LI groups, across the six types of discourse situations. This 
table indicates that overall the ENS were modifying their requests most (3 1%) in 
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DCTs Al -3 (hearer dominant, socially distant scenarios) and least (8.88%) in 
status equal, socially close scenarios (E I- 3). This finding suggests that for the 
ENS group, internal mitigation may have been sensitive to both social status and 
social distance factors. The Japanese learners internally modified their requests in 
equal amounts (24%) in hearer-dominant socially distant scenarios (Al - 3), and 
speaker dominant socially distant scenarios (B I- 3) suggesting that for this 
group, internal mitigation may not have been sensitive to speaker/hearer 
dominance. For the German group, the highest frequency of mitigation (31.25%) 
occurred in scenarios BI-3, construed as speaker dominant, socially distant. 
This finding is hard to explain in terms of the socio-contextual variables for these 
situations (speaker dominant). 
7.3 External modification of head acts. 
In this section I continue the discussion of modification and focus on external 
modification of requests. As explained at the end of chapter 6, external modification 
relates to those linguistic structures aimed at modifying the request and which occur 
either pre-posed or post-posed to the head act. They may serve to mitigate or 
aggravate the force of the request and may contain, in a Brown and Levinson (1978, 
1987) sense, positive politeness strategies which serve to index closeness or solidarity 
with the hearer, and appeal to in-group membership, or negative politeness strategies 
which index a speaker's intention not to impose on the hearer and to offer optionality 
(Leech, 1983). In addition, as Faerch and Kasper (1989: 242) point out: "In terms of 
the contextual features determining the choice of request realization procedures, it can 
be concluded that supportive moves are selected independent of the internal 
contextualfeatures present in the Head Act; rather their occurrence depends on the 
way the requester assesses the prevalent external contextualfeatures, i. e., the culture- 
and role-specific sociopragmatic constraints of the request situation ". In this sense 
then, the selection of external supportive moves represent conscious choices by 
speakers in relation to their assessment of the socio-contextual features of the 
discourse situation. 
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Appendix 2G (table 2Ga) summarises the qualitative data on external mitigating 
supportive moves for all subject pairs. A total of 194 mitigating supportive moves 
were found in the data for the current study. The number of aggravating moves in the 
data were minimal and consisted of 7 tokens in total. These aggravating moves, 
serving to increase the pragmatic force of the request, were distributed across 3 
discourse situations as follows: B2 Library (2 tokens, one each in JI, G2); E2 Kitchen 
(4 tokens, one each in J2, G3, and two tokens in G2; F3 Music (one token in G2). Due 
to the minimal frequency of these moves in the data I will not comment further on 
these aggravating moves. 
The first finding in relation to the externally supportive (mitigating) moves (henceforth 
ESMM) is that there was little difference between the ESL learner groups and the ENS 
group in terms of overall frequencies in the data as a whole. Tables 2Ga and 2Gb 
indicate similar overall frequencies of ESMM for all subject groups on the basis of total 
number of supportive moves (Japanese ESL, 62; German ESL 65; ENS, 67) and mean 
scores. The mean scores for these subject groups were: Japanese ESL learners 20.66; 
German ESL learners 21.66; ENS 22.33, Inferential statistics were not produced from 
this analysis and so conclusions should be drawn with care. Further, there were clearly 
inter-pair differences both in the learner data, for example between JI (15) and G2 (28) 
and in the ENS data, for example between ENI (10) and EN2 (37). 
These findings do not support the findings from previous studies on quantity of ESMM 
which suggest that learners overall tend to modify more, externally. For example, the 
CCSARP data found that overall the learners (interlanguage Danish - English and 
interlanguage Danish-German) used: "considerably more supportive moves" than the 
German and English native speakers (Faerch and Kasper, 1989: 239). Billmyer and 
Varghese (2000: 534) found that the ESL learners (mixed Ll): "in general used more 
supportive movee' than the native speakers. 
Further studies of German learners of English (Edmondson and House 1991) and the 
CCSARP study (Blum-Kulka and Olshtain, 1986) have identified the 'waffle 
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phenomenon' resulting from learners' over- use ofextemal modification through 
supportive moves. Such findings reflect those of House and Kasper (1989) that German 
learners of English used more supportive moves than British English speakers on all 5 of 
the CCSARP requestive situations. Findings from this latter study reflect those of House 
and Kasper (1987) in which: "both Gennan and and Danish learners of English use 
consistently more supportive moves in all five CCSARP request situations than do 
English native speakene' (ibid: 1283). For example, data in the House and Kasper study 
(1987) included the following response to a DCT from a German ESL learner eliciting a 
request from a neighbour: 
"Good evening. Perhaps you've already seen me once, we're living in the same street. 
You know, my bus hasjust left, and as I noticed that you have come by car I was going to 
askyou whetheryou couldgive me a lift, ". (House and Kasper, 1987: 1283). 
The amount and type of external modification by a speaker is linked to judgements 
related to the quantity and relevance of contextual information needed for the realization 
of the speech act (Blum-Kulka and Olshtain 1986). These authors point to the possibility 
of generating pragmatic failure in cases where learners infringe any (or all oo the maxims 
of quantity, relevance, quality and manner (Grice, 1975). Pragmatic failure occurs: 
"whenever two speakers fail to understand each other's intentione' (Blum-Kulka and 
Olshtain 1986: 166). Unlike conversational implicature , which represents intentional 
violations of such maxims, pragmatic failure relates to unintentional violations of 
maxims (Clark and Haviland 1977) and may occur when interlocutors do not share 
common cultural norms of interaction. Further, conversational maxims a la Grice, may be 
interpreted differently by different groups in the same culture and by members of 
different cultures (Blum-Kulka and Olshtain, 1986). 
An infringement of the maxim of quantity may result in the 'waffling phenomenolf' 
which Edmondson and House (199 1) define as an: "excessive use of linguistic forms to 
fill a specific discourse 'slot' or 'move', i. e. achieve a pragrnaticgoar'(1991: 273). 
Several hypotheses for this phenomenon have been posed. Firstly, learners may be 
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concerned to ensure that their message gets across to the interlocutor i. e. they choose 
pragmatic clarity over adherence to the maxim of quantity (13lum-Kulka and Olshtain 
1986). Faerch and Kasper (1989: 54) suggest that learners may prefer a more transparent 
communicative style, preferring to explicitise the reasons for exerting an imposition on 
the interlocutor. Edmondson and House (1991: 283) surmise that 'waffling' may be 
strategic in that a: "communicative plan is constantly being adjusted, qualified and 
expanded in the light of auto-feedback inside the learners' cognitive systenf'. This has 
led some researchers (Trosborg, 1995) to suggest that such lengthy turns may be a feature 
of the elicitation method. DCTs elicit one turn responses and as such create further 
demands on the learner to incorporate all the appropriate moves in one turn: in focusing 
on the illocutionary domain of pragmatics, the DCT does not allow for the observation of 
natural turn-taking as is found in role play data. Asking for a lift for example may require 
a greeting, the establishment of rapport with the hearer, the provision of a reason for the 
request, establishing the availability of the hearer to comply with the request and the core 
of the request itself 
I return to this discussion in 7.4 in which the overall mean length of utterance (ULU) is 
analysed as this relates to the frequency of externally modifying supportive moves. In the 
next section I discuss the nature and distribution of externally modifying supportive 
moves across the 18 DCTs and highlight some qualitative differences in the nature of 
these moves in the ESL learner and ENS data. 
Tables 2Ga and 2Gb (appendix) summarise the frequency of type of externally 
supporting moves across subject pairs. As noted above, the corpus contained 194 
externally supportive, mitigating moves. The second finding in this study in relation to 
externally supporting moves is that the grounder was the most frequent form of external 
modification for the corpus (57.21%) and for each subject pair, varying from 43.24% of 
the external supportive moves for EN2 to 68.18% of the moves for J2. Table 7.3 below 
provides a summary of the frequency scores for the grounder. 
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J2 B GI G2 G3 ENI EN2 EN3 Total Grounders 
Grounders as % 
EIýMS 
66.66 68.18 68.00 61.11 50 63.15 60 43.24 50.00 
(10) (15) (17) (11) (14) (12) (6) (16) (10) (111) 57.21 
Table 7.3: Frequency of Grounders as percentage of total mitigating supportive 
moves per pair. (Raw scores in brackets). 
This finding has been mirrored in the results of other interlanguage pragmatics studies. In 
discussing the prevalence of grounders as a mitigating supportive move in her data, 
Trosborg (1994: 303) has pointed out: "this move is essential to requesting and can be 
used appropriately in the same turn as the request itself. It is therefore hardly suprising 
that the informants give preference to this category of supportive moves when they are 
allowed only a limited opportunity of responding (one turn only). Furthermore, in 
situations in which extensive modification is not needed, this move is more likely to be 
sufficient to justify compliance". Further, as requests are pre-event acts, it seems likely 
that speakers will preface their requests with attempts at gaining compliance: in face to 
face interaction speakers are able to monitor the hearer's reaction and such supportive 
moves may be the result of silence or other non-verbal behaviour (Blum-Kulka and 
Olshtain 1991). Contrastively, in responding to DCTs there is an absence of such 
sociocontextual cues and participants are required to anticipate the hearer's reaction on 
the basis of the nature of the request and the hearer's likely compliance. 
This finding as to the prevalence of the grounder as an EMS S is supported in other work: 
Faerch and Kasper (1989: 239) report how in other studies (Kasper, 1981, House and 
Kasper 1987): "the grounder stands out as the single most frequent supportive move. 
Giving reasons, justifications and explanations for an action opens up an empathetic 
attitude on the part of the interlocutor in giving his or her insight into the actor's 
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underlying motive(s), and is thus an efficient mitigating strategy with a wide range of 
application7. Additionally, these findings on the prevalence of grounders as supporting 
moves in request realizations have been supported in small-scale studies of Japanese EFL 
learners. Sasaki (1998: 469) identifies four types of EMS S in her study, grounders, 
disarmers (attempts to remove the interlocutor's potential objections), preparators (prior 
announcements of making a request) and imposition minimisers (attempts to minimize 
the imposition placed on the interlocutor). Of these, the study reports that: "grounders 
were used most frequently" (ibid: 469) representing 50% of the EMSS in the study. This 
figure compares favourably to the findings in this study. In comparing this figure to the 
frequency of the grounder as an EMSS as compared across Ll groups, the current study 
found the following frequencies: Japanese ESL learners 67.74%, German ESL learners 
56.92%, ENS 47.76%, suggesting a slightly higher frequency of use of this EMSS for 
learners as compared to their ENS counterparts. 
Supportive moves aimed at preparing the hearer for the request appeared in the ESL 
learner data for the current study as post-posed or pre-posed supportive moves and 
frequently took the form of explicit statements which reflected a concern for 
propositional clarity. The examples below demonstrate the nature of these supportive 
moves. These moves demonstrate (i) the difficulties some learners experience in 
articulating positive politeness strategies (underlined) in attempts to establish common 




J2: Ercuse me, couldyou help me? My car is broken and there is no bus. Ifyou couig Id 
like you to take me to my house because I know you live in near my house. 
Example 7.3.2 
JI: Excuse me. Couldyou give me a lift because my car has broken down? I have seen 
you near my house. 
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Example 7.3.3 
G2: Hello I have seen you before. I think we are ljyLng in the same street. My car is 
unfortunately broken. Wouldyou mind to give me a lift? Yhat would be grate. 
These examples compare to native speaker patterns for the same task where preparators 
occasionally took a pre-posed position and interrogative form. Such pre-posed supporting 
moves functioned as effective positive politeness strategies in establishing common 
ground with the interlocutor. 
Example 7.3.4 
EN, 3: Excuse me, don't you live in x street? I don't suppose you're going home are you 
or could drop me offplease, as my car has broken down. 
Example 7.3.5 
ENI: Hil You live in Bloggs street. don't you? It'sjust that my car's broken down. Are 
you on your way home? 
I would like to turn now to the distribution of EMSS across the 18 DCTs. This section 
relates to research question 2, the effects of socio-contextual variables on the off-line 
production of English requests. The findings relate to the sensitivity of ESL learners and 
ENS to the variation in socio-contextual variables in the DCTs and provides indications 
as to the level of the ESL learners' sociopragmatic and sociocultural ability in performing 
English requests. 
Appendix 2H (tables Ma and 7Hb) illustrate the mean supportive moves per request for 
ESL learner and ENS subject groups. Overall, the native speakers were mitigating more 
through external supporting moves as compared to ESL learners on all but six request 
situations (Job, Restaurant, Book, Help, Hospital, Bus). This is contrary to the findings in 
Faerch and Kasper (1989) where learners (interlanguage Danish-German, interlanguage 
Danish - English) used considerably more supportive moves than the German and 
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English native speakers in the study in all 5 of the request situations. There are 
differences both in the scale of this latter study and in the linguistic and cultural profiles 
of the subjects in the current study also, this study does not provide inferential statistics 
due to the small number of subjects taking part and so comparisons with such large scale 
studies need to be tentative. 
The finding in this study is also contrary to that of Billmyer and Varghese (2000: 534) 
who observed a higher frequency of supportive moves by learners to native speakers 
across all 6 discourse situations: 3 of these replicated the situations in this study where 
native speakers demonstrated more modification than learners. In explaining the findings 
of this study, it may have been that the figures from EN2 who exhibited a particularly 
high frequency of supportive moves (37 compared to a mean of 21.5 in the corpus) and 
who may have reflected the 'gush' strategy documented by Trosborg, exerted an 
influence over the mean frequencies of the native speaker data. It is possible that different 
statistics would have been generated with a larger native speaker corpus. 
However, this study found some similarities between all groups. The reader is referred to 
both appendix 2H and table 7.3.1 below. Table 7.3.1 (below, page 256) summarises the 
distribution of external mitigating supportive moves for the corpus as a whole, across the 
six groups of socio-contextually varied situations. Appendix 2H (tables 2Hb and 2Hc) 
indicate the raw scores and percentage scores for each subject group across all tasks. 
The distribution of externally mitigating supportive moves across the 18 situations 
exhibited an increase in modylication in those situations constructed as socially distant 
and status unequal (situations Al - A3). In these request situations the (hypothetical) 
interlocutor was both (i) unknown to the speaker and (ii) in a position of social 
dominance. Nearly one third (29.59%) of all such moves in the corpus appeared in this 
group of requests and this distribution is reflected in the mean scores for all subject 
groups in tables 2Ha and 2Hb. 
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A B c D E F 
29.59(58) 4.08(7) 21.42(42) 22.44(44) 15.81(31) 8.16(16) 
Table 7.3.1: Distribution of external mitigating supporting moves across request 
situation groups A-F (all subjects). 
Figures in percentages. Raw scores in brackets. 
Of these, asking a stranger for a lift (Al Lift) generated the highest frequency of 
externally mitigating supportive moves for both ENS and learner groups. The mean 
scores per request for these groups were: Japanese ESL learners (2.33), German ESL 
learners (3.0), ENS (3.0). Interestingly, Cohen and Olshtain (1993) report in their study 
that the situation where a student had to ask for a lift from their teacher prompted: "by far 
the most specific planning. Respondents reported perceiving that because they were 
asking a higher status person for a ride, they needed to think about it more firsf' (ibid: 37). 
The higher mitigating levels of the 'Lift' situation (Al) may also be explained through 
the notion of 'standard' and 'non- standard' request situations (House 1986)) the former 
incorporating 'pre-fixed allotment of rights and obligations' for speakers and hearers. As 
an example of the latter, the discourse situation Al lift may have incurred a greater level 
of mitigating work on the part of participants who were unsure of their rights in making 
the request and of the obligation of the hearer to comply. These results for the distribution 
of external mitigation moves for the ESL learners suggest that they were sensitive to the 
combination of status difference (hearer dominant) and social distance (+SD) in their 
external modification of some requests. Billmyer and Varghese (2000) observe similarly 
high mean frequencies (3.2,4.1) of EMS S in the 'Ride' situation in their study 
(constructed as socially distant, hearer dominant) in both elaborated and non-elaborated 
discourse situations as compared to the remaining four request situations. These authors 
also found high frequencies of EMSS in the 'Extension' request (a student asking a 
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professor for an extension to a term paper) also mirroring the findings in this study for 
discourse situations Al - A3. 
Overall lower frequency figures for EMS S for all groups were observed in some status 
equal encounters (F1 - 3, also constructed as socially distant) (8.16%) and speaker 
dominant socially distant encounters (B I- 3) (4.08%). In the majority of these requests, 
both learner and native speakers were modifying their requests externally less than once 
per request with the exception of F2 (Money). It is possible that in this request 
respondents perceived a higher imposition on the hearer which generated the higher 
frequencies of moves. This finding can be explained firstly through the Brown and 
Levinson (1978,1987) politeness model which predicts a greater number of negative 
politeness strategies in face-threatening encounters and secondly through the fact that this 
discourse situation elicited the highest number of refusals to perform the request. 
The findings for this study in relation to external modification and status equal/unequal 
encounters does not seem to support Wolfson's (1989) Bulge Theory. This theory would 
predict more 'linguistic legwork' in those situations where interlocutors are status equal 
non intimate co-workers where relationships are less fixed and predictable as compared 
to those at the extreme ends of the social distance continuum, (intimates and strangers) 
and where status/social dominance differences are more fixed. This was not the case in 
the current study. Billmyer and Varghese (2000: 532) note that Wolfson's (1989) Bulge 
theory could (in their study): "account for the increase in mitigation between status 
equals, in that individuals in the centre of the social distance continuum are more likely to 
engage in longer interactions with more extensive elaboratioif'. This theoretical position 
possibly accounts for Kasper and Rose's (2002: 145) observation that in I-fill's (1997) 
study, the Japanese EFL learners: "did use external modification more frequently with 
equal-status hearers than those of higher status, showing some evidence of 
sociopragmatic awarenese'. While remaining tentative, this study found increased 
external modification was not associated directly with such status equal encounters. 
I would like to summarise the findings of this study on the external modification of head 
acts. 
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In relation to research question 1. the study found that: 
1. For the data as a whole, the frequency of external mitigating moves for the three 
subject groups (Japanese ESL, German ESL, ENS) as measured by total mean 
scores for the eighteen request situations as a whole was similar although there 
were intra-group differences between pairs. 
2. The grounder emerged as the most frequently used type of ESMM in all subject 
groups. 
3. Externally supportive mitigating moves in the ESL learner data did not always 
conform to target norms. The data suggested learner concerns for propositional 
clarity and difficulties in producing appropriate positive politeness strategies. 
In relation to research question 2 this study found the following: 
4. An overall increase of ESMM in the data for status-unequal, socially distant 
request situations (Al - 3) for both ESL learners and English native speakers. 
This finding does resonate with the Brown and Levinson (1978,1987) politeness 
model and assumes the validity of constructs for the discourse situations in the 
study. 
5. There was little support evident from the descriptive statistics for the notion that 
external modification increases in status-equal encounters as suggested in the 
Wolfson (1989) model. 
in the next section (7.4) 1 relate the findings from the DCT data in relation to mean 
length of utterance (henceforth MLU). 
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7.4 Length of utterance. 
The rationale for including length of utterance (LU) in the analysis of the data stems 
from its relationship to the notion of 'verbosity' (prolixity) identified in 7.3. Blum- 
Kulka and Olshtain (1986) suggest that learners' over-use of external modification 
moves may lead to an increase in prolixity due to the fact that such moves, for 
example imposition minimisers and grounders may be syntactically complex and add 
to the overall number of words in the request utterance. The analysis for LU thus aims 
to add to the findings on external modification moves discussed in 7.3, and to 
consider whether and to what extent there were significant differences in this 
measurement between the ESL learner group and the English native speakers and 
between all three groups. As noted in 7.3, excessive prolixity may indicate non- 
adherence to maxims of quantity and/or manner or to non-mastery of routines and 
standardized expressions. Such Gricean norms dictate that sufficient information 
should be available for the purpose of the exchange and that information should be 
relevant to the ongoing discourse. Such maxims however are subject to cultural 
variation (Wierzbecka, 1984, Blum-Kulka et. al 1989) indicating that learners may 
assess differently the appropriateness of their utterances in relation to sociocontextual 
factors. 
Next,, I consider some possible influences on length of utterance from the research 
literature. Some research has suggested that verbosity may be influenced by learning 
context. Some evidence for example has indicated (Blum-Kulka and Olshtain, 1986) 
that verbosity may be related to length of stay in the target language community with 
non-native use accommodating to native norms after 5-7 years of stay. Other studies 
(Edmondson and House 199 1) have questioned whether the 'reduction strategies' 
noted by some native speakers in response to DCTs (saying too little') may be a 
feature of the elicitation method indicating a 'lackadaisical approach' (ibid) in such 
subjects' treatment of linguistic questionnaires. As noted above (7.3. ) over-suppliance 
of external modification moves may also be a feature of the elicitation method 
(Trosborg, 1995) allowing as it does only one-tum responses which may, in less 
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constrained circumstances (for example, role-play) occur over several turns in 
interaction with the interlocutor. 
Other studies explicitly compare effect of elicitation method on request length. Rintell 
and Mitchell (1989) found that the oral responses of ESL learners (mixed LI) 
produced using the DCT were significantly longer than on the DCT. Rose (1992: 58) 
observes that while: "this length difference was also found for NSs .. it was not 
significant". Sasaki's (1998) study of 12 Japanese learners found that mean response 
length was sensitive to elicitation method in two of the four request situations and in 
one of the refusal situations: significant differences were found in all these cases 
(Sasaki 1998: 466). 
However, there are limitations in both these latter studies. Rintell and Mitchell 
(op. cit. ) collected data from two groups of ESL learners for the two kinds of 
elicitation method which arguably weakens the validity of the study as the findings 
may have been due to leamer-based rather than methods-based factors. While 
Sasaki's (1998) study compared the production of requests and refusals on role play 
and DCT tasks by the same group of learners, the number of tasks on this exploratory 
study were limited (4 requests and 4 refusals) generating a smaller (48) number of 
requests. In the current study, subjects responded to 18 tasks which generated a total 
of 162 head acts in the corpus. 
Blum-Kulka and Olshtain (1986: 170) found significant differences in LU between 
non-native and native speakers (of Hebrew) on all 5 request situations, four of which 
were replicated in the current study (Kitchen, Notes, Ride (Lift/I in this study) and 
Policeman). The authors found that non-native speaker utterances at intermediate 
level were significantly higher than those of native speakers. At low levels of 
proficiency, the authors report: "a rather small number of external modifiers are 
found, probably due to the learners' lack of linguistic means" (ibid: 174). Similarly, 
Billmyer and Varghese (2000: 538) found an increase of MLU (combined) scores for 
(mixed LI) non-native speakers as compared to (American English) native speakers 
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on six request situations, four of which (Music, Notes, Ride, Library) closely 
mirrored those of the current study. 
On the basis of these studies, I was interested to see (i) whether there were significant 
differences in MELU between the ESL learner group and the ENS group and (ii) 
whether there were significant differences in MLU between all three groups 
(Japanese ESL, German ESL, ENS). This part of the analysis also investigated 
whether there were inter-pair differences in length of utterance as indicated by mean 
scores, range, and standard deviation scores. 
I followed Sasaki (1998: 463) in the coding of this part of the data, LU being 
measured by the total number of words in the response to the DCT. I coded 
abbreviations (e. g. Tm') as one word. The data for this part of the analysis are 
provided in summary in appendix 21. Table 21a summarises the data for LU for 
each subject pair in each of the discourse completion tasks. Data are provided in this 
table for each subject pair for (i) number of requests made in total (N); (ii) Mean 
length of utterance (henceforth MLU); (iii) range of LU; (iv)standard deviation (SD). 
Standard deviation provides a quantitative measure of the extent to which LU scores 
cluster around the mean and is a measure of the degree of variation of LU across the 
discourse situations for each pair. Table 71a also provides a summary of these 
measures (i - iv) for each task. 
In order to establish whether there were significant differences in length of utterance 
between the ESL leamer group and the ENS group ((i) above), I applied a Mann- 
Whitney U-test using SPSS. This non-parametric test is: "useful in situations where 
the conditions for the parametric z- or t- tests are not met" (Butler, 1985: 98) and can 
be used to assess the difference between two independent samples. The test may also 
be used in studies with small samples. A second non-parametric test (Kruskal-Wallis) 
was used to test for significant differences between the three groups of Ll subjects 
(Japanese ESL, German ESL, ENS) on length of utterance. The results of these tests 
(SPSS output) are given in appendix 21b. 
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A summary table of the MLU for each subject group on each DCT is provided below 
for ease of reference (table 7.4.1). Figures in bold highlight those ESL scores which 
were greater than ENS scores on a particular task. N represents the number ofpairs 
responding to the task: subjects were given the option of not performing a request on 











Al Lift 31.66 31.66 31.66 34.33 
A2 Draft 24.33 32.00 26.5 34.00 (N=2) 
A3 Job 21.33 28.66 21.33 22 
BI Restaurant 8.00 14.00 11.00 9.66 
B2 Library 4.00 13.00 8.50 1-4.0 0 (N-- I 
B3 Room 14.00 18.33 16.16 14.00 (W-2) 
CI Extension 18.00 19.33 20.33 35.66 
C2 Book 26.00 32.66 29.33 24.66 
C3 Lift (2) 18.00 13.00 (N--l) 15.80 (N--5) 26.00 (N--2) 
DI Help 26.00 22.33 22.50 24.33 
D2 Hospital 21.66 16.33 19.00 18.33 
D3 Police 19.33 18.66 19.00 20.00 
EI Notes 9.00 (W-2) 15.33 12.8 (N = 5) 17.33 
E2 Kitchen 11.33 6.66 11.33 19.5 (N--2) 
E3 Party 18.33 24.00 21.66 28.66 
F1 Bus 6.66 7.66 7.16 5.66 
F2 Money 11.00 (N=2) 18-00 (N=I) 17.00 (N=3) 25.00 (N--l) 
F3 Music 10.66 13.66 12.16 16.66 
Table 7.4.1 ULU for each subject pair on Discourse Completion Tasks. N represents 
the number of pairs completing the task. 
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Table 7.4.1 surnmarises the ULU for each subject pair on the DCTs in the form of 
descriptive statistics. The table demonstrates higher NILU scores for the ENS group 
as compared to the Japanese ESL learner group on 14 of the 18 DCTs (Mook, 
DlHelp, D2Hospital and F1 Bus). Compared to the German ESL group, the ENS 
group demonstrated higher MLU scores on all but 3 of the DCTs (B I Restaurant, B3 
Room, FI Bus). The combined MLUs for the ESL group as a whole reflected this 
finding: the ULU scores for the ENS group were higher on all but 5 tasks. Tests for 
significant differences between the ESL learner group and the ENS group (Mann- 
Whitney U-test) found no significant differences between these two groups on any of 
the 18 tasks. Similarly, application of Kruskal-Wallis tests of significance across each 
of the three subject groups found no significant differences on any of the tasks. 
These findings do not support those of the literature (above) and several points need 
to be made in relation to these. First, the number of subjects taking part in the study 
was relatively small (18) and subjects responded to the tasks in pairs resulting in a 
low N (3) for each task. Further, subjects were given the option of not responding to 
the task ( in line with the theoretical framework of Brown and Levinson's (1978, 
1987) politeness theory outlined in chapter 3), thus N was less than 3 on some tasks. 
The relatively high ULU score (32), range (6 - 60) and SD (15.68) for pair EN2 (see 
appendix 21 table 21a) may have influenced the mean scores for the ENS group. Thus 
a larger sample may have provided more representative measures. 
The second point in relation to the findings is that the findings on MLU reflect those 
from the external modification of head acts reported in 7.1.3. i. e. that there was little 
difference between the three groups on this measure overall as demonstrated in the 
descriptive statistics, although there were inter-pair differences, G2 for example 
exihibiting a higher number (28) of external modification moves as compared to, for 
example, J1 (15) and ENI (10). 
In response to research question I this study found no significant differences in 
MLU either between (i) the ESL learner group and English native speakers or (ii) 
between all three groups, although this finding is given with the caveats above on size 
of sample. 
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In relation to research question two, the effects of sociocontextual variables on 
responses to DCT, this study found that for all groups, the highest VILU scores were 
found in request situation Al Lift, constructed as socially distant, hearer dominant. 
This task required the subjects to ask a neighbour (who they did not know) for a lift 
home from the supermarket. The results for MLU for this task reflect the findings in 
this study for distribution of frequency of external modification across tasks where 
DCT Al generated the highest mean scores (Japanese ESL 2.33; German ESL 3.0; 
ENS 3.0). The finding from this study also reflects that of Billmyer and Varghese 
(2000) on the mean scores for version I of the DCT used in their study which 
employed six DCTs in total. These authors found that the highest MLU socres; were 
on the 'Ride' DCT (parallel to Al in this study). These scores were 24.4 (native 
speakers) and 30.1 (NNS). High MILU scores on this task were also found in Rose 
(1992) for the American English speakers (24.7,27.2) on both versions of the DCT 
(+hearer response, - hearer response respectively). These findings reflect Cohen and 
Olshtain's (1993: 50) observation that: "not all speaking tasks are created equal": 
some tasks may generate more processing demands on learners' sociocultural and 
sociolinguistic ability. In this study, it is hypothesized that the MLU findings for Al 
Lift were linked to the EMSS for this task and reflected all respondents' perceptions 
of the extra face-work needed for an appropriate request, given the 'weightiness' of 
the FTA, the social distance existing between S and H and the (questionable) rights of 
S in making the request. Similarly, the relatively low MILU scores for all subject 
groups on DCT F1 Bus reflect the low EMSS scores for this task (Japanese ESL 0.00; 
German ESL 0.33, ENS 0.00). It is possible that learners perceived this request as less 
imposing than task Al. In relation to research question 2, this study found that there 
were effects for socio-contextual variables on M[LU scores and hypothesizes that 
these scores bear a tentative relation to scores for EMSS in all groups. 
To summarise the findings in relation to 7.1.4 length of utterance, this study found in 
relation to research question 1: 
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1. There were no significant differences between the ESL learner groups on the one 
hand and the ENS group on the other on ULU scores across all tasks. 
2. There were no significant differences between all three subject groups across all 
tasks. 
In relation to research question 2: 
3. There were variations on NELU in relation to socio-contextual variables for all 
subject groups. Iligh MILU scores were found in a task constructed as socially 
distant, speaker dominant for all subject groups. 
4. There is a tentative relationship between MLU and ESMM scores. This 
relationship has not been measured statistically and is a hypothesis based on 
tendencies exhibited within the descriptive statistics for this study. 
The study found differences between subject pairs on MLU scores. Due to the small 
sample however, findings I-4 above are tentative and need further confirmation 
from studies employing larger population samples. 
7.5 Request perspective 
Requests may be encoded according toperspective. Blum-Kulka et. al (1989: 19) point 
out that requests may (i) emphasise the role of the agent and be speaker-oriented for 
example, 'Can I have an extensionT (ii) emphasise the role of the recipient and be 
hearer-oriented for example 'Could you give me an extensionT, (iii) emphasise the 
role of both speaker and hearer Ooint perspective) 'Could we arrange an extensionT 
or (iv) emphasise neither role (impersonal perspective) for example 'Is an extension 
possibleT. 
Blum-Kulka et. al (ibid) state that: "choice of perspective affects social meaning; 
since requests are inherently imposing, avoidance to name the hearer as actor can 
reduce the form's level of coerciveness! ' (ibid: 19). 1 would suggest that request 
perspective may also index social meaning through the communication of solidarity 
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between S and H: a joint perspective may operate as a positive politeness strategy 
indexing a reduction in social distance between S and H. 
The analysis of perspective in this study relates to research question 1 in the 
evidence provided in the data of ESL learners' control over the pragmalinguistic 
forms for encoding perspective within the request as compared to ENS data. In 
relation to research question 2, the issue becomes one of the extent to which 
perspective varies with differences in socio-contextual variables. 
Evidence from longitudinal studies provide a starting point for discussion of findings 
from the research literature. Ellis (1992,1997) reports that in his longitudinal 
classroom study of two learners: "most requests (84% for J and 74% for R) 
emphasized the role of the hearer, reflecting the preponderance of mood-derivable 
utterances in the data: C'You shut up", Ellis, 1997: 182). Ellis states that: "As learners 
acquire other types of requests (i. e. query, preparatory, and want statements) the 
speaker perspective is more strongly evident in the data, although the hearer 
perspective continues to dominate! ' (Ellis, 1997: 186). Ellis also notes very few 
utterances in the data for this study which encode a joint or impersonal perspective. 
Turning to cross-sectional studies, Trosborg (1995) for example found a shift in 
perspective from hearer-oriented to speaker-based strategies with increases in 
proficiency. It seems that few interlanguage pragmatics studies (e. g. Tanaka 1988, 
Sasaki 1998) outside of the CCSARP (Blum-Kulka et. al 1989) have included 
perspective in their analysis of learners' requests. In a study of American English 
speakers' requests on 6 discourse situations (Rose 1992) Rose found few cases where 
speakers encoded for impersonal or inclusive perspective, preferring hearer-based or 
speaker-based perspectives. 
Thus the research literature points to two possible tendencies: (i) that impersonal and 
joint perspectives may be acquired later and (ii) that hearer-based and speaker-based 
strategies may predominate over impersonal and joint perspectives in native speaker 
production. 
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The complete coding table for all pairs across all discourse situations for perspective 
is given in appendix 2J. For ease of reference, a summary of proportional 
distribution of each type of perspective for each pair is provided below in table 7.5.1. 
Perspective JI J2 B GI G2 G3 ENI EN2 EN3 
Speaker 3 7 6 2 1 3 5 8 6 
Hearer 15 10 10 16 13 13 5 6 8 
Impersonal 0 0 0 0 2 1 2 2 3 
Joint 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
N 18 17 16 18 16 17 13 16 17 
% Speaker 16.66 41.17 37.5 11.11 6.25 17.64 38.46 50.00 35.29 
O/oHearer 83.33 58.82 62.5 88.88 81.25 76.47 38.46 37.50 '47.05 
%Impersonal 0.00 0 0 0 12.50 5.88 15.38 12.50 17.64 
%Joint 0.00 
10 
0 10 10 0 7.69 0 0 
Table 7.5.1 Request perspective by subject pair. N represents the number of 
tokens. 
This study found for the ESL learners, a predominance of hearer perspective over 
other perspectives: this was the case for all subject pairs. The proportion of hearer to 
speaker perspective however was less marked for the ENS group: for ENI the 
proportion was equal (38.46%) while for EN2 speaker perspective dominated (50% 
compared to 37.50%). Secondly, this study found that few requests in the learner data 
encoded for impersonal perspective and that this perspective was limited in the data 
to two subject pairs (G2,12.50%; G3,5.88%). Coding for impersonal perspective was 
evident in the ENS data for all three subject pairs. Thirdly, there was no evidence in 
the learner data for coding for a joint perspective. 
In explaining these findings, first of all the overall prevalence of hearer-based 
strategies in the ESL learner data may be associated with the predominance noted 
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earlier (7.1) of conventionally indirect strategies in this data, i. e. Couldyou + Verb 
Phrase (VP). This is evident in the following examples for this studY: 
JI/Cl Extension 
Couldyou give an extensionfor givingyou a seminar paper because I had tried to 
finish but I couldn't. 
JI/B3 Room 
Couldyou clean and tidy my room before I return? 
Secondly, the minimal use of impersonal and joint perspective reflects the findings of 
both Ellis (1992) and Rose (1992). The use of impersonal perspective was associated 
in this study with (i) the use of syntactic internal modification and (ii) the use of 
indirect requests. Given the findings in this study, it is hypothesized that impersonal 
perspective may develop as learners expand their pragmalinguistic repertoire, 
particularly towards the development of more complex structures for internal 
modification. Examples of both (i) and (ii) are given below: 
(i) EN2/Cl Extension 
H., you know the seminarpaper I'm supposed to be givin on the 29h, - I'm having a 
bit of trouble getting iffinished 'cos I've just started a new teachingjob and I cant 
find the time to get the reading done at the moment. I-was wondedng it there's any 
Wg chance o! fchan 'n the date? Would that be O. K? 
(ii) ENI/DI House Help 




Sony, is that seatftee? 
G2/Fl Bus 
Sony, is this seat next to youftee? 
As noted above, the third finding in relation to joint perspective was limited in the 
corpus as a whole to one subj ect pair, for one task (EN I /C I Extension): 
ENl/CI Extension 
I've got a problem. I'm not going to be able to give the seminar paper on Tuesday. 
Could we make it thefollowing week? 
I suggested (above) that this impersonal perspective functions as a positive politeness 
strategy in Brown and Levinson's (1978,1987) terms. Indeed these authors state that 
one way of 'claiming common ground' by S is to: "claim common perspective with H 
without necessarily referring to in-group membership" (1987: 103). 1 would suggest 
that this use ofjoint perspective by ENI in the above example serves to indicate 
indirectly their perceptions of their sense of equality in relationship with their 
interlocutor (in this case their lecturer). 
To summarise section 7.5, the analysis of request perspective, in response to research 
question 1, this study found that: 
1. Speaker and hearer perspective predominated across all subject groups in 
comparison to joint and impersonal perspectives. 
2. The proportion of hearer to speaker perspective was more marked in the ESL 
learner data with ENS subjects employing a wider range of perspectives including 
impersonal and joint perspectives. 
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3. A joint perspective was absent in all the ESL data and occurred infrequently 
(EN 1,7.69%) in the ENS dat& 
4. An impersonal perspective was absent in all the Japanese ESL data and occurred 
infrequently in the German ESL data (G2,12.50%, G3,5.88%). 
5. There was some evidence in the ENS data that the use of impersonal perspective 
was associated with the use of syntactic internal modification and the use of 
indirect request strategies. While this study does not make any claims for 
pragmatic development, it is hypothesized that joint and impersonal perspectives 
may emerge at a later developmental stage. 
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Chapter 8 Findings and Discussion : Verbal Report - ESL learners. 
In this chapter I discuss the findings for the study in relation to research question 3 
regarding the role of verbal report. I focus in this chapter on the verbal report of ESL 
learners and in chapter 9 on the verbal report of the English native speakers. The research 
question is set out as follows: 
"What is the role of verbal report (pair think-aloud and retrospection) in illuminating the 
cognitive processing involved in the production of (i) mterlanguage requests by ESL 
learners and (H) English requests by English native speaker students? ". 
I begin the chapter with a brief discussion of the theoretical grounding for including 
verbal report in speech act studies and define 'cognitive processes' with reference to the 
literature and to a discussion of declarative and procedural knowlege (S. 1). In section 8.2, 
I present the findings from the verbal report from the ESL learners and comment on 
differences which emerged between the two groups, the German and Japanese learners. 
In chapter 91 relate the findings from the English native speaker pairs. 
8.1 Theoretical grounding for verbal report in speech act studies. 
There is currently a paucity of research in interlanguage speech act studies employing 
verbal report as demonstrated by the summary of second language studies employing 
introspective methods summarized in Gass and Mackey (2000: 29). Of these, few studies 
have attempted to explore the nature of cognitive processes employed by second 
language learners during the process of speech act (SA) production. As Cohen 
(1996c: 395) observes: "the use of verbal report interviews is a relatively new means of 
collecting data on speech act behaviour and has potential for providing insights into the 
production and perception of speech acts". To this, Kasper and Rose (1999: 82) add that: 
"very little is known about the planning and monitoring processes involved in nonnative 
speakers' production of linguistic actioif' These observations are reflected more recently 
by Kasper and Rose (2002: 111) who note: "as long as this line of investigation (verbal 
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protocol research) is as much in its infancy as it is in pragmatics, it is vital for researchers 
to understand what kinds of information native and nonnative participants attend to, what 
and how they report, and to what extent they experience concurrent verbalization as 
intrusive and retrospective reporting as overtaxing their memories! '. 
Recent studies (Bardovi-Harlig and Dornyei 1998) have begun to uncover EFL and ESL 
learners'perceptions of grammatical and pragmatic appropriacy in videotaped role play 
scenarios through stimulated recall interviews. In an earlier study Cohen and Olshtain 
(1993) employed retrospective interviews with their (mixed Ll) respondents based on 
these respondents' videotaped role play with a native speaker in scenarios eliciting three 
SAs in order to uncover the processing strategies in SA formulation. The authors were 
able to identify three speech styles (metacognizers, avoiders and pragmatists) in their 
participants together with a range of processes involved in the search, retrieval and 
selection of language forms during on-line production in the role-play. However in both 
these studies, learners have been required to retrospect on performance of SA production 
and in neither study was data collected from learners on their cognitive processing during 
taskperfortnance. The current study aims to go some way towards plugging the gap in 
research on learners' and native speakers" cognitive processing while on-task during 
written SA production. 
While few studies have elicited data on learners' cognitive processing while on task, a 
sample of those that have, will be referred to briefly here, and in more detail in the 
discussion of the findings of the current study. Swain and Lapkin (1998) for example 
investigated the cognitive processes involved in a writing task by pairs of students in a 
French immersion class while thinking aloud and writing in L2. The study found that the 
learners did engage in thought processes which may play a role in second language 
learning (ibid: 3 83) and the authors identified Language Related Episodes (LREs) which 
they defined as: "any segment of the protocol in which a leamer either spoke about a 
language problem he/she encountered while writing and solved it either correctly or 
incorrectly; or simply solved it-without having explicitly identified it as a problem 
(ibid: 378)". The authors were able to identify a range of cognitive processes (ibid: 387) in 
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the learner data including: generating hypotheses, assessing alternatives and applying 
existing and new knowledge about language. 
In a study explicitly focusing on ESL learners' pragmatic knowledge, Robinson (1992) 
was able to identify the sources of pragmatic knowledge which single subject Japanese 
learners drew on during concurrent and retrospective reporting in a six-item DCT task 
eliciting American English refusals. Robinson identified nine categories of data: "(i) 
attended features of the research situation, (ii) evidence of utterance planning (iii) 
evaluation of alternative utterances (iv) indications of pragmatic and (v) linguistic 
diffliculty (vi) statements of knowledge about American English refusals and (vii) sources 
of that knowledge (viii) indications of methodological difficulty and (ix) language of 
thoughts" (Robinson 1992: 48). 
The study combined concurrent think-aloud reporting with a retrospective phase in which 
participants were interviewed on the think-aloud phase. The questions in this 
retrospective phase were based on Ericsson and Simon's (1993: 198) model-based coding 
of (i) Intentions C'information representing goals and future states of the subject"); (ii) 
Cognitions C'information based on attention to selected aspects of the current situation! '); 
(iii) Planning C'information representing intermediate constructions to explore sequences 
of possibilities mentally" and (iv) Evauations C'explicit or implicit comparisons of 
alternatives). In this regard, Kasper (1998: 359) emphasizes that a coding scheme should 
be a: "theoretically grounded model of the cognitive processes and types of information 
involved in the activity under study, not a mere list of strategies". In this study, Robinson 
was able to identify instances of sociopragmatic transfer in the data and utterances which 
indicated current states of the learners' sociolinguistic and sociopragmatic competence as 
well as sources of the learners' pragmatic knowledge. As Kasper and Rose (2002: 110) 
observe: "as Robinson's study shows, the combined use of concurrent and retrospective 
verbal reports enables identification of the strategies that learners use in performing 
communicative acts - that is the various options that learners consider in formulating a 
response - as well as the sociopragmatic information that they draw on in determining 
which response is most appropriate!. 
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The focus of this chapter is on the cognitive processing in which ESL learners seem to 
be engaged in while on task, as identified in the verbal report of these participants during 
the concurrent and retrospective phases of reporting. Kasper (1998: 358) underlines the 
point that such cognitive processes: "are not directly manifest in protocols but have to be 
inferred, just as in the case of other types of data7 hence the requirement for rigourous 
testing of reliability through inter-rater reliability checks. These procedures have been 
documented for the participants in this study in chapter 6. 
The focus of this chapter on cognitive processing warrants some additional comments on 
the nature of cognitive processes as they relate to declarative and procedural knowledge 
in second language learning. Declarative and procedural knowledge are identified by 
Faerch and Kasper (1987: 12) as one of the potential objects of introspection in second 
language learning. Declarative knowledge: "comprises IL (interianguage) rule knowledge 
at all linguistic levels, organized in more or less analysed, i. e. structurally transparent and 
articulate fornf'(ibid). O'Malley and Chamot (1990: 20) cite Anderson's (1983,1985) 
distinction between what we know about C'static information in memory") and what we 
know how to do C'dynamic information in memory"). The former characterizes 
declarative knowledge, the latter procedural knowledge. Procedural knowledge is 
employed by language learners in order to activate declarative knowledge during 
language use and on language learning tasks - as Faerch and Kasper (1987: 12) point out: 
"it comprises the cognitive and interactional processes activated in reception, production 
and language acquisitioif'. As such processes become automatic they become 
inaccessible for introspection and thus for reporting: this is an observation also made by 
Lennon (1989: 377) citing Ericsson and Simon (1984) and McLaughlin, Rossman, & 
McLeod (1983): 
"It is true that the more advanced the level of proficiency the less information is 
available for reporting during introspection (Ericsson and Simon 1984). This is because 
the more automatized a skill is, the less its underlying cognitive processes are available 
for introspection. Language skills at the advanced level are likely to be more highly 
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automatized than they are at the beginner or intermediate level (McLaughlin, Rossman, & 
McLeod, 1983). 
While the development of such automaticity in procedural knowledge may have 
implications for the quantity and quality of data which can be collected from advanced 
learners (and by extension, from native speakers), it is possible that certain language 
learning activities which: "require slow and controlled processing e. g. certain types of 
written translation, open the possibility for introspection on procedural knowledge' 
(Faerch and Kasper, 1987: 12). Recent studies such as Olk (2002) exemplify successful 
use of think-aloud protocols in uncovering the translation processes of degree-level 
language students on written tasks requiring such slow and controlled processing. 
Further, breakdowns in automatic processing while learners are on task, stimulated by 
difficulties of comprehension or production may initiate attended processing which are 
then available to introspective reports (Faerch and Kasper, 1987: 12). 
The discussion above serves as a prelude to the presentation of the findings from this 
study from the ESL verbal report data and the discussion of research question 3. 
8.2 Verbal report: ESL learners. 
The discussion of findings which follows is qualitative, rather than quantitative in nature. 
However, where a process is entirely absent from the protocol of either of the ESL 
learner groups (German or Japanese), this is commented on. The research question for 
this study does not require a quantitative analysis of the data as the concern is not with 
theftequencies of processes existing between the two groups of learners. As Kasper 
(1998: 3 60) points out: "many research questions require establishing the frequencies 
which different task-related proceses occur in the protocols, for instance, in order to 
determine which processes distinguish (LI and L2) expert from novice readers or writers, 
or how L2 learners' strategy use may change over time as a result of training"'. The 
research question in the current study was not concerned with either (i) differences in 
novice and expert L2 users or (ii) synchronic development of strategy use, rather it is an 
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exploratory study within the methodological paradigm of exploratory-interpretative 
(Grotjahn, 1987) i. e. qualitative data and interpretative analysis. 
In the organization of this section, I follow Kasper's (1998) guidelines on presenting 
verbal report analysis and present examples from the verbalizations to support the coding 
categories (discussed in chapter 6) which are presented systematically. 
8.2.1 Orientation 
Cognitive processes in this category correspond to those features of the task to which 
participants attended and correspond to Robinson's (1992: 48) category of 'attended 
information'. Robinson characterizes attended information as: "the different aspects of 
DCT situations to which subjects attended in order to formulate their refusale' (ibid) and 
notes that such information was both subject-internal - "retrieved from long-term 
memory or produced by some inferential process" and subject external - "perceived as an 
external stimulus, such as a feature of the DCV (Robinson 1992: 50). This category 
corresponds with Ericsson and Simon's (1993: 198) category of 'Cognition" - 
"information based on attention to selected aspects of the current situation, easily 
recognized by constructions indicating presence and immediacy. The current study 
identified discrete categories within this category of attended information, which pointed 
to differentfoci ofallention (categories 01 - 04) and these are illustrated below. 
Attention to task goals (01) 
As part of the orientation process, participants attended to the goal-specific features of the 
research task. Where such orientation was identified in the data, these episodes usually 
appeared at the beginning of the concurrent protocol. Further comments occasionally 
appeared in the retrospective phase. In the following example (the practice task), JI are 
uncertain as to how to manage the collaborative focus of the task, the need for a paired 
solution to the written task: 
JIA So we both neec4 the one person 
JIB We have lofind the answer 
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In the retrospective session for DI- D3,11 attend to the task requirement that they 
should formulate a request for the hypothetical speaker in the task instead of remaining in 
their role both as student and as 'speaker': 
JIB: We have to expect, because these are not our sentences 
R: When yvu say 'these are notyour sentences'you mean someone is talking to you?. 
In E3 Party, J2 establish the time reference for the event at the centre, of the task: 
J2A: Your room mate is a good cook -- we had aparty? 
J2B: Yes, we had a party 
J2A We're going to have a party? 
J2B: We're going to have a party 
In the retrospective session for Fl. -3, JI indirectly identify the 'weightiness' of the 
request in the different tasks as significant in their request formulations: 
R: What didyvu notice about these situations, what was it about these situations which 
helpedyou decide? 
JIA 7his one and this one is similar kind of question type 
R: F1 and F2? 
JIB Because we want to ask 
JJA Bulyou know F2 is about money, completely different about a seat, the space 
JIB 7his one is more asking 
R: That's F1 
JIA: 7he space but money is a more seriousproblem 
In the opening lines of task A2 Draft, J3 attend to the specific goal requirements of this 
task in relation to the description of the discourse situation: the orientation episode 
indicates their attempts to unravel the nature of the task goal. 
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J3B: We miss the deadfine. But this lecturer is not the person that we hand in. 
J3A: But this is a draft e&W 
J3B: So we ask him or her to check our grammar or something, I see, and we have to 
hand in another person after, final -- 
J3A: Or maybe it's the same person, but it's a &aft 
J3B: Draft all right it's thefirst draft, I see. This lecturer is -- 
Attention to contextual aspects of the DCT (02) 
These episodes were characterized in the data as those where participants attended to the 
socio-contextual aspects of the discourse situation, for example, relationship between 
interlocutors, age of speakers and hearers and contextual setting of the situation. The 
example below from the concurrent protocol of GI - A2 Draft illustrates this type of 
episode: 
GIB: Perhaps it depends on how old are the people, whether you like them or not, 
whether the like you. y 
GIA: The problem is that in this case we don't know them very well because it is a new 
lecturer 
GIB: Oh right that's good so we had better be careful, 
The concurrent protocol for GI -BI Restaurant, illustrates the embedded nature of this 
type of episode within an extended episode where the pair put forward hypotheses in 
response to the situation: 
GIB: 'Hello youforgot the cutlery, can I have some, or 'could I have one? II mean I 
wouldn't like say -perhaps I would say Excuse me'or 'sorty'hut it ftends on the 
X (laughter). restaurant teyll 
In the following example, (B3 Room) GIA explains how not knowing the interlocutor 
would mean that she would not make the request: 
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GIA: 7he problem is, I wouldn't do that ifI didn't know the student atall.. 
GIB: Viat's what Ifeel about it... 
A parallel scenario appears in the concurrent and retrospective protocol for F2 Money, 
in 
which GI again decide not to make the request, based on social distance with the 
interlocutor. 
Concurrent protocol 
GIB: I woul&O do that 
GIA: No me neither, ifyou don't know him or her I think no one who doesn't know you 
would lendyou some money 
GIB: Yeah 
GIA: Because you wouldprobably never see him or her again 
Retrospective protocol 
GIA: Yeah the second one is a bit tricky ifyou don't know the student you are asking, um 
GIB: Probablyyou won't do it ifyou don't know him or her 
R: So you woul&it ask atall? 
GIB: Well not a stranger. 
In the concurrent protocol for GI - CI Extension, GIB attends to both the relationship 
with the interlocutor, and embedded within this, the need for more contextual detail in the 
discourse situation. This latter problem is reflected in the solution category S4T where 
participants indicated difficulty responding to the research task, occasionally because 
more contextual information was needed. 
GIA: Well actually it looks like the sme situation as thefirst one but I think it Is different 
because now we know the person 
GIB: But we still don't know what kind of aperson it is andwhether we like the person, 
whether the person likes us and that's a big &fference and it's also a question of age. 
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These episodes where participants attended to the sociocontextual aspects of the DCT 
were also reflected in some instances in the retrospective session. The following example 
is taken from the retrospective interview with G1 after DCTs El - E3. 
GIB: Probably again you wouldprobably approach someone you know differentlyftom 
someone you don't know, Yývu askfor notes or whatever - yeah and here with the mess 
in the kitchen it would also depend on what she said like er is that thefirst time or is that 
what happens every day. 
Attention to task language (03) 
This category refers to those episodes where participants attended to the language of the 
discourse situation as part of the orientation process to the task. In a prototypical example 
of this category, in the concurrent protocol J1 discuss the language of task A2 Draft to 
reach a common understanding of 'draft' and 'lecturer': this attention to task language 
acts as a precursor to the later solution process and the formulation of hypotheses in 
response to the DCT. 
JJA It means the writing in the essay 
JIB Draft means 
JJA Not complete 
JIB Not complete 
JJA Just brainstorming or something, yeah - new lecturer? 
JIB Lecturer means teacher--- 
This lexical item ('draft') also proved a problem for G3 in their initial orientation to the 
task. In a similar way to J1, one of the pair (B) provides the linguistic support to her 
partner during this orientation phase. 
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G3A Do you know what 'draft'means? 
G3B yeah 7hat's not thefinal essay. Ifyou write an essay afirst time - afirst draft, and 
then correct it - the second draft, 
G3A O. Y- 
In another episode, while J2 attend to the lexical item 'change' in DCT B2 Library, this is 
not followed by any explicit solution of the perceived difficulty in the protocol: this may 
be because the problem was not verbalized or because non-comprehension of this item 
was not perceived by the participants as a significant barrier to the task solution process. 
In the data below, there is no uptake by J2A of J213's difficulties, possibly because the 
nature of the difficulty is unclear: J2A's response is to put forward a hypothesis in 
response to the task. 
J2A 'Change? 
J2B 'change. 'You have decided to study in public libraryfor a change. I don't know 
what the change is. 
J2A Willyou say 'be quietplease'? 
There was evidence that participants' difficulties with task language in the orientation 
phase are not always solved during the concurrent protocol. The protocol for G3 (D I 
House Help) illustrates this process: 
G3A Isn't lighthouse work um on the coast? In the lighthouse? 
G3B I think it'sjust working in the house (7aughter) 
Later in the protocol, G3A formulates her hypothesis in response to the task and indicates 
her non take-up of Bs repair: 
G3A Y need some help with the work in the lighthouse 
In the retrospective interview, G3A explains the problem she had with this lexical item: 
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G3A AndI don't know what is lighthouse work. because I thought of a lighthouse and 
work in the lighthouse. 
Attention to given Hearer response (04) 
This category related to those instances where participants focused on the (given) hearer 
response to the discourse slot which they were required to fill. This slot was only 
provided in the DCTs for JI and GI (phase I of the study) and was removed in the DCT 
tasks for the remainder pairs. I discuss the reasons for this in chapter 6, design of 
elicitation instruments. The concurrent and retrospective protocols for JI and GI are 
supportive of the findings reported in Rose (1992) of the non-significance of a given 
hearer response on determining responses to the task. 
The first example is taken from the retrospective interview with JI after DCTs CI -3 and 
indicates the participants' lack of noticing of the hearer response. 
R OKdidyou notice anything about the repliesyou had- in some casesyou had a reply 
in CI for exmnple and in C2 you had a reply when you were planning what to say. Did 
you notice the replyfrom the lecturer in CI and C2? 
JIB No 
R Maybe you noticed after you decided what to say? 
JIB Yeak we didn't notice 
In the second example taken from the retrospective interview after tasks DI-3, although 
JI notice the hearer response, JIB indicates that they choose to ignore it because: 'it's an 
emergency so we can't expect what she's response ' (J I B) . An extract from the 
retrospective protocol for DI-3 follows: 
R Didyou notice aWhing about the replies in DI or D2 and did they affect your Choice 
o words? !f 
JIB Yeah we noticed this one, here 
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R So that's in D2 
JIB But it doesn't affect. It's an emergency so we can't expect what she's response 
JJA You have to do there's only one way she really need to go to hospital 
R So you woul&it reply in that way, you wouldn't have said 'no' 
JIA You have to do there's only one way she really need to go to hospital 
JIA You can't say 
JIB You can't say. 
JIA IfI have to ifI can't leinme the house I can call to the emergency call or something, 
we catifind another way to help her or the neighbours 
R aK 
In the cuffent study, attended information related to information which was perceived 
largely as an extenzal stimulus and included goal-specific features of the task (clarifying 
what was required by the task); socio-contextual aspects of the discourse situation; 
language of the discourse situation and both attention and non-attention to the hearer 
response. These orientation categories provided the pairs from both LI groups with a 
platform on which to build the solution process which forms the focus of the next part of 
the discussion. 
8.2.2 Solution 
This category was characterized by those episodes which formed part of the task solution 
process in which participants attempted to formulate a written response to the task. 
Altogether 5 discrete categories emerged inductively from the data within the broad 
category: these related to (S I) planning possible responses to the DCT and generating 
hypotheses; (S2) noticing linguistic difficulties (of grammar and/or lexis) during the 
solution process and solving these (or not) through language related episodes (LRE's) 
(Swain, 1995). Difficulties in this category included participant difficulty in verbalizing 
in L2. Category (S3) included those utterances which provided indications as to the 
current state of the participant's pragmatic competence, and included separate coding for 
pragmalinguistic competence and sociopragmatic competence. I would like to expand on 
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the construct of this category before discussing the remainder sub-categories (S4 and S5). 
As discussed in chapter 2, the former aspect of pragmatic competence relates to the 
knowledge of linguistic forms to communicate illocutionary force and politeness while 
the latter relates to the appropriacy of the forms used in relation to the social context. Or, 
put another way, pragmalinguistic competence is: "the linguistic competence that allows 
speakers to carry out the speech acts that their sociopragmatic competence tells them are 
desirable" (Bardovi-Harlig, 1999: 686). Kasper, (2001: 509) in her commentary on data 
from the Robinson study, explains the distinction between these two important aspects of 
pragmatic competence: 
"The learner's self-repairs in her think-aloud protocol show not only that she knows the 
form 'I would like' but also that she knows that 'I would like' is more polite than 'I 
want'. Her grammatical and pragmalinguistic knowledge are demonstrably intact. Where 
she goes wrong is in her sociopragmatic hypothesis that 'would like' is 'too polite' when 
talking to American friends'. 
The discussion of the ESL learners' pragmatic competence is clearly central to this thesis 
and I expand on this in relation to the data during this part of the analysis. Related to this, 
a current theme in the literature on pragmatic development (Kasper 2001, Bardovi-Harlig 
1999) is the relationship between the learner's grammatical competence and her 
pragmatic competence. As Bardovi-Harlig points out: "research has not established that 
pragmatic competence is independent of grammatical competence. Although grammatical 
competence may not be a sufficient condition for pragmatic development, it may be a 
necessary condition7' (Bardovi-Harlig. 1999: 677). In the discussion of the data from the 
current study relating to ESL learners' pragmatic competence, I provide the written 
response to the DCTin addition to the verbal report data which accompanies thewritten 
response. 
Examples of data from the verbal report for categories SI- S3 follow, with commentary 
and discussion. 
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Solve: Utterances forming part of the task solution process (SI) 
SIM Utterances in this category were identified as instances where learners used 
metalanguage as part of the planning process: an example is given from the practice 
session for JI in which they had to construct a request to another student for the loan of a 
book: 
B: I want to maybe use, and then the questionform, we use borrow, I borrow. 
While there were further instances of lexical difficulty with the items 'borrow' and 'lend' 
(S2 below) there were few instances where participants used metalanguage as part of the 
solution process. G2's discussion in DCT C2 Book hinges initially on the verb/noun 
collocation of 'make/take' with 'copies': they then identify the sentence as a 'conditional 
sentence' and correctly question the use of 'would' in the 'if' clause: 
Written response: 
Unfortunately I couldn't get the book in the library, would you mind if I borrow it till 
tomorrow to make some copies, that would be very helpful. 
G2A 'To make. '7hat would be helpfulT. That would be very helpful. Ae next sentence, 
this conditional sentence alrea* I thinkyou couldn't put 'if and then 'would borrow. 
SIN Data in this category represented utterances where the learners explicitly indicated 
that they would not make a request. 
In the concurrent protocol for EINotes, B indicate that they would not request another 
student to lend them their notes and BA provides the reasoning for this decision. For 
these learners, the decision to make the request or not would depend on the nature of the 
reason concerned: 
BA It depend 
BB.. was absentftom my illness I can ask, but ifI was so lazy then I never say 'could 
you borrow' 
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BA Youjust want to say ifjuslyou missed because you are lazyyou don't want to ask - 
ify-ou missed a kaure xxx you don't want to ask 
in the retrospective interview, D explain this reasoning further: 
J3B IfI miss a lecture because of my laziness I couldn't ask to show or to borrow a 
ftiend's notes. It's very impolite. So no request in that situation. 
J3A Maybe ifI missed - I'm not sure about 'missedit means by chance, or arranged? 
R It meansyou weren't there, you weren't at the lecture 
J3A If I knew I would be absentfor this next week or so because offuneral in advance I 
may ask in advance 'Can I borrowyour notes because I will be absent' 
R Right, but this time you saidyou wouldn't make a request 
J3A Because after it sounds because of my laziness I missed the lecture. 
In a similar way to Robinson's data (1992: 53) the retrospective report provided the 
reasoning behind these participants' thoughts during the concurrent phase. Similar to the 
Japanese subject in Robinson's DCT example 3 (Robinson 1992: 54) in which the learner 
had to refuse a request from another student to lend her her notes, the Japanese pair in 
this study indicated moral criteria as a reason for not making the request. 
SO Planning Utterances representing how they would plan the response to the DCT 
were common in the data for both German and Japanese learners: this category is 
distinctive from SIH in that hypotheses are not put forward, however utterances in this 
category were frequently juxtaposed with hypotheses for the DCT. An extract from the 
transcript for J2 E3 party serves to illustrate: 
BB I will flatter her 'I know you are a good cook and I really love your dishes, so please 
please please cookfor'yeah? 
Planning utterances also took the form in the learner data of speculating on the wider 
speech event - on the utterances of the (hypothetical) interlocutor. The sample data below 
are taken from the concurrent protocol of B (practice session). 
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BB 'I need to borrow -I also need the bookyou have - can I borrow? (SIH). 
Maybe between 'can I horrow'and after this sentence, 'can I ask afavour. 
J3A If it's after you'vefinished it will be too late ' (laughter) 
J3B But if this person says 'Oh I need it now' 
BA.. difficult. 
SIH Generate hypothesis. Utterances where learners formed hypotheses regarding the 
response to the DCT task were evident across both learner groups and in all DCTs. 
During the solution process, such hypotheses occasionally included non- target 
grammatical (as in 1. and 2. ) and lexical (as in 3. and 4) forms, for example: 
1. 'Can I take more longerfor my seminar paper - can I? '(J I /C I Extension) 
2. 'Couldyou give me a lift because I'm travel with my car (JI/Al Lift) 
3. 'Couldyou help me, my car is -broken'(J21AI 
Lift) 
4. 'Couldywu give me a dolp? - 'Couldyou give - -1 (J2/AlLift). 
In some instances (as in 4. abovej the non-target forms would be self-repaired by the 
leamer: 
J2B: 'Couldyou give.. 'I think I should say more politely - -if I were the person I 
would say 'Ifyou could, ifyou cou" I would like you to drive, to to to take me to my 
house'. You agree? 
In example 4., J2B appears to abandon the word 'drop' in favour of an alternative 
expression. It is possible that she does not have the level of syntactic or lexical 
knowledge to produce the verb phrase 'drop ofr "as a possible response to the DCT. 
This was not an aspect of her thinking which was followed up in the retrospective 
session, but the illustration is possibly comparable to the communication stratetgy 
'abandoning a word or expression' identified by Cohen and Olshtain (1993: 42) in 
their learners in the process of search and retrieval of language forms. 
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In some instances in the current study, learners are able to hypothesise correct forms 
during the concurrent phase but these are abandoned and non-target forms are put 
forward as the final hypothesis and inserted into the written DCT. The following 
example is taken from JI /F I Bus (dotted lines represent intervening data). Such 
instances suggest that performance data, as indicated by DCT responses may not 
provide accurate portrayals of learners' current states of interlanguage knowledge. In 
this instance, it may be the case that JIB is aware of the use of the lexical item groom' 
(as in 'make room) but does not have the knowledge of collocation to form the 
phrase ('could you make room'? ) which requires both omission of the indefinite 
article and an alteration of the request perspective from speaker to hearer. 
JIM Bus 
Written response: Can I have a roomfor me? 
Concurrent protocol: 
JJA Couldyou make a spacefor me (7aughter) 
JIA Can I have a seat 
JIB Yeah can I have a seat, can you give us room 
.................................................... 
JIB Could I can I have? Have -a room 
JIA Room? H%at's that, room what's that mean? 
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .... 
JIB Can I have a room, is OK? 
JIA Mm 
In other instances, learners put forward only one hypothesis and there is no further 
discussion or evaluation in the form of self or other -repair. The following example is 
taken from J2/EI Notes (concurrent protocol). 
Written response: I want you to show your notebook. 
J2B I will sayjust 'I want you to show your notebook please 
J2A Yes. Friendly--- 
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J2B Do we need Please'? 
J2A No 
J2B No flaughter). 
The data for this task indicate grammatical competence on the part of J2B but a lack of 
pragmalinguistic and sociopragmatic competence, in the use of a want statement in the 
(socially close, status equal) context (level 5 in the Brown and Levinson 1978,1987 
hierarchy of superstrategies). This pragmalinguistic form conveys a level of directness 
which is inappropriate despite the social context (student - student) and the nature of the 
request (borrowing notes). The prevalence of direct request strategies in the Japanese 
ESL data is discussed in chapter 7 and in Woodfield 2004 1 contrast how these direct 
strategies in the performance data contrast with evidence of sociocultural transfer in the 
verbal report data of the Japanese learners: findings which reflect those of Robinson 
(1992). Such pragmalinguistic errors in the hypotheses of some learners in the current 
study thus went unnoticed and unrepaired as evidenced in the remaining concurrent 
protocol of this pair of learners. 
In contrast, Kasper (2001: 509) observes that some ESL learners may provide 
pragmalinguistically appropriate strategies with ungrammatical forms (for example, 
word choice). As an example of such development, Kasper cites Eisenstein and 
Bodman's (1986) study of expressions of gratitude by ESL learners which contained 
ungrammatical forms such as word choice, as for example in: "I have never taken such a 
good dinner; it is so glad tome that I have such kind ofgoodfriend" (Eisensteinand 
Bodman, 1993: 69) cited in Kasper 2001: 5 10). As Kasper points out (2001: 5 10) while: 
"the grammatical errors may make these thanking expressions less effective-they are not 
pragmalinguistic errors. The ungrammatical features do not convey illocutionary force or 
politeness7 (my emphasis) as they do in the example of J213 above. However, 
inappropriate word choice (such as the use of 'show' rather than 'lend' in the data for 
J2/EI above) were also evident in the current study. Further examples of data providing 
evidence of the state of the learners' pragmatic competence are provided in S3 below. 
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Notice linguistic difficulty (S2) 
As indicated above, episodes coded in this category were those where learners indicated 
difficulty in finding and/or using appropriate lexis or grammar in the solution process. 
The data in this study included episodes where the language difficulty was (i) evident 
from the concurrent protocol but not discussed by the leamers (ii) evident from the 
concuffent protocol and discussed but resolved incorrectly and (iii) indicated, discussed 
and resolved correctly. Thus these categories relate to Swain and Lapkin's (1995: 3 78) 
definition of LREs: 
"We defined a language-related episode as any segment of the protocol in which a 
learner either spoke about a language problem he/she encountered while writing and 
solved it either correctly or incorrectly or simply solved it without having explicitly 
identified it as a problenf'. 
Thus while drawing on the definition of LREs as identified by Swain and Lapkin, and 
incorporating the notion of LREs as "related to a problem the student had with the 
production of target language' (ibid: 3 79), the current study differed to the Swain and 
Lapkin (1995) study (and that of Robinson 1992) in its use of pair (as opposed to single- 
subject) think aloud. This feature of the study design enabled both other-repair and other- 
evaluation of a partner's hypotheses during the concurrent phase of the protocol and 
collaboration (Storch, 2001) in the co-construction, of appropriate hypotheses as 
responses to the written DCT. 
Other parallels are drawn with the Swain and Lapkin study which identified 7 descriptive 
categories (Swain and Lapkin, 1995: 3 8 1) of LRE according to how the learners solved 
the linguistic difficulties identified in the task of language production' . Several of these 
categories appeared in the data for this study, including lexical search, spelling and 
translation. One common theme in the data for both learner groups in the current study 
was that of uncertainty in formulating appropriate responses to the DCT: this finding is 
' These categories were: (i) Sounds right/doesn't sound right (grammatical and lexical); (ý) Makes more 
scnse/docsn't make sense, (iii) Applied gmnmiatical. rule, (iv) Lexical scarch (v) Translaflon, (vi) Stylistic 
(vii) Spelling. 
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reflected in Lennon (1989: 390) who identified uncertainty as a key characteristic of the 
advanced German EFL learners in his introspective study. 
In this study, the first category to be identified within S2 were those linguistic difficulties 
which were noticed, but not discussed in the concurrent protocol: examples and analyses 
of these follow. 
S2 (i) 
In the first example Q3, DI House Help) the data from the concurrent protocol 
demonstrate how JIA changes her hypothesis ftorn 'I pay you something' to: 'I offer you 
something'. While these alternative hypotheses are put forward in the concurrent 
protocol, there is no overt discussion of any linguistic difficulty with the lexical item 
'pay'. The reason for the difficulty emerges only in the retrospective interview following 
the task: 
Written response 
Can I ask a favour? Could you help me to do some light house-work during the vacation, 
and I'll pay you of course. 
Concurrent protocol 
BB 'Can I ask afavour' 
BA 'to help me ' 'Of course IpayYou something' 
J3BMm 
BA Yofferyou something' 
BA Do you think it's better to say 'I willPaY'Or 'I'Ilpayyou, which is better to say? Or 
something (7aughler) money 
BB But if she says 'I'll pay you. 
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Retrospective protocol 
J3A For me, thefirst one. xxx kind of expression in English. How can I say? 
R O. K, which expression? 
BA 'Pay, 'to pay' 
R To pay? 
J3A Yes. Because it's too direct I thought it's too direct to say 'Ipayyou'I couldn'Ifind 
any - so - 
R0K and were you (BB) the scune? 
BB Yeah. There is a sort of expression 'Can I ask afavour?. I never think in Japanese, 
but yeah I also how to express a polite way to pay. 'To pay I is too direct but I couldiit 
find any expressionfor it'. 
For these learners, the nature of the linguistic difficulty is a perception that the verb 'to 
pay' was 'too direct' in this social context, although a search of their lexical knowledge 
was unable to provide a more suitable alternative. This difficulty was not explicitly 
discussed during the concurrent protocol, but it emerged during the retrospective 
interview. Lexical problems for learners in pragmatics research have been documented by 
Bardovi-Harlig (1999: 687) who reports that such problems appear in the written 
responses of even advanced learners. Cohen and Olshtain (1993: 40) observe how one 
advanced learner, (Galit) retrospected on her construction of a polite request for a lift in a 
videoed role-play situation. The authors report that this learner was: "uncertain as to 
whether she could ask, 'Do you have any room in the car?. The learner explains in the 
retrospective interview: 
"It has a lot of meanings and I wasn't sure that it was correct, so I changed my lactic, 
and decided she would understand better ifj saig I want 10 drive with you. I thought of 
lift, but didn't know how to use it in a sentence so left it out " (ibid). 
Thus the pair of Japanese learners (D) in the example above, are misguided in their 
sociopragmatic belief that 'to pay is too direct' in the social context and are unable 
through their lexical search to find an alternative expression. While Cohen and Olshtain's 
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learner is able to access an appropriate item of lexis ('lift'), it seems her syntactic 
knowledge is not fully developed enough to allow her to produce it in a sentence. Further 
difficulties with this lexical item which were solved through LREs are discussed in S2 
(iii) below. 
The second example from this category (S2i) is taken from J2 C2 Extension in which the 
learners are constructing a request to their lecturer for an extension for a seminar paper. 
The written response to the DCT is given first, followed by the concurrent protocol. 
While J2B expresses uncertainty with using the verb 'extend' in her response, this 
difficulty is not discussed explicitly - instead the pair abandon the expression and opt for 
'could I continue for a while'. Learner uncertainties in this protocol are evident in the 
number of pauses of more than one second which may indicate high processing load 
(Kasper, 1998: 359) and shifts from automatic to more controlled processing (Cavalcanti, 
1987). Such pauses were also evident in the verbal report data in Robinson (1992: 58). 
Written response 
Excuse me but, I couldn't finish my paper yet. I need more time. Could I continue for a 
while? 
Concurrent protocol 
J2B aK. I will say um - 'excuse me, excuse me but I'm afraid I can't hand in my paper 
on time'- -so Y need more time, could I extend? ' 
J2A 'Fxtend? ' 
J2B 'Fxtend the -period. I'm not sure about that one - -. You agree? 
J2A Mm not bad V couldn'tfinish- - 
J2B finishyet -- couldI extendfor afew days? ' 
J2A 'Could I continue'? 
J2B 'Could I continue. Haw about 'I need more time'? Could I continue? 
J2A 'continue' 
J2B 'Could I continue, question mark, for awhile'. 
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S2 (H) This category included those protocols where linguistic difficulty was noticed and 
discussed but resolved incorrectly. The example is taken from J2 A2 Draft which requires 
the learners to ask their lecturer for the return of an (overdue) draft essay. 
Written response: 
Can I have my essay back? I wish I've had it earlier. 
The written response from these learners is pragmalinguistically unsound in the use of the 
direct unmodalized and unmitigated preparatory head act and represents a kind of 
6pragmalinguistic nudity' which I discuss elsewhere (Woodfield 2004). The post-posed 
grounder ('I wish I've had it earlier') achieves little in the way of softening this request to 
the hearer but rather acts as an aggravating move. The request also indicates learner 
difficulty constructing the past conditional form ('I wish I'd had it earlier'), evidenced 
also in the concurrent protocol below. 
J2B Yes, yes, --- what wouldyou say? 
J2A Mm -- 'Can I have my essay back? '- - 
J2B - Do you think it's enough to ask him? --I think I-- 'Can I have my essay back? I 
think I should have should have had it now 
J2A UP 
J2B 'Should have'because 
J2A Y should'? 
J2B V should have had' 
J2A 'Have had? ' 
J2B Yes, )xs 
J2A Because the - in JaPanese? - (TranslatedfrOm JaPanese) I should have - now 
J2B = 
J2A I want to say V think I should have'(translatedfrom japanese) 
you had rn i J2B (TranslatedfrOm JaPanese) I wish if retu ed it earlier - more pol te y. V 
wish I had h-P 
J2A more -I wish' 
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J2B 'I wish I will had - it - more - 
J2A Had it more 
J2B emlier. O. K. next one. 
While this shows that the linguistic difficulty noticed by J2 is discussed and yet resolved 
incorrectly, it is also interesting for a number of other reasons. First, there is evidence of 
different learner roles in this report - J2A questions M's hypotheses (lines 5,7 and 9) 
which triggers M's attempt to explain and reformulate the post-posed grounder. Swain 
(1995: 129) hypothesizes that output may give rise to noticing in second language 
learning: "that is to say, in producing the target language, learners may encounter a 
linguistic problem leading them to notice what they do not know, or know only partially". 
In this instance J2 become aware of the gap in their interlanguage but are unable, either 
through the co-construction of text (Storch, 200 1) or through the use of their L 1, to 
achieve a pragmatically appropriate response to the task. The cognitive processes 
involved in this task and identified by Swain such as "extending first language 
knowledge to second language contexts, formulating and testing hypotheses about 
language forms and functione' (Swain, 1995: 13 0) have been identified as key processes 
in second language learning. 
Both learners struggle in their attempts to construct 'I should have had it by now' and 
resort to their Ll to discuss the hypothesis. J211 shows her concern with the politeness 
level of 'I think I should have' and resorts to 'I wish' + conditional form, creating the 
final ungrammatical 'I wish I had it earlier'. Thus the concurrent protocol demonstrates 
(i) learner difficulty in constructing pragmatically and linguistically appropriate 
responses Cii) learner concern for the politeness level of the utterance (iii) use of Ll 
linguistic knowledge (iv) co-construction of text of a type similar to the discourse moves 
observed in Storch (2001: 39) which include repetitions, confirmations and elaborations 
of partner's utterances. 
S2 (iii) This category within the solution process relates to those episodes where learners 
indicated linguistic difficulty and both discussed and resolved these correctly in the LREs 
which followed. 
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The first sample of data reflects more widespread difficulties within the learner group 
with formulating the use of 'lift" within a request. It was noted above how one of the 
learners in the Cohen and Olshtain (1993) study, Galit, was uncertain how to use this 
lexical item in a sentence. This uncertainty is reflected in the concurrent protocol for JIA, 
Al Lift below. 
Written response: 
Excuse me. Could you give me a lift because my car has broken down? I have seen you 
near my house. 
JIB Couldyou give me a lift? 
JIA Couldyou gtve me? Couldyou lift my car - Ifft is noun no verb 
JIB 7his is noun 
JIA But it's a verb 
JIB Verb is drive you home 
JIA lift is noun? What is the verb? Did or lift or lifting? 
JIB Lift means 
JIA I know the meaning I want to know the verb 
JIB the verb? 
JIA Yes, it's a noun? 
JIB Yes, it's a noun 
JJA What can I say? 
JIB Couldyou give me a lift means couldyou drive me home 
JIA Really 
JIB Yes 
JIA Really. Couldyou give my car a lift? no me? 
JIB Couldyou give me a lift, OK 
The sample extract here suggests that the usage of 'lift' as a noun in a request is not yet 
part of JIA's interlanguage. Her initial difficulty is in enountering this (new) usage of 
'lift' as a noun in the target sentence. While the use of 'lift' as a verb is familiar to JIA, 
she is uncertain as to how to use this structure as a noun. Unlike the learner Galit (cited 
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above), JIA is scaffolded (Vygotsky, 1978) in her learning of the new, unfamiliar usage 
by JIB whose learner profile (see chapter 6) suggests a more advanced stage of 
proficiency. 
In the final evaluation stage of the concurrent protocol, JIA articulates her difficulties 
with this task: 
JIA I made a mistakeý I thought I have to ask to pick up my car - so you use this one to 
mean a lift 
JIB 7hey don't cany the car 
J1A Only me? 
JIB Onlyyou -you have to go home butywu need a car 
JIA O. Kfine, next. 
The second sample of data (GI A2 Draft) illustrates a different type of linguistic 
difficulty, the use of collocation. This appeared several times in the German ESL leamer 
data but such episodes were short, and resolved quickly. 
Written response: Sorry, is it possible you forgot to return my draft essay? I will miss the 
deadline for the final draft already, so could you please return it to me? 
GIB We could cany on - 'couldyou please return it to me now because' 
GIA V have to'how do you say ifyou have to keep, no, keep probably not, because of the 
deadline? 
GIB You meet the deadline 
GIA O. Y- (laughter). 
S2(iv) Other evidence of linguistic difficulty 
There were further brief episodes that occurred in the data which indicated learner 
difficulty with finding the right word or form. In some cases, these episodes consisted of 
a series of alternative hypotheses put forward by the pair, in others, a brief lexical search 
employing the use of translation from U. 
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Collocation 
In this sample of data G1 are unsure as to the correct verb form to combine with 
'extension' in their request to the hypothetical lecturer in task C1 Extension. While the 
concurrent protocol contains a target construction, this is abandoned, due to the learners' 
uncertainty and they opt instead for 'Could you please allow for an extension' a 
hypothesis again characterized by uncertainty as indicated in the closing lines of the 
concurrent protocol. 
Written response: I'm really working hard but I won't be able to finish the paper in time. 
Could you please allow for an extension? 
GIA I don't know ifyou can say that, 'couldyou please give me some extension 1, no, 
'some more time' 
GIB I don't know, (7aughter) 'could I have an extension I donj know. I would 
probably start with something like: 'I'm really working hard on this paper (A laughý but 
I still need more time, would it be possible to extend the deadline?, 
GIA 'Is it possible, couldyou please allawfor an extension? 
GIB Allowfor an extension? ' 
GIA I don't know, I think so, I'm not sure --- all right, next one. 
Lexical Search 
These episodes consisted of attempts to find a suitable word in the target language 
through translation from LI and consisted of short episodes during construction Of 
hypotheses in the concurrent phase. The extract below is taken from G2 D3 Room. 
Written response: So enjoy your time in my room. Feel comfortable. But if perhaps you 
could tidy up the bathroom or other used things at the end that would be nice of you. 
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G2B 'Have a nice time, you can use everything you want, but ifyou - 
G2A 'Feel comfortable' 
G2B [what is it? ]No, what is it to make unorderlich? 
G2A Uh mess, probably? 
G2B Yeah, 'But ifyou make a mess please tidy up after. 
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .... 
G2A 'Orfeel comfortahle'probably 
G2B Yeah, yeah. I don't know, can you say 'do youfeel home-like'? Something? 
G2A I don't know 
G2B Yeah I think there exists something like this - feel - 
G2A I think comfortable is O. K. 
The concurrent protocol suggests that G2B may have been close to producing' feel at 
home' but this is uncertain from the limited evidence here and the pair eventually agree 
on 'feel comfortable'. However, the retrospective interview is indicative of the source of 
G2B's linguistic difficulties expressed in the concurrent phase: the episode emerges 
spontaneously following researcher questioning regarding the language of thought. The 
episode indicates that unfamiliarity with a discourse situation may be at the root of 
difficulties finding appropriate lexis. 
R O. K and were you both thinking in English all the time? At one point one ofyou 
mentioned a German word, 'unorderfich I? 
G2A 'Unorderlich, jq, the mess. 
G2B 7he last one I was thinking in German actually 
R B3? JAy was that do you think? Because it was more difficult possibly? 
G2B Yeah, I think 
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G2A Probably depends on.. ifyou had been in nearly the same situation in real life I 
thinkfor me it would be more - um, um yeah How can Iput it? IfI know the situation 
already um I think I know how to put words in afriendly way so it wouldn't be that 
diffilculL And I wouldn't need to think about it that long. 
G2B Sometimes there is a difflcu4 tofind only the English words. And sometimes there 
is another difficulty to express in afriendy way and to, so you have tofind really special 
words 
R What do you mean by special words? 
G2B Oh special expressions. Like -yeah not to be unfriendly, or not to hurt or 
something. 
Further examples of use of Ll German in the lexical search for a target word were 
evident in the data for G2. In the example below, G2B uses German both in her 
interaction with G2A and in her translation from German to English. This corresponds 
with G2B's statement in the retrospective interview that in this task, she was thinking 
more in German. The data is taken from the concurrent protocol for G2 D3 Police. 
Written response: 
How are you? Would it possible for you to move your car because the neighbours are 
moving house and we need more space for the van. Thanks! 
G2A Um, 'because'um probably um - 'the neighbours are moving and' um 'we need a 
large spacefor the van. I don't know. 
G2B Was heisst 'blockieren'? 
G2A Block 
G2B 'You are blocking the street' 
G2A Yeah. But I thinkyou wouldn't say it like that. It's too - it's too - it's nolfriendly 
enoug, k 
G2B Du bist in weg' 
G2A (Laughter) 'Get out of my way. Yeak 'How are you? Xxx move jvur car because 
G2B '7he van needs more space'I would say. 
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G2A Yeah, yeah 
Word choice 
There was evidence of confusion of 'borrow/lend' in several protocols: this sometimes 
appeared within the hypotheses during the concurrent protocols (for example G2B) El 
notes "Can you please borrow your notes? It would be great" ) and later resolved Vithout 
evidence of noticing or discussion later on in the protocol, for example in the same task 
G2B puts forward a new hypothesis "So can I borrow your notes just to copy it? -. This 
lexical word choice seems to be a recurring problem for this pair and is evident again in 
task F2 Money: (G2B "I would never ask another person to borrow me some money"). 
G3 experience a similar problem unraveling the distinction between these two forms but 
the difficulty is made explicit early on in the tasks and becomes apparent in the practice 
session: 
G3A 'Couldyou borrow it to me'? 
G3B May I borraw it? Couldyou lend it to me'? 
G3A 'Couldyou borrow it'? 
G3B May I borrow it? Will you lend it to me? 
G3A V ahvays get coilfused with borrow and lend' 
G3B 'Could I borrow it'? 
G3A Uhuh. 
S3 Pragmatic competence 
The data in this category relate to those episodes and utterances in the solution process 
which provide evidence of the learners' pragmatic competence. While Robinson 
(1992: 57) separates linguistic difficulty and pragmatic difficulty in her analysis of 
Japanese ESL learners' American refusals, the second example of this former category in 
her study (DCT example 8) is discussed as pragmalinguistic knowledge: "(the learner's) 
statement that 'would like to is too polite' to use among friends makes explicit one facet 
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of her pragmalinguistic knowledge7' (Robinson, 1992: 58). Interestingly, Kasper (200 1: 
509) identifies this example as a 'sociopragmatic hypothesis' indicating as it does 
assessment of politeness in relation to social context 
Two points need to be made here in relation to category S3. First, I have distinguished S3 
from S2 in that the latter category contained examples of non-target forms which did not 
necessarily (i) impact on the communication of illocutionaryforce (pragmalinguistic 
competence) or (ii) relate to the learner's sociopragmatic competence, the 
appropriateness of the form in relation to social context. Secondly, category S3 attempts 
to separate, within the data, both aspects of pragmatic competence, S3P indicating 
pragmalinguistic competence and S3S relating to learners' sociopragmatic competence. 
This was a challenging part of the analysis and the source of much discussion during the 
interrater reliability process. 
(i) S3P Pragmalinguistic competence 
The first example is taken from J2 Al Lift. J213 expresses uncertainty as to the politeness 
of the conventionally indirect 'could you give' and attempts to mitigate the request with a 
conditional clause ('if you could'), leading to the final written response below: 
Excuse me, could you help me? My car is broken and there is no bus. If you could, I'd 
like you to take me to my house because I know you live in mear my house. 
Concurrent protocol 
J2B 'Couldyou give me a drop'? - 'Couldyou give -- 'I think I should say more 
politely. -- If I were the person I would say 'Ifyou co Id, if Coul I would Ii u to u You keyo 
drive, to to to take me to my house '. You agree? 
(H) Sociopragmatic competence 
In the example below taken ftom D B3 Room, the learners' initial hypothesis is 'please 
clean and tidy' invoking the use of imperative with the politeness marker 'please". Their 
discussion of this hypothesis indicates that they feel this hypothesis is 'too direct' in the 
social context, and their interaction suggests that they may feel that this choice of strategy 
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risks offending their interlocutor. White (1993: 197) identifies instances of 
pragmalinguistic failure where Japanese learners combine 'please' with the imperative. 
What is significant in this example, is that the learners identify the hypothesis as 'too 
direct' and suggest alternative, less direct forms (conventional indirectness) as they 
struggle to find an appropriate request strategy. The example below is taken from the 
concurrent protocol from D B3 Room. 
Written response 
When you leave here, just make it sure you take your things with you, please. 
J3A Maybe this is xxx I think in this situation we just say Please clean it' (1aughter) 
J3B But ifI say Please clean and tidY' 
J3A It's too direct 
J3B yeah, yvah yeah 
J3A Like, or you think nx it's not good to ask 
J3B Sojust like have a conversation to - to keep the atmosphere warm or -- 'couldyou 
Please clear or tidy before I return? 
At a later stage of the protocol, BA explains that consideration of the social context was 
one reason for rejecting the direct imperative form: 
j3A It Is dt6ricult- thisperson is myfriend'sfriend but if I don't know her directly I 
wouldn't say 'clean and tidy'. 
Category S4 in the data relates to participant difficulties relating to the research 
methodology. Two types of discrete category emerged within this broad grouping: S4T 
which related to difficulty understanding the task or the researcher's questions, or 
difficulties remembering the content of the concurrent phase of the task. S4M identified 
meta-statements in which participants explicitly evaluated the research task: I 
characterize these episodes as Task-related episodes (Ma) in contrast to the LREs 
identified by Swain (1995). Whereas LREs depict a learner's focus on solving a language 
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problem, TREs focus on an evaluation of the research task as problematic. Such 
statements were found mainly in the data for GI and are mirrored in some of the data for 
the English native speakers. 
S4 Difficulties with research methodology. 
(i) S4T 
The first example shows how JI had difficulty in the first retrospective interview 
understanding the researcher's questions: 
R What didyoufeel was important about each situation as you were thinking about how 
to respond? 
JIB Askingfor something which we need? -- 
R Uhuh. Were there any parts of the situation which youfelt were important in deciding 
what to say? 
JIB "ich part? 
...................... 
JIA Excuse me you mean when we are thinking about this conversation so what is more 
the considered -? 
JIB Like stress, focus. 
(ii) SM 
Data in this category represented meta-statements which explicitly evaluated the research 
task. Examples occurred in both the concurrent protocols as part of the solution process, 
and also in the retrospective protocols in which learners provided further reasoning on 
task difficulty during the concurrent phase. One example of each type is provided below, 
the first from the concurrent protocol of GI A3 Job. 
GIB 'couldyou please send it to thefollowing address mean yo OUI, I uwd never rea y 
talk like this on the phone - 
GIA No 
GIB Because they answer andyou would react 
GIA Perhaps it's an answering machine. 
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The problem with the research task for this pair appears to relate to the inauthenticity of 
the single discourse slot for their response as noted in Woodfield 2002. This is interesting 
as it mirrors one of the criticisms of discourse completion tasks (discussed in chapter 6) 
and identified by pragmatics researchers: one turn responses rule out the possibilities of 
the type of interactive discourse behaviour (for example back-chanelling, turn taking) 
which characterise many speech events. The learners in this example elaborate on this 
observation in the retrospective interview for Al - 3: 
GIB Yhe thing is like when you talk to someone you usually get wi answer, youd 11ever 
say such longparagraphs without afull stop or without having a reactionfrom the other 
person andyou wouldprobably put things differently ifyou knewfor example what age 
are the people and all these things. 
in this interview, GIB points to a further problem with the research task, the lack of 
detail in the description of the discourse situation. As discussed in chapter 6, research 
suggests (Billmyer and Varghese, 2000) that elaboration to contextual detail provided in 
the DCT situation may impact on the pragmalinguistic responses to the task. While the 
latter study provides a researcher perspective on the influence of the DCT description, 
what is both new and significant in the findings from the current study is that a leanter 
pers, pective on the research task is evident from the protocols. 
Robinson's (1992) study also identified methodological difficulties in the data: "subject 
difficulties with the DCT included the inability to picture settings and interlocutorsr 
(1992: 64). Robinson explains how in her study: "the intent in underspecifying DCT 
situations was to allow subjects to supply experiential details of their own which would 
make the situations more realistie'. In the current study, there were instances where such 
lack of detail was clearly a problem for the learners as indicated in the retrospective 
interview cited above. Learner GIB elaborated further on her difficulty in imagining the 
discourse setting in the retrospective interview for BI-3. 
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GIB Ifeel it is always difficult to imagine the people and the environment and the 
surroundings because um it is such a difference ifyou actually talk to someone ifyoujust 
imagine you are talking to someone andyeah 
Such evaluative meta-statements which characterised SW were prevalent in the data for 
GI but were absent in the data for the other two German pairs and the three Japanese 
pairs. I would hypothesise that the ability to articulate such evaluative task-focused 
comments may be related to linguistic proficiency. GI represented a relatively advanced 
state of target language competence, studying as they were on an Cambridge Advanced 
Proficiency course. Related to this observation, further examples of such task-focused 
comments also appeared in the data for the English native speakers. 
The fifth discrete category (S5) emerging in the 'Solution' process were those episodes in 
which participants implicitly or explicitly referred to their perceptions of cultural 
influepCes on planning of responses to the DCT. The emergence of this category relates 
to research question 2, the influence of culture on the participants' responses to the 
research tasks. I characterize these episodes as Culture-related episodes (CRE v). Such 
episodes are closely related to the notions of sociopragmatic transfer and sociocultural 
ability (Cohen 1996). Robinson (1992: 56 - 57) observes for example the concern of her 
Japanese participants for the preservation of social harmony in their interaction with the 
(hypothetical) interlocutors in her study of American refusals and notes that: 
4'sociopragmatic transfer.. prompted at least part of (this) subjects' confusion over what to 
say". CREs in this study were found in the data for the Japanese learners only and 
seemed related to their awareness of the influence of culture in sociopragmatic transfer. 
These episodes appeared in both the concurrent and retrospective protocols. 
in all the following examples the Japanese learners refer explicitly to the influence of 
their culture on the formulation of their request strategies. Example (i) recalls the 
distinction in the politeness literature (Matsumoto 1988, Watts 1992) between the notion 
of discernment (Japanese 'wakimae', politeness as social indexing) and the notion of 
volition (politeness as strategic conflict-avoidance). Discernment refers to the: "almost 
automatic observation of socially-agreed-upon rules in which the speaker's choice is 
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restricted to socially appropriate structures and forms depending on the interpersonal 
relationship between the interlocutors (1-fill et. al 1986: 348). Contrastively, Politeness as 
Volition allows the speaker a considerably more active choice, according to the speaker's 
intention, from a relatively wider range of possibilities. Example (i) is taken from the 
retrospective interview from JIA following tasks Al -A3 and recalls the lack of 
linguistic scaffolding available to Japanese ESL learners in formulating politeness 
strategies. 
(i) (JIA, Retrospective interview, Al - 3) 
In Japanese, when I speak Japanese wejust changing the wori4 I mean the women mid 
the men use different word In Englishiust change theform, I mean couldyou, would 
you, can you or something, but in Japan we have a differentform. F or example when I 
talk with my teacher, completely differentfrom talking with myfriends. Me sentence is 
different, the word is &fferent, the voice. English is more - how can I say - simple ffl: 
more casual] caswal, no I think is simple. Because we can change someform, couldyou 
wouldyou, can you. I don't know about the slang. 
The verbal reports from the retrospective reports from tasks C1 -3 from the JI pair 
below (examples (ii, iii, iv) demonstrate these learners' awareness and perceptions of the 
overarching and stable influence of socioculturalfactors on their formulation of 
responses to the DCTs recalling the finding from Robinson (1992) relating to the 
influence of sociocultural transfer on her Japanese subjects' formulations of refusals in 
American English. 
(ii) 
JIA: You know, my culture is Japanese, but I'm speaking itt English and thinking in 
English, butyou know.. 
JIB: Yeah, I know what you mean 
JIA: I'm not English 
JIB: But some parts ofJapanese still remain 
JIA: No, no, no, all of me is Japanese, my culture is Japanese, the thinking way. Ile is 
okkr than me, so I must be polite, I must give him my chair, I can't talk the rowdy boys, I 
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have to keep the &, stance and everything is Japanese culture. I don't know if the English 
people have to keep the distance, I don't know. 
(iii) (translatedfrom Japanese) 
JIA: It is possible to transfer what I think in Japanese and to translate it in English. But I 
think there is one thing which is impossible to transferfrom Japanese to English - 
culture, custom, attitudes and mental climate. For example, it is naturalfor us Japanese 
to behave politely to the older generatiom 
JIB: Yes I agree, we can't do this instantly 
JIA: We can't do it at all. 7he Japanese uses a hand downward movement to call outfor 
somebody, whereas the English uses a hand upward movement 
JIB: Yes we do 
JIA: These different custom and attitudes will never be transferred when I speak E nglish. 
Yhe mental climate sWs the same and unchanged 
(iv) (back translatedftom Japanese) 
JIB: We can improve our English language but we can neverfully adopt the E11glish 
culture. I don't know how to express perfectly in English because I have a disadvat age. 
My attitude should always be polite, because I'm Japanese. 
JIA: Because language is a took even when we change tools our way of thinking never 
changes 
JIB: Yes, I agree with you. 
These observations from JI are interesting in that they suggest that these learners 
perceive sociocultural transfer as something which is impermeable and stable. Such 
perceptions are not supported by recent work by Matsumura (2001) on the effects of 
living and studying in the target speech community on Japanese ESL learners' 
perceptions of social status and the consequential development of their pragmatic 
competence. 
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Example (v) reflects the theoretical notion of interpersonal reality (Yoshida, 1994) 
identified in collectivist cultures. As Yoshida (1994: 256) points out: 
"Interpersonal reality refers to the feelings and impressions created during interactions 
between two or more people. Good interpersonal reality is characterized by the 
generation of pleasant feelings, and bad interpersonal reality is reflected through 
disagreement or conflict". 
The extract suggests that while M's thinking may be driven partly by this cultural 
consideration, her limited pragmalinguistic repertoire ('ability to speaking') exerts a 
restraining force on what she perceives to be a socioculturally and sociolinguistically 
appropriate response to the task. 
M 
J2B: 7his sentence, 'because I knowyou're living near my house'it's a little bit um - 
very assertive [R: too assertive? ] )vah, too assertive, I think ifI have more ability to 
speaking I think I can say more politely. Because of my ability I cati't say any more 
polite. Q2B Retrospective interview, Al - A3). 
J2B: Because I'm Japanese I'm thinking -- typical Japanese think moderately, very 
tentative. So atfirst I think --I consider about the person, listener ancl think about what 
the person will think [Mright, right, how they will respond to you] how theyfeel JR: 
right] So I worry that theyfeel bad, feel disgust or - jVah I don't want them tojeel bad. 
Examples (vi) and (vii) are suggestive. of the notion of 'sasshi' (lit. inference) in 
pragmatic politeness in Japanese. As Fukushima explains: "in Japanese society, it is 
considered to be polite if somebody infers the other party's wants, desires, etc, because 
the hearer's private territory is trespassed on if they are asked about their wants, desires, 
etc. " (Fukushima 2000: 115). This sense of pragmatic politeness in Japanese seems to be 
related closely to the notion of high-context cultures (Hofstede, 199 1) which rely heavily 
on inference by the hearer in order to understand what the speaker intends. In example 
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(vi) below, the learners' written response to the DCT is provided for clarification, 
followed by an extract from the concurrent report between BA and B: 
(Vi) 
J3/A2 Draft. DCT written response: 
. 
ft essay 10 &Yys ago but I don't think it has returnedyet. Fxcuse me, I hwdedyou my dra 
. 
formation to it so if it's ssib e, cd Ae deadline is next week I want to add some in 'PO 
you return it in afew days? 
(Concurrent verbal report, J3/A2 Draft) 
J3B: But I think ifI say until here maybe this young lecturer said oh sorry, I returij, 
J3 A: Not sorty, but 'Oh I will return it as soon as possible M be i 's b er to k, bu I 4Y I ell as I 
don It know which is best to ask 
J3 B: Yeah, yeah Maybe if he or she understand our situation then I don It Mow what he 
says, but.. 
J3 A: It depends on the response, but I think we have to say without the response 
J3B: I think wejust wait andfind the reaction (laughter) 
J3 A: I think in Japan we can - 
13B: We don't have to say anything (laughter) 
J3 A Expect, expect, please understand xxx 
J3B: Yeah yeahyeah 
J3 A In English we have to explain 
M We have to say. 
(vii) Concurrent verbal report J3/B3 Room. 
D B: But ifI say Please clean and tidy' 
D A: It's too direct 
J3B: Yeah, yeah yeah 
D A: Lik or you think - it's not good to ask 
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DA Maybejust you can say 'couldyou, don't leave anything, orjust make sure you - 
mustn It leave anything, orjust make sure you - mustn't leave or something. Not 'clean or 
tidy I but please don't leave anything, but, but - 
D A. Ifshe is Japanese, I wouldjust say maybe just make sure you donj leave 
anything' 
D A: But if she is Japanese she can understand what I mean. IfI say 'Please donj leave 
anything, please take everything with ym'if means - -. 
Examples (viii) and (ix) respectively reflect the orientation by two of the Japanese pairs 
towards (i) distinctions between in-group and out-group in two of the DCTs and (ii) 
considerations of status differences between interlocutors. Triandis (1994: 186) points out 
how collectivists pay more attention to status differences than individualists and 
distinguish more clearly than individualists between in-group and out-group members. 
Both examples are also indicative of the value of the retrospective interviews in 
providing insights into the learners" reasoning behind their written responses to the DCT. 
Example (viii) is taken from the concurrent report to C3 Lift, followed by an extract from 
the retrospective interview for this task. 
Example (viii) (J2, Concurrent verbal report C3 Lift/2) 
J2B: GM, 'Excuse me, I needyour, I needyour help'. Excuse me, I need helly. I missed the 
Icut bus - bus. 
J2A: I missed the last bus 
J2B: Couldyou - 
J2A: take me home? 
J2B: take me home flaughter) -I think it's a little bit strange. I think ofanother wa to 
say that. 'Couldy-ou give me a lift? 'or something I think yeak 
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Q2, Retrospective interview, CI- 3). 
R: So do you want to say a little bit more about the last one, C3? You saidymifelt it was 
a little strange. You've written 'couldyou take me home?. "y was it a little strange? 
B: I think it sounds like the person, the lecturer and I is very likefriends [R: yes? l and 
like a member of thefamily. Yeah so I think it's a little bit strivige. 
(ix) Q3, Retrospective interview, Al - 3). 
R: I want to askyou particularly about the second one (A 2) the daft. Now one ofyou 
said 'We don't have to be so nervous because it's a young kcturer'- can you tell me a 
little bit more about that? 
D B: If the person is very experienced and old lecturer Ifeel there is a distance between 
us. in japan we always respect older people or the person who has status. So we have to 
think about.. we have to choose a correct sentence. 
8.2.3 Evaluation 
The third category in this study corresponds to Robinson's (1992: 4 8) category of 
tevaluation of alternative utterances' and to Ericsson and Simon's category of 
'evaluations". Due to the paired nature of the task in this study, such utterances included 
evaluation of partner utterances (El) and self-evaluation of understanding of discourse 
situation or task (E2). Two examples are given here from category El, from the German 
learner data. These examples represent two types of evaluation found in this category, the 
first one focusing on the politeness, the second on the length, of the hypothesis. The first 
example is taken from the retrospective interview from Al -3 (G2). 
Written response: Hello, this is A. speaking and I am a final year student of .. and will 
finish it in March. I've seen your advertisement for thejob and it seems to be interesting. 
Could you please send me some information about your company. 
R OX Were you quite satisfied with your answers in preparing to make your request? 
Or were you thinking of any alternatives in any of those three cases? 
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G2B Aefirst one, I like it, it's great. 
G2A Um, um 
G2B Next one.. 
G2A I think other ones are not that good 
G2B No? 
G2A No, especially the last one. I think it's not nice. You wouldnl, you woul&Oask the 
secretary like that ifyou would be English or ifyou would be native, I think you would do 
it really not that direct, and in antorefiiendly way. Just like 
G2B So you don't like (Zaughter) our, our text? 
G2A Um, yeah it's OK I think I would do it like that but Pinjust thinking about ifl 
wouldn't be Gennan, ifI would be British probably. 
In this instance G2A evaluates the final response as sounding too 'direct' and (implicitly) 
too German. Swain and Lapkin 1995: 383) note that: "as with one's native language, there 
are many times one is aware that something is non-native like, but cannot say why". The 
example cited here suggests that G2A is uncomfortable with the final response but is 
unable to articulate further as to why this might be. The example appears to be similar to 
Swain and Lapkin's (1995: 38 1) category of 'sounds right/doesn't sound right' identified 
in the language related episodes of their study. The data from this study however are 
reflections from the learners after as opposed to during the task. 
The second example, also from the German learner data, focuses on an evaluation of the 
length of the hypothesis. The pragmatinguistic data from the DCTs indicated lengthy 
responses from G2 (see chapter 6) as compared to other pairs, although statistical tests 
comparing mean length of utterance (MLU) between pairs found that differences were 
not significant. The first example showing learner evaluation of length of utterance is 
taken from the concurrent protocol for GI F1 Bus: 
Written response: Can I sit down here please? 
GIB Mat's difficult - uh -I don't know like er, 'Sony couldyou move - uh a bitfurther 
or 'couldyou move uh a bitfurther so that I can take this seat here'something like that. 
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GIA 7hal's so long -I thinkyou don't need to say so muchjust eitherjust 'couldyou 
move a bitfurther'or 'can I sit down here or thereor whatever. 
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ..... 
GIB So you wouldn't say like um - couldyou - 
GIA I wouldn't say 'can you do that in order that I can do that 
GIB Oh rightyou wouldn't (7aughter) - so what do you want to say then? 
GIA Oh, 'can I sit down here, please. 
In this example, the final hypothesis develops from GI A's evaluative comments on the 
length of GIB's initial hypothesis which forms the final written response to the task. In 
the second example, (BI Restaurant) G211's evaluation of her partner's initial hypothesis 
is less explicit: 
Written response: 
Excuse me, you probably haven't seen that there is no knife and fork for me. would you 
mind to bring them? 
G2A 'Sony, probablyyou &dn't see it but um Igot my meal ready andI would love to 
start so couk4 would it be possiblefor you to - 
G2B Yeah, yeah, you would ask like this? 
G2A Yeah probably. I think it would be more the English wayjust like - ni ni ni ni ni - 
then come to the point what you really want flaughter). 
G2B I don't know, I would only use one sentence 
G2A Yeah. 
While the final written response is indicative of (i) the lengthy explicit utterances found 
in some German ESL data, (noted also in Blum-Kulka and Olshtain 1986), and (ii) the 
recurring ungrammatical form in the data in this study ('would you mind to bring them) 
the concurrent protocol for this pair indicate their perceptions and evaluations of 
pragmalinguistically appropriate responses. G2A characterizes her (lengthy) hypothesis 
as 'the English way' while G2B prefers a shorter form but does not explain why. 
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There were only two examples of self-evaluations (E2) in the data and these have been 
described in passing and will not be further elaborated on. The evaluative comments in 
this study suggest that learners were monitoring their output and that this involved the 
cognitive processes of assessing alternatives similar to those identified in the Swain and 
Lapkin (1995: 387) study. 
8.2.4 Meta statements 
Category 4 comprised meta-statements, made off-line and often (but not always) found in 
the retrospective sessions. As indicated in the explanatory notes to the coding scheme, 
these statements did not appear to be part of the orientation, solution and evaluation 
process but provided evidence of participants' off-line reflections on these processes. 
This category included (KS) sources of participants' pragmatic knowledge; (IM 
utterances relating to the language of thought; (KB) knowledge statements which either 
stated or implied a belief in the general content of appropriate English requests and (KSP) 
statements relating to pragnialinguistic competence and (KSS) sociopragmatic 
competence. Further meta-statements in category 4 included utterances which indicated 
familiarity with the discourse situation (FS). Two of these categories are further 
elaborated on here (i) the language of thought aM and (ii) sources of participants' 
pragmatic knowledge, the former was elicited by a fixed question in the retrospective 
interview, the latter emerged spontaneously in the protocols of both Japanese and 
German learners. 
Lanwjage of Thought 
Robinson (1992: 65) found differences in the language of thought between the 
intermediate and advanced Japanese ESL learners on her study. She found that in her 
study of American refusals, the advanced Japanese learners reported thinking in English: 
"in all but one instance' whereas some intermediate learners: "had at least intermittently 
been thinking in Japanese7. The German learners in this study mainly reported thinking 
in English, although there was evidence of translation from LI (as discussed above) and 
of thinking in German during these episodes of translation, for example as reported by 
G2 in the retrospective interview for BI-3 (above). 
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For the Japanese learners, the language of thought which they reported was less 
consistent. For example, DA in the retrospective interview for El - 3, reports thinking in 
English because of the informal (and possibly less linguistically demanding) situation. In 
these tasks, the (hypothetical) hearer was constructed as another student (status-equal) 
and it is possible that these learners perceived fewer demands on their pragmalinguistic 
competence in forming such requests. 
R. - And were you thinking in Japanese or English? 
J3A: I think this time English 
J3B English 
R English, O. K. 
J3A Because it's a very infonnal situation. 
In an earlier example, J3 explicitly report thinking in both Japanese and English and 
relate this to a lexical search of the L2. The data is taken from the retrospective interview 
for BI - 3. 




BA Sometimes Japanese, not a sentence but some words. Sometimes I think how to 
express this in English. 
R Right O. K OX Can yvu think of any examples where you hadproblems with a word in 
English? 
BA For me it's specially the third one - how to express thisfeeling in, D-1glish 
R Right O. K 
BA To clean and tidy, 
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Sources of knowledge 
Two sources of knowledge were identified in the data, (i) experiential and (ii) formal, 
classroom-based. The former was reported by GIB, the latter by one of the D pair: 
In the first example (referred to in the coding scheme for this category), the retrospective 
interview with GI suggest that at least in this instance, GIB was drawing on experiential 
knowledge from the L2 target context in formulating her response to D3 (Police). The 
sample extract from the retrospective interview from DI-3 below is in response to the 
researcher question on the focus of attention while planning the utterance. 
Written response: Hello, could you please move your car, love? We need some space for 
a removal van 
GIB I know we were thinking of the security people walking arouild th Uj hey e0 e /I/ II ndt 
be like Mey love, how are you doing'ivid talk in very short sentences atid uh um, yeah. 
The response from GIB indicates that for this learner, the source of her perception of 
what would be an appropriate alerter ('love') and appropriate request length were derived 
partly at least from experience within the L2 setting. 
The second example, taken from the concurrent protocol for J3 A2 Draft and the 
retrospective interview for Al -3 illustrates the formal, classroom-based nature of the 
source of M's pragmatic knowledge on this task. 
Written response Excuse me, I handed you my draft essay 10 days ago but I don't think it 
has returned yet. The deadline is next week and I want to add some information to it so if 
it's possible, could you return it in a few days? 
Concurrent protocol: 
B Or 'can I ask to give as soon as possible' 




R OX A ndyou also said that you could he very polite atid say 'I was wonderilig ifyou 
could... '. Doyou uant to say a little hit more ahout that? Doyou thitik that's more 
polite? You think that's very very polite? 
J3A "en I studied in a Janguge school last year, I was taught this sentence 'I was 
wondering ifyou could - something xxx the most polite way, the teacher told us I. 
While there were relatively few examples of learners' reporting on their pragmatic 
knowledge sources, the examples given here provide an indication of the knowledge 
sources that learners may draw on in planning their responses to DCTs. Robinson 
(1992: 63) reports that intermediate subjects "generally reported training influences: " 
while advanced subjects drew on learning experience. This is an area which might be 
explored further in pragmatics research with explicit questions in the retrospective 
interviewing phase. Such explicit questioning was absent from the current study. 
This chapter has explore some of the cognitive processes exhibited in the concurrent and 
retrospective protocols of the ESL learners in the study. The study found that: 
o Learners attend to the sociocontextual features of the discourse situation before 
formulating their utterances and are able to identify those situations where further 
contextual detail is required 
Leamers plan their linguistic constructions and explore alternative hypotheses, 
evaluating these against their perceptions of pragmalinguistic and sociopragmatic 
appropriacy. 
Learner perceptions of linguistic difficulty may be solved through language 
related episodes which encourage co-construction of target responses and 
cooperative solution of difficulty. 
While German learners reported thinking mainly in English, Japanese learners 
reported thinking in both English and German. Thinking in L2 appeared in some 
cases to be related to (i) difficulty identifying a lexical item and (ii) responding to 
what were perceived to be sociolinguistically demanding situations. 
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* Some learners (Gl) were able to articulate critical evaluations of the research task 
(TREs), commenting both on the reliability of their responses and the authenticity 
of the task. 
Japanese learners articulated at some point in the research task, the influence of 
culture on their responses to the DCTs (CREs). In response to research question 
2, there was evidence from the verbal report data of sociocultural transfer on the 
production of requests in response to the tasks. 
While final written responses occasionally contained evidence of 
pragmalinguistically and sociopragmatically inappropriate request formulations, 
the concurrent and retrospective protocols were able to shed light on the cognitive 
processes involved in these formulations and on the various influences on the 
learners' pragmatic knowledge. 
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Chapter 9 Results of Verbal report: English native speakers. 
In this chapter I set out the findings of the study in relation to the verbal report protocols of 
the English native speaker pairs and in response to the second part of research question 3: 
What is the role of verbal report (pair think-aloud and retrospection) in illuminating the 
cognitive processing involved in the production of requests by English native speaker 
students?. 
Few studies in the pragmatics literature have employed native speaker verbal report data, 
with the exception of Widjaja's (1997) cross-cultural study of American and Taiwanese 
women's refusals (Widjaja 1997, cited in Kasper and Rose 2002: 110). Widjaja's elicitation 
instruments comprised videoed open role-play, retrospective interviews and stimulated 
recall. The current study is new in pragmatics research in the way in which it incorporates 
native speaker participants' and language learners' verbal report responses to the same 
tasks. Kasper and Rose (2002: 111) support the incorporation of native speaker data in 
studies employing verbal report: 
"While presence or absence of native speakers is obviously mandated by the research 
questions addressed in a study, including native speakers is highly recommendable for 
verbal protocol research. As long as this line of investigation is as much in its infancy as it 
is in pragmatics, it is vital for researchers to understand what kinds of information native 
and non-native participants attend to, what and how they report, and to what extent they 
experience concurrent verbalisation as intrusive and retrospective reporting as overtaxing 
their memoriee'. 
While multi-method research approaches may add to the reliability and validity of the study 
(Denzin and Lincoln 2000: 5) adding rigour, breadth, complexity and depth, it is important 
to consider the limitations of employing verbal report with native speakers. As indicated in 
the discussion of research methods in chapter 6, it is assumed that native speakers would 
not be able to introspect on procedural knowledge which has been automaticised as this 
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knowledge would not be available in short-term memory for introspection. Thus where 
processing has become automatic (as in the case of proficient learners or native speakers) it 
is possible that such subjects' reporting of cognitive processes may be incomplete. For 
example, linguistic decisions employed in the mitigation of head acts by native speakers or 
proficient language learners may operate at an unconscious level (Faerch and Kasper, 
1989) and while such mitigating devices may appear as part of a participant's (written or 
oral) hypothesis in response to a task, such decisions may not appear as part of the verbal 
report protocol: as Witte and Cherry (1994: 30) have observed "think-aloud protocols never 
capture everything that goes on during composing". 
Conversely, verbal facility may add to the quantity of data. As attentional resources are not 
required by proficient language users in order to solve linguistic problems, these resources 
may possibly be directed towards a critique of the research task. Such attentional processes 
were observed in this study, for example, in the verbal protocol for GI (an advanced 
proficiency pair) and coded as task-related episodes which comprised metastatements 
criticising the authenticity of the research task. 
The second observation in relation to the use of verbal report with native speakers relates to 
the categorisation of the data. The concurrent verbal report for the language learners in this 
study included episodes which indicated both pragmalinguistic and sociopragmatic 
difficulties, as could be expected with learners whose interlanguage is in a state of 
development. Language related episodes (Swain 1995, Swain and Lapkin 1998) were 
identified in this study for example where learners attempted to resolve linguistic (lexical 
or form-based) problems. Such episodes were not expected to appear in the native speaker 
data due to the participants' linguistic proficiency. However this study did find episodes in 
which the English native speaker pairs nevertheless evaluated the appropriacy of both their 
own and their partner's hypotheses as responses to the task. 
The third observation in relation to the ENS data is that, while a large amount of data was 
generated, there were some episodes which appeared not to be task-related, and these were 
not coded. Smagorinsky (1994: x) observes that verbal reports have been characterised by 
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several researchers as 'messy': "in eliciting the verbalized thoughts of writers, researchers 
are depending on a very unpredictable body of data! ' (ibid). For example in this study, non. 
task-related episodes in the ENS verbal report included asides, such as "we're not good at 
telling people what to do, are we? " (EN2/E2 Kitchen) which, while representing 
participants' reflections on, and evaluation of their approach to the task were not coded in 
the final data analysis. 
The above discussion serves as a prelude to the findings which are discussed below. These 
findings are in the form of categories of cognitive processes which are seen to be generated 
from the written task. Given the lack of research in the pragmatics field which has 
employed this approach to data-gathering, these findings are tentative and represent 
hypothesis-generating data which would need to be verified through research with larger 
participant samples, 
Other studies have employed think-aloud data in the field of LI writing research. Witte 
and Cherry (1994) in their study of how the composing process varies with different 
writing tasks, draw on the cognitive process model of composing developed by Flower and 
Hayes (198 1). As they point out: "writing clearly entails thinking-, and thinking during 
writing, however it may be focused or directed, certainly plays an important role in 
mediating between individual intention and actiorf'. 
The development of the categories for coding of the ENS verbal report is described at the 
end of chapter 6, together with a discussion of how reliability of the coding categories was 
established through inter-rater reliability checks with a co-researcher. The proportional 
correspondence figures for the five sample tasks from the ENI data were calculated as Al 
Lift (79.71%); C2 Book (39%) and (72%) on re-coding; D3 Police (90.69%); E3 Party 
(100%); FI Bus (83.33%). As indicated in chapter 6 and noted above, task C2 from the 
ENI data was re-coded due to the low proportional correspondence scores. The discussion 
between the two researchers focused on the distinction between category 6P (planning a 
hypothesis) and category 6 (formulating a hypothesis) in relation to the data for this pair. 
The proportional correspondence tables (appendix IH p. 407) indicate an increase in the 
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frequency of proportional correspondence for these figures to II (category 6) and 7 
(category 6P) on recoding The calculations for these figures are set out in appendix I H. 
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Summarv of coding-procesms 
Table 9 below (page 326) summarises the five main coding categories which emerged 
from the data. The 24 subcategories emerged inductively from initial passes through the 
data for all pairs and these were numbered initially according to the sequence in which 
they emerged. For ease of processing, these subcategories have been organised 
conceptually according to the five main coding categories. The discussion which follows 
focuses on each of the main categories in turn, with illustrations from the data of each of 
the subcategories. Kasper (1998: 361) notes how: "it is good practice to provide numerous 
examples from the verbalizations in order to illustrate the coding categories and to allow 
readers themselves to check how the categories were applied". Although the analysis 
does not include a quantification of the processes (see for example Chi, 1997, Witte and 
Cherry, 1994), where a process was salient, this is highlighted. The entire protocol data 
for the English native speaker pairs is provided in appendix 4. 
Category I Orientate 
This category related to those sections of data where participants seemed to be orientating 
to the social context of the DCT (category 1); to the situated nature of the discourse 
situation within a speech event (category 3); to procedural goals (categories IS and 23); to 
the hearer's response (category 19) and to whether they would formulate a request in the 
given discourse situation (category 20). The numbers of the subcategories correspond to the 
numbers given (I - 24) on the summary table. 
Subcategory 1. Attend to social context of DCT: age of Hearer, status differences, social 
distance between speaker and hearer. 
Social -contextual factors referred to in this category included: (i) the social distance (SD) 
between speaker (S) and hearer (ID; (ii) the age of H in relation to S; (iii)status differences 
existing between S and IL and related to this, power differences. There were also instances 
(iv) in which such socio-contextual factors were explicitly cited as influencing the 
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pragmalinguistic forms used. Responses in this first category were closely related to 
category 2 where participants indicated the need for, or supplied more contextual detail in 
order to respond to the task). Where participants perceived that more socio-contextual 
detail was required, this was supplied by the participants themselves as part of the 
(hypothetical) discourse situation. 
(N) Social distance between (S) and (M. This social factor was salient in the verbal 
protocol for F2 Money: the +SD factor appeared to be a significant element of the situation 
which led to a non-request for this DCT for all pairs. The decision not to request to borrow 
money from a fellow student may also have been related to the perceived degree of 
imposition inherent in this request: Rose (2004) found for example that Chinese High 
School students rated such a request as imposing in relation to other requests in 
metapragmatic assessment tasks. The following data are illustrative samples of this process 
for task F2 Money from each of the pairs: 
ENI 
B: It would have to be somebody I knew quite well 
A: Yeah 
B: I wouldn't ask even ifId seen them wandering around college, I would never ask 
EN2 
A: Oh gosh Ijust wouldn't.. 
B: I wouldn't either 
A: No. 
B (7aughter) 
A: No way. But it's probably a lot to do with thefact that we're older now 
B: Wellfor me it's not knowing that person. 
A: But then.. ifId been a student no I wouldn't ask somebody I didif 'I know. I'd never 
expect them to lend me money. No 
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Table 9 Coding scheme for English native speaker verbal report. 
Coding Category Coding Subcategory 
1. Orientating Attend to DCT/Social context (1) 
Attend to speech event (3) 
Attend to task procedures (15) 
Attend to Hearer's response (19) 
Consider whether to make request (20) 
Abandon/rcturn to task (23) 
2. Planning Notice lack of contextual detail (2) 
Attend to authcnticity/inauthcnticity of 
DCT (4) 
Create authentic discourse context (5) 
Plan hypothesis (6P) 
Assess politeness level (11) 
Attend to Hearer's perspective (12) 
Assess stance of speakcr/hcarcr (13) 
Notice conflict between task demands and 
real life (14) 
Assess weight of sociocontcxtual factors 
(17) 
Attend to hearer's expected response (22) 
3. Solving Formulate hypothesis (6) 
4. Reviewing/Reflmfing 0 Provide reasoning behind hypothesis (7) 
0 Rcflcct on different roles and/or identities 
within and outside of the research task (9) 
0 Indicate familiarity/non familiarity, %vith 
DCT (10) 
0 Attend to wider cultural context (18) 
5. Evaluating 0 Attend to differences between spoken and 
written discourse (8) 
0 Attends to intonation/phonology of request 
(16) 
Evaluate own or partner's li)potlicsis (2 1) 
Evaluate task difficulty (24) 
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EN3 
A: Yeah purely because it's embarrassing and I think it's incredibly cheeky to ask somebody 
that you don't knowfor moneyfor lunch Especially as a student because students don It 
really have enough moneyfor their own lunch, let alone yours. I think I would have to 
abstain. Ijust wouldn't do it. 
(I. ii) the age of S in relation to ILL The example below from EN2: B2 Library 
demonstrates how participants supplied missing contextual details where these were 
perceived to be relevant (category 2). 
EN2 
A: Children .... uh. how old shall we assume theY are? Sort of between 5 and 10? 
B: Yeah. So they can understand 
A: VmJ would say 'excuse meactually again. I wouldn't be rude and direct with children 
I didn't know. 
B: I don't'know ifId say 'Excuse me'though What might they be doing? Aey might be 
looking at books andjust chattering. 
In some cases, participants explicitly commented on how age difference would not affect 
politeness levels (EN2: F3): 
EN2 
A: 'Is there any chance?. No I wouldn't be so hesitant. No I wouldn't want to defer to the 
person xxx But I'm very much talkingfrom the point 0 vi ýf ew ofnot being a student. But on 
the other hand, if it happens in the house I live in now, just 'Cos the person's older than me, 
doesn't make me more polite. 
(l. iii) Status differences between S and H. Attention to perceptions of status differences 
emerged in tasks CI -3 and Al -3 where participants were required to formulate a 
request to a hearer of higher status: these social situations were configured as S<11, status 
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unequal. The data suggested that there may be differences in participants' perceptions of 
status differences between lecturer/student within an institution. The first data sample is 
taken from the retrospective protocol for EN2, following tasks CI-3. 
EN2 
A: Well the degree offamiliarity is ... it's 
difficult in a lecturerlstudent relationship because 
while you have a good relationship, there's still that inequality ofstalus I think 
The second data sample is taken from the concurrent protocol for A2 Draft for EN3. One of 
the significant aspects of the talk relates to the degree of status H is perceived to have 
within the institution, together with the degree of social distance operating between S and 
I-L as indicated in the following extract: 
EN3 
B: It Is interesting this one, I think this part here. Certainly I don't think I'd use this to a 
senior lecturer. 
A: Wouldntyou say it to Y or something like that? He's a senior lecturer. 
B: Yeah 
A: Id say it to him 
B: It's interesting Yeah. It's this balance between appreciating.. being sympathetic and 
appreciating their workload and so on. I think it'sfine here, it's particularly appropriate 
because it's your lecturer, so teacher andpupil or student. Perhaps less of a gap in a way. 
A: It depends on your relationship though I think 
B: It does absolutely 
A: And I think that when you get to our level as Masters students there Is a lot less of a 
hierarchical ývou`re my student'thing. 
In the sample above, EN3/B appears to be sensitive to differences in status as they affect 
appropriate forms for requesting. ENVA however views the student/lecturer relationship 
more as one of equals. There were clearly intra, as well as inter-pair differences in the 
assessment of status relationships between S and H for some tasks. This study did not 
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collect data from participants on their evaluation of status differences between hypothetical 
interlocutors in the discourse tasks and this would have provided a useful measure of 
triangulation with the verbal report and DCT data. 
(Liv) socio-contextual factors influencing pragmalinguistic, forms used. 
This category reflected those samples of data where participants explicitly referred to the 
influence of socio-contextual factors on their choice of pragmalinguistic form. In the 
following extract (EN2, EI Notes), the pair are formulating a request to another student to 
borrow their notes: the degree of social distance operating between S and H seems to be 
significant in B's decision to add a follow-up move (a conditional clause) to mitigate the 
imposition of the request: 
EN2 
A: 'Do you think I could borrow your notes. Yes. 
B: I mean that'sjust the basic isn't it? 
A: Mat would be with somebody I knew pretty well. Min 
B: Ifil was someone I knew less well Iprobably would mention Doyou think I Could 
borrow your notes? Shall Iphotocopy them now and ... 'you 
know, want to return them as 
soon as possible. 
A: 'IfI couldjust photocopy them that would be great I or something. Shall I put that 
down? 
B: Yeah, And then you might say 'Oh bring them back next week, I won't need them before 
then'. 
In the same task, the protocol for EN3 suggest that a request to a friend to borrow notes 
requires a minimum of supportive moves. This pair initially opt for the conventionally 
indirect: "Can I borrow your notes please" but decide eventually on the syntactically 




A: 'Can I borrow your notesplease? '(7aughter) I mean if it was afriendyou wouldn't say 
anything else really. 
B: Yeah 
A: 'Sor7y. I missed the lecture yesterday, could I borrow your notes? 
B: Mm 
A: Befairly direct. 
B: As you say it's aftiend so you wouldn't sort of beat about the bush 
Subcategory 3: attend to the interactive nature of the speech event and construct 
response to DCT within this speech event. 
This was a salient category in the verbal report data for all ENS pairs. In chapter 6,1 
discussed some of the criticisms in the literature on the use of DCTs as data elicitation 
methods for speech act production (Johnston et. al. 1998, Golato, 2003). For example, 
participants are required not just to imagine interactional settings but to produce 
appropriate speech acts in one-turn. responses, thus Johnston's observation that: "as far as 
discourse aspects of linguistic action are concerned - conversational management, 
sequencing of linguistic action in developing exchanges, collaborative activity, turn- 
taking, back-channelling - the construct validity of (production questionnaires) is very 
low" (Johnston et. al 1998: 158). Category 3 in this study seems to represent those 
episodes where participants demonstrate an awareness of such restrictiotis of the research 
methodology on their formulation of an appropriate response, namely the provision of a 
one-tum slot, and develop strategies to manage these restrictions, embedding their 
response in a verbalised (but not written) wider speech event. One example is given 
below from the data for each pair. 
ENI A3: Job 
A. -Are we going to do the whole phone conversation? I mean it's a hit unnatural really 
isn't it hecause you would not.. 
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B You need some responses xxx 
A: 'Cos you wouldn'tjust say.. ifsomebody picked up the phone and said 'Hello so and so 
company "Oh hello I'm phoning about fhejob'I would say 'I'm phoning about thejob 
that you advertised'and then waitfor a response. 
B: Wouldyou? 
A: And then 'Couldyou send me some information? 'But it wouldn't all come out in one 
long blurb. 
EN2 C3: Lift (2) 
B: Mm. Well it's the same as this one. "ere do we put the explanation, the background, 
the reason. 
A: 'You've missed the last bus home andyou know your lecturer s goingyour way, ask 
her ifshe can take you home' 
B: Sony going back to this one (C2) again, I mean she wouldprobably say 'Oh no 
problem, I'mjust in my coffee break, come in, how can I help you? 'And so you would 
feel more at ease to ask straight away. 
A: Yes, yes. 
EN3 Al: Lift 
B: Well Id start off by going over and saying Excuse me, You live on my street, don't 
you? 'and then introducing mysey'and explaining the situation I think Again depending 
on their initial response or if there's any glimmer of recognition.. 
A: yeah 
B: 'Ohyes, you're at number Por whatever, dePends On whelheryou'dpursue it atty 
more, wouldn't it? 
Responses from participants coded as category 3 above, were closely related to category 
4 in which participants reflected on the inauthenticity of the DCT. 
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Subcategory IS. - Attend to task instructions andlorprocedures. 
Verbal report data in this category related to metatalk which were procedural in nature 
and facilitated the participants' progress through the task. Unlike the metatalk of 
Language Related Episodes (Swain and Lapkin 1998, Storch, 2001) the data in this 
category did not focus on resolving language-specific problems but rather indicated the 
orientation of the pairs to task procedure. Such cognitive processes which facilitate 
procedure through a task have been identified elsewhere in the research literature. For 
example, in their study of the influence of writing tasks on writing processes, Witte and 
Cherry (1994: 29) identify "setting procedural goals" as a planning subcategory (based on 
Flower and Hayes' 1981 cognitive process model of composing). The authors define 
procedural goals as those which: "typically tell the writer what to do next" (ibid: 29). In 
this study, these procedural goals were categorised as part of the 'Orientation' process: 
participants orientated (i) to specific points in the discourse completion task (example 
ENI/Di and EN3/Al); (ii) to the time they were taking to complete the task (EN2/Al -3 
Retrospective interview) and (iii) to the difficulty of responding to the one slot available 
on the questionnaire (EN2/C3). One data sample is provided below for each pair for the 
concurrent verbal report together with one sample from the retrospective interview for 
EN2. 
ENI: DI Help (2) 
A: So back to these two 
B: Yeah, which one do you want to facklefirst? 
EN2: Al -3 Retrospective interview 
A: Mm, we're going a bit too slowly aren't we? 
R: It's OX 
A: I'mjust ... 'cos we've 
been about hay'an hour on thefirst page actually. 
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EN2: Q-LiLft-ýZ 
B: Mm. Well it's the same as this one. "ere do we put the explanation, the backgrowid, 
the reason? 
EN3: Al Lift 
B: Check the instructions. Shall we mark that op. xxx DI to D3. 
A: Yeah 
B: Because we'll get so much into the mode of being a student. Oh it's a separate sheet 
anyway. Oh it's reminding us about.. 
A: Yeah. 
Subcategory 19 Attend to hearer's response 
7his category applies only to the data elicited from pair ENI. This category included 
those instances where participants attended to the hearer response provided in the DCT 
questionnaire after the (blank) discourse completion slot. This response was provided in 
the questionnaire for ENI only, as part of phase I of the study (discussed further in 
chapter 6, methodology) and requires no further comment here. 
Subcategory 20 Consider whether to make request 
This category comprises data in which the participants discussed whether they would 
make the request in the given discourse situation. Providing the participants with the 
option of not performing the speech act was an important part of the design of the study 
(as noted in chapter 6) as this provided the task with an element of authenticity. Cohen 
and Olshtain (1993: 47) note how in their study: "respondents were not given the choice 
to opt out of the speech act" and that this may have been one element of the study which 
"made the situations even more demanding" (ibid). The authors cite Bonikowska (1988) 
who observes that: "in the real world .. a person may opt not to apologize, complain, or 
request something" (Bonikowska 1988, cited in Cohen and Olshtain 1993: 47). 
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Providing the participants with the option of not producing the speech act in question led 
in this study to gaps in the pragmalinguistic; data but did provide a more authentic task. A 
sample of the verbal report protocol from ENI A2 Draft is provided as an illustration of 
this category. 
EN I A2 Draft. 
A: I wouldn't do it. And if they haven't given it in ... and also I wouldn't be wailingfor it. 
B: No. And I would assume that they were then too busy to deal with it and Id already 
have asked somebody else for help. 
A: Yeah. Yeah no I wouldn't do that xxx 
B: Shall we leave that one? 
Subcategory 23: Abandonlretum to the task 
The verbal report data in this category are procedural in nature and in this sense function 
in a similar way to the data in category 15 where participants attend to task procedures. 
The data in category 23 represent points in the interaction where participants decide to 
abandon and/or return to the task. An example is provided in the coding scheme. 
Category 2 Planning 
The subcategories in this section all related in some way to the participants' planning of 
the speech act in relation to the sociocontextual situation. Some subcategories (for 
example 2 and 4) represented a focus on the DCT itself, while others (for example 14) 
represented those instances where participants perceived a conflict between the demands 
of responding to the discourse situation as construed by the research task and their 
expected responses in a non-research situation. 
Subcategory 2: Indicate needfor more cont ual detail in order to r pond to tas 'ext, es k 
This category included those responses where participants indicated implicitly or explicitly 
that further contextual detail was needed in order to respond to the task. In some cases, 
participants supplied their own context from imagination and/or experience. This was an 
interesting observation, given the findings by Billmyer and Varghese (2000) on the effects 
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of differential response effects of short discourse descriptions as compared to content- 
enriched descriptions on native and non-native speaker request realizations. The study 
found that in the latter case, longer responses and more external modification were elicited. 
Robinson (1992: 64) observes how in her study of Japanese ESL learners' American 
English refusals, the DCT situations were intentionally underspecified in order to: "allow 
subjects to supply experiential details of their own which would make the situations more 
realistie'. Robinson found that some subjects had difficulties picturing DCT situations: 
"either because they lacked relevant experience or because long-term memory cues in the 
stimulus were not sufficiently strong! ' (ibid). 
In the first example below (C I Extension), EN2 substitute the hypothetical hearer of the 
DCT with one (from experience) and with whom they are familiar. 
EN2 CI Extension 
B: But we're supposed to know this person quite well. Let Is imagine it's X 
In the following example (A2 Draft), the participants assume the gender of the interlocutor, 
which was not specified in the task: 
EN2 A2 Draft 
A: So we assume this is a person to person enounter. 
B: Mm. So obviously we know the lecturer 
A: Mm 'Hello'(7aughter) Uh.. Iwould.. he's, how well are we assuming that they klow... 
B: Well he's obviously got it. Wouldyou imagine he's a he? 
A: Let's assume it is. 
In some cases, the participants discuss the assumptions held by the interlocutors within 
the discourse context: this appears in task DI (Help) to be a necessary prelude for EN2 in 
fomulating a response to the task; 
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A Yes, you'd have to assume.. 
B: Unless you're all sitting round the table with you, yourfriend and the mother. 
A: You'd have to assume that the mother knew certain things aboulyou, like thalyou 
were prepared to do housework and that you wanted extra work. 
B: Like it depends, is the conversationjust between the mother andyou? Or is your 
frienc4 that person's daughter say, there as well and the mother hasjust overheard the 
conversation? 
A: Mm 
B: Or she's part of it 
A: Shall wejust assume it's two people? 
Finally, in the retrospective interview to CI-3, EN2A indicates that 'not having a 
concrete relationship in rnind' creates difficulty in responding to the tasks. 
EN2 
R: About CI to C3. Mere was quite a lot of discussion as you completed the tasks, but in 
terms of what made it difficult or what you were considering at the time.. 
A: Well not having a concrete relationship in mind 
R: Right 
AI mean it would be impossible to set a task using a real life person who both of us 
knew, so it's not possible. But ifyou were to say to me 'What would), ou say to your aunt 
or your green grocer? and it's somebody I really know, obviously that's always easier. 
Subcategories 3 and 4 were both related in the sense that in both cases the participants 
respond to the perceived inauthenticity of the given discourse situation, in the first case 
(subcategory 3) re-constructing the speech act as part of a speech event, and in the 
second, (subcategory 4) demonstrating resistance to the artificial nature of the task. 
Subcategory 5 represents those instances where participants try to reconstruct the DCT in 
order to create an authentic context: in the example from the coding categories given (see 
chapter 6), EN2 reformulate the interaction as an offer from the (hypothetical) hearer, 
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rather than a request from the speaker. In all three subcategories (3,4, and 5), participants 
respond to the (perceived) artificial nature of the elicitation instrument. 
Subcategory 4 Attend to the authenticityAnauthenticity of the DCT 
One example from the data from each of the protocols from ENI and EN2 is provided 
below. This category was largely absent from the protocol for EN3. 
ENI DI Help (2) 
A: Yeah, I mean the second one I don't.. thefirst one I doll It think would again happen. I 
can't imagine any of myftiends'mothers asking me to do that. 
EN2 (]21 -3 Retrospecfi-o-n) 
A: I think with D2 there's a definitefeeling that that person would not say too much and 
not expect too much. 
B: Yeah 
R: But you were comfortable with the situation were You? 
B: Well notfor her asking to be taken, I don't think she would 
R: Right. 
Subcategory S: Reconstruct the DCT to create authentic context 
Two examples are given, both from ENI: 
ENI: Q Lift (2) 
B: I mean this thing of ýwu need a lift home'sounds a bit strange doesn't it? Dying to 
think of a situation where I might, you know a reason why I might need a lift home. 
A: 7he only reason you would askyour Jecturerfor a 10 home isyou'd actually been out 
either having a coffee or having a &Ink together and the offered But you wouldn't ask y 
B: Yeah, it would be an offer wouldn't it? 
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ENI: Dl H "I 
B: But then, yeah. But then it wouldgo on-to me that wouldgo more on-thefriend's 
mother.. as you say, the mediating going through thefriend. so the mother sqD4ng to the 
friend 'Oh itd he wonderful if we could have the place painted during the holidays'and 
thefriend saying 'Oh I'm sure some of myftiends would be happy to do it 
A: Yeah 
B: And then theftiend coming and saying 'What do you think of 
A: Or both people being there at the sme time. 
B: Yeah. And then it being an offer rather than it being solicited 
Subcategories 6 and 6P 
These two categories are the most salient of all those coded in the data, representing as 
they do the formulation of hypotheses as possible responses to the task (category 6) and 
the planning of these responses (category 6P). The categories are distinctive in that 
subcategory 6 represents formulations of hypotheses as responses to the task and thus 
these have been coded under main category 3 Solving. These categories by their nature 
were also represented in the data for the learner pairs. Subcategory 6P emerged through 
discussion with the co-rater following initial coding of 5 tasks for ENI. As discussed in 
chapter 6, the initial low IRR scores for C2 Book (0.39%) were due partly to the omission 
of this category in the coding for the ENI tasks by the main researcher. Examples of 
subcategory 6P are given below as they are deemed to form part of the 'solve' process. 
Subcategoyy 6P Pfan hypothesis 
EN 1: E3- P-agy 
B: Oh I can imagine that, yeah yeah. I can imagine that. Mat's simple, youjust start with 
a hit offlattery. 
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EN2: A2 Draft 
A: or wouldyoujust go straight in with the.. orjust mention the essay in thefirst 
sentence? 
EN3: A2 Draft 
B: I think Id want to establishfirst of all that in a way they'd received it, I mean you 
might have put it in their pigeon hole. 
Subcategory 11. Assess the degree ofpolitenessldirectness level of 
utterancelhypothesis 
This category consisted of metapragmatic evaluation of the participant's own hypothesis 
or that of her partner during the planning process. The data in this category represented 
an ongoing evaluation by the participants of the appropriacy of their hypotheses in the 
sociocontextual situation. One example from the data is provided from each pair. 
ENI: C2 Book 
B: I would ask, but I might I suppose ifI knew that this character was likely to be prickly 
I might phrase it differently. I think the closest. the only difference I would make would be 
to use possibly', 'couldIpossibly' 
EN2: FI Bus 
A: 'Can I sit there please?. Id be quite direct I think. I definitely wouldn't say 'could'. 
EN3. D3 Police 
A: 'Couldyou move your car please because the neighbours are moving in, or 'the 
removal van is coming' 
B: Yes, yeah. 7hey're going to he polite hut they're not going to he gushing over. 
A: No. 
B: Because of their authoritative position 
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Subcategory 12: Focus on hearer's perspective, hearer's assumptions 
Subcategory 13: Focus on stance of speaker (collaborative. 1non collaborative). 
The discussion of these two categories is merged as both categories relate to the degree of 
detail identified within the DCT prompt. As noted earlier, differential effects have been 
found (Billmyer and Varghese, 2000) for responses to DCTs in which prompt situations 
have been elaborated. Cohen and Olshtain (1993: 47) raise the issue of respondent simice 
in designing DCTs in their discussion of issues of research methodology: 
"Should (the prompt) tell them what stance to take (e. g. recalcitrant or concilialoty, 
assertive or reticent), what emotion to express (e. g. anger, frustration, sadness, 
sarcasm)? ". 
There was evidence from the Cohen and Olshtain (1993) study that at least one 
participating EFL learner assumed a particular stance to take: "in the Notes situation, for 
example, Hagar decided that she would get angry and take the stance of not needing any 
favors from her friend". The current study found episodes in which the ENS pairs a) 
focused on the effects of the utterance on the hearer, the hearer's perspective and the 
hearer's assumptions (category 12) and the stance of the speaker (category 13). Samples 
of data across each pair are provided below. 
Subcategory 12 Focus on hearer's perspective, hearer's assumptions. 
ENI Cl Extension 
B: Well I suppose ifyou "d been ill Men you'd sort of assume ... lhere's a context then that 
theyprobably know thalyou've heen ill if it's so serious hat i Is goi go de hi g. IInI lay Ins 
And then you might not even need to state your reasons hecause the lecturer already 
knows it. 
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EN2 Fl Bus 
A: So but 'Can I get in there' implies that, - 
B: lbey're going to have to move 
A:.. they're going to have to move. Yes. 
B: Either stand up to let me in or move Over to that window seat and let me sit on the 
outside one. 
Subcategory 13: Focus on stance of speaker: (collaborative-Inon-collaboratise). 
EN3 E2 Kitchen 
B: Could we gofor the-you're not keen on this collaborative approach then? 
A: No, no 
B: It's all right I mean 
A:.. I'm not completely against it. If it got it done it's better than sitting and stewing on it, 
(laughter) which is what IV do. So yeah. So how wouIdYOu say it? 
Subcategory 14. - Attend to conflict between demands of research task and real-life 
(authentic) situations. 
This study found episodes in which participants indicated a conflict between the 
requirement to respond to the task and (hypothetical) situation on the one hand, and their 
natural response to the situation outside of the research task. In some cases, these 
episodes seemed to represent a mid-point between verbalising the decision not to make 
the request (and leaving the DCT response slot blank) and formulating an appropriate 
response without further comment. Illustrative data is given below from each pair. 
EN3 F3 Music 
A: I mean in real situations where that's happened I Ive acluallyjus, put car plugs in 
B: Mm 
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A: Lay there wid cursedfor a while and thenfallen off to sleep 
B: Yeah 
A: But that would be what Id say. 
EN2 EI Notes 
A: Yes, Um... I woul&O even waitfor an answer actually. I mean in reality I might not 
even waitfor an answer to that question. 
B: But also in reality one of us. - the person might say 'Do you want to borrow my 
notes? 'withoutyou having to say it. 
A: Yes. 
B Mough you maybe have to say it xxx 
The data for ENI (below) represent this pair's third attempt to respond to this task. Data 
from an earlier protocol were indicative of difficulties for this pair with the authenticity 
of the task (see appendix 9 protocols for EN IDI Help 1/2/3). 
ENI DI H "I 
B: Right, ftiend's mother-I really can't imagine the situation. But if it is at; imaginary 
situation, let's say it's an imaginary situation, yourfilend's mother would say topu 
- wouldyou like to earn a little money over the holiday? I need... 
A: Oh that might be possible, yeah. 
SubcategoryI7. - Compare the relative weight of social contextualfeatures of DCTin 
influencing response to task. 
This category included those instances where participants separated out the social 
distance and social status factors embedded in the DCT and considered their relative 
importance while planning responses. In the first example taken from the transcript from 
ENI, the pair indicate that the social distance factor takes precedence over the status- 
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equal factor in this situation. This is also the case in the second example taken from the 
transcript for EN3, F2 Money. There were no examples of this category in the transcript 
for EN2. 
ENI: Fl Bus 
A: nether they're a student or you know... a stranger is a stranger is a stranger, it 
doesn't matter whether they're a student or not. 
B No. Let's move on 
EN3 F2: Mpngy 
A: Id never ask some complete stranger to payfor my JunCh. You don't know them, do 
you? 
B: No, it's afellow student though so is that part of the corporacy of heing ill the student 
hody? 
A: I don't care! (7aughter). Being a student is even more ofa reason not to lend them 
money qaughter) if they're a student. If it was someone I laiew then I would ask 
Subcategory 22: Attend to cWected responsefrom (hypothdicag hearer. 
Verbal report data in this category indicated the participants' anticipation of reaction 
from the (hypothetical) hearer in response to the request. Such indications of participant 
affective reactions in planning request formulations are absent from performance (DCT 
questionnaire) data and represent an important contribution in the role of verbal report 
data to understanding the thinking underpinning the planning of requests. One sample of 
data is given below from the verbal report of each pair. 
ENI: C2 Book 
A: 'Could Ipossibly'yeah 
B: But that wouldpurely depend on what response I was exPecting. So jfj was 
expecting.. 
A: him to say 'no 
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B: him to say no, I would use possibly'. but jfI thought that this person wsfriendly and 
likely to say ýves'. I would say 'Could I borrow your... '. 
EN2: Al -3 Retrospective interview 
R: AWhing in particular You noticed about the three situations that affectedyour choice 
of response? 
A: Well they all require a certain level ofpoliteness 
B And whether you expect the people to do it or not. Whereas I would expect the company 
secretary... that's perfectly within herjob to give the informalion. 
EN3: Fl Bus 
B: It's very interesting actually thinking about the language and so on... direct at all 
really. I mean what we're saying now, asking her 10 move, is much more direct... 
A: Yeah 
B: xxx the action we want. 7his has got so much hidden mewting 
A: Yeah, yeah. 
B xxx 
A You could get a sarky little 15 year old saying 'Yeah it isfree 'and then.. 
B: and no reaction 
no reaction. 
Category 3 Solve. 
Those episodes in subcategory 6 represent the actual hypotheses which participants put 
forward as solutions to the DCT and provide an interesting database of the 
pragmalinguistic resources which native speakers have at their disposal in formulating 
requests. Studies which rely on performance data only (i. e. large-scale studies eliciting 
DCT data such as the CCSARP, Blum-Kulka et. al 1989) are unable to provide a true 
picture of the range of these resources: this study found that, in combining verbal report 
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with a written discourse instrument, data was elicited in the verbal report which indicated 
the alternative pragmalinguistic devices which native speakers considered to be 
appropriate in formulating requests. One example is provided below from each of the 
pairs. 
ENI El Notes 
B: Iwouldsay. - 'A, couldI borrow your notesfrom yesterdayplease? ' 
AI would say. - 'B, didyou write any notes?, 
B: (7aughter) And I haven't (7aughter) 
A: Um, yeah, no I think that'sfairly straightforward isnj it? yeah. 
B: 'CouldIborrowyour notes? ' 
A: Mm. Or 'Could I copy your notes? ' 
B: 'couldIcopyyournotesftom so andso's class'. 
EN2: A2 Draft 
A: IfI remembered the date, or 3 weeks ago, whatever. 
B: V weeks ago. But at this point I would definitely say something like -Sorry to hassle 
you'or 'Sony to bother you again about it' 
A: Yeah. 
B: I think Idprobably mention the esW 
A: Yes, O. K. 
B: But I wouldn't say straight away 'can I have my essay?, 
A: No, no. 
EN3: A2 Draft 
B: V wondered'- is thatperhaps quite good? V wondered ifyou'd... I wondered ifyould 
had a chance to look at ... had a chance to look at my draft essay? ' 
A: Yeah. 
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Catgory 4 Review/Reflect 
The data in category 4 emanated largely from the retrospective interviews where 
participants were encouraged to reflect on their responses to the task. Retrospective 
interviews however were only carried out with one pair (EN2). Data from pairs EN I and 
EN3 which were coded as reviewing and/or reflecting processes appeared in the 
concurrent verbal report data. All data for all three pairs in this category represented 
phases of the verbal report which appeared to be metacognitive in nature. 
Subcategory 7. - Provide reasoning behind hypotheses 
The example given for this category in the coding scheme (chapter 6) is indicative of the 
nature of this category where participants provided the reasoning for their hypotheses: 
these reasons incorporated concerns for the obligation of the hearer (ED to comply with 
the request the social distance between S and IL and the level of imposition of the 
request on the hearer. The data for this category emerged in the retrospective interviews 
with EN2 which were held at the end of each of three tasks for this pair and represented a 
response to the researcher's questions, rather than spontaneous responses. Two cxamples 
are provided, the first from the retrospective interview, the second from the concurrent 
report for EN2. 
EN2: BI 
--B3 
A: Well in BI the waiter knows what he's supposed to provide you with so you d010 
really need to explain very much. 
R: Right, so it's an obligation. 
A: Yeah 
B: With the children we should really have the right to tell them but culturalfactors, '4,11a, 
do you think it is that inhibits us? 
A: Yes, socialfactors. 
EN2: D2 Hospital 
(dotted line indicates intervening data) 
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B: 'I've had a bit of a... ' Yhey usually underestimate it don't they? 
A: Yes that's true. 'I've had a bit of afall' 
A: 'Cos I actually think that they would understate it. 
Subcategory 18: Attend to wider cultural context 
This category recalls the category of 'Culture-related-episodes' (CRE's) which emerged 
in the learner data. In this latter category, there were indications that the Japanese ESL 
learners were aware of the influence of their culture in formulating sociopragmatically 
appropriate responses to the task (see discussion in chapter 8). Subcategory 18 in the 
context of the ENS data represented observations (confined to the data for EN2) in the 
form of metastatements focusing on discourse conventions in different cultures. 
EN2: A3 Job 
A: Yes, yes. 7hat actually varies between cultures. 'Cos Iphoned up a lawfirm in Austria 
the other week andjust asked to speak to somebody and because I didn't give my? uzme I 
sort ofgot a rollickingfor not having announced who I was. But it's true, it Is superj7uous 
here, isn't it? 
Subcategory 9: Attend to different identities and roles both within and outside of the 
research task 
This category relates to the different roles and identity of the participant as reflected in 
their responses to the research task. The following samples of data illustrate those parts of 
the verbal protocol in which the participants' responses were socially situated in multiple 
identities. The first example illustrates how the demands of the research task (to respond 
in their role as student) conflicts with the participants' role and identity as mature 
students. 
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EN2 (PI: HOW 
A: 'Cos I suppose we have to assume here that we are younger than we are in reality. 
And we're probably 20year old students. So that would be probably not such an unusual 
way to speak, I don't know. 
B: I imagine ifI was talking to MY children'sfriends (laughter) 'Idpayyou the going 
rate of course. Yeah I think that would be aK. 
In the second example, B is aware of her dual identity as a teacher and research 
participant and the influence this may have on her response to the task: 
EN3 g32: Libr-a_ry) 
B: yhis is very interesting. I'm thinking that as we're both teachers the way we react to 
this isprobably quite different to how OtherPeoPle react. 
A: Well jfI was in school I would react very differently to in a public place and me not 
being in charge of them. 
Subcategory 10. Participant indicatesfamiliatitylunfamiliarity with DCT situation. 
Data which was coded in this category consisted of episodes in which participants 
indicated an ability to identify with the situation outlined in the DCT and used this 
familiar context as the basis for their hypotheses. One example is given below from each 
of the ENS pairs. 
EN 1: DI H-e--Ip- 
A: Ae only thing I can think of xxx there was a point where afriend of my brother 
actually lived with usfor a while and he was an absolute darling and would do anything 
for my mother, and I can imagine her.. and infact I'm sure she did ask himfOr various 
favours. 
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EN2: C2 Book 
B. - I did the other day, what did I say to her? flaughter). Um yeah, something like 'sony 
to bother you' 
A: 'Sony to botheryou. 
EN3: A3 Job 
I've done this a lot. I don't know if I always say the right thing (7aughter). 
Category 5 Evaluate 
Subcategory 8 Evaluate response in the light of &fferences between spoken and written 
discourse- 
This represented one of the subcategories which only emerged in the ENS data: two 
examples are given, one each from the verbal report from ENI and EN2. In the second 
example from the retrospective interview for Al -3 from EN2, the response emerges 
from the researcher's question: 'Any problems with the procedures, with this 
methodology? '. 
Two observations may be made here. In the first example, there is a suggestion that the 
context in which ENI is socially situated, i. e. as students on an Applied Linguistics 
course has heightened their awareness of differences in the nature of spoken and written 
discourse. Secondly, there is an indication of methods effects reflected in the data from 
EN2 (the 'compromise' referred to by A in the final response). This mirrors the methods 
effects reported in the literature on speech act production (for example Sasaki's 1998 
study of Japanese EFL learners' requests in DCTs and Oral role plays) which found 
differences in the data in relation to the two elicitation instruments (discussed in chapters 
6 and 7). 
ENI (Al: LiDft 
A: Me thing is, because of what we've been doing, I'm really aware of the way we write 
and the way we speak And I think... 
B: You thinkyou'd keep it shorter? 
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A: Yeah I thinkyoujust tend to talk in shorter blocks. 
EN2 (Al -3 Retrospective interviewj 
A: Uh. well it's clear that we're supposed to be speakingfrom the task 
B: But it's difficult to write down what you would be speaking. 
R: Areyou saying that there's a tendency toproduce language thalyou would use more 
in writing? 
B: Ifind that, looking at it again, I suddenly think 'Well would I really say that? ' 
R: Right 
B: 7he sentence length or 
A: Myfeeling is that I'm ending up not quite writing down what I would say because 
we're compromising, 
Subcategory 16. - Attend to intonationlphonotogy of request. 
Data in this category indicated participants' attention to the role of intonation in the 
communication of the request. Few studies of requesting behaviour elicited through 
DCTs have attended to this aspect of communication. Given the role of intonation in the 
communication of meaning (Dalton and Seidlhofer 1994, Celce-Murcia and Olshtain 
2000) prosodicfeatures of responses to DCTs may need to be given higher priority in 
analysis of participant responses in future research studies. As Kasper (1998: 359) points 
out: "features of speech production (thus) provide valuable information about cognitive 
processing. In addition, they can index emotional involvement and attitudinal stances 
such as irony or sarcasm - information that may be highly revealing for the interpretation 
of the protocol". 
In this study, sample data is provided from ENI and EN3: there were no instances of 
coding for this category in the data for EN2. In the first example, intonation is perceived 
by ENIA as important in the communication of meaning, while in the second example 
intonation adds to the sense of identity of the (hypothetical) speaker. 
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ENI: D3 Police 
A: And also it would really depend on how it was asked, on the intonation of it. 
EN3: D2 Hospital 
B: I changed my voice modulation then nx (laughter) 
A: Suddenly become an old lady 
B: A bsolutely. 
Subcategory 21 Evaluate own andlorpartners' hypotheses. 
This subcategory represented those episodes in which participants evaluated and 
commented on either their own or their partner's hypotheses in response to the task. 
These episodes represented the participants' assessment of sociopragmatically and 
pragmalinguistically appropriate responses to the DCT. One example is provided below 
from the data from EN2 and EN3. The category was largely absent in the verbal report 
for ENI. 
EN2: Al Lift 
A: 'Cos 'dropping me home'sounds like taking me to my door 
B: Yeah 
A: 'Id be ever so grateful' 
B flaughter) 
A: Wouldyou say that? I tend to be quite over the top in these sorts ofsiluatiolLy. 
EN3: A2 Draft 
B: It's interesting this one, I think this part here. Certainly I don't think IV use this to a 
senior lecturer. 
A: Wouldn't you say it to Y or something like that? He's a senior lecturer. 
B: Yeah 
A: Id say it to him. 
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Subcategory 24: Evaluate task difficulty 
The data contained only one episode where participants referred explicitly to task 
difficulty. While this episode appeared in the retrospective data for EN2 at the end of 
tasks DI - D3, it was not initiated by a question relating to task difficulty by the 
researcher. The final response (from A, below) was not probed by further researcher 
questioning in the interview. 
EN2 DI- D3 RetroVective interview 
R: O. K., O. K. Anything in particular that you've been thinking about during those three 
in terms of the constraints on the situation? 
A: To me this seemed easier. I don't know why. 
R: D3? 
B Or D in general 
A: Yhe whole ofD actually, sony, yes. But it might bejust because we're paring the task 
down to the hare essentials a hit more. 
Summ 
This chapter opened with the observation that few studies in pragmatics research have 
incorporated the use of native speaker verbal report on discourse completion tasks. While 
this has limited the discussion above in terms of referencing to further literature, several 
key observations can be made in this exploratory study. First, there were both similarities 
and differences between the verbal report data for the ENS pairs and the ESL learners. 
Both groups of participants demonstrated parallel elements of cognitive processing in 
relation to the task: orientating to the task, planning responses to the task, and eivIuating 
their hypotheses as responses to the task. As part of the process of task completion, all 
pairs generated hypotheses as possible solutions to the tasks. 
Secondly, there was some evidence in the more proficient learner pairs (for example G I) 
that these learners critically evaluated the research task: in the coding scheme for these 
learners, I called these episodes 'task-related-episodes'. These critical task-related 
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evaluative episodes were also mirrored in the ENS pairs in categories 2,4, and 14 in 
which participants highlighted deficiencies in relation to the tasks, for example the lack of 
contextual detail provided, the conflict between the demand of the research task in which 
on the one hand, a written response to an artificial discourse situation was required and 
on the other, 'real life' discourse situations in which interactions unfold in the course of a 
speech event. In explaining this phenomenon, it may be the case that a certain level of 
verbal facility is required before participants are able to adopt such a metapragmatic, 
critical stance in their approach to such tasks, or, secondly, it might be the case that 
linguistic proficiency frees up attentional. resources to a critical evaluation of the nature 
of the task itself. 
Thirdly, the data for the ENS pairs contained salient episodes in which these respondents 
couched their responses within an (imagined) speech event. In this sense, the participants 
went beyond the task, which required a one-turn written response to a restricted space on 
the DCT questionnaire. There was also evidence in the ENS data of participants' 
recreating the task to create a more authentic context (subcategory 5) and supplying 
contextual detail of their own which at times included the stance of the speaker. These 
appear to be expansion strategies, which at times appeared to be compensating for 
perceived deficiencies in the tasks. 
The possibility of importing a previous coding scheme to analyse the think-aloud data in 
this study (for example that employed by Witte and Cherry 1994) was excluded due to 
the nature of the research task: these latter researchers were interested in the nature of the 
cognitive processes employed in the composing process on expository and persuasive 
writing tasks and a comparability of these processes across tasks. With a significantly 
smaller number of participants in the current study (6 as opposed to the 40 in the study 
cited) together with a different approach to think-aloud (pairs of participants as opposed 
to single participants) and a different research task (DCT response versus essay 
composition), it would have not been appropriate to import the coding scheme used by 
Witte and Cherry (1994). 
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Finally, as indicated in the opening comments to this chapter, the analysis of the native 
speaker verbal report data for this study has been exploratory in nature. The purpose of 
this part of the study was to identify the nature of the cognitive processes which underlie 
the production of requests by English native speakers in response to DCTs. These 
processes have been identified and some comparisons drawn with the verbal report data 
from the ESL learners. It is hoped that the tentative categories discussed in this chapter 
may be consolidated by future studies which collect verbal report data from native 
speakers responding to DCTs. 
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Chapter 10: Conclusion 
In this final chapter I return to the aims of the study and draw together the findings 
reported in the preceding three chapters. In doing so, I consider the extent to which this 
empirical study has responded to the three research questions. Secondly, I explore the 
implications of the study for ESL pedagogy and instructional materials for second 
language development. Finally I consider the strengths and limitations of the study and 
point to ways in which the study might form a platform for possible future research in 
pragmatic competence. 
10.1 Revisiting the aims of the study and the research questions. 
The first aim of this study was to identify the nature of the pragmalinguistic and 
sociopragrnatic knowledge of two groups of ESL learners as compared to ENS students 
as represented in their responses to written discourse completion tasks. In chapter three I 
identified some of the pragmalinguistic options which are available to language uscrs as a 
means by which politeness may be indexed in language communication and I explorcd 
some theoretical frameworks for investigating politeness theory (Brown and Levinson, 
1978,1987) highlighting in the discussion criticisms of a strategic view of politeness 
from the perspective of non-western contexts (Matsumoto, 1988). 
The present study found that, in keeping with previous work (Blum-Kulka et. al 1989) 
conventionally indirect requests were the most frequent linguistic forms across the data 
set although within the corpus, the ESL students displayed more variation across tasks, 
The most notable finding within the choice of linguistic options for producing requests 
within the ESL data was the relatively high proportion of direct strategies by the Japanese 
learners as compared to the German ESL learners and the English native speaker 
students. The second most salient finding was the limited range of linguistic devices used 
by the ESL learners for internally mitigating their requests. Several authors, for example 
Ellis 1991, Tanaka 1988, have highlighted the difficulties which Japanese students of 
English encounter in producing pragmatically appropriate utterances both in on-line and 
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off-line speech act production in English. Ellis (1991: 8) for example cites the influence of 
sociocultural transfer as a: "major explanatory variable", a factor also highlighted by 
Robinson (1992) in her study of American English refusals. Further, limited li 
, 
nguistic 
means to soften or mitigate the force of an utterance has also been highlighted as a 
hindrance to Japanese learners of English and Ellis has concluded (ibid) that: "although 
linguistic competence is not sufficient to guarantee the development of sociolinguistic 
knowledge, it is probably necessary'. Locastro (1997: 257) emphasizes the importance of 
systemic differences between Japanese and English in explaining the difficulties which 
some Japanese learners have in developing pragmatic competence: 
"Politeness in Japanese involves obligatory lexical and morphosyntactic choices in the 
language, encoding the social norms concerning status, age and gender as well as in- 
group and out-group distinctions ... 
in English there are not the same obligatory choices - 
it is more a matter of pragmatic meaning derived from inferences in English and not so 
much a question of grammar as it is in Japanese". 
Thus for Japanese ESL learners, differences between the linguistic politeness systems of 
LI and the target language may result in a lack of linguistic scaffolding in their 
construction of appropriate speech acts or, as Locastro puts it: "open sea with no guide 
ropes" (ibid). In addition, the limited exposure which some textbooks provide in Japanese 
High schools as input for learning (Locastro 1997) may serve to increase the difficulties 
which learners may experience in communicating speech acts appropriately even in 
experimental conditions as in the present study. 
The data for the ESL learners was also characterized by a limited use of internal 
mitigation: English native speakers internally mitigated more than the learners overall, 
and certain syntactic mitigating structures such as tense and aspect were absent for these 
learners in the DCT data while the linguistic structures for internal mitigation for one of 
the Japanese learner pairs (JI) was limited entirely to the use of the formulaic 'please, as 
a politeness marker. While such lexical markings may represent islands of reliability in 
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second language use, they may also result from a fossilization in the use of such 
formulaic expressions at junior high school level (White, 1993). 
I have referred to this restricted range of pragmalinguistic devices (evident particularly in 
the data for JI and J2) as 'pragmalinguistic nudity' (Woodfield 2004) and characterize 
this as an inappropriate use of direct request strategy combined with insufficient and 
inappropriate use of internal and external modification, given the sociocontextual 
situation. 
The third finding regarding the first aim of the study was in relation to similarities 
between the ESL learner data and the English native speaker data. In internally mitigating 
their requests, ENI evidenced the same limited pattern of structures as did ESL learner 
pair J1. This finding raises two points. First, the result may have been related to the 
English native speaker's lack of engagement with the task and thus affective factors may 
have been at play (the 'lackadaisical approach' noted by Edmondson and I louse, 199 1). 
Secondly, statements relating to target language 'norms' need to be treated with caution 
The second area in which similarities were evident was in the frequency of external 
modification moves across LI groups. These were not measured for significance and 
there were inter-pair differences as noted in chapter 7. There were qualitative differences 
in the nature of the external modification supportive moves between the ESL learners and 
the ENS students. These differences included the tendency in some cases towards 
propositional explicitness where learners acceded to the maxim of clarity over the maxim 
of quantity (Grice 1975) as evidenced for example in the data for G2 and G3. There was 
evidence in the DCT data from JI (A2) and J2 (A2) of the use of inappropriate external 
modification moves which function to aggravate (rather than mitigate) the force of the 
request (as in the latter example) or, (in the former example), fail to function adequately 
as positive politeness strategies. 
Finally, the ESL learner data on the DCTs evidenced difficulties with syntactic and 
lexical usage and these were occasionally reflected in the verbal report data 
accompanying the task. Bardovi-Harlig (1999: 687) observes how syntactic and lexical 
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problems were evident even in the written data from advanced learners in Eisenstein and 
Bodman's (1986) study of expressions of gratitude in American English, such problems 
including the use of. "intensifiers, tense, word order, misused/mangled idioms and word 
choice' (Bardovi-Harlig 1999: 687). Bardovi-Harlig (ibid) notes how a request such as 
'Can I have your notes' may be more scary to the addressee than the use of more specific 
terms using 'borrow' or 'lend'. This study found grammatical limitations in the requests 
of some ESL learners, for example in the absence of determiners in (the equally scary) 
'Can I borrow your money please' (JI, F2), and in the inappropriate use of the infinitive 
in: 'Would you mind to give me a lift' (G2, Al). Lexical difficulties appeared in the 
uncertainties demonstrated in the frequent discussions of choice of 'borrow' versus 'lend' 
in some phases of the verbal report data and in the DCT data, in the inappropriate use of 
&room' (JI/Fl) in: 'Can I have a room for me'. Verbal report data for JI also indicated 
difficulties in the correct usage of 'lift' (Al) as evidenced also in the retrospective data in 
Cohen and Olshtain (1993) although in the current study, this difficulty was not reflected 
in the written response to the task. In relation to the first aim of the study, the findings 
provide further indications of the difficulties and uncertainties which relatively advanced 
learners of English experience in providing pragmatically appropriate requests in 
response to discourse completion tasks. In addition to supporting findings from previous 
studies for example on the preference of learners of English and English native speakers 
for conventionally indirect requests and the limited nature of internal mitigating strategies 
employed by learners, this study has provided new evidence on the nature of such 
difficulties and uncertainties, as evidenced by the concurrent verbal report and 
retrospective interviews. 
The second aim of the present study was to investigate the extent to which ESL learners 
and ENS students vary their language according to sociocontextual factors. This study 
provided descriptive statistics for levels of directness of request across tasks and found 
that on the whole, ENS requests were less sensitive to sociocontextual variation in their 
levels of directness than ESL learners exhibiting a tendency towards conventional 
indirectness (level 7) on the majority of tasks. Direct requests (levels I- 4) were absent 
in the data for these respondents. Direct requests at levels I and 2 appeared in the data for 
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both groups of ESL learners for status-equal, socially close encounters (112,133) and for 
status-unequal (S>M socially distant encounters (132,133). Further, as noted above, there 
were indications that some Japanese ESL learners exhibited a preference for 'want' 
statements (level 5) on six of the tasks including those encounters constructed as status- 
unequal (S<H) socially distant (Al, A3) and status-unequal (S> H), socially close (D I- 
D3). 
The distribution of external modification across tasks indicated variation for both ESL 
learner and ENS native speaker groups. Task Al (constructed as socially distant, status 
unequal) elicited the highest frequency of mean supportive moves for both groups (3.0 
for the ENS group, 2.66 for the ESL group). These figures were also mirrored in the 
comparative figures of mean supportive moves on this task between the two ESL groups 
(Japanese ESL learners 2.33; German ESL learners: 3.0) and also in the high mean MLU 
scores for each LI group on this task (Japanese ESL learners 31.66; German learners 
31.66; ENS students 34.33). The high frequency of external modification on this task 
contrasted with the low frequencies on tasks such as 171 and BI (ENS: 0; ESL learners 
0.16). In the absence of measurements of participant perceptions of (i) imposition on the 
(hypothetical) hearer in each of the requests and (ii) fights of the speaker in making the 
request, statements regarding the reasons for these differences in external modification 
moves across tasks need necessarily be tentative. It is possible that task Al elicited the 
most uncertainty in the minds of the respondents as to their rights in performing a request 
in this instance, hence the need to justify the request with supportive moves. 
This finding is embedded in the proportion of external supportive moves across the data 
as a whole and in relation to the 6 task groups (A - F). The highest frequency of 
supportive moves was found in tasks Al -3 (29.59% for the data as a whole) which were 
constructed as socially distant, hearer dominant. The lowest frequencies, again taking the 
data as a whole, were found in tasks BI-3 (4.08%) which were constructed as speaker 
dominant, socially distant, and tasks FI -3 (8-16%) constructed as socially distant, status 
equal. This suggests that other factors (such as perception of imposition, rights of speaker 
to perform the request) may have been at work in influencing the frequency of supportive 
moves in request production. 
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Turning to the distribution of internal mitigation across the tasks, there was evidence of 
variation in frequency in both ESL learner and ENS groups. The learner groups modified 
their requests most frequently on task A2 (1.33). This task was constructed as socially 
distant, hearer dominant and represented an interaction in which the learners had to ask 
for the return of a draft assignment from a (new) lecturer. The finding suggests that the 
learners may have been responding to their perceptions of differences in status (with M, 
uncertainties over their rights in performing the request and to social distance. The mean 
frequencies for the ENS group produced a different pattern with the highest scores (1.66) 
in task Al Lift. Evidence from the verbal report data for some of the ENS participants 
suggested that differences in status between student and lecturer were perceived as being 
less pronounced at mid-career levels of study: thus there may have been a conflict here 
between the researcher's construct of status inequalities in task A2 and the ENS 
participants' perceptions of status differences within this task. Contrastively, tasks Al 
Lift and F3 for this group were perceived to warrant more internal modification (1.66 
mean downgraders per request). 
Moving to the third aim of the study, the thesis investigated the extent to which cultural 
differences influence the responses of participants to the tasks. In chapter 5 (5.3) 1 
discussed the ways in which features of collectivist cultures may influence verbal 
behaviour. Based on this discussion, the study predicted that Japanese ESL learners may 
be: 
(i) sensitive to situational context, particularly with regard to differences in 
interlocutor status (Gudykunst and Ting-Toomey 1988), and to in-group and out- 
group communication (Fukushima, 2000) 
(ii) reliant on high-context modes of communication (Hall, 1976) where the hearer is 
left to infer meaning (Lebra, 1976) 
(iii) oriented towards group face-wants rather than individual face-wants. 
In terms of the linguistic strategies predicted for this group of learners, it was suggested 
that Japanese ESL learners may modify their speech act production particularly in hearer 
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dominant, status unequal encounters and employ more indirect politeness strategies in 
such encounters. 
Turning to the evidence for such strategies from the DCT data, only two tasks (B3 and 
E2) elicited indirect request strategies at levels 9 (strong hints) and 8 (mild hints) 
respectively: further, these were not situational encounters characterized as hearer 
dominant, status unequal. The distribution of internal modification patterns (as noted 
above) indicated a high frequency of modification (1.33 mean tokens) in request A2 
Draft (a hearer-dominant encounter) but this was also the finding for the German group. 
The two groups of tasks (Al - 3, CI- 3) which were constructed as hearer dominant 
encounters indicated a higher frequency of internal modification (24%, 16%) for the 
Japanese learners than the German ESL group (12.5%, 3.12%) but a lower frequency 
than the ENS group (31%, 17.77%). There is tentative evidence that the Japanese 
learners may have been more sensitive to such status unequal (hearer-dominant) 
encounters than the German learners but such conclusions would need further support 
from large-scale studies supplying inferential statistics. 
Evidence for the influence of culture on the responses to DCTs is more clear however 
when the verbal report data for these respondents are explored. Verbal report data in this 
study were able to shed light on both sociolinguistic and sociocultural difficulties with 
which learners struggled as they formulated their responses to the DCTs. A new category 
emerging inductively from the data was that of culture- related episodes in which 
learners articulated their perceptions of culture-speci ic influences on the r fo u ation f, iMI 
of requests. This category appeared in both the concurrent and retrospective verbal 
reports for the Japanese ESL learners only. 
This study contributes unique insights into ESL learners' Pragmatic knowledge by 
incorporating pair verbal report as part of the research methodology. The study found 
that research participants explained and evaluated their hypotheses in response to the 
task; further, it was evident from the verbal report from this study that the Japanese ESL 
learners' responses were strongly influenced by sociopragmatic transfer and 
considerations of culture. It is evident from this study that both the quantity and quality 
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of verbal report data from the ESL learner pairs was enhanced through the use of pair, 
(as opposed to single subject) verbal report. 
To summarise the discussion relating to the third aim of the study, this study found that 
Japanese ESL learners did not display a high frequency of indirect requesting strategies 
as compared to the German ESL and English native speaker groups, rather, a higher 
proportion of direct strategies were in evidence. This finding may have been a result of 
method effects as Rose (1994) discovered in his comparison of DCTs and MCQs with 
Japanese respondents. Secondly, while the written responses to the DCTS did suggest 
sensitivity to hearer-dominant encounters in the patterns of internal modification, this 
sensitivity was more evident from the verbal report data for the Japanese ESL learners 
which accompanied the task. Further, the verbal report data for these learners contained 
explicit evidence of attention to status differences, and to in-group and out-group 
distinctions. These data also contained evidence of the influence of Japanese notions of 
pragmatic politeness as they influence verbal behaviour. 
The final aim of the study was to explore the role of verbal report in investigating the 
cognitive processing in the production of requests on DCTs. In chapters 8 and 9 the 
processes emerging inductively from the data were described and summarized for each of 
the ESL learner and ENS student groups. The study found that both groups orientated to 
the sociocontextual variables of the discourse situation and to the demands of the task and 
put forward and evaluated hypotheses in response to the task. The hypotheses provided 
evidence for both groups of the pragmalinguistic options which they were aware of and 
found appropriate in response to the task. These options contained evidence of the state 
of the learners' current pragmalinguistic development, while the verbal report data 
provided evidence of the learners' sociocultural reasoning behind the pragmalinguistic 
choices. In addition, the verbal report data for the learners provided evidence of linguistic 
difficulties in the solution process, characterized by uncertainties of the sociopragmatic 
appropriateness of the response and both grammatical and lexical difficulties in 
constructing an appropriate response to the task. These difficulties were solved in some 
phases of the learner verbal report through language-related episodes (Swain, 1995). 
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Verbal report data from the native speakers included episodes in which critical attention 
was focused on the research task. Evidence of these episodes which also appeared in the 
data for the more proficient learner pair (GI) was characterized as task-related episodes. 
The ENS students as compared to the ESL learner group, tended to frame the discourse 
situations as speech events, situating the DCTs in awider speech context. 
10.2 Implications for ESL pedagogy and instructional materials for second language 
development. 
The findings from this study of ESL learners' requests support those of other studies of 
speech act production of advanced learners (Bardovi-Harlig and Hartford 1993, Robinson 
1992) in indicating that even at advanced stages of learning, learners may experience 
difficulties in the area of pragmatic competence. As the role of pragmatic competence has 
begun to take on a more salient role within the context of communicative competence 
(Bachman and Palmer1996, Kasper and Rose 2001) it is thus important to consider the 
implications which empirical studies in speech act production hold for ESL pedagogy 
and instructional materials. 
Firstly, there are clearly implications for the design of textbook materials for the 
development of pragmatic competence. In her study of secondary high school textbooks 
for teaching EFL to Japanese learners, Locastro (1997: 254) indicates that the textbooks: 
"provide little appropriate exposure to politeness for the adolescent learners" and that: 
"due to the focus on the development of linguistic competence, forms or patterns are 
presented without any attention to their communicative functiolf. Thus input for 
leaming may be limited to a focus on grammatical competence without the concomitant 
pragmatic functions which grammatical structures may carry in communication. 
Interestingly, one recent perception study (Bardovi-Harlig and Dornyei 1997) found that 
EFL learners were more sensitive to utterances which were grammatically incorrect but 
pragmatically appropriate than to those which were Pragmatically inappropriate but 
grammatically correct. 
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At worse, textbook materials may not only provide limited input for learning but may 
also be misleading in their attempt to delimit and categorise the linguistic structures used 
in the communication of speech acts. Meier (1997: 24) indicates how: 
"textbook materials treating speech acts/functions frequently reflect desire for order, and 
typically include a list of phrases and strategies along a directness/politeness or formality 
continuum, sometimes a statement regarding the precise number of strategies with which 
to express a particular speech act and responses to them, some general comments 
regarding contextual use, and role-play activities. Such 'rules' that appear in ESUEFL 
materials present a rather arbitrary selection in light of the diversity in research findings 
and risk oversimplification which itself can cause further problems in cross-cultural 
communicatiorf'. 
As a response to the potential limitations of textbooks as input for pragmatics teaching, 
both Meier (1997) and Kasper (1997) advocate awareness- raising activities for 
promoting the development of pragmatic competence in the classroom. For Meier 
(ibid: 24 - 25) such activities would aim to raise leamer awareness of the: "different 
expectations regarding for example, role of dominance, power and rights, which 
interlocutors bring with them to intercultural encounters ... a dynamic approach whereby 
learners gain insight into cultural assumptions which underline the perception of 
contextual and situational factors as they inform linguistic behavioue,. For Kasper, 
(ibid: 8) such awareness- raising activities may help learners to: 
"acquire sociopragmatic and pragmalinguistic information - for instance what function 
complimenting has in mainstream American culture, what appropriate topics for 
complimenting are, and by what linguistic formulae compliments are given and 
received". 
Further, awareness- raising tasks may combine a dual-focus approach to developing 
learners' pragmalinguistic and sociopragmatic competence by helping learners to: 
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"make connections between linguistic forms, pragmatic functions, their occurrence in 
different social contexts, and their cultural meanings" (Kasper, 1997: 9). 
The nature of such awareness-raising tasks may incorporate the use of both oral and 
written data from authentic interactions, or the use of web-based materials for the 
strategic learning of speech acts, such as those currently being developed for the teaching 
of Japanese speech acts (Cohen, Ishihara, and Olshtain 2004). There are, however, 
dangers in basing the design of instructional materials for the development of learners' 
pragmatic competence on the intuition of native speakers, given the tacit nature of native 
speakers' pragmatic knowledge (Wolfson, 1989, Schmidt, 1993) and it would seem that, 
as Kasper (1997: 9) points out, empirical studies of speech act production, (such as the 
current study), and perception (Bardovi-Harlig and Dornyei 1998) have much to offer in 
the field of instructional materials for the development of pragmatic knowledge, as she 
states: -it is vital that teaching materials on L2 pragmatics are research-based". 
10.3 Strengths and limitations of the study 
In terms of the strengths of the study, this empirical research has amassed a significant 
body of data which informs both on (i) the pragmalinguistic choices made by ESL 
learners and ENS students in their responses to written discourse completion tasks and 
(ii) the sociopragmatic influences which may direct those choices. As noted earlier in the 
study, few empirical studies have been carried out (with the exception of Robinson, 
1992) which have investigated ESL learners' pragmatic knowledge through the 
combination of written discourse completion tasks and concurrent think aloud and 
retrospective interviews. Thus the current study provides unique insights into the 
cognitive processing of learners while on task and highlights the linguistic and cultural 
difficulties they experience as they formulate appropriate responses to the task. The 
combination of different sources of data (concurrent think aloud, retrospective interviews, 
written responses to questionnaires) adds to the methodological strength of the study both 
in terms of the validity of its design, and in the way that perspectives on participants' 
pragmatic knowledge were obtained from both written and oral data. Thus the study has 
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demonstrated the insights which can be obtained on ESL learners' pragmatic knowledge 
by the elicitation and combination of both product andprocess data. 
Turning to the limitations of the study, these relate firstly to methodological 
considerations. First, unlike other studies which have focused on speech act research (for 
example Fukushima, 2000), this study did not elicit situational assessment data from the 
participants. As Fukushima points out: 
"without using comparable situations, it is difficult to compare responses by subjects 
from different cultures ... if the situations are taken 
from a particular culture (e. g. British), 
subjects in other cultures (e. g. Japanese) may feel that it is unnatural to make requests in 
those situations, or they may feel that those situations are not likely to occur in their own 
culture. " (ibid: 146). 
This study drew strongly on the discourse situations in the CCSARP study (Blum-Kulka 
et. al 1989) which did not incorporate Japanese respondents, however other studies 
incorporating Japanese respondents (e. g. Rose 1994) also provided the basis for some of 
the tasks in the present study. However the limitation remains that this study did not elicit 
situational assessment data from participants relating to the authenticity of the situations 
and this may partially have been the cause of the critical comments which appeared in the 
verbal report data. Secondly, and in relation to this point, situational assessment data 
were not collected on the constructs of power/status and social distance embedded in the 
discourse situations. While the rationale for these constructs drew on theoretical and 
empirical discussions in the literature, no pwWcipant perspectives were obtained on these 
constructs in this study. 
Ile second methodological 
' 
limitation relates to procedures in data elicitation. In carrying 
out the retrospective interviews, the aim was to elicit data through both fixed and probing 
questions (see for example Cohen and Olshtain, 1993). Although the fixed questions were 
written down in order to ensure consistency across interviews with all pairs, the 
retrospective data indicated that not all fixed questions were included with each pair (for 
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example there was little questioning of J2 on their language of thought). it is important in 
order to ensure reliability in retrospective data obtained across pairs and tasks that 
probing questions, based on participants' concurrent responses to the task do not eclipse 
fixed questions in the retrospective interview phase. 
The third point relates to the limited sample size. While a significant body of written and 
oral data elicited from nine pairs of participants provides the basis for the findings of the 
study, these findings need to be corroborated from further studies employing a similar 
design and with participants with similar linguistic, educational and cultural profiles. 
The final point relates to the influence of the written discourse completion task on the 
data elicited. This study did not investigate politeness in interaction, and as pointed out in 
chapter six, while DCTs as elicitation instruments do have their strengths, they are 
limited as research instruments for investigating the nature of pragmatic competence: as 
Golato (2003: 92) has pointed out: 
"DCTs are in a crucial sense metapragmatic in that they explicitly require participants 
not to conversationally interact, but to articulate what they believe would be situationally 
appropriate responses within possible, yet imaginary, interactional settings .... relatedly, 
the native speaker intuitions about language collected with discourse completion tasks do 
not reflect real-time interactional sequencee'. 
10.4 Directions for future research. 
In this section I conclude the study by pointing to possible directions for future research 
in pragmatic competence. First, it would seem that relatively little is known about 
learners' pragmatic development over time: only a handful of studies (Schmidt 1983, 
Ellis 1992, Achiba 2002) have begun to provide insights into the Pragmatic development 
of learners in classroom contexts (Ellis) and non-classroom contexts (Schmidt, Achiba). 
Based on such studies, there are now indications in the second language literature 
(Kasper and Rose 2002) of possible developmental sequences of learners' pragmatic 
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competence over time. Further studies therefore are needed to corroborate these findings 
both in classroom and non-classroom settings. 
Secondly, while evidence from studies on the pragmatic competence of beginner L2 
learners is starting to emerge, suggesting a reliance on: "pregrammaticalized productions, 
routine formulae, and repetition, which gradually give way to an expansion of the 
pragmatic repertoire" (Kasper and Rose, 2002: 307), research methodologies and 
elicitation tasks need to be developed (for example, Rose, 2000) which are suited to the 
age and both cognitive and lingustic abilities of the learner: studies employing verbal 
report methodologies with bilingual researchers competent in the learner's LI would go 
some way towards facilitating the collection of process and product data for younger 
and/or low proficiency learners. 
Thirdly, the relationship between pragmatic competence and grammatical competence 
needs to be probed further (Bardovi-Harlig 1999, Kasper and Rose 2002). Kasper and 
Rose (2002: 308) articulate this as follows: "early learners have to acquire the L2 
grammatical means to express already existing pragmatic categories, whereas later 
learners have to tease out the pragmatic meanings to which their now available L2 
grammatical knowledge can be put". There would seem to be a research agenda for 
exploring the relationship between pragmatic competence and grammatical competence 
from both synchronic perspectives through longitudinal studies, and diachronic 
perspectives through cross-sectional and single-moment studies. 
Finally, it is hoped that this empirical study of ESL learners' and English native speaker 
students' requests will provide hypotheses which further studies in pragmatic competence 
will be able to take forward and thus add to the growing body of empirical work on 
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